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Abstract
This thesis explores the conceptualisation of subjectivity, the past and language in the

work of one particular English novelist and critic, A. S. Byatt. In doing so, it examines
significant points of overlap between Byatt's fiction and criticism, on the one hand, and,

on the other, the discourses that have contributed to their formation. Whilst Byatt's
work is inflected by recent critical examinations of the three concepts, this thesis is less

it reflects prevailing notions of subjectivity, the past and language,
than with its participation in an ongoing exantination of each. Although I do investigate
concerned with how

the interplay between Byatt's fiction and criticism, my focus is on how this is played out
in Byatt's fictional texts, in particular the novels.

The Introduction offers a brief summary of other criticism on Byatt's worh
summarises the recent definitions of 'text' and broader discussions of postmodernism that

have impacted on my approach to her flction, and proposes a reading of these texts that

for their ambivalence. In Chapter One, I focus on the reconfiguration of
subjectivity in Byatt's writing, particularly as it relates to textuality. Chapter Two

accounts

explores the relationship between present and past in Byatt's fiction that is partly enacted

through the texts' own engagement with past literatures, in particular nineteenth-century
literature, and the related issues of historiography, linearity and memory that these texts

investigate. Language, in particular Byatt's interest in its relation to 'things', is the focus
of the third and final chapter of this thesis.
Throughout each of the chapters is an exploration of Byatt's engagement or reexamination of a persistent 'thread of two' in Western discourse. Although each chapter
focuses on one of the three concepts, each also explores the issues that arise from the

conjunction of 'two things' in these fictions: text and subject, present and past, language
and the

world. Related to this is my consideration of how Byatt's fiction is characterised

by a number of contradictory impetuses. Of particular interest is the ambivalence that
arises from Byatt's partial engagement with recent critical theory

- not only because it

reflects larger cultural and discursive movements, but also because

it

contributes

to

a

produotive forging of new forms of fiction that combine an awareness of the concerns of
literary and cultural criticism wilh a desire to evoke pleasure in the texts'
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Introduction
The Ambivalence of A. S. Byatt's Fiction
Novelists sometimes claim that their fiction is a quite separate thing from their
other wrinen rvork. Iris Murdoch likes to separate her philosophy from her novels;
David Lodge says that his critical and narrative sebves are a schizoid pair. I have
never felt such a separation, nor wanted to make such claims. From my early
childhood, reading and writing seemed to me to be points on a circle.
A. S. BYatt, Passions of the Mind'

t}e notion that any theorising must derive from that wltich it purports to
study, my focus here is on those points of significant overlap of theory with
aesthetic practice which might guide us to articulate what I want to call a 'poetics'
of postmodernism, a flexible conceptual structue which could at once constitute
and contain postmodern culture and our discourses both about it and adjacent to it.

Based on

Linda Hutchenn,A Poetic.s of Postmodernism.

Inside / outside literature
Since the 1960s,

A.

S. Byatt has extensively published both fiction and criticism. Her

fictional texts include seven novels, from The Shadow of the Sun (1964) to the most
recent The Biographer's Tale (2000), and five collections of stories, from Sugar and

Other Stories (1987) to Elementals: Stories of Fire and lce (1998). Byatt's criticism
ranges from uncollected essays and reviews? on a wide range of topics,

to her

early

collections of essays on Iris Murdoch, Degrees of Freedom (1965), andWordsworth and

Coleridge In their Tine (1970), aod the more recent collections Passions of the Mind

(1991) and On Histories and Stories (2000). Byatt's claim, in the Introduction to
Passions of the Mind, to maintain a close connection between "reading" and "writing"

identifies an inextricable relationship between critical and creative practices that her

fiction also makes apparent. In this thesis I will examine the interplay between the two
strands of Byatt's criticism and fiction, focusing on how this is played out in Byatt's

fictional texts,

in

particular the novels.

My

approach

to Byatt's criticism is

thus

principally through a consideration of its relation to the fictional texts - partly because, as

Byatt puts it in the Introductionto On Histories and Stories. she sees herself "primarily
as a

writer" (OHS l).
The ambivalence that Byatt's identification as a writer-critic can produce in her

work has sometimes seemed problematic to contemporary reviewers. One reviewer,
Marityn Butler, claims that "as a novelist", Byatt has "tended to sound like a critic",

whilst "as an academic critic, like someone wondering
novelist.

"

if

she wouldn't prefer

to be

a

Butler claims that in her most recent fiction, Byatt resolves this tension and

advocates a new kind of fiction that melds a critical interest with storytelling, which she

terms "ficticism" (22). Unlike Butler, Ruth Franklin regards Byatt's latest novels, Babel
Tower (1996) and The Biographer's Tale, as "stiffand brittle and dry", or too much "like
academic papers: assemblages of facts, evidence, and specimens"; while her most recent

collection of essays, On Histories and Stories, are deemed "superficial" and not critical
or analytical enough (38-9). Judgements aside, both reviewers do highlight the position

in between criticism and fiction in which Byatt's fiction (and criticism) is often

placed.

What is at issue here is the question of whether or not this position is problematic.

At the

same time, Byatt's identification

of a connection between "reading"

and

"writing" also intimates the extent to which fiction is always inextricably bound up with
other cultural practices and other discourses - within which it is situated, from which it is
formed, and to which it contributes. One preoccupation of On Histories and Stories

with the effect on fiction of recent critical theory, or what Byatt terms

rs

the

"encroachments being made by literary criticism into the forms of creative writing", often

resulting in an "impossible desire for scholarly exactness in good fiction writers
dancers changing places in an eighteenth-century dance" (OH^S

5).

- like

The purpose of my

study is to examine significant points of overlap between Byatt's "writing" and "reading",

or, to put it another way, between Byatt's fiction and criticism on the one hand and, on
the other, the discourses of the culture, place and time that contribute to their formation.

In particular, I concentrate on three specific topics that have come under scrutiny in mid-

to late-twentieth century theoretical discourse and Byatt's fiction alike: zubjectivity, the
past, and language.

Whilst Byatt's fiction is in some respects informed by critical examinations of
these three concepts,

I am not so much concerned with how

these novels reflect changes

to notions of each, as with their participation in an ongoing

re-examination and

interogation of how subjectivity, the past and language have been conceptualised and
defined since the mid+wentieth century.

In

particular,

I

want

to

consider the

ambivalence that arises from what one critic, Michael Westlake, describes in his essay
'The Hard Idea of Truth' as a "partial and problematic" engagement in Byatt's fiction with

recent critical theory, especially poststructuralism
engagement

with recent theory is partly

(33). The partial

nature of Byatt's

a consequence of her attachment

to approaching

literature with a sense of "moral seriousness and social responsibility" inherited from
1950s Cambridge (Byatt,

PR 132). ln the Introductiotto The Shadow of the,Sun and in

Passions of the Mind Byatt describes the influence of modernist poet and critic

T.

S.

Eliot and critic F. R. Leavis on the study of literature during the early twentieth century
which was still apparent in "Leavis's Cambridge" of her undergraduate years

(So.S viiD.

Leavis "was Gertainly the most powerful force in the Cambridge English of my own

time", she reiterates in On Histories and Stories (OHS

2).t

The eqaivocal nature of

Byatt's relationship to Leavisite criticism is also outlined in 'The Pleasure of Reading',
where she claims that "although all my books have also been fighting a more or less overt
battle with Dr Leavis and the Cambridge-English school of moral seriousness and social
responsibility,

I

have also been deeply influenced by

it" (PR 132). My study is less

concerned with the specifics of Byatt's "battle" with Leavis, which has been variously
described, for instance by Kathleen Kelly, in,4. S. Byatt (1996), and Christien Franken, in

A. S. Byatt: Art, Authorship, Creativity (2001), than with her "partial and problematic"
engagement

with contemporary cultural theory, to which the legacy of

"Leavis's

Cambridge" contributes.

The ambivalence that arises from Byatt's engagement with different critical or
theoretical positions and the close relation that she identifies between her creative and

critical practices are bound up with and reflect what has been termed a "crisis" in
English, or the study of literature, in the late-twentieth century. Over the course of
Byatt's career as a writer and academic English has undergone a shift (although this is
something

of a simplification), from advocating the study of great literary works or

authors to a more contextual approach to literary texts. Her fiction and criticism reflect

this

sffi.

As Westlake argues, the "contradictions and formal equivocations" of Byatt's

novel, Still Ltfe (1935), "can be read productively as an index of our larger cultural
crisis"

(33).

Similarly, in her study of the three novels The Shadow of the Sun, The

Game (1967) and Possession: A Romance (1990), Christien Franken also outlines some

of the ways in which Byatt's criticism testifies to the "waring forces of signification" that
determine both content and aim of English studies (xi).? It is the apparent "battle" within
lOne

result of Leavis' influence, or the influence of a Cambridge approach to literature, on Byatt
- that she identifies - lvas an inhibition to write anvthing that was not criticism. In the essay
'Reading, Writing. Studying', Byatt claims that Leavis' "students lost the desire to write novels, or
poems" (4); in the lntroductionto The Shadow oJ'the Sun Byatt writes of a similar anxiety: "lt
went without saying that anything you wrote yourself would fall so woefully short of the highest
standards that it was better not to tr5r" (^loS x).
tBarbara Johnson. The Critical Dffirence:Essays in the Contemporary Metoric of Reading.
London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980: 5 Qtd. in Franken, xi.

Byatt's fiction and criticism that compels a reading of these texts in the context of the
discourses within which they are formed and

to which they contribute. My

aim,

therefore, is to situate Byatt's fiction (and my own reading of it) in the wider context

of

cultural practices, or more widely still, in the discursive network within which meanings
are generated, highlighting how

it

can be read as an "index of our larger cultural crisis".

This aim is encouraged by Byatt, who claims to explore "the complicated relations
between reading, writing, and the professional and institutional sfudy of literature" in On

Histories and Stories (OH,S 1).
The transformation of English has been variously described by a number of critics
whose writings have also contributed to my approach to these texts. Foremost among

them is Linda Hutcheon, who begins

A

Poetics

of Postmodernism (1988) with

a

description of the poetics with which she engages as moving beyond the study of literary
discourse to include the study of cultural practice and theory. Her intention, to expand
her approach from a formalist and pragmatic study of literary texts to one which includes

historical and ideological considerations, has coincided with what Frank Lentricchia
describes as

a "crisis in literary studies". This crisis is precipitated by the urge to

"essentialise literature and its language" and the contradictory "urge to make literature

'relevant'by locating it in larger discursive contexts" (Hutcheon 1988, x).3 The latter

is both familiar and necessary. Catherine Belsey, in 'Towards Cultural
History' (1989), outlines the necessity and advantage of such a shift and situates the
endeavour

study of the "signifying practice" within the wider context of cultural studies, making the
related point that the titerary text (or any text) must be regarded as part of a much larger

network, a perpetually changing historical, discursive and ideological context, rather than
as a single entity, stable and contained. Belsey's own contextualisation of the literary

text

is an adaptation (or adoption) of New Historicist Louis Adrian Montrose's "refusal of
traditional distinctions between literature and history, between text and context", and
resistance to the "traditional opposition of the privileged individual - whether an author

or a work - to

a

world 'outside"' (Montrose 304; qtd. in Belsey 1989, 553). Similarly, in

Otttside Literature ( 1990) Tony Bennett contextualises the literary text in relation to that

which might be considered to lie "outside" the parameters of literature, for the purpose

University Press, 1980: :ott.
'Frank Lentricchia. A-fter the New Criticism, Chicago: Chicago
Qtd. in Hutcheon, 1988: x.

of overturning such a distinction, and in order to

discuss the way in which this inside

/

outside relation has been variously described.

The difficulty literary criticism has with defining its boundaries is the inevitable
consequence

Young

in

of literature's engagement with that which lies beyond itsel{ writes Robert

Torn Halves: Political Conflict in Literary cmd Cultural Theory (1996):

"discussion of books about the world quickly turns into deliberations about the world

which they represent". He goes on to outline literary criticism's uncertainty about its
"borders", which takes the form of defending them, or exceeding them to encroach upon
the borders of other disciplines or fields of study

(10-ll) - including literature itself, as

Byatt herself asserts in On Histories and Stories. Like theory, literature bears some
relation to other forms of cultural production yet is not absorbed by them; it is part of the
social and political world, yet often claims distance enough to represent

it.

Literature is

"relentlessly entangled with other discourses", writes Young, hence the attraction of the

term "culture", which seems to have no borders, and can encompass "the context of all

literary production, the social world that goes on around it, while at the same time
including literature" itself (1 l).4
Just as criticism displays an awareness of how literature is always inextricably
bound up with other discourses - and other cultural practices - so too does fiction. A.

S-

Byatt's fictional texts perpetually return to the issue of how literature, along with other

forms

of "art", relates to

other discourses and

to life or the "world". The self-

consciousness or self-reflexivity in Byatt's fiction is shared with other fiction written in

the mid- to late-twentieth century, such as John Fowles' The French Lieutenant's
Woman (1969) or Italo Calvino's If on a Winter's Night a Traveller (1979). Indeed, the
shift of English, or literary studies, toward cultural studies and the re-examination of
distinctions between the 'inside' and 'outside' of literature are bound up with changes to
the form of mid- to late-twentieth century fiction. Thus, Hutcheon's intention to expand

her approach from a formalist and pragmatic study of literary texts, precipitated by the
offirile there are advantages to be gained from a shift from literary to cultural studies, Young also
points out the problematics of such a move, suggestrng that the "enforced nomadism" of cultural
studies resembles the "transgressive cultural formations and operations of capitalism itself ' ( I I ) indicating perhaps that such a shift could result in the loss ofborders, or distinctions, altogether,
to the point of homogenerty, or mass conformity. Such issues are debated elsewhere, tnTorn
Halves for example, and in Outside Literature; I mention them here simply to draw attention to
rvhat sometimes appears as a certain ambivalence in (or precariousness of) the position of literary
studies, as simultaneously distinct from, and connected to, what it is not.

contradictory urge in literary studies to "essentialise literature and its language" and to
make it relevant by locating it in larger discursive contexts, mirrors at the sqme time as it
describes the way in which the "paradoxical" postmodern fictions she examines shift the

boundaries of their own generic constraints. My examination of the fiction of

A.

S.

Byatt will illustrate that these texts show a particular consciousness of their relationship

to the world "outside" literature at the

same time as they highlight the limitations and

possibilities of their own practices and form.

Plastic possibilities: the novel and the text
Related to the shift of English toward cultural studies are changes in how 'text' has been
conceptualised in literary and cultural theory since the mid-twentieth century. Rather

than attempt to locate, and therefore contain the text withirl a specific meaning, English
has come

to acknowledge the indeterminacy of a text. As Belsey

has shown, the study

of the signifying practice needs to make apparent the degree to which any "bid for truth"

will be characterised by contradictions and conflicts;

readings

or interpretations of

a

literary text are part of a process, ongoing, and cannot fix or stabilise the text's meaning,

which will constantly change, as it is part of a wider network of changing relations
(1989, 559-60). Every text, as Jerome McGann argues, is a "social text" (21).

In

particular, Mikhail Bakhtin's discussion

of the novel, in

The Dialogic

Imagination (1975), has contributed to an awareness that the literary text is open-ended

and indeterminate, and "social", existing

in relation to that which lies outside

its

boundaries. In addition, Bakhtin's theories of dialogism provide a means of interpreting
cultural practices, such as the study and production of the literary text, and encourage
the crossing of boundaries of disciplines (and cultures) in keeping with cultural studies'
interdisciplinary approach. What

is particularly

relevant here is the way

in

which

Bakhtin's theory of dialogism enables us to examine al.srt whilst resisting the attempt to
resolve its contradictions: his conception of the novel is that

it is in perpetual dialogte

with other texts, other structures, and other forces which constantly change, therefore
constantly contribute to and alter the text's meaning/s. Bakhtin's influence on the
changing conception of 'text' is recognised by a number of theorists. Julia Kristeva, in

Revolution in Poetic Language (1974), suggests that Bakhtin "was one of the first to
replace the static hewing out of texts with a model where literary structure does not
simply exr.r/ but is generated in relationto another structure". What Bakhtin introduces

is a "dynamic dimension" to literary theory, and an awareness that any text is intertextual,

constructed as "a mosaic of quotations" (1995,

1ll).

Similarly, Hutcheon considers

Bakhtin to be an exponent of the notion that the "single, closed 'work' shifts to one of
plural, open 'text"' (1988, 80).

The concept

of

text is one of those 'travelling concepts' which is perpetually

redefined and reformulated, particularly in its relationship to other concepts for which

it

is sometimes used synonymously, such as 'book', or to similarly mobile and indefinable
concepts,

to which it also bears a complex relation, such as 'subject'.s A number of

theorists have offered various definitions and elucidations on'text' (see Roland Barthes;
Mieke Bal 1996, 136; John Mowitt 4-5; Jerome McGann) and its relation to 'subject' (see

Kristeva 'Word, Dialogue and Novel' (1969)), some of which will be discussed in the
following chapter. At this point, I want to highlight one issue in particular that has arisen
from the debate surrounding the concept of 'text' that is relevant to this thesis: Jonathan
Culler's discussion, in a recent paper 'Text and Textuality', of the distinction between the
concept of 'text' (as the product of a nexus of discourses) and 'work' (as the product

of

an individual author). Culler argued that Roland Barthes' distinction befween'text' and

'work' (or euvre) is "asymmetrical": either 'text' as entirely produced by a network of
interacting systems, or 'work' as the product of an author's intention, is on its own an
impossible

ideal. He went on to point out that to

see 'works' as 'texts' functions to

usefully animate them, what is less easy is to find the "radical text" which retains no
element of the concept of 'work' (Culler 2000).
summarises different conceptions

ln Critical Practice, Catherine Belsey

of 'work' and 'text'; even though she outlines the

difficulty of attributing intention to an author, and therefore of discussing an euvre in
terms of work which expresses the ideas of that author, she nonetheless agrees with
Culler that the "totally writable, plural text does not exist" (1980, 105).

This concept of text, as neither the "radical text" nor the straightforward 'work'
but something that hovers in between and is a combination of the two, is the rather fluid
concept with which this thesis engages. Each of Byatt's novels, stories and essays shares

important factors in production, including the writing-subject, and reading-subject; the
historical moment(s) of production, which nonetheless varies within almost a forty year

time period; and a range of cultural and discursive influences, which primarily include
'Mieke Bal borrows the phrase "concept nomade" from Isabelle Stengers, D'une science a

Western or European literary, critical, scientific and philosophical discourses. The
ambivalence of Byatt's conception of a literary text, or work of art, and its relationship to

the 'writer', outlined in her essay 'Identity and the Writer', is related to this and will be
considered in the following chapter. My approach to these novels is to regard them
simultaneously as the work of

A. S. Byatt and as texts that are contributed to by the

interaction of different discourses. Having said that, there is little focus in this thesis on
the relationship of Byatt's life itself to these novels. While this may be a fruitful line

of

enquiry, and certain critics have highlighted issues that arise from a consideration of
Byatt's life in relation to her fiction (see Todd 1997), my approach to Byatt is to regard
her, as she claims to want to be regarded in 'Reading, writing, studying', as "someone
who weaves careful structures out of truths, lies, slanted comment, several originals, and
wants her texts read as texts" (RI4/S 6).
Just as a concept of 'text' is difficult to entirely distinguish from'work', so too is it

imbricated

in a

conception

of the novel.

The Dialogic Imaginatian, which has

contributed so much to the reconceptualisation of 'text', begins, after all, with Bakhtin's
discussion

of the novel as a genre. What is particularly germane for this study is

Bakhtin's account of the novel as open-ended and perpetually evolving, crossing the
boundaries

of what is strictly fictional

everyday life", incorporating them into

literature and merging with "the genres of

its own form.

Phenomena such as these

characterise the novel as an "ever-developing genre" that

is imbued with "plastic

possibilities" as it continually shifts the boundaries between what lies inside and outside

its form, and what does and does not constitute literature (1981,

33,6,3) A. S. Byatt's

fiction - from her first novel The Shadow of the Sun, to her short stories, novellas, fairy
tales and later novels, Possesslon, Babel Tower and The Biographer's Tale

-

and extends a conception of what does and does not constitute fiction

- or even

explores

literature. One aspect of this thesis is to look at how Byatt's novels engage in the
process of renovating their own form and transgressing their own generic constraints.

l'autre des concepts nomades. Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1987. Qtd. in Bal 1994,34'

The curiously symbiotic relationship between realism and experiment

Existing scholarship on

A. S. Byatt's novels has highlighted a stylistic shift from

straightforward literary realism toward a more experimental mode. One of the three
book-length works on Byatt is Kathleen Kelly's short

/.

S. Byatt (1996), which forms

part of the Twayne English Author Series. Kelly approaches the novels chronologically,
intimating a progression of both thematic and stylistic concerns. Both The Shadow of the
S'un and The Game are written

in a "realist vein", she writes, and "focus on family

relationships", like the first two novels in the tetralogy, The Wrgin in the Garden (1978)

and Still Life

QQ.

The more explicitly 'experimental' Babel Tower is the third novel in

Byatt's proposed tetralogy, the fourth volume of which is expected to be published in

2002. Although Richard Todd's slim book, A. S. Byan (1997), which forms part of the
British Council series 'Writers and their Work', approaches the texts thematically rather
than chronologically,

it

of continuum" in its account of Byatt's
critics and reviewers of Byatt's work make similar note of

also retains a "sense

fiction (3). Other of the many

the changing style and form of Byatt's fiction, contributing to what is almost anarrative

of development. From the beginning, writes Julian Gtzen, Byatt's "chosen framework
was the traditional realistic novel" (84).
Responses

to The Virgtn in the Garden and .Sti// Life

have often been in terms

of

the literary realism of the texts, as focusing on the Yorkshire based Potter family and
their network of friends and associations. D. J. Taylor,inAfter the War (1993), writes
that these two novels at times read like "the Victorian social novel" and are "at the most
basic level a study of 'ordinary'family life" (92-3). Iris Murdoch's review of The Virgrn

in the Garden, entitled 'Force Fields' (1978), suggests that while the novel is "highly
intellectual" it is "no tract or treatise; it is a strong, confident, very long traditional
novel". By traditional, Murdoch

means that, unlike much contemporary fiction, The

Virgin in the Garden does not exhibit "brevity, narrowness, dryness and ultimate
degeneration into a 'text"' (586). Olga Kenyon makes a similar point about Stiil Life:
that Byatt "achieves a kind of reality that has seldom been novelised before, so giving a
new lease of life to realism in the modern novel." Like Marcel Proust, Byatt "celebrates

'ordinary things and everyday life"': marriage, birth and ageing (78-9). In addition,
Byatt's intention of making Stephanie's accidental death shocking to the reader "owes
much to considerations of realism", writes Michael Westlake (3a-5; see also Todd 1997,
48-s4).

Conversely, Byatt's more recent fiction has met with the opposite response. ln

her review of Angels and Insects (1992), Marilyn Butler claims that with this text and
Possession, Byatt 'abandons' "the pretence that life is what she is imitating in favour

full-hearted literariness'

(22). Hal Jensen,

reviewer

of

of

The Biographer's Tale, agrees

when he suggests that "stories, characters or dramatic scenes" are of less interest to
Byatt (now) than "the relation of language to things, the arrangement of those things in

the world, and exposure of the tricks of literary composition [which] are not just
occasional intruders in this novel, they are its very subject"

(23). Ruth Franklin also

regards The Biographer's Tale, and Babel Tower, as an indicator that Byatt's most recent

"writing" is "more accurately, assembling" which lacks the "building suspense"' of a
novel like Po.ssession. According to Franklin, Byatt's latest fictions fail to demarcate
themselves from the "narrowness, dryness and ultimate degeneration into a 'text"' that

Murdoch warns against, and are "stiff and brittle and dry"

(38). Butler, Jensen

and

Franklin eaoh attest that Byatt's most recent fiction reflects a change from her earlier
works in both style and thematic concern. The pivotal textual event, according to Butler,

which marks this shift in direction, is Possession. Byatt seems to zupport this claim. [n
the recent essay'Old Tales, New Forms' she writes that: "By the time I wrote Possession

in the 1980s my interest in both character and narration had undergone a change - I felt a
need to

feel and analyse less, to tell more flatly, which is sometimes more mysteriously"

(oHS l3l-2).
Even though it is possible to trace - and important to note - the development

of

Byatt's fiction from realism to a more experimental mode, it is a/so important to retain an
awareness of the ambivalence, including a kind of stylistic duality, of even the earliest

novels. My own approach to Byatt's fiction is not, therefore, chronological, but
structured according to an examination of each of the three concepts (subjectivity, the
past and language) in order to better explore this duality. Even Byatt's first two novels,
The Shadow of the San and The Game, are works of realism at the same time as they

display a concern with the function of language and the medium of

fiction.

Several

contemporary critics of Byatt's first novels do point out that alongside the narrative is a
commentary on language and literature. Over the decades that she has been writing,
argues Todd, Byatt consistently displays a "passion for language" and explores "the ways

in which certain kinds of language may exercise deforming pressures on the reality they
seek

to describe" (lgg7,5). All of Byatt's fiction, writes Taylor, including

The Shadow

l0

of the,Srn, is "preoccupied with literature" itself (1989, 60). Even

as he regards.9tll/

Life as on one level a "social novel", Taylor also points out that it exists "simultaneously
on a number of levels" and is, "among other things, an argument about signification"

(1993,92). The combination of realism and self-consciousness that Taylor identifies in
the novels from Shadow

to

Still Life higblights an important characteristic of Byatt's

early fiction that other critics, including Julian Gtzen, Caryn McTighe Musil and
Kathleen Kelly, also name.

Gitzen's essay 'A. S. Byatt's Self-Mirroring Art', gives an overview

frction, highlighting the ways in which

form" of Pos.ressiorr, writes Gitzen,

of

Byatt's

it is endlessly reflective of itself. The "hybrid

has been anticipated in Byatt's previous novels which

qualify her, "at least in a minor key, as a writer of self-reflexive fiction" (84). Likewise,
Jane Campbell zuggests that The Game "takes its place beside other'self-reflexive' pieces

of contemporary fiction in which novelists examine the procedures of their art". The
novel points to the limitations of language, and of art which uses language, to tell the
'truth', or as Campbell puts it, the idea that "no order of language can hold the chaos of
experience" (1988: 147-50,159-60). Often quoted is Byatt's summary of the inlluence

of Marcel Proust, who taught her that "it was possible for a text to be

supremely

mimetic, 'true to life' in the Balzacien sense, and at the same time to think about form, its

own formation, about perceiving and inventing the world" (qtd. in Gitzen, 80).6 Like
Byatt, Proust engages in a reworking of realist fiction that also reconsiders and explores
the concepts of subjectivity, or the place of an'I'in the text;the past, that is recuperated

through memory and language or art; and language itself, in particular in its relation to
visual perception. What

I

want to highlight here is Byatt's claim that she aims for the

same doubleness that is apparent

in Proust's long novel which is "true to life" and aware

of "its own formation".
One means by which Byatt's novels, from The Shodow of the
Possession and Bahel Tower, consider ways and means

,Szrn

through to

of "perceiving and inventing the

world" is through the characters themselves, who are often novelists or aspiring writers,
uAs

in Byatt's texts, Proustian discussions of these issues do not simply intemrpt the narrative (ir
la George Eliot). but are threaded into the very fabric of the text itself. Focusing on the various
strands of the intertextual relation between Byatt's tetralogy and Proust's A la recherche du temps
perdu would require greater scope than this thesis allolvs - although it does attempt occasional
points of comparison. The same applies to the influence of lris Murdoch (see Franken; Westlake;
Levenson) and George Eliot (see Levenson: Kelly; Shinn 1995).

ll

or literary critics (see Gitzen 87; Campbell 1988). By this means, a reconsideration of
language and literature is represented within the bounds of a realist narrative, through
the experience of the characters.

In Still Life, for instance, Byatt

uses what Gitzen terms

"her customary mirror-image structure", comparing the art of Vincent Van Gogh with
the novel's own experiments with representation and those of its playwright, Alexander
Wedderburn (87; see also Kelly

76-7). The would-be-writer, Anna Severdl, in

The

Shadolv of the Szn, looks to the two influential (male) figures in her life: her father, the

novelist Henry Severell, and his most persistent critic, Oliver Canning, for appropriate
models with which to perceive and represent the

world. Anna's 'life', which

has been

read as a textual enactment of the "anxiety of influence" (Kelly l4), is figured in terms

a choice between literature and literary criticism; Musil writes that novelist

of

Henry

Severell represents "life as a visionary, a creator" while his critic Oliver Canning is "a

realist, a critic, a commonsense practical

man".

Anna's situation

of finding herself

"helplessly trapped between the two men and the two world views", is, Musil claims,
analogous to Byatt's own experience of being "sandwiched" amid the curiously symbiotic

yet antagonistic dialogue between novelist D. H. Lawrence and critic F. R. Leavis (196-

7).

The ditemma of the choice between art or criticism for Anna Severell is repeated in

The Game in which the

a creative or academic

two sisters, Julia and Cassandra, represent the two alternatives of

life.'

Other characters have similar choices: in Sttll Life Fredenca

Potter tries to choose between writing a PhD and writing for Vogue; Possession's Roland

Michell ponders a decision to write poetry or pursue an academic career. The choices

TDifferent

critics offler variations on this reading: Taylor, for instance, writes tbat"The Game is
much more than the juxtaposition of personalities. It is also a novel about two different ways of
looking at the world" ( 1993, 185). Several readings of The Game attibute the opposition
between the two sisters as indicative of a'split' in Byatt herself; Joanna Creighton argues that the
"sisterly paradigm" functions in The Game as a fictional construct to illustrate a 'split' within the
female artist. She likens this to the monster/angel polarity of Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar's
woman writer n The Madwoman in the Attic ( I 979), only this "schizoid split [is] between the
social and reclusive, the sexually experienced and the innocent, the gregarious and the
contemplative, and ultimately between the real and the imagined" (19). Giuliana Giobbi's 'Sisters
Beware of Sisters' compilres The Game with ,Sense and Sensibility and' suggests that Byatt's
novel is a kind of postnodern rewriting of Austen's text; it also draws on Gilbert and Gubar's
hypothesis that the nineteenth-century woman writer represented her own'duality' in fwo very
different characters - so that the author is "partly mirrored by both heroines" (241-2). It is
"fruitful to consider Julia and Cassandra Corbett as representing two split facets of the creative
r.witer's imagination", argues Todd, neither of which is represented as "absolutely 'right"' (1997,
l0).
t2

each faces function as part of the (realist) narrative, and are decisions about 'life', as well
as choices between different approaches

However, the idea that

it

to literature and writing.

is possible to do (or be) both is also considered in

Byatt's fiction. What if, as Edmund Wilkie puts it to Frederica Potter

n Babel Tower, it

is not a question of "either/or" but "both,/and, and a few things more as well"? (BT 341).
Phineas Nanson,

in

The Biographer's Tale, resolves his dilemma over which

of his two

lovers to choose precisely by not choosing: he stays w\th both Vera of "the shimmering
greys of the dark" and with Fulla "in the colours of sunlight and pollen'' (TBT238). Like

their characters, the texts themselves are "both/and": the choices the characters face are
analogous to the texts' own participation inside and outside realism. As Heidi Hansson
suggests, there is an "internal struggle" in Angels and Insects "between the level

of

narrative and the level of language" (461). On the one hand, the narrative flows toward
coherence (and conclusion); on the other, the 'double-voiced' metaphorical language
creates an instability and flux in the text which leaves

it

open-ended, renders any single

interpretation difficult and is at odds with the narrative structure.
ambivalence

It

may be that this

is particularly apparent in Byatt's later fiction, but a complex interplay

between realism and experiment

is

also at work

in the earlier fictio4 as critics'

of the novels attest. Whilst Murdoch huls The
"traditional novel" that lacks the "dryness" of its

(sometimes conflicting) descriptions

Virgin

in the Garden as a

contemporaries, Michael lrwin's review claims the opposite, that The Virgin is "a very

bookish novel" which indicates "the writer's comparative lack of interest in the routine
chores of realist fiction" (1277).

In the

essay 'People

in Paper Houses: Attitudes to 'Realism'and 'Experiment' in

English Post-war Fiction', included in Passions of the Mind, Byatt explores how other
contemporary works of fiction attempt to remain within the constraints of literary realism

and display an awareness of the medium within which they operate. She highlights what
she terms a "curiously symbiotic relationship between old realism and new experiment" in

the fiction of Doris Lessing, Iris Murdoch, Angus Wilson and other English novelists

of

the mid- to late-twentieth century who play a "typically English experimental game, with
layers of literary precedents and nostalgias" (PM 170-4). The same dual engagement can
also be identified in Byatt's fiction; in particular, as I will discuss in Chapter Two: 'The
Presence of the Past', Byatt's novels display the same "real, concrete imagining of the

l3

past" that is "somehow permitted to be by a politically and linguistically self-conscious
framework" that she identifies in novels by J. G. Farrell and John Berger (PM 176).
Many of Byatt's reviewers and critics do consider how Byatt's novels are engaged

with both realism and experiment (see Kenyon, Alexander, Kelly). Juliet Dusinberre's
essay, 'Forms

of Reality in A. S. Byatt's The Virgin in the Gqrden' refers to David

Lodge's comment that the choice for contemporary novelists is between the "'great
tradition' realist novel and the experimental 'novel-about-itself ", stating that Byatt's novel

to do both: "The Virgtn in the Garden functions as naturalistic fiction in the
George Eliot mode and as the Proustian seltreflecting text" (55). Byatt also suggests

manages

that The Virgin in the Garden and Still Life are "both less classic realist novels than they

took" (N?n 74). Not explicitly experimental, but not straightforward or "classic" realism
either, these two novels can be usefully considered as "metafictional" texts, which Linda

Hutcheon defines,

in

Narcissistic Nqrrative: the Metafictional Paradox, as differing

from "formal realism" in that they show an awareness of their medium, of language, of
words and are not simply concerned with "character, action, morality, representation of

reality" (1980,

ll).

The "line between realism and postmodernist metafiction" also

"becomes blurred" in Sugar and Other Stories, writes Jane Campbell. All of the stories
"are about real life and also about the art that tries to capture

it."

She also uses the term

"metafiction" to describe several of the stories in Sugar which fit into the category that

Patricia Waugh defines, in Metafiction (1984), as "those texts that manifest the
symptoms

of formal and ontological insecurity but allow their deconstructions to

be

frnally recontextualized or'naturalized' and given a total interpretation" (Waugh 19; qtd.

in Campbetl 1997, 106). Campbell goes on to suggest that the collection moves "from
the more realistic to the more metafictional end of the scale". Inthe concluding stories,

"the confecting process, the imagination's shaping activity, itself emorges gradually as

a

subject". The sequence of the collection not only highlights the thematic links between
the stories,
process

it

also forms an overall metanarrative which finally proves to be about the

of writing itself, or "the process of confection that is Byatt's metaphor for

storytelling" (ibid., I 05-6).
The terms "metafiction", "Proustian self-reflecting text", or, to quote Byatt, "selfconscious realism", suggest something of the ambivalence of the texts' relation to formal

realism (PM

4) [n some cases, however, Byatt's novels display a more radical

conception of their own status as texts than the term "self-conscious" allows, and are
t4

closer to an explicit "mosaic of quotation" or nexus of discursive strands that is dynamic

and changing. AJthough

it is possible,

again, to identify a progression toward explicit

textuality in Byatt's work (if that is not a contradiction in terms), it is also necessary to
maintain an awareness of how it is also at work in earlier novels. Kenyo4 for example,

writes in her discussion

of

Still Lde that for Byatt "the novel is explicitly

-

not just

implicitly - what Barthes defined as 'text': 'a multidimensional space in which a variety of
writings, none of them original, blend and clash. The text is a tissue of quotations drawn

from the innumerable centres of culture"'(Barthes 1977,148; qtd. in Kenyon 54). In
addition, it is important to note that even as the later novels are perhaps more explicitly

experimental and self-conscious fexfs, concerned with the function and nature of

of realism. Babel Tower, for
of its own medium and makes explicit its use of

language, they nonetheless draw on the conventions

example, shows an awareness
intertextuality, yet, even as

it

contextualises itself in relation to other forms of cultural

production and acknowledges it is part of social and political world, it also paradoxically
distances itself enough to claim representation of that world.

The explicit and self-conscious intertextuality of Babel Tower returns in

The

Biographer's Tale with Phineas Nanson's punning (and interte>rtual) statement that:
"Postmodern ideas about intertextuality and quotation of quotation have complicated the

of "lifted sentences, in their new
contexts", which is a metaphor "from mosaic-making", has long been a part of
simplistic ideas about plagiarism". Phineas' image

scholarship, he claims, and cannot be solely attributed to the postmodern (TBT

Byatt's fiction, Possession and Babel Tower make the most explicit use

29). Of

of

"lifted

sentences", or fragments of sentences, or images. Possession's pseudo-Victorian poetry

borrows not only from nineteenth century poets, like Robert Browning and Christina
Rossetti, but from twentieth century literary theory.

Incorporating different kinds of writing is something of a feature of Byatt's recent
novels, which are comprised of a variety of sometimes incongruous elements and can be
seen as textual hybrids

of generic forms. This is where Mikhail Bakhtin's assertion that

the novel is "ever-developing", transgressive of its own generic boundaries and capable

of perpetually searching out new formal or "plastic possibilities", can offer insight into
the novels' changing

form.

One critic, Thelma J. Shinn, offers the term "meronymic"

[sic] to describe Possession as a text which is comprised of seemingly oppositional parts:
including different genres, such as "the Romance and Realism styles of the Victorian and
l5

contemporary novel"

(164).

Possession's status as a "Romance" has been the subject

of

much discussion amongst its reviewers and critics: "Romance is the underlying genre,
and its relevance for the postmodern present is discussed in implicitly and explicitly
metafictional passages" writes Christin Galster

(2).

The way in which Byatt's novel

draws attention to the resemblance or relevance of romance, as a genre, to postmodern

fiction has proven to be a fruitful line of enquiry amongst Possession's critics (see Brink;
Bronfen 1996; Buxton; Shinn 1996), as has Possession's use of and resemblance to fairy
tale (see Sanchez; Shinn 1995 and 1996).

While Possession offers the clearest example of a text comprised of a variety
generic components and intertextual quotations,

of

it is not Byatt's only novel to be so.

Byatt's fiction is characterised by a tension which arises from the juxtaposition of
incongruous elements, the most significant of which are produced by its concomitant
engagement with critical theory and with a realist and/or experimental fictional mode.

Existing work on Byatt's fiction that is most useful comes from those critics who identify
an ambivalence or doublene.ss in the texts: in particular, Michael Westlake's essay on,Slil/

Li.fe, 'The Hard ldea

of Truth', and Levenson's review of Angels and Insects, 'The

Religion of Fiction'. Together, Westlake's claim that the "appropriation of Still Life to a

tradition", or "traditional" literary mode that displays "the virtues of lgth cenfury high
prose" held up by the "pillars of organic, humanist belief', does not take into account the
extent to "which its allegiance is partial and problematic", and Levenson's suggestion that

Byatt's "postmodernity finds its ground in something else, something older", or that
Byatt is that "odd-sounding but perfectly intelligible creature, the postmodern Victorian",
have spurred me to further examine these contradictions in Byatt's fiction (Westlake 33,
37; Levenson

4l).

Christien Franken's book

l.

S. Byatt: Art, Authorship and Creativity

(2001), which was published shortly before completion of this thesis, takes a similar

approach. Although, as

I

discovered, there are points

of overlap between

Franken's

concerns and mine, particularly in my first chapter on subjectivity, her study is limited to
an account of the three novels The Shadow of the Sun, The Game and Possession, whilst

my own is more wide ranging. In particular, my discussions of Babel Tower and, to

a

lesser extent The Biographer's Tale, examine the two most recent of Byatt's novels
which have thus far received very little critical attention.

Of

particular significance

to this thesis is Westlake's

claim that Still Life's

"hesitations, contradictions and formal equivocations, its failure to secure the stability it
l6

of our larger cultural crisis", within "a
particular historical moment", which encourages a reading of Byatt's fiction in the
context of the doubleness that characterises postmodernism (33). "The double voice of
seeks, can be read productively as an index

postmodern fiction presents a challenge because

it requires that we question the way we

read and interpret not only postmodern literature but also literature as a whole", writes

Heidi Hansson. This doubleness is particularly apparent, she goes on to suggest, in
works which "openly display their affiliation with generic conventions or older works" or
"literary hybrids", such as Byatt's Possession (452). The paradoxes within Byatt's fiction
can be usefully interpreted in terms of larger cultural movements, as this thesis argues.

My consideration of Bakhtin's account of dialogism tn

The

Dialogtc Imaginatiora adds a

further dimension to this debate, as Bakhtin provides a useful means of interpreting without, however, attempting to resolve - some of these contradictions and ambiguities.

Dialogic relations and hybrid combinations: the paradox of A. S. Byatt's fiction
One ambiguity of A. S. Byatt's fiction arises from its apparent position inside

/

outside

postmodernism. In part, the equivocal position in which Byatt's fiction is placed in
relation to postmodernist cultural practice is the result of the indeterminate or multifaceted meanings of the term 'postmodern' itself, which initially referred to a mode

of

architectural practice (see Hutcheon, 1988; Lyotard, 1989). While there is not the
scope, here, to embark on an account of the various and diverse definitions (and effects)

that have been attributed to postmodernism,
relevant

I

do want to highlight key issues that are

to a critique of Byatt's fiction. In 'Defining the Postmodern', Jean-Frangois

Lyotard distinguishes three (related) areas of debate around the term, the first of which is

to do with the opposition between
Movement (1910-45)"
postmodernism's relation

postmodernism and modernism "or the Modern

(7) As I
to

shall return

to

throughout

this discussion,

modernism is characterised not so much by a break or

rupture as an evaluation or analysis of its concerns, some of which

it shares. In this

light, we can read Byatt's equivocal stance in relation to Leavisite criticism, or, as I shall
consider further,

D. H. Lawrence's fiction, as indicative or even characteristic of

a

postmodernist dialogue with modernist culture.

Intertextuality, or the process of what Lyotard describes as "bricolage: the high
frequency

of

quotations

of

elements from previous styles

or periods", including

the

modern but also other periods (ibid., 7-8), fosters and reflects the ambivalence of
t7

postmodernism's relationship

Nanson's argument,

to the past. Of course, this point returns us to

in Byatt's

Phineas

The Biographer's Tale, that postmodern ideas about

intertextuality appear to unnecessarily complicate what has long been a straightforward
practice of borrowing and quotation in literature. Andr6 Brink makes a similar point

about language, when he argues that "what has so persistently been regarded as the
prerogative of the Modernist and Postmodernist novel (and of a few rare predecessors),
namely an exploitation of the storytelling properties of language, has in

fact been a

(7). To highlight this, Brink discusses
alongside Cervantes' Dor Quixote, George Eliot's

characteristic of the novel since its inception"

novels like Byatt's Possession
Middlenarch

and Franz Kafka's The

Trial. In part, Brink's argument owes something to

Bakhtin's account of language in the novel; indeed, Brink regards Bakhtin's study

further evidence of his claim that the "roots"

of

as

"what Joyce rediscovered at the

beginning of the twentieth century" lie much further back and can 'Justifiably be called

the novel experience" (5). What Brink does go on to acknowledge, however, is the
extent to which postmodern fiction disrupts the sense that the novel has developed an
increasing awareness of language as a medium precisely by returning, self-consciously, to

the texts of the past (19).

It

is to disrupt the very rdeaof progre,ss, as Lyotard points

out, and to re-examine the long accepted tenets of Western thought, that postmodernism
incorporates repetition and quotation of past texts into new contexts (ibid., 8-10).
Postmodernism, according to Linda Hutcheon, is an "ongoing cultural process or

activity" that investigates, rather than possesses a fixed or definable identity or essence

l4). If we accept this broad definition, there is a sense in which Bakhtin

(1988,

anticipates the concerns of postmodernism - for example in his assertion that the novel
engages

in "dialogic relations and hybrid combinations" in order to foster productive re-

examinations

of concepts like the individual, the past, or language itself (1981, 27-8).

The extent to which Byatt's fiction is postmodern, or engages in a practice which can be
termed postmodern, lies in its approximation to a cultural activity thal investigates and
re-examines, partly through

a process of making "hybrid combinations" of different

things.

Like the novel of Bakhtin's description and like the postmodern fiction that
Hutcheon discusses in A Poetics of Postmodernism, Byattrs fiction "incarnates" the crisis

in literary studies which Lentricchia describes - not, however, by "choosing

sides",

between the 'tradition' and its antagonists, "but by living out the contradiction of giving

l8

in to both urges" (1988,

x). ln their engagement with realist fiction and with the related

conceptions of narrative and history, as Chapter Two will explore, Possessian and Babel

Trruer participate in the "contradictory phenomenonrr of postmodernism "that uses and
abuses, installs and then subverts, the very concepts
resemble the form

it challenges". In this, Byatt's novels

of aesthetic practice on which Hutcheon focuses her study: that sub-

genre of fiction which she terms "historiographic metafiction" (ibid., 3,

of

Postmodernism Hutcheon picks

5). lnA

Poetics

up and expands upon her consideration, in

Narcissistic Narrative, of the "metafictional paradox" of works of self-conscious fiction

which simultaneously evoke detachment and involvement in their

reader.

Historiographic metafictions are "both intensely self-reflexive and yet paradoxically also

lay claim to historical events and personages": 'living out' the very contradictions

x, 5).

described above (ibid.,

belonging

to this category,

Several critics have ascribed Byatt's Possession as

although this categorisation can also be regarded

as

problematic (see Janik, Holmes 1994; Galstor, Alsop and Walsh).

An important thread of this discussion is to consider how Byatt's fiction partakes

in this

process

of

investigation and

is

characterised

by a number of contradictory

impetuses. In particular, this study looks at how Byatt's novels investigate the concepts

that have also been particularly subject to re-examination in postmodern theory:
subjectivity, the past, and language. Each chapter focuses on one ofthe three concepts,
or, rather, each explores the iszues that arise from the conjunction of 'two things' in these
fictions: text and subject, present and past, language and the world. Within each chapter,
however, a number of other related paradoxes or "hybrid combinations" that are at work
in the texts are also considered. The interaction between literature and theory, "reading"

and "writing", criticism and fiction, is one such conjunction which remains a concern
throughout the thesis; the role of theory in the production and investigation of literary

texts and the inside

/

outside literature conundrum which Tony Bennett explores is

related to this.

Chapter One:

'A

Symbiosis of Text and Subject',

will

consider the role of the

'text' in the formation of subjectivities. One aspect of this chapter will be to consider the
representation of the construction of the individual subject in Byatt's fiction in relation to

in recent critical theory, with particular focus on
psychoanalytic theory. It will examine some of the questions Byatt's fiction raises
regarding the possibility of constructing a stable identity and consider the issues of
conceptions

of

subject formation

t9

gender, the male

I

female binary, and the relationship between the 'self and 'other',

including the role of love and desire. The chapter will close with a deliberation on the

complexly imbricated relationship between subjectivity and textuality which recent
critical theory explores and Byatt's fiction describes, examines and enacts.

Chapter Two: 'The Presence of the Past', is concerned with the relationship
between past and present in Byatt's texts, such as the Victorian past and its relation to

the 'present' in Posse,rsion and Angels and

Insect* Its focus,

however, is on Byatt's

projected tetralogy, which so far includes The Virgin in the Garden, Stiil Life and Babel

to the concepts of history and historiography, and related cultural
practices. [t examines the concepts of memory, linearity and narrative - as

Tower, in relation
beliefs and

they relate to fiction but also to historical sites, museums and galleries which are often

includedinByatt'sfictionasakind of miseenabyme ofthetext. Thischapterwillalso
consider other paradoxes, including the conjunction of matter and spirit in relation to
nineteenth-century concerns and writings, and the idea that Byatt's fiction,

or

more

generally literature, or textual 'matter', itself has the function of a "conduit" to the past.

This chapter will also look at other works of contemporary fiction, including novels by
Graham Swift and Peter Carey, for the possibilities they offer of re-examining the past

and historiography. The regenerative capacity that Byatt, Iike her fictional poet
Randolph Henry Ash, attributes to language is a point of consideration that leads this
chapter into the next.
The final section of the thesis, Chapter Three, 'The World / The Word: Language

and Metaphor', deals with what is perhaps its major thread. Primarily concerned with

Byatt's engagement with recent theories of language, this chapter is itself structured by

the twists and turns of the metaphors of Byatt's texts: beginning with the Garden of
Eden, then moving through Byatt's discussions

- in both fiction and criticism - of the

language of flowers, heliotropes, the centrality of the sun and the significance of light in

Western discourse, and the Tower of Babel. Throughout, this chapter returns

to

a

recurring paradox or tension in Byatt's fiction. that language bears simultaneously some
relation, and no relation, to the world of things. Part of this discussionwill considerthe
idea of representation in relation to Byatt's interest in painting and the visual arts and her
engagement with realism

- agairl with particular focus on the novels that so far comprise

the tetralogy. Like historiographic metafiction, which Hutcheon considers to be engaged

in "less a destruction than a productive problematising of the whole notion" of language

(1988, 14l), Byatt's tetralogy employs the strategies of postmodern theory to question
the relation of language to reality. However, the ambiguity which arises from these texts
and this process is productive, contributing to the forging of new forms of fiction which

combine an awareness of the concerns of literary and cultural criticism, with a desire to
evoke the pleasure in the text which characters, narrative and conclusion can produce.

On the one hand, Byatt's consideration of the three concepts
past, and language

-

subjectivity, the

- highlights the significance of their reformulation for its impact on

fiction: in particular, the relationship of each to literary conventions

-

such as the

formation of character, the structure of narrative and the use of rhetorical language. The
discussions in the following chapters are all concerned,

to some extent, with

issues

of

textual realism and the changing form of fiction. They illustrate how Byatt's fictional

texts exemplify Bakhtin's description of the novel as a genre of "becoming". ever
evolving

in a process of

development produced by internal contradictions and by

perpetual contact with that which lies outside of the texts themselves (1981,

5). lndeed,

part of what characterises these literary texts is their very struggle to ascertain what lies
inside and outside of literature and language.

However, there is a sense

in which Byatt's investigation exceeds this self-

conscious project and considers the reconceptualisation of an individual subject; or the
past, historiography and memory; or metaphor, language and its relation to things, in a

philosophical mode that is nol solely determined by an interest in their relevance to

fiction. Like her literary

"foremothers" lris Murdoch and George Eliot (Shinn 1995,

165), Byatt engages in a form of philosophical enquiry that has as much to do with how

changing conceptions affect 'life', as with how they affect 'books'. Just as Murdoch's

fiction is not simply informed by her philosophical studies

- like her work on French

philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre - but is itself engaged in a reconsideration of the concepts

of 'truth' and 'morality', Byatt's fiction engages in an examination of subjectivity, the past,
and language, as concepts to be re-examined in and of themselves, and not just for how
they relate to questions of character, narrative or fictional language.

The fact that literature, "art" and other cultural practices not only disseminate
meanings and concepts of truth, but also engage in producing or contributing to them,
has been highlighted in oontemporary cultural

theory. One concern of recent cultural and

philosophical discourse that is of particular relevance to Byatt's fiction is its examination
and deconstruction of the predominance and function - in philosophy, cultural practices
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and in language itself - of binary oppositions

.

In Torn Halves Robert Young makes the

point that one of poststructuralism's major contributions to discourse is its assertion that

identity "does not have to be absolute: it is possible to be both the same and diflerent at

once". Related to this, he claims, is the "fundamental basis of language in metaphor, the
assertion of identity between two things that are unlike, [which] can extend into identities
and other forms

of conceptualisation" (80). As suggested, the relationship between'two

things' in Byatt's early fiction, The Shadow of the Sun, The Gqme and even The Virgin in

the Gorden, is often read in terms of contrast or opposition. Critics and reviewers
consistently suggest that these novels offer the possibility that women in particular are
faced with two choices in life: in The Shadow of the.Szn Anna Severell "is torn between

what she sees as her only two options" (Musil 196-7) and The Game sets up
opposition between 'creativity' and 'criticism', along with other binary terms.

A

opposition is found in Still Life, argues Taylor, which is a novel of contrasts

-

an

similar

one

of

which is between "child-bearing Stephanie and lickerish, ambitious Frederica, between
the life of action and the life of the mind" (1989, 63). In her recent essay'Ice, Snow,
Glass', Byatt writes that she used

choose

/

Perfection

to "puzzle over" W. B. Yeats' dictum that "A man must

of the life, or of the work".

Several

of her fictional

female

characters, or "frozen, stony women", are representative of the choice for "the perfection

of the work", although she also claims to have tried, in life, to have both: "I have done
my best to keep my apple and swallow it" (OHS 164).

with the opposition between two things, more often
a productive recombination of different things, intimating that it is

Sometimes concerned
Byatt's fiction enacts
possible

to be both the

same and different at

achieved through metaphor and analogy

a fairy story which tells of the

once. In particular, this conjunction

is

. ln Elementqls: Stories of Fire and lce,'Cold' is

paradoxical conjunction

of the two title

elements,

personified in the ice-woman Fiammarosa and the desert Prince Sasan. Ice burns, the

story reminds us, and at their most extreme point of difference heat and cold become

virtually indistinguishable. Angels and Insects also explores the oppositions and points
of contact between the two terms of its title. What are we, the charactersinAngels and
Insects ask

- spirit or matter? Humans

are "hybrid beings" who neither scrabble in the

earth with the insects nor dwell in the angel's sky, but are both, who "go wrong" if they

attempt to achieve "purity of any kind", writes Michael Levenson in his review of Angels

and Insects

(43). ln

The Matisse Stories the juxtaposition

of two primary colours
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produces

a "dance of unreal yellow"

between them that entrances the painter Robin

Dennison and exemplifies the productive problem

of his own neo-realist art, that

is

neither one thing (the thing itself) nor its'other' (abstract art) ( 45 67).

Byatt's identification of a relationship between "reading" and "writing" - unlike

Iris Murdoch's separation of "her philosophy from her novels" or David

Lodge's

distinction between "his critical and narrative selves", which are "a schizoid pair"

- is

indicative of the texts' own yoking together of different things. Another of the dialogic

relations that my thesis considers Byatt's fiction

to

enter into is encapsulated in the

image, from Bahel Tower, of the double helix spiral of the Language and Evolution
tower/s at the fictive new University of North Yorkshire. The relationship between the
arts and sciences, or the impact on Byatt's fiction (and other contemporary works of

fiction) of developments in the sciences, is one point of consideration throughout the

thesis. In particular, I explore how Babel Tower highlights the rymbiotic or two-way
relation between the discourses

of

science and literature

or literary theory that

contemporary theorists engaged in a critique of scientific discourse also describe (see

Evelyn Fox Keller, N. Katherine Hayles and Richard Doyle). The "evolution" of

of chaos that N.

contemporary concepts

Katherine Hayles explores,

for example, is

affected by the interaction or movement "across disciplinary lines" between literature and

literary or cultural theory (in particular poststructuralism) and the discourses of the
physical sciences. In the 1960s and 1970s the study of complex or non-linear systems in

physics coincided with

a "significant intellectual shift" in the human

sciences, writes

Hayles:

As books became texts, they were transformed from ordered sets of words to
permeable membranes through which flowed the currents of history,
language and culture. Always already lacking a ground for their systems of
signification, texts were not deterministic or predictable. Instead they were
capable of becoming unstable whenever the slightest perturbation was
introduced. The well-wrought urn, it seemed, was actually a reservoir of
chaos. (1990,2)

It is not so much that the concept of the fluid, unstable and permeable 'text' is a direct
result of a convergence of the disciplines of humanities and physical sciences, rather, it

a "cultural matrix", or "cultural field", within which
(ibid., 3). That the field of science contributes a significant

arises from what Hayles terms
meanings are generated
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thread to Byatt's textual knots is an issue that this study consistently returns to but does

not have the scope to fully explore and would therefore benefit from

further

investigation.
One kind of criticism made of Byatt's texts is that they possess an "extraordinary
density of signification" (Barrell l8), or are contradicto{y, or that a clear nanative thread

or singularity of concern in

each text is often difficult

to attain. Barrell's review of

Angels and Insects identifies a contradiction in this text which tries to "persuade" its
reader of the relevance of the past, at the same time as
pastness

it

emphasises the "irredeemable

ofthe past" and "announce[s] that these are no longer our concerns, at least not

in this way, in these contexts, in these words and forms". He goes on to recount his own
attempt to locate "instances of connectedness",

to give

shape

to the many issues

and

discourses with which the text engages, only to get embroiled in and frustrated by the

"complexity of its organisation"

(18).

Just as the form of Possession can be termed

"meronymic", comprised of seemingly oppositional parts, so too are its meanings,

as

Louise Yelin argues. Even though Possesvorz "calls into question the universalising
values of Arnold"

it

also tries

to "recuperate

an Arnoldian notion of culture"

(38). The

problem of affixing a single meaning to each novel, the inability of each text to limit itself

to one central concern, is precisely what is most interesting about Byatt's fiction that also
highlights a problematic element of literature and language
chapters,

I will explore the productive

itself. In the following

relations that arise from the conjunction in A. S.

Byatt's fiction of what she terms "symbolic oppositions' (OHS 155), including the double

or ambivalent nature of the texts in their position inside / outside postmodernism.
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Chapter One

A Symbiosis of Text and Subject
in a pleasant thought about the general ambigutty of the word
in
connection.
Was Ash subject to Cropper's research methods and laws of
this
'subject'
thought'? Whose subjectiviry was being studied? Who was the zubject of the sentences of
the text, and how did Cropper and Ash fit into Lacan's perception that the grammatical
subject of a statement differs from the zubject" ilre 'I', who is the object discussed by that
statement? Were these thoughts original, Maud wondered, and decided almost inwitably
not, all the possible thoughts about literary subjectivity had recently and strenuously been
She indulged herself

explored.

A.

Changes

S.

Byatt.

Possession: A Romance.

to the concept of 'text', from Mikhail Bakhtin's concept of the open-ended and

to Roland Barthes' "radical" intertextual text, have significant
implications for the concept 'subjectivity', in particular as it relates to notions of

perpetually fluid novel,

authorship. In addition, the symbiotic relationship between theory and literature means
that changes to the concept of the 'individual subject' will take place in both fields. In
this chapter, I want to look at A. S. Byatt's fiction for how it reflects and participates in a
re-examination of 'subjectivity' in mid- to late-twentieth century discourse. Having said

that,

it is not simply in twentieth century literature that the concept of the 'self or

individual sqbject has come under scrutiny. According to Bakhtin, the novel has long
since proven its ability

to instigate change and nowhere is this ability more apparent than

"in the process of re-structuring the image of the individual". Like the image ofthe past,

the image of the individual in "high distanced genresrt is of a "fully finished

and

completed being" who has "not the slightest gap between his authentic essence and its

external manifestation" (1981,

35)

There

is no sense of

'becoming'

in

this

representation; like the past in which it is placed, and the genre in which it is represented,

the individual is complete. In the novel, however, just as the past is opened up to
change, so

too is the image of the individual reconfigured so that it allows for

indeterminacy and change, and becomes an object of experimentation.

Whilst Byatt's fiction engages in the kind of reconfiguring that Bakhtin identifies
in the novel, certain aspects of its examination of subjectivity are specifically related to a
concomitant examination in recent cultural theory. Like the postmodern fiction that

Linda Hutcheon describes, rn A Poetics of Postrnodernism, Byatt's novels do question
notions

of subjectivity in the same way that

certain theorists do, at least to varying
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degrees. The third novel in Byatt's proposed tetralogy, Babel Tower, comes closest to

the model that Hutcheon describes: in Babel Tower the formation of identity

is

characterised as perpetually in progress and in relation to discourse. Byatt's novel also

draws attention to the fact that during the time in which it is set, the 1960s, theoretical

discourse significantly reformulated conceptions

of

subjectivity. Hutcheon gives

of theorists whose work contributed, at the time, to a rethinking of liberal

examples

humanism, inctuding Jacques Lacan, Michel Foucault and Julia Kristeva, and continues

to impact on the "postmodern way of defining the self (an internalised challenge to the
humanist notion of integrity and seamless wholeness)" (1988, 83).

ln this chapter I will focus on the notion of zubjectivity as it

has been formulated

in recent critical theory in order to highlight how Byatt's frction indicates that "no self is
an island" (to use Jean-Frangois Lyotard's intertextual phrase), but exists in a much wider

context or network of relations (1993,
less the "seamless" and

l5).

The represented subject in these novels is

"whole" subject of humanist belief than a subjectivity in progress,

unfixed, and developing in relation to that which lies outside of the borders of its 'self

Indeed, representations
endeavours

of

subjectivity formation

to articulate a separate identity, or

in

.

Byatt's fiction highlight that

attempts at "strenuous Romantic self-

assertion", as Roland Michell in Possession puts it, consistently fail (P 424). Instead, the

subject is imbricated

in

discourse and exists

in a complex and perpetually

changing

relation to other forces and other subjects. The relationship between'self and discourse

is explored in The Game and The Virgin in the Garden, where subjectivities

are

represented as largely constituted by literature and other religious, philosophical, and

theoretical discourses. The formation

of the individual

subject

in relation to other

subjectivities, or the relationship between 'self and 'other', is also represented

in

The

Gante, as it is in Babel Tower and Possesslon.
Psychoanalytic accounts of subject formation contribute to the representation

of

subjectivity formation in these novels and to the fictional characters' articulation of
subject development. This is particularly apparent in the representation of the role of
desire in subject formation, and in the texts' questioning of both desire and the concept

of

in Possession. It is also apparent in representations of individual subjects

as

love, as

to articulate, or construct, a
novels. In The Virgin in the Garden the image of

gendered, and in the related attempts of the characters

unified 'self or subjectivity in these
Elizabeth

I

as Virgin Queen pervades the novel and oflers an example

of attempts to

represent a human, specifically female, figure as unified and autonomous. This image

also raises questions regarding gender and promotes a rethinking of the male

binary. Androgyny is figured as a form of gender-free subjectivity, such

of Elizabeth

I

/

female

as in the image

"who hath both kindes in one", or in the image of the "conjugial angel"

from Angels and Insects which is both male and female conjoined. [n Possession the
simultaneity of genders perhaps takes the form of hybridity; in the image of the Fairy
M6lusine, in Christabel LaMotte's Victorian poem, the various forms of hybridity, human
and animal, "monstrous" and maternal, include a sexual indeterminacy in the description

of the fairy's "tail". Male / female, self / other and animal / human are three of a number

of binary oppositions which these novels set up, break down, play with and reconsider.
The interplay of such paradoxical elements which, as this thesis argues, runs throughout
these fictional texts and the dialogue between theory and fiction which they enact, are

particularly apparent in their representation of subjectivity.

The representation of the individual subject in these works of fiction is not,
however, where this discussion ends. The focus of the final section will be on the
complexly imbricated relationship between subjectivity and textuality which theory and

fiction both articulate and contribute

to.

The interrelation of the two is apparent in the

metaphors that Byatt employs to describe the composition of the subject and literary

texts or

"art".

Associations between text and subject include the image of the hybrid

Fairy M6lusine whose form reflects the hybridity of LaMotte's own poem, which Ash
describes as both "both monstrous and maternd"

itself. Robert Young employs the

same

metaphor, in Torn Halves, suggesting that literature is "flagrantly hybrid" and able to be
"crossed with anything: the Orlando effect"

(10). It is interesting to note that Young's

citation of Virginia Woolfs novel also highlights the way in which this image is employed

in aliterary text which represents both identity formation

and gender construction and oJ

a literary text which engages with more than one generic

form,

Such textual hybridity is

also apparent in Byatt's fiction, in particular Possession and Babel Tower, whose hybridic

or meronymic forms resemble their descriptions of the individual zubject.

Most

significant is Byatt's metaphor for her conception of the individual subject as comprised

of a number of different threads which are "knotted together", and hold, albeit somewhat
tenuously, which is also how she describes her "art" (lW

26). I

propose that the form

which Byatt's fictional texts take, particularty the later novels, is informed by and bound
up with this notion of the subject as a "knot", to which different threads can become
)1

attached or unbound. Text and subject are not so much reflections of one another's

forms, however, as partake in a symbiotic relationship which, like the knot, becomes
difficult to disentangle.
One final introductory remark remains. The role of language in the formation

of

subjectivity will be considered in this chapter, particularly in relation to psychoanalytic
accounts of subject formation, specifically those of Jacques Lacan, and will be further
examined in Chapter Three. One theorist whose work is influenced by Lacan and who

contributes

to the 1960s' challenge to a humanist notion of the 'self which Hutcheon
work considers the points at which psychoanalytic

describes, is Julia Kristeva. Kristeva's

theory and linguistic or literary theory overlap; as Elizabeth Grosz suggests, Kristeva
considers the ways in which "texts are able to confirm and stabilise subjectivity or to put

it into question"

(1989,

42).

The complexity of the relationship between the writer-

subject and the text, and in turn the text's relation to the formation of subjectivity, is an
issue that Possession, Babel Tower and The Biographer's Tale each consider. Michel

Foucault's 'insistence' that the subject be "rethought as a discursive construct", which
defines Hutcheon's postmodern "way

of defining the self', has much to do with "this

mutual influencing of textuality and subjectivity" (1988, 83).

The technology of self-formation
The supposition that subjectivities are produced, at least in part, by literary texts is the
initial focus of this chapter. Foucault's point that aesthetic practices, such as literature,
contribute to the "technologies of the self' (1994b, 223) is taken up by a number of
recent cultural theorists, including Tony Bennett. ln Outside Literature Bennett borrows

from Foucault when he suggests that novels be "investigated with regard to their
functioning as parts

of an extended, but none the less historically specific, cultural

technology of self-formation" (109). The role which novels, or other literary texts, have
in the process of identity formation is also discussed by Stephen Heath; in The Sexual Fix

Heath describes the novel as part

of a wider culture of the "novelistic" which has

in the mass production of fictions, producing the "constant narration of the
social relations of individuals, the ordering of meanings for the individual in society." ln

engaged

the nineteenth-century, Heath suggests, these fictions took almost exclusively the written

form, such as the novel, whereas in contemporary culture the "novelistic" includes
television and film (85-6). Both Bennett and Heath stress that the process by which "the

novelistic" orders meanings for the individual is precisely that: a process, unfixed and
changing to adapt to the historical, social conditions within which it occurs. In addition,

they each emphasise that it is a more complex relation, affected by and constitutive of
social relations, than simply a mirroring or reflection of

idea

'life'. There

of reflection: life is permeated by and - as 'life' -

made

"can be no simple

up of representations,

grasping and rendering and ordering all experience", writes Heath

(95). The two-way

relation, or dialogic engagement, between text and life, or society, which Bennett also
discusses at some length, is highlighted in Byatt's fiction.

At this point, I want to

focus on the idea that,

to

use Heath's terms, the

"novelistic" orders meanings for the individual in sociery, and how this process can be, in

turn, represented in literature. My hypothesis, much like Hutcheonrs, is that certain
works of fiction self-reflexively represent, and question, the processes in which they also
engage. One example of this is Byatt's engagement with the bildungsroman, or novel

of

self-development, one form of the "novelistic" most often associated with the nineteenth

century. A number of critics have described Byatt's first novel The Shadow of the Sun as
resembling the nineteenth century bildungsroman. Caryn McTighe Musil and Kathleen

Kelly both make a comparison between The Shadow of the.Sttn and James loyce's

The

Portrait of the Artist as Young Man (1916), suggesting that each novel is a contrasting
variation on the hildungsromdn; conlrasting in that Anna Severell's development as an

"artist", unlike Stephen Daedalus', fails and is incomplete (Musil 196-7; Kelly l4).
Byatt's (as yet incomplete) tetralogy is also regarded as a variation on the novel of self-

It as Flora Alexander suggests, The Wrgin in the Garden and Still Life
are a kind of dual bildungsromcm, contrasting the development of Stephanie and

development.

Frederica Potter (37-8), they also highlight in a self-reflexive manner the role which

literature itself plays in the formation of subjectivities. Another critic, Tess Cosslett,
picks up on both of these points, suggesting that Frederica and Stephanie together form a

contrast between perceived "female life-choices", dividing "maternity

i

/

loss-of-self /

/ life". The "darkening" process of Stephanie's life,
Cosslett points out, "has a clearly signalled parallel" in Wordsworth's Ode'lntimations of
Immortality'. Like the speaker of Wordsworth's poem, Stephanie sees her "moment of

death from sexuality

self-assertion

'light"' as having already occurred; the rest of her life is gradual loss of this'light"'. The
difference between Stephanie and Wordsworth's speaker is that Stephanie's "bright
prospects" appear when she is at University: the speaker of Wordsworth's poem when as

an infant or

child. Cosslett suggests that Stiil Life's variation on the Ode is an explicit

comment on the experience and role of women in England in the 1950s:

"It is not the

coming of adulthood as such that dims Stephanie's light, but specifically marriage and

motherhood" (267-8). The view that Still
concerned

in the Garden are
and of women's role in society" is

Life

with "current notions of femininity

and The Virgin

suggested by a number of critics (see Alexander, 37-8; Kelly, 63; Todd, 1997 55).

Wordsworth's poetry does provide Still Life with a pattern of self-development

within which, or against which, the development of Stephanie's life is
Stephanie's own articulation of her life in both The Virgin in the Garden and

arranged.

in Still Lde

is influenced by Wordsworth, whom she perceives to be important to her own sense of

'self and from whom she frequently quotes in order to describe her experience. The
tension,

for

Stephanie and

for the text,

hildungsroman, or the progression

to

between the narrative pattern

of

the

self-awareness and "self-assertion" of Romantic

poetry to which Roland Michell refers, and the attempt or desire to be free of such
patterns, are apparent throughout .$i// Life, particularly in the treatment of Stephanie's
experience

of childbirth. As

experience of childbirth in Srjl/

Tess Cosslett points out, the attempt

l/e

to

describe the

illustrates the extent to which such accounts "cannot

avoid using already existing literary patterns: Stephanie's first experience of giving birth
is presented in explicitly Wordsworthian terms" (267-8)" Not only does the novel make

use of Wordsworth's language and imagery, incorporating and considering the ideas
regarding childhood which his poems explore,

it also draws on treatises on natural

childbirth prevalent in the 1980s, during which time the novel was written. Still Life is
lauded by Cosslett for being an account of birth from a woman's point of view; she also

suggests, however, that

it is an account which is influenced

by textual and societal

forces. The hospital practices for birthing are seen as "unnatural" by Stephanie, who
would rather walk than lie down once in labour. Could Stephanie, Cosslett asks, "have
experienced this, or Byatt have written it, without having read the literature of natural

childbirth" which came into vogue in the 1980s? Cosslett goes on to state that what is
remarkable about Still Life's accounts of birth is not that they are "'authentic voices'

of

female experience, but because of the creative use to which they put contemporary and
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of

inherited 'voices', language, images, in order to give chitdbirth from the woman's point

view its own literary shape" (269-275).1

ln

The Game, Cassandra's sense of her'self and the world that she inhabits is also

described as explicitly constituted by representations. Indeed, The Game suggests the

very "grasping" and "ordering" aspect of representations which Heath describes as
effecting 'life'. Cassandra's sense of 'self is largely created through her identification with

other literary, fictional, women who "live on the permeable edges of the real and the

fanciful" (Creighton

20).

One such figure is her namesake from Greek mythology,

another is the Lady of Shalott. Jane Campbell points out that the story of the Lady

of

Shalott is a dominant "myth" in the novel. Cassandra" like the Lady in Tennyson's poem,

"has woven a web

of reflected images that

Cassandra's construction

has become her world" (1988, 155-6).

of a 'self, and a world for that self to inhabit, out of the

literature she studies, can be interpreted as a self-reflexive device; she is a fictional
character, produced by intertextual references to other fictional characters. It can also be

read as a comment on the role of literature, as well as other forms

formation

of

zubjectivity, and as the impossibility

of

access

of texts, in

the

to any reality beyond

discourse. Cassandra's mode of perceiving both herself and the world, and her position

in that world, is a rigid "ordering"

produced primarily from her study

of medieval

literature and by her understanding of Catholicism, or "figurative Christianity", as D.

Taylor terms

it (1993, 185-6). Cassandra perceives

J.

the physical, and metaphysical,

world in terms of ordered svmbols:

The complexities of existence were the interrelation of roots and roses,
strange heads and fruits, in a walled garden, outside which the sea rose in
formally dangerous peaks. She had elaborated, and believed, a network of
symbols which made the outer world into a dazz.ling but comprehensible
constellation of physical facts whose spiritual interrelation could be grasped
and woven by the untiring intellect: suns, moons, stars, roses, cups, lances,
lions and serpents: all had their place and also their meaning.
Cassandra's network of interrelated symbols is structured and ordered in such a way that

it produces meaning, making the world "comprehensible". The

passage continues:

rln

an interview with Nicholas Tredell Byatt suggests that Cosslett's article, whilst being "very
good", is wrong to claim that she was "informed by feminist perspectives" on childbirth, "whereas
they are simply accurate memories" of her experience at the time (Nf 6l).
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This network was overlaid by another network interweaving other roots,
footnotes, cross-references, bibliographical data, palaeographical quirks.
Somewhere, under the network, the truth shone; Cassandra had come, like
many others, looking for final Authority, logically to see it in the Church.
This was a symbol, and also real; it was a guarantee. (G l8)
There are echoes of Michel Foucault's The Order of Things (1966) here; Cassandra's
network is language, a structure of signs, which appears to be indicative of what she
perceives to be the order of things, evidence of an underlying unity, or truth, in God.

Reality for Cassandra at this point in the novel is the symbol, the sign in which the thing

itself is embedded; there is no gap between them. As the above quotations illustrate,
Cassandra's sense

of 'self is complexly interwoven with world and text. Her view of

herself and of reality is explicitly constructed within literary, philosophical and religious
discourse, and the stability and order which this seems to offer initially appears to her as
a

benefit. However, throughout the course of the narrative, Cassandra's "rigid" ordering

becomes confining; the connections between discourses which seemed to offer meaning,
and function as truth, are entrapping, and so Cassandra kills herself in order escape from

their confines. Jane Campbell suggests that Cassandra fails to grasp reality from the
fictions within which she exists, although Cassandra's failure could also be that she denies
the process which constitutes 'life' in favour of a static order. that her sense of 'self is a
construction which cannot withstand movement and disintegrates when

it

comes into

contact with change.

Two halves / torn halves: the symbiosis of 'self and 'other'

lf

psychoanalytic accounts

of

subject formation highlight the extent

to

which

subjectivities are constructed, "socially, linguistically and libidinally" (Grosz 1989,24),

they also indicate the degree to which such constructions are not stable, unified or
entirely distinct from other subjectivities. In The Game Cassandra's "web" or "network"

of images with which she constructs a sense of 'self is not limited to herself alone. Even

though she attempts

to

construct

a life which is

separate and contained, having

"cultivated her walled-garden skills at the expense of any others", The Game explores the

way in which such an establishment, and maintenance, of a stable, impermeable, and
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separate subjectivity is an impossibility. Toward the end of the novel Cassandra tells her

Catholic priest that she considers her desire to be a separate self an impossibility:

'We need a sense of being undifferentiated. Undifferentiated,' cried
Cassandra. 'I keep chasing metaphors. Out of a desire for an impossible
unity. Such effort, keeping everything separate all the time when under the

.

sea, we are assured, no man is an island, we are all joined. . . We affirm
that we can inhabit each other, body and soul, that's all.'
He tried to understand. 'We are all part of each other, in Christ, we are all
made whole.'

'That wasn't quite what I meant. . . . Or what Julia meant. We overlap. I
wish we didn't. We could tolerate it if we were separate or indistinguishable.'
(G 228-e)

No 'self is an island but exists in a complex web of relations. The web of reflected
images from literature that contribute to the formation of Cassandra's subjectivity also
contribute

to the subjectivity of her sister Julia, to the point where the two

sisters

"overlap": through shared texts and a shared literary language the ego boundaries ofthe

two sisters merge.

The Game describes their shared fantasy

life

as children, playing the

game of the title, which is based on the childhood games and writings of the Bront€

family's Angria. Brontd writings, including descriptions of their family life, constitute
another

of the intertexts of

The Game: Charlotte Bront€'s 'Retrospection' (1835) is

included as an epigraph to the novel: "We wove a web in childhood

air".

/ A web of sunny

Several critics on the novel consider this sibling relationship in terms of the shared

childhood reading: Joanna Creighton, for example, writes that the experience

of

having

a 'Joint imaginary world" as children means that the two sisters share the same memories
and the same thoughts; knowing each others'thoughts, their "real and imaginative worlds

interpenetrate, making ego boundaries permeable and separation problematic" (18). The

web which Julia and Cassandra weave as children, like the Bront€s, produces for each a

subjectivity which is so interconnected with the other's that

disentangle. The Game offers an image

of

it

becomes difficult to

symbiosis between

two

subjectivities:
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Cassandra and Julia share a "symbiotic relationship"

with one another, and cannot easily

determine where the one ends and the other begins (Creighton t9).'z

Like the sisters in The Game, the twin brothers John and Paul Ottokar in Babel
Tower each find

it difficult to determine their identity

as stable or fixed, and individual:

the borders of their subjectivity or sense of 'self are fluid and merge with one another.
The Ottokar brothers are even more closely identified, their subjectivity symbiotic to an
extreme degree: as identical twins they share the same

mannerisms.

DNd the same looks, the same

It is, however, primarily through a description of their use of language that

the novel depicts the inextricable nature of the twin brothers' connection to one another.
John Ottokar attempts to describe to Frederica how their "private language

silent language

- of signs and gestures"

bound them

- almost a

to one another, and apart from

everyone etse, "like a child and a mirror that spoke to itself' (BT 290\. The terminology

here, together with the description

of identity formation, recall Jacques Lacan's

description in'TheMirror Stage'(1949) of the stage in a child's developmentwhen it is
able to recognise its own image in a

mirror. Lacan writes that this assumption of the

child's "specular image" occurs before the 1is "objectified in the dialectic of identification

with the other", and before it fully

assumes its function as subject in language (1977, 2).

Babel Tower intimates that the child's identification of itself with its "specular image" is
problematised for the twin, for whom the specular image of the 'self is also mirrored in

another. What John and Paul Ottokar experience, the text indicates, is a dialogue with,
rather than a mimicry of, the 'self in the mirror image. The "dialectic of identification

with the other" which Lacan describes is also problematised by this relationship; instead
of existing in a dialectic relation, a system of identification / negation with the not-/, the
twin threatens to merge with its other, lacking in the points of negation which contribute
to a subject's separate identity.
Even though Cassandra and Julia are not twins, the image of the mirror in The

Gqme indicates the degree to which Julia's identity
Cassandra's, and

is

constructed

in relation

to

(to some extent) vice versa. Julia recounts an incident in childhood in

2Another

interpretation of the siblings n The Game is to see them as representative of Byatt and
her sister Margaret Drabble, or to see each as representative of an aspect of the specifically
female "creative mind", like the split of Gilbert and Gubar's hypothesis that I discussed in the
Introduction (see Giobbi, Todd 1997, Kelly, Creighton). Kathleen Kelly makes the suggestion
that together Cassandra and Julia form one whole, a "gestalt", and sees each as necessary to the
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which she enraged Cassandra by intruding on her standing in front of a mirror reciting
poetry to herself in "an intense solitary dialogue"; when Julia later attempts the same
thing herself she is frightened by imagining Cassandra's "anxious face" instead of her own

(G 235).

Cassandra wonders whether

to Julia she is "a miror on the wall to be asked

what she, what either of us, means?"; likewise Julia considers Cassandra to be "the
mirror where she studied the effect of her actions . . . that proved her existence" (G230,

235). The image of the mirror

has other signrficant implications

in this novel. like the

mirror in 'The Lady of Shalott', the mirror in The Game is an image for fiction, or art,
which attempts to represent reality.
The image of the mirror as a indicator of a subject's self-identification also occurs

in Byatt's short story 'The Changeling', in which the mirror functions to indicate the
permeability

of identity in a similar way to The Game and Babel Tower. When

the

novelist Josephine enters her bedroom, which she considers to be "hers in a way the rest

of the house was not", a "small cell" in which she is alone, she finds it an invasion that
Henry Smee is studying his face in the mirror of "her small room" (.S 158). Henry Smee
bears an uncanny resemblance to the description of the fictional character Simon Vowle

in one of Josephine's novels, a character whom Josephine sees as in many ways "herself':
the name Henry Smee - or'Henry's me' - illustrates this connection. Henry's presence,
Henry's "identification" with both Simon Vowle and Josephine, disturbs Josephine's sense

of her own uniqueness and separateness, constituting "a blow at her own carefully
created, carefully worked, independent identity" (S 156). In other of Byatt's texts the

mirror functions to describe identity formation in other ways: in Possession Maud Bailey
looks at her image in the mirror and considers the "neat division" between "This is I" and
"This is not

I" to be an oversimplification of either self-identification or negation; this is

also related

to Maud's consideration of the relationship between her identity and her

physical being, her "awkward body"

(P 57,251). Other characters in Byatt's fiction

carry out conversations or dialogues in the mirror with an imagined 'other'. Like
Cassandra, whom Julia remembers

to be engaged in an "intense solitary dialogue", as if

with another, Frederica remembers, in Babel Tower, reciting poetry "to her mirror,
conjuring a non-existent face". The face which was both her own and not her own, but

the imagined other's, the lover, becomes John Ottokar's face: "his face, more or less,
survival ofthe other as each sister possesses qualities that the other lacks (35).
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shines in that space, but the poem is still her secret, is private"

@f 351-2). There are a

number of issues that Frederica's remembrance gives rise to: the conflation of self and

other in the lover

/

beloved; the notion of privacy, or a private space; and the role

language in the formation

of

of subjectivities, the last of which precipitates a return to

Lacan.

In addition to his discussion of the specular aspect of the mirror stage,

Lacan's

account of the formation of the subject in language is also significant for the description

of the Ottokar twins. Again, the role of language in the formation of the twins' identity
differs from Lacan's account: language for the twins is "private", limited to the two of
them, characterised by "gestures" rather than words, and "silent". Language between
them differs from, and pre-exists their entry into, the system of language Lacan describes

in which subject (1) positions are formed. The language system the Ottokars

create

between them contributes to the formation of their merged subjectivity. Rather than
each of them perceiving himself to be an individual subject, his perception of 'self is
always in relation to the other. John Ottokar tells Frederica that he attends her night
class in order

to "learn language", likening himself to Adam; or rather, to learn a form of

language which is "detached", not "personal". What John hopes to achieve is a belated
entry into the system which Lacan describes and an opportunity to reconstruct himself as

individual, detached from his brother, through language. [f there is a reference to Lacan

in this description of John's identity formation, however, there are also echoes of the
1960s writings of George Steiner, which Babel Tower acknowledges as a source. John's

desire is to 'speak himself, as Steiner describes it, establishing a "sustained being", both

internally and externally through speech. The "aftirmation of ego", Steiner writes, the
"statement of self and response by the 'non-self , is dialectic in structure and linguistic in

nature" (1967,

64).

Despite the many, and important, differences, there are some

similarities between Steiner's description of the formation, or affirmation, of ego through
language, and Lacan's. the dialectic of self and other, and the similitude, or discrepancy,
between an internal and external image of 'self, which is perhaps what Maud articulates

when she considers her image as both'l' and 'not-I'. John's desire is to be separate from
Paul. "I told him, we had to separate a little, we had to have individual lives, we had to
be

two". He describes his initial attempts to

torn in two - being half
apart, forming a unit

and half'

.

separate himself

from Paul as "like being

Together the twins are more complete than they are

of identity paradoxically comprised of two. On his own John feels

as

if he is not whole and complete, like the individual subject of Bakhtin's description or

the 'seamless' subject of humanist discourse, but "torn", unfinished and incomplete: a half

(873s2,290).
For Paul in Babel Tower and Cassandra in The Game, and to a lesser extent,
Josephine Piper in 'The Changeling', the incompleteness engendered by their failure to
detach themselves from another results in a form of madness, "derangement"

(G 232) or

psychosis. Before her suicide Cassandra writes that she can no longer attempt to create

for herself "a space to inhabit";

she is unable

to "drag" the "grotesque shadow", or 'Joint

creature", which is either (or both) herself and Julia combined, or, the image of herself

which Julia's fiction creates (G 230). Either way, the "grotesque shadow" Cassandra
describes is a distorted image of herself, like the "Doppelgctnger" or "ghostly double",

which Elizabeth Grosz recalls is so often employed in horror films, The "ghostly
double", Grosz writes, is one of the "most frightening

of all representations" as it

threatens "to steal away the subject's very identity and position and by which the subject
may be deranged with the possibility of finding

itsell its space and place, taken over or

displaced by an indiscernible double" (1994, 214-5
she nor anyone else

will be able to distinguish

nl4).

Cassandra fears that neither

Julia's fictional representation of her from

her "real" self. Paul Ottokar also threatens to take over John in this way. John tells

of an incident where Paul displaced him, pretending to be John with his
girlfriend, who could not distinguish between them. It is also the case that John poses
Frederica

the same threat to Paul, as it is Paul, and not John, rn Babel Tower who is represented as

"deranged", psychotic. Lacan's idea

of

psychosis, which Grosz describes as "the

dissolution or disintegration of the unified body schema" that risks "throwing the zubject

into the preimaginary real, the domain inhabited by the psychotic", is played out by John
and Paul Ottokar (ibid.,

44). If a unified subjectivity depends on the proximity with and

engagement of the twin, for Paul the breaking into two halves, or splitting, of that unity
creates psychosis. Grosz's discussion of Kristeva's work, in Sexual Subversions, gives

another account of psychosis which also functions to explain Paul's derangement. In
Kristeva's terms, Grosz writes, the psychotic remains rooted in the imaginary, "a space

based on the confusion

of self and other, bound to the suffocating

dialectic of

identification with the (phallic) mother who is his imaginary double" (1989, 58). [nthe
case

of the Ottokar twins, each perhaps functions for the other in a similar way to the

)t

mother in this account. The psychotic "has no stable boundaries or borders, and finds his

identity confused" with another, in psychoanalytic accounts, the "m(other)" (ibid., 58).
John's aspiration to be complete, or attain "oneness", is his desire to be contained

within himself, a desire which is shared by Fredericq who considers herself to be "a
separate being", and finds the idea

of being "fused with

someone else

. . a little

sickening" (BT 312). In Possession Maud, Roland and Christabel LaMotte each ponder

the substance and formation of their own subjectivities, and consider "connection" with
another, in love and through desire, to pose a threat to the self-containment they achieve,

figured in terms of space. Kristeva's description of the imaginary as a "space" evokes a
spatial metaphor which is also used by these fictional characters to articulate a sense

of

individuality. The image of a "private" place, such as the room which Josephine Piper
considers her own,

in which an individual feels able to be his or her sel{ recurs

throughout these texts. In The Game Cassandra locks her door in an attempt to keep
Julia out; an attempt which finally fails, as is indicated by her final journal description

of

her inability to "make [her]self a space to inhabit". After Cassandra has killed herself the

coroner notes the excessive degree

to which she has enclosed herself in her room,

ensuring both that no gas will escape and that no "rescuer" would be able to enter, that
suggested "a degree at least of derangement" (G 230,232). Cassandra's suicide is a final

attempt

to

assert her individuality: a form

of

self-assertion through paradoxical self-

annihilation.

Christabel LaMotte's sense of self-containment is also represented by a spatial
image in Possession. In a letter to Randolph Henry Ash, LaMotte uses the image of the
egg as a kind of room to describe her self: "an Egg, a perfect O, a living Stone, doorless
and windowless". The egg is contained, yet fragile;

imagines

it

if broken, or crushed,

as

LaMotte

might be by Ash, the perfection of the egg becomes instead "something

slippery and cold and unthinkably disagreeable." Likewise, and despite their awareness

of the instability of the "unitary ego" signified by Christabel LaMotte's egg, or that "we're
made up of conflicting, interacting systems of things" and "drivenby desire", Maud and

Roland also desire such self-containment, or "to be without desire", epitomised in the
image of the white "empty bed in an empty room" (P137; 267). When Maud thinks

of

her relationship with Fergus Wolff her mind is "full of an image of a huge, unmade,
stained and rumpled bed, its sheets pulled into standing peaks here and there, like the

surface

of whipped egg-white"; at which point

she also discusses Freud's claim that

desire and repugnance are, paradoxically, connected (P

56). LaMotte's

"slippery and

cold and unthinkably disagreeable" substance of the broken egg is likewise evocative of
sexual
The

fluids. The egg, whole and contained, also

resembles the "small safe space"

of

Fairy Mdlusine, outside which lies "Mystery".

Maud and Roland discuss both of these images, the egg and the "small

safe

place", as no longer applicable to the sel| which cannot be conceived as a closed and
stable entity after all the "looking into" which Freudian psychoanalysis has engendered.

Likewise, the "Mystery"

of "Love" and "desire"

has been similarly eroded by

a

psychoanalytic "looking into" (P 267). The image of the clean white bed which Maud
and Roland consider to represent the absence of desire, or the "clean white empty room

and silence" that Alexander Wedderburn longs for rn The Virgin in the Garden (VG
314), also recalls Christabel LaMotte's poem on "white linen" in a "spotless" house: "I

like things clean about me / Starched and gophered frill" (P 37). What Maud, Roland,
Alexander and LaMotte imagine or desire is what Grosz claims is the "clean and proper"

body of the individual subject: "[d]irt signals a site of possible danger to social and
individual systems,

a site of

vulnerability" (1994,

192). The bed itself

considered a site which threatens the image or conception
Shakespeare scholar Michael Neill,

has been

of the individual

for instance, describes the bed in Othello

subject:

as the site

of "licensed sexual and social metamorphosis where the boundaries of self and other"
collapse in sexual union (410-l). As Andr6 Brink argues, a "primary difference" that
Possession explores,

and Other"
possibility

is "not that between male and female" so much as "between Self

(289). If both Babel

Tower and Possession offer the desirability and

of achieving "a separate being", they each also question that such an

achievement is attainable.

ln Babel Tower Frederica perceives two main sources of threat to her

"self': an'other' in or through love and desire,

sense

of

such as Christabel LaMotte fears, and the

'group'. The emphasis on 'losing oneself to the wider circle of the group is represented
as a characteristic trend of the 1960s of which Frederica is unable

to partake. At a loud

musical event Frederica "is torn apart by the noise"; the description of the dancers
emphasises the (in one sense) disjunctive nature of the music and ofthe'happening' itself:

They are all dancing together, but there are no couples. Frederica is good at
jiving - she can twist and turn at the end of a man's arm, spiral away and
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stamp and laugh and come back. . . . These creatures - most of them are
girls - are like mushrooms, like twining flowers, they go round and bach all
together, all separate, a group, no individuals, no pairs. . . . Later, whenever
anyone says 'the Sixties' this is what she will think of, Zag and the Szyzry
(Ziggi Zy-Goats singing in the Middle Earth, the hum become a howl, the
maze of light, the crowd of single dancers. Thus thinne and leane, without a
fence or friend, I do empathise with these people, I was blown through" by
every wandering wind. Blown through, blown through, blown through. (B?"
604-s)
Unlike the dances of the fifties, the emphasis is not on couples, or the joining together

two, but on mass experience - in one

sense collective,

of

in another, disparate. Avram

Snitkin, the hash-fudge-eating hippy Frederica attends the event with, repeats over and

over

"l

repeats

do empathise with these people", a sentiment Frederica does not share.
to herself two lines from Herbert's poem: "Thus thinne and

leane,

without

She

a fence

or friend / I was blown through, with ev'ry storm and wind" (BT 604-5). The emphasis
on sharing produces the sensation of isolation in Frederica, which her thinness seems to
epitomise, and which has a significance which goes beyond characterisation. Earlier in

the novel, Frederica has a dream in which she is in a garden which she recognises

as

partly (in that way that dream places and people are and are not themselves) the garden
at Long Royston and she is (and is not) the virgin of the play.

A voice in the head says, 'You are thin, you are thin.'

She sees that she is
woman. . . .
paper
cardboard
woman,
a
is
two-dimensional,
a
thin,
she
indeed
She isn't a virgin, say the pursuing three. . . They say, she can't do anything,
she's made of paper, she's cardboard, she's just cardboard, she's thin, she's
just a line. (.B7" 521-2)

This is simultaneously a self-reflexive moment in the text, referring to the metaphor
which defines Frederica in the earlier novel, and
uses

it also recalls

the image which Byatt

to describe characters in experimental fiction, as "people in paper houses", unreal or

insubstantial. [n one sense Frederica is a textual device used to display the self-reflexive
awareness of the texts' status as fiction; in another she is a 'person' who considers the

way in which identity is to some degree produced by literature and language.
What Frederica experiences, or resists experiencing, at the 'happening' is ttre loss

of self required by the involvement in the group experience. At another point in the
novel, Frederica explains to John Ottokar that she dislikes the "sharing" of group retreats
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and the emphasis that they seem to place on 'losing oneself (BT 453).
Frederica as if her

It

appears to

"self is insubstantial against the force of the group, whether it be at a

musical 'happening' or at a "retreat" such as John invites her to: she feels "torn apart" and

"blown through". She does however retain both the capacity for self definition, through
quotation and metaphor, and through her definition of time in the use of past and future
tense, both of which Steiner regards as significant in the articulation of individuality:

whether the primacy of language as we have known it in human
civilisation, as well as many of the dominant syntactical features of language,
are not the embodiment of a particular view of man's identity and death. The
trinary set, past-present-future, the subject-object function, the metaphysics
and psychology of the first-person pronoun, the conventions of linguistic

I wonder

repeatability and variation on which we found our techniques of
remembrance and, hence, our culture - all these codify an image of the
human person which is now under attack. (1967,99)

The "now" that Steiner refers to is the period of the 1960s; his enzuing description
contributes to Babel Tower's account

of the time, such as Frederica's experience of

'happenings', as the acknowledgements to the novel suggest. The "past-present-future"
tense in language is important to the formation of identity, argues Steiner, colluding, at

least on this issue, with the psychoanalytic account of subject formation as occurring

within the system of language. That the formation of subjectivity, or even the formation

of "culture", is related to the articulation of the past, present and future, is a point that I

will return to in the following chapters; it is important to note here, however, that
Frederica's attempts to hold onto markers of identity include her use of grammar and her

ability to remember pieces of literature. Frederica's process of remembering is 'remembering',

a piecing

together of fragments of text which constitute her subjectivity.

The negotiation between the 'individual' and the'group', in and through language,

that Frederica undergoes in Babel Tower is connected to the novel's investigation of
totalitarianism. Again, the novel owes much to Steiner's account of totalitarian politics
that "have set out to master language. . . precisely because a totalitarian model of society
lays claim to the core and entirety of the human person" (ibid.,

95). ln Babel Toryer

Jewish concentration camp survivor, Professor Ziz, who is a witness at the Babbletower

prosecution, makes the point that the totalitarian state, such as he experienced, is based
on the exercise of power by "those who had total freedom - total permission - to do as
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they pleased with the bodies of others". Ziz clums that Babbletower's description of the

community of La Tour Bruyarde, modelled on the late eighteenth-century communes in
France, is "pornography" as

it "is to do with one person's power

body" and reduces "human beings

to

bodily functions", destroys privacy, limits

"imagination", and therefore "diminishes humanity"
Foucault's discussions

over another person's

(Bf 585-6).

Ziz's words echo

of power, in Power / Krowledge and to a lesser degree

in

Madness and Civilisation, in relation to the "new technologies of power" introduced in

post-feudal societies in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in which "power had to
be able to gain access to the bodies of individuals, to their acts, attitudes, and modes

everyday behaviour."

In 'Truth and Power' Foucault

of

highlights the significance of

"methods like school discipline, which succeeded in making children's bodies the object

of highly complex systems of manipulation and conditioning" (1991, 66-7). In

the

obscenity trial of Babbletower a parallel is drawn between Jude's portrayal of La Tour
Bruyarde and his experiences at the Swineburn public school for boys which he attended
as a child and teenager, and where, the prosecution suggests, he was introduced to the
"

sado-masochistic practices described

i:n B abb

letower" (B T 57 0).

Jude's Babbletower community is drawn not only from the eighteenth-century

French commune but from its imitators in the hippy, new-age or religious communities

whichbecamepopularinthe l960sand 1970s, somewithdisastrousresults. InBabel
Trnaer there are a number of groups, such as Gideon Farrar's Children of Joy which Ruth

belongs to, and The Spirits' Tigers which Paul and John Ottokar attend. It is when John
asks her

I

to come to The Spirits' Tigers' retreat, that Frederica says: "I hate group things,

hate them,

chooses

I hate pressure on me to lose myself, I

to "put a lot of books in a bag,

can't bear it,

I won't." Instead

and go norttr, and read and write, and be part

my family, which is a group I've got no choice about belonging
responds by likening, at least

she

of

to." John Ottokar

to some extent, the group experience of The Spirits' Tigers

to the "Quaker Silence" he experienced as a child:

When I was a boy, the silence made other people bearable for me. And more
than that. You could sit there - they were all quite ordinary - and after a
time, after a time of silence - everyone was quiet - you lost - not yaur self
exactly - but all the mess of - the 7t;ss of your life - you were all quiet
together. It wasn't that everyone became one, or anything - I couldn't bear
that any more than you could. It was just that they were true - truer - than
before . . I just liked the quiet, the truth. Look Frederica, this really is a

thing words cant dealwith. I keep saying'true' and you don't know what I'm
talking about, it doesn't represent what I'm talking about. (BT 4534)
John argues that

it is silence which

has a role in the apprehension of "truth", which he

connects to the inability of language

to "represent" a "truth"

and

to a loss of "self', or

something like it, which the experience of collective silence produces.

In groups or totalitarian

states there

is a tendency "to collectivise men and

women, to reduce as far as possible their sanctuary of private identity", claims Steinerin
'The Language Animal', by "standardising desire", for instance, or the "noise level" (100).

Frederica experiences, or resists experiencing, such collectivity at the 'happening', and
fears it from the 'group', resisting the pressure to surrender her sense of self or "sancfuary

of private identity" to full empathy or

Ziz

engagement

with others. This is what Professor

describes, in his book A Private Place, as the difficulty of maintaining "that sense

of

'an inner private, silent place"', echoing the "small safe place" desired by other of Byatt's

characters, which enabled many Jews, otherwise stripped of individuality,
concentration camps

(8f

to survive in

585).

ln La Tour Bruyarde, which loosely translates

as The Noisy Tower, the emphasis

on communal living rapidly changes to Culvert's attempted exercise of total power over
every other member of the group, including curtailing their freedom of speech and their
freedom to enjoy silence. Lady Roseace tries to escape from the tower and the "babble

of many excited voices",

arguing

for her right to quiet and solitude, to "become

a

Quietist" (BT 409-10). Jude's novel is also commenting on the'babble' of the 1960s and
the increasing dominance of the "mass media", which Steiner identifies as contributing to

the collectivisation of experience: "It is, today, increasingly difficult to 'be oneself", he
writes, as all aspects of being are "standardised" through the mass media, to the extent
that "even our dreams have grown more uniform" (ibid., 100). In Byatt's fiction, private
spaces, such as Josephine Piper's

in 'The Changeling', allow for the articulation

and

maintenance of the individual subject. John Ottokar's description of the silence which he

is at times able to attain is also like Professor Ziz's notion of an "inner private, silent
place": both enable the subject to escape the noise, or totality, of the group or

ca.mp

situation, partly through imagination, and therefore to maintain a sense of
another sense, however,

'self. In
what John describes is, paradoxically, a loss of self, an

annihilation, which the loss of language, in silence, engenders.
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If Babel Tower considers the possibility for empathy and identificatiorL which for

of

Frederica involves engenders a loss of 'self, with a group, there is also the "myth

connection", which Babel Tower questions, between two subjects through desire or in

fove. The couple or paired

dancers offer another form

of "connection" which, in Babel

Tower's account, threatens the individual subject. In Possessior the "oneness", or self

unity, which Christabel, Maud and Roland each aspire to is often, paradoxically,
represented in fiction as the desire of the subject which only achieves completion through

fove with another. As Catherine Belsey writes in Desire: Love Stories

in Western

Culture, this is a familiar trope of Western literature: she gives the example of Plato's
description in the Symposium of true love as the union of two halves which has echoed

through subsequent literature. The marriage of Daniel and Stephanie in The Virgin in
the Garden owes something to Plato's conception of love in the Symposium. Byatt is

quoted

by Olga Kenyon as stating that "Daniel represents Dis, the god of

the

underworld. He is warrn, dark, physically strong. He carries off Stephanis, 1v[s is seen
in terms of whiteness, passivity, feminine sensuality and spring flowers. She and Daniel

form a unity" (624).3 The "unity" of Dis and Persephone, or Daniel and Stephanie,
achieves a kind of 'oneness'that is Plato's mythology of love or "completeness".

After the division the two parts of man, each yearning for his other half,
came together, and, throwing their arms about each other, and intertwining
in mutual embraces out of a desire to grow into one . . . And the reason for
this is that the human constitution was originally one and we were a whole,
and the desire and pursuit of the whole is called love. (Plato, 45-6)

Two novels that Babel Tower suggests contribute to the formation of this "myth"

for the characters in the tetralogy, and which form an intertextual relation with

the

novels, are E. M. Forster's Howard's End (1910) and D. H. Lawrence's Women in Love

(1920). When Frederica considers the "myth of connection" between two subjects

3A.

she

S. Byatt. Talk at Morley College. Feb. 1985. Qtd. in Kenyon 62-3.
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quotes from Lawrence, Forster and Plato: "'Only connect', the 'new paradisal unit'
'Oneness', these were myths

of desire, the desfte and pursuit of the Whole" (BT

of

3LZ).

One aspect of "true love" as it is represented in Western culture, Belsey suggests, is that

it "offers to unify mind and body, to overcome the division Western culture has created"
in the Enlightenment, within the subject. Love then, or the fulfilment of desire, not only

offers "connection" with an other, but completion within and between two disparate

self. What love offers to dissolve, Belsey writes, is "the anxiety of
division in the subject" to replace it with "a utopian wholeness" (1994,23). The play

elements of the

between a sense of internal division and a hope for unity (or oneness) is a recurring
aspect

of romance, or stories which

represent

love. The "source of our knowledge

3l), and Jerome McGann agrees: "love
of textuality" (3). That our conceptions of

[about love] is intertextual", Belsey writes (ibid.,
is and has ever been one of the great scenes

love are produced by fictional and theoretical discourse, that they are "myths" which
dominate the literature of Western culture, is also illustrated in Babel Tower. When
Frederica attempts to ascertain why she married Nigel she acknowledges the role that
literature, in particular the novels of Lawrence and Forster, has played in the formation

of her desire: "I married him because I was beglamoured by Margaret Schlegel, because I
was a reader, dear Reader" (87"308).

The impact of Lawrence's fiction on other fiction and on representations of love
that Babel Tower highlights is also described by Belsey in Desire and Stephen Heath in
The Sexual

Flx.

Belsey writes that the "relative sexual explicitness" of the popular / non-

canonical romance

of

contemporary fiction contains "echoes"

of Lawrence's

novels

(1994, 32). Likewise, Heath sees Lawrence as a "key figure in the literary history" of
contemporary representations of love-making and sexuality. Heath's argument is that it

is Lawrence's fiction which defines "a mode of understanding in which love-making
becomes the site of the demonstration of authentic or inauthentic being, of the problems

and relations of man and woman, male and female." Since Lawrence, contemporary
representations privilege

the sexual act

to the extent that "sexuality-determined

psychology" is paramount, sex being represented as the "very essence of 'life', the basic

and deepest reality". Heath gives an example of such a representation from John
Updike's novel Marry Me;worth quoting here because of its terminology, which offers a
conception of the act

of love as the attainment of a "whole",

comprised of two halves:
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'Jerry and Sally made love lucidly, like Adam and Eve when the human world
was of two halves purely'; Adam and Eve, two halves purely, matched in
The
flawless complementarity, 'the original man and woman'.
path
O',
the
to
the
plot
erotic
is exactly that of the
contemporary
'Big
realisation of elemental, original, real being, man and woman, the two
halves[.] (Heath l0l-2)

Updike represents Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden as forming a kind of lost

utopian wholeness, representing the possibility for a true union between men and
women. The image of the garden or a garden-like setting that recalls the Garden of Eden
recurs in Byatt's fiction (as Chapter Three considers), as

it

does in Lawrence's novels.

Constance Chatterly and Mellors find their 'truth' in the EdenicJike woods

n

Lady

Chatterly's Lover (1928); Birkin and Ursula also experience their mystical "connection"

in the woods in Women in Love. In Byatt's Possession Randolph Ash's poems draw on
images from a number of myths and religions that signify, among other things, the garden
as the site of the original man and woman

-

such as the Judeo-Christian Adam and Eve,

or the Norse Ask and Embla.
Lawrence's novels not only define love as the site for "the problems and relations

of male and female", they also represent and reconsider "the problems and relations" of
another set of binary terms: mind and body. Lawrence's writing is a "struggle to make
sense" of the relations between mind and body, Belsey suggests;

it is a process, however

which only serves to reproduce "the dualism that so evidently distressed him". She goes
on to connect Lawrence's struggle with the attempt of both psychoanalysis and sexology

"at approximately the same historical moment" to reverse the Enlightenment hierarchy of
mind over body (1994,32,33). Heath also outlines the extent to which Lawrence's texts
are informed by, or display an awareness

ol

"current thinking in sexology and sexual

psychology and psychoanalysis" (102). lndeed, Heath regards Lawrence as "Lacanian
before Lacan" in his privileging of the phallus as universal signifier, giving the example of
Connie Chatterly 'learning' the "universal order" of things through her experience of the
sexual act in Lady Chatterly's Lover'.

"l htow it is the penis which connects us with the

stars and the sea and everything. It is the penis which touches the planets, and makes us

feel their special light" (qtd. in Heath 108). For Lawrence, as in psychoanalysis, the
'real', the sexual act, is dominated by the concept of the phallus which produces desire
and determines sexuality for both men and women.
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In Byatt's tetralogy, Frederica and Stephanie Potter are influenced by and attempt

of

of the 'real', perhaps sharing
something of Byatt's "partial and problematic" or equivocal stance in relation to
Lawrence, whom she "cannot escape and cannot love" (,SoS ni). Babel Tower highlights

to

resist Lawrence's version

sexuality as the site

the relations between men and women that Lawrence's fiction describes, together with
the privilege he gives to the phallus/penis and the privileging of body over mind. When
Frederica explains to herself why first Stephanie, and then she, chose to marry, she cites
Lawrence:

Stephanie had stepped outside the Cambridge circle of talk and endless
discriminations, moral and aesthetic; she had grasped at sensuous happiness.
Like Lady Chatterly, walking into the woods to be annihilated, trailing little
threads of quotations from Milton's blindness and Swinburne's pale Galilean
and Keats' unravished bride of quietness, and Shakespeare's Proserpina,
willing them all to go away, so as to lose herself and find herself in the body,
in the spring. And that was our myth, Frederica thinks . . that the body is
truth. (.Br n5-6)
Frederica regards Stephanie's choice to marry Daniel Orton, and her own choice to marry

Nigel Reiver, as an attempt to step out of literature and the infinite succession of
resemblances which suround and define them and their experience,

to'the thing itself : in

this case the body and bodily experience, It is into the metaphorical Edenic spring and
woods that Stephanie goes in search of 'real' life, via love, which Frederica also emulates.
Stephanie's "annihilation" occurs, according

to Frederica,

because she attempts

to

step

outside of language and the threads of quotation.

The possibility of "annihilation" through a loss of language in place of the bodily
'real' is also what Stephanie fears will result from her marriage to Daniel Orton in The

Virgtn in the Garden. Stephanie wonders if marriage will require her to be "in the same
place as her attention, body and imagination at once", leaving no place for literature and

language. Her choice, as she sees it, as the novel represents it, is between 'life' or
'literature', neither of which

will satisfy, both of which seem to threaten with different

forms of annihilation: "if it was death to hide them, it was, it surely was, death to immure
oneself with them" (VG
and

/ or

a life

252). For Stephanie either choice, between a "life of sensations"

of "thought",

seems

to represent a kind of death, like John Keats'paradox.

According to Belsey, desire is the desire to "achieve presence" or "full possession" which
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would be desire fulfilled and therefore "in abeyance (dead)". The figures on Keats'Urn
are enviable because immobilised "in a state of perfect reciprocal excitement which
remains ungratified forever" (1994, 146).

Keats' 'Ode on a Grecian Urn' is one of the poems, along with Wordsworth's
Ode, which shapes the representation of Stephanie and Stephanie's

life. In a chapter in

The Virgin in the Garden entitled 'Ode on a Grecian Urn' Stephanie teaches the poem to

her class, keeping "unnaturally still herself', like the figures on the urn, or like a still life.
Stephanie muses on the immaterial matter of the imagined urn, looking into what the text

describes as her "inner emptiness" for its image, the "verbal thing, made of words", an

urn "formed to be'seen'by language alone". The first image which Stephanie finds there
is not the urn but an image of Venus Anadyomene emerging from the foam of the se4
"coming to form from shapelessness" (VG

77-8)

Stephanie's "altruism", which is the

final word she thinks of as she dies in Still Life (,St 334), is the loss of self which she
experiences in total empathy with others, a kind of negative capability like that which

Keats describes, an "inner emptiness". Frederica sees this kind of total empathy with
others as engendering a loss of 'self in relation

to the group emphasis on

sharing.

Stephanie negates her'self by being empathetic, with no "centre" but emptiness, enabling

her own disintegration. "stephanie's life choice seems to lead downwards to a dead-end,
as body triumphs over mind", writes

Cosslett. Stephanie's experience of birth forms part

of a "gradual darkening of her life" which leads first to a loss of intellectual life and then
to

a loss of

life altogether; Stephanie loses her "separate self', first through marriage, and

then giving birth, and then death (267-8). This is how, in Babel Tower, Frederica
interprets Stephanie's attempt to "lose herself in the body", resulting in the very death, in

Still Life, which Stephanie imagines might occur when she considers her choice between
either the life of body, or the life of the mind, tn The Virgin in the Garden. However, as

Frederica states, the "truth" of the body is also
including Lawrence's

fi

a "myth", a product of discourse,

ction.

The novels of Lawrence and Forster are both echoed and directly quoted
throughout Babel Tower, underscoring the way in which this postmodern novel enacts a

form of reply to modernist fiction. The strong intertextual presence of these two novels
in Byatt's tetralogy also highlights the way in which the postmodem way of defining the

self is partly a response or reaction

to -

and analysis

of -

existing accounts of

subjectivity. Forster's dictum to "only connect", or "sonnect the prose and the passion"

and "live in fragments no longer", is repeated in the novel, with the suggestion that they

form a kind of creed for Frederica which she finds appealing but also resists (BT

3O9).

Connection for Forster between man and woman is related to the connection between

"prose and passion".

If

not the same as Lawrence's mind

distinction between sensation and thought,

it is another,

/

body split, or Keats'

related, binary which links

gender difference to other paired opposites. This is a point H6ldne Cixous makes in
'sorties', where she indicates the extent to which pairs of opposing terms are constructed

within the same system of binaries. "Activity / Passivity, Sun / Moon, Culture / Nature,
Day I Night, Father / Mother, Head / Heart", "Man / Woman" and "Nature / Mind" are
some of these opposing terms:

Always the same metaphor: we follow it, it carries us, beneath all its figures,
wherever discourse is organised. If we read or speak, the same thread or
double braid is leading us through literature, philosophy, criticism, centuries
of representation and reflection. Thought has always worked through
opposition . . . . Through dual, hierarchical oppositions. Superior / Inferior.
Myths, legends, books. Philosophical systems. . . . And all these pairs of
oppositions are couples. Does that mean something? Is the fact that
Logocentrism subjects thought - all concepts, codes and values - to a binary
system, related to'the'couple, man / woman? (1993,63-4)

According

to Cixous, all oppositions function

as part

of a system of binaries which

contributes to Western culture and defines philosophical discourse. Not only does male /
female comprise one of the "double braids" which run throughout literature, or "cenfuries

of representation", argues Cixous, it is also perhaps the binary term on which all other
pairs or binary oppositions are based.

Like the rainbow in Lawrence's novels, Forster's "only connect the prose
passion" is a bridging image, indicating the attempt

and

to overcome such oppositions

'male' and 'female'. In Howard s End Mwgaret Schlegel attempts

to

as

"connect" with

Henry Wilcox, who is represented as the opposite of Margaret in a number of ways,
epitomised in the pithy opposition between his "prose" and Margaret's "passion". ln
Lawrence's fiction overcoming the male / female binary is represented as surmounting the

distinction between 'I' and 'you'. The passage which Frederica copies from Women In

Love represents love as the unification of the male / female split in a "strange
conjunction" of grammatical distinctions between 'self and 'other' and transcendence of
the grammatical'I':

In the new, superfine bliss, a peace superseding knowledge, there was no I
and you, there was only the third, unrealised wonder, the wonder of existing
not as onesel{, but in a consunlmation of my being and her being in a new
one, a new paradisal unit regained from the duality. Nor can I say 'I love
you' when I have ceased to be, and you have ceased to be: we are both
caught up and transcended into a new oneness where everything is silent,
because there is nothing to answer, all is perfect and at one. Speech travels
between the separate parts. But in the perfect One there is perfect silence of
bliss. (Women in Love, Chapter 27; qtd. in BI 310).
Sexual love

for

Lawrence, as Babel Tower points out, "confuses and abolishes

grammatical categories, no

I

and you, no subject and object", In Lawrence's "perfect

One" there is only silence, "language is unnecessary and defeated", recalling the Ottokars
silent form of communication with one another which bound them only to each other,

and apart. For both Forster and Lawrence, as Frederica speculates in the novel the

"myth of connection" is, however paradoxically, grounded in language: prose
passioq

I

and you, zubject and object (,Bf

and

3ll). In both cases, language and

grammatical structures form an important part of the process of "connection", as Babel
Tower's concern with the structure of language highlights.

The role which language and grammar play in the structure of identity

is

considered in Steiner's 'The Language Animal', which argues that an individual identity
occurs in its iteration:

Our mechanisms of identity

-

the enormously intricate procedures of
recognition and delimitation which allow me to say that I arn I, to experience
myself and which, concomitantly, bar me from 'experiencing you' except by
imaginative projection, by an inferential fiction of similitude - are thoroughly
grounded in the fact of language. . . . The recognition of self as against
'otherness' is an achievement of formidable difftculty and consequence.
who am I, who {!re you, how are we to know that our identities are stable,
that we do not flow into 'otherness' as do wind and light and water? (1967,
63-4)

Flowing into otherness, the loss of distinction between 'self and 'other', occurs when
subject cannot occupy the position of 1 in relation

a

to a not-d or "you", but is both,

simultaneously. Steiner goes on to argue that:
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ln

a sense that cuts much deeper than semantics, our identity is a first-person
pronoun. Monotheism, that transcendental magnification of the image of the

human sell acknowledges this truth when it defines God by a grammatical
tautology: 'I am that I am.' Neo-platonism and Gnosticism take the process
of linguistic-ontological relationship a step further: 'I am the Word, the
Logos that calls itself and all else into immediate being. I create the world by
naming it.' Adam is nearest to the divine nature, is most wholly in God's
image, when he re-enacts this lexical poesis'.'whatsoever Adam called every
living creature, that was the name thereof . . . .' (ibid., 64-5)

If

self-identification

is an effect of grammar, logocentrism is also intricately

woven into the grammatical structure of language. Nietzche's point: "I fear we are not
getting rid of God because we still believe in grammar", included as an epigraph to Babel
Tower, higlrlights that the structure of language upholds and depends on the'I', God, or

Adam, speaking in the Garden. The Garden of Eden is also the site of an equivalence
between words and things that has since been lost with the Fall, as

I shall return to in

Chapter Three. The 'gap' that forms between language and the world after the Fall is

related, in Lawrence's fiction,

to a

concomitant 'gap' that comes between men and

women who have lost the ability they possessed in Eden to "connect".

ln

Lawrence's

fiction, communication between men and women is possible only if the 'gap' between
word and world is resolved in an Edenic setting. Randolph Ash's poem'Ask to Embla',

in Possession, also represents this connection; 'Ask to Embla' draws on a Norse myth
which resembles the Judeo-Christian account of Adam and Eve and which is seen by
Roland and Beatrice Nest to represent "true conversation" between men and women (P
266).
Angel.s qnd Insects represents a "connection" between man and woman which

overcomes

a physical or sexual male / female binary in the image of

Emmanual

Swedenborg's "conjugial angel", much in the way that Lawrence's transcendental being

of "a new paradisal unit regained from the duality"

overcomes linguistic oppositions.

The evangelical Mr Hawke in'The Conjugial Angel' paraphrases Swedenborg's teachings
and suggests "that true conjugial love comes to us all but once, that our souls have one

mate, one perfect other halt, whom we should seek ceaselessly", recalling Plato's
description of love in the Symposium. The conjugial angel 'Joins two parts in one, in

conjugial love.

. . [s]o two married

partners in Heaven are not called two, but one

angel". As Mr Hawke points out to Lilias Papagay, rather than deny the physical aspects

of love, Swedenborg "was the first religious founder to give to the expression of sexual
5l

delight the central place in heaven that it holds in many of our hearts on earth - to divine,

to constate [sic], that earthly love and Heavenly Love, are truly One" (l.l 210-1).
Swedenborg sounds here as if he might get on well with Lawrence, although this is

and

Swedenborg as the rather fleshy and sexually predatory

Mr Hawke interprets him,

Throughout the novella there is an extended tension played out between the spiritual and
the material, as there is between male and female, although it gives final privilege, unlike
Lawrence, to neither.

The play between the material and spiritual in 'The Conjugial Angel' is also
apparent in Alfred, Lord Tennyson's

1rz

Memoriam, which forms a strong intertext with

the novella. The "connection" between Tennyson and Arthur Hallam which the novella
highlights suggests that the joining of souls which Swedenborg describes is not limited to
the union of man and woman but is, as Plato writes in the Symposium, also to be found
between two men (or two women). 'The Conjugial Angel' quotes from In Memoriam in

which Tennyson describes his "spirit" as "of a wife" to Hallam; lines which, the novella
points out, "had made Alfred into Arthur's widow" and "bound him to himse$ blood to

blood and bone to bone" (AI 234). While it is not necessarily a sexual longing which
Tennyson describes in the poem, as the novella shows, it is a physical one: a desire to

touch, a desire for the loved one in material form. Tennyson remembers how he and
Hallam discussed the relations between spirit / matter and male / female in neoplatonism:

'It all comes out of the old Neoplatonic mythic belie{,' Arthur said. 'The
Mind, the higher Mind, Nous, immerses itself in inert Matter, Hyle, and
creates life and beauty. The Nous is male and the Hyle female, as Ouranos
the sky is male, and Ge, the earth is female, as Christ, the Logos, the Word,
is male, and the soul he animates is female.' (41227)

Although this conversation is partly pieced together from the historical Hallam's letters
and essays, Byatt's Hallam echoes Cixous' suggestion, in 'Sorties', that "all concepts,
codes and values" are related to "'the' couple, man / woman". 'The Conjugial Angel' is
structured by two connected concerns that it shares with ./rl Memorian, writes Byatt, in a

recent essay 'True Stories and the Facts in Fiction': "live and dead bodies", or the
relations between material and spiritual beings, and "male and female bodies". Hallam

and Tennyson use what Byatt describes as the "completely usual conventional"
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distinctions between men and womeq feeling and thought, matter and spirit, "which I

think all feminists ought to deconstruct" (OHS 110-l l).
Even though Frederica does not accept the "myth of connection" between men
and women which Lawrence and Forster offer, although she does find

it

seductive, she

does consider the possibility for a male / female "connection" in a biological sense. The

only thing that is "really fused", thinks Frederica" "is the sperm and the ovtrm in the
zygote" (highlighting the pun in the name of Paul Ottokar's band, Zag and the Szyzgy
Zy-Goats):

Not man and woman, but cells. Language fails man and woman trying to
transcend it and themselves. But the genes go on coiling, spiralling, joining,
building sentences and phrases of life with their primeval alphabet. Two
halves become One.

(^B7"

312-3)

The combination of cells in reproduction, rather than the combination of man and woman
in love or the sexual act, is a form of "connection" in Babel Tower in which "two halves
become one", echoing Plato's Symposium. Whilst the novel does not deconstruct the use

of this image it does highlight the function of rhetoric in the biological discourses of the
mid-twentieth century. Recent critiques of the discourses of biology by theorists Evelyn

Fox Keller and N. Katherine Hayles illustrate that the sciences, like literature, emerge

from specific cultural and discursive contexts and are "embedded" in "language

and

culture" (Hayles 1995, 126} Keller, for instance, points out that biological conceptions
of reproduction, in particular the relative importance attributed to "maternal and paternal
contributions" to the process, "inevitably reflect older debates". "[n Platonic terms", she
continues, "the egg represented the body and the nucleus the activating soul" (1995, 39).

While Frederica thinks that biological connection can perhaps achieve a unity that is
more equal than the linguistic connection envisaged by Lawrence, Hayles points out that
biological descriptions

of

and explanations for, the union of cells are predicated on the

same gendered terms: the "metaphors

of a male

seed and female ground have

a long

history in Western culture" (1995,126).
Elsewhere, the tetralogy does consider the extent to which biological or scientific
accounts of reproduction reflect "older debates". Charles Darwin, suggests Still Life's

narrator, "tried not to personify the force that chooses egg-cell and sperm, embryo and
offspring, mate and victim".
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Biologists have speculated that male forms repeat male forms as female
repeat female. As the sperm is mobile and invasive, so is the organ that
deposits it: as the ovtrm is large (relatively) and still and receptive so are the
inner vase and cavern forms that nourish and contain it in its turn. Container
contains container: invader emits invaders. Emanuel Swedenborg thought all
parts of the body and of the world were made of smaller units of the same
nature. . . for the world corresponded and was orderly.
Even though this could be read, as it is by Swedenborg, as evidence of a universal order

of things, the repetition of the male / female binary can also suggest at the extent to
which "ft]anguage is against us" despite efforts not to anthropomorphise or personi$
natural processes

(SI 235-6). Like neoplatonism,

biology draws on the "usual

conventions" of language, conflating male / female (sperm / egg) with active / passive in
its account of biological "connection".

The biological recombination of cells and the intertwining threads of the two
strands of DNA a/so function as a trope or as metaphor in Byatt's tetralogy, in particular

in Babel Tower, which has a "long metaphorical structure" shaped by threads of two, or

the "theme of pairs" (Byatt MMF 49). Against Forster's dictum to "only connect" and

the idea that "Two halves become One", apparent in the tetralogy's representation of
Daniel and Stephanie who together "form a unity", is the concept of individuality and the

possibility

of

achieving separate

identity. ln Babel Tower, after John

Ottokar's

description of his attempt to extricate himself from his brother and a discussion of the

splitting of the atom and the structure of DNA, comes Frederica's consideration of her
own desire for "separateness" and "laminations": "Keeping things separate. Not linked
by metaphor or sex or desire". Frederica's recollection of "laminations" links the reader

intertextually
Queen" and

in the Gqrden - to Frederica's portrayal of "the Virgin
to the earlier novel's concern with the construction of zubjectivity as a

to

The Wrgin

permeable, or impermeable, separate being (87359).
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A closed castle and a fountain sealed: the individual subject
The image of the Mrgin Queen in The Virgin in the Garden functions in a variety of

ways. As
available

several critics suggest, Elizabeth

to

Frederica and Stephanie Potter

I

can be seen

in the 1950s:

to

represent the choices

marriage and family, or

"intellectual separateness" (see Kenyon 72-5; Musil 200-1), However, the figure of
Elizabeth

I in Renaissance

drama, poetry and portraiture also represents an attempt to

construct the image of a human figure as a unified whole: unchanging, autonomous and

impermeable. AJexander's play Astraea, which is written in imitation of Renaissance
verse, such as Edmund Spenser's Faerie Queene, is described by Frederica as a play

"about rockJike identity". This is undercut, as she notes, by a potential split in the
illusion of stability that is produced by two actresses playrng the role of Elizabeth

I in

Long Royston's production: Frederica plays the young Princess, and another, more
mature actress, Marina Yeo, plays the older Queen. In its attempt to emphasise the
stability of Elizabeth's identity, however, Alexander's play makes a metaphor out of the
imprisonment in the "cold wet stone of the tower" of the young Princess Elizabeth as
"the Tudor rose, blood, flesh, marble, a spring shut up, a fountain sealed." His Elizabeth

is "a stone that did not bleed, a Princess, semper eadem and single", who "would neither
be butchered nor marr5r", and who makes her "virtue her stronghold". The image of the

fountain sealed is an echo, Alexander tells Frederica, of the "virginal aspirations" of
Tennyson's The Prince.ss and, simultaneously, "long before that", a "highly erotic" image

from the Song of Songs (VG l0l4).4
The image of the "fountain sealed" also appears in Possession's poetry; as Maud

and Roland discover, both Ash's 'Ask to Embla' and LaMotte's The Fairy Milusine
include the line: "And shall those founts

/ Which freely flowed to meet our thirsts, be

sealed?" Like Alexander, Maud and Roland identify the source (for want of a better

word) of the image in the Song of Songs (P 237). LaMotte's poem is read by
Possession's other feminist scholar, Leonora Stern, as indicative of LaMotte's sexuality,

or as an example of what recent feminist psychoanalytic theorists describe as dcriture
feminine. In her Motif and Matrix in the Poems of Lalulotte, Leonora writes that the
fountain is an image which represents women's autoeroticism: "Cixous has remarked that
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many women experience visions of caves and fountains during the orgasmic pleasures

auto-eroticism

of

. . of touch and double-touch, for as lrigaray has shown us, all our

deepest 'vision' begins

with our self-stimulation, the touch and kiss of our two lower lips,

our dauhle sex" (P 244). Leonora's reading accounts for the seeming contradiction in
Alexander's description of the fountain as both "virginal" and "highly erotic" with its
description of auto-eroticism. In additiorU Leonora identifies a fantasy of "generation

without copulation" in The Fairy Mdlusine that is like the myths of origin which attribute

a generative power to a feminine "chaos which precedes and justifies cosmic order".
M6lusine is a "complete being, capable of generating life, or meanings, on her own,

without need for external help", writes Leonora, suggesting that the M6lusine exists
outside, resists, or even overturns Western culture's insistence on "'the' couple" (P 245-

6)'
The "fountain sealed" can also be read as an image of containment, a restraint on
'feminine excess' which recurs as a trope in both literature and recent literary theory. In
Elizabethan drama the female body is represented as uncontained: in The Tempest, for

instance, the ship is as "leaky as an unstaunched wench"

(I.i).

Elizabeth Grosz in

Volatile Bodies suggests that there is "in the West, in our time" a conception of the
female body which modifies this trope, where the female body is figured as "viscosity,
entrapping, secreting; as lacking not so much or simply the phallus but self-containment -

not a cracked or porous vessel, like a leaking ship, but a formlessness that engulfs alt
form, a disorder that threatens all order" (203).6 The image of the female body, and
feminine sexuality, as characterised by excess and flow and as a disruptive and potentially
liberating force, is a familiar trope in the French feminist theory that The Fairy Mdlusine
draws on; as Byatt tells Jean-Louis Chevalier, LaMotte's Melusina myth "is constructed
aByatt

edited and wrote an lntroduction to the Song of Song s, The Song of Solomon (1998).
"The Song became also an extraordinary paradox", she writes, "a rich, fleshy metaphor for the
divine longing that would cause the wise soul to reject the flesh and its desires" (viii).
tWrile Roland reads Leonora's book on LaMotte, Maud reads Mortimer Cropper's biography of
Ash, which describes Ash's study of the reproductive systems of life forms at Filey Brigg. Ash
dissects the "lovely Medusa" and other sea creatures, interested in Richard Owen's
"Parthenogenesis, or the reproduction ofcreatures by cell frission rather than by sexual congress"
(P 248-e).
6One
of the most "problematic" of Derrida's terms for dffirance, the third term that undermines
the binary structure of Western discourse, is "Woman", writes Grosz. These terms "indicate a
supplement (both lack and excess) in texts, a movement that escapes the logic of the self-present
zubject" and demonstrates the potential for defenal (1989, 29).

)t

round a lecture [she] once heard Luce lrigaray not give on Melusine and Ie Chevalier au
cygne" and Irigaray's later paper, 'Females Divines' (JLC

that

if

there is a "self proper to woman"

6l).

ln'Sorties' Cixous writes

it is one which is characterised by excess:

"endless body, without'end', without principal'parts';

if

she is a whole,

it

is a whole made

up of parts that are wholes" (87).

The image of the tower, found in Astraea and

in

The Fairy Mdlusine, rs in

Lacan's 'Mirror Stage' attributed with significance in the formation of a stable identity.

The "formation of the

/

is symbolised in dreams by a fortress", which comprises a

"remote inner castle" and an area "surrounded by marshes", which encloses it (1977, 5).

In her discussion of Possession Catherine Belsey refers to this

passage

in Lacan's essay,

suggesting that in their names and in their "fierce defence" of their autonomy Maud
Bailey and Christabel LaMotte "invoke castles as figures of their passionately defended

isolation" (1994,

86). ln

The Fairy Mdlusine the Fairy is, in the initial stage

of her

marriage, ensconced within the castle or tower, and then excluded from it, once her true,

hybrid and monstrous, identity is discovered by the knight, Raimondan. Once excluded,
Melusine flies around the "castle-keep", a winged serpent, a "long-flying worm, whose
sinewy tail / And leather pinions beat the parted sky" (P 289). According to Lacan, the

fragmentation that the subject experiences, in contrast to the total image

it

sees in the

mirror, is manifested in dreams "in the form of disjointed limbs" or "growing wings"

(1977,4). The image of the individual subject as "disjointed"
characterised by precariousness and the threat

and with extraneous parts,

of disintegration, is representative of

conscious identity, writes Belsey, highlighting the connection between Lacan's essay and

Possession. The image of the "lofty, remote inner castle" in LaMotte's poetry

is

representative of the unconscious (1994, 86-7).

I want to briefly point out that other of Byatt's works also engage with Lacan's
account of subjectivity in 'The Mirror Stage'. A discussion of "Lacan's theory of

of the imagined body", contributes to Phineas
from literary theory n The Biographer's Tqle. "We'd been doing a

morcellement, the dismemberment
Nanson's withdrawal

lot of not-too-long texts written by women", he recalls, repeatedly deconstructing "the
same clefts and crevices, transgressions and disintegrations" in each

Leonora Stern does with LaMotte's poem

QBf D.

-

much like what

Byatt's Elementals: Stories of Fire

and lce reworks Lacan's account of fragmented conscious subjectivity and the image

of

the unconscious as a "remote inner castle". Simultaneously fragile and rcpresentative

of
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autonomy, or what Belsey terms a "passionately defended isolation", is "the molten glass

cocoon"

of

Patricia Nimmo's "consciousness"

in

'Crocodile Tears',

or

icewoman

Fiammarosa's "central icicle" in'Cold' (E 63,156). Just as Randolph Ash poses a threat

to the fragile solidity of Christabel LaMotte's "egg", Fiammarosa finds that her husband
Prince Sasan's touch "threatened to melt" the once "solid" icicle, also threatening her

with "annihilation" (E 156). Related to these two characters' conceptions of their
identity is an image for the "self', that Byatt describes in'Identity and the Writer', as the
post-Romantic "human being as a burning glass" capable of being "shattered" (fW 26).
The capacity for identity to be "shattered" is explored in Babel Tower, in which concern

with the fragility of an individual subjectivity is also related to a consideration of the
structure of language, likewise characterised by wholeness / fragmentation in the image

of the Tower of Babel.T Gerard Wijnnobel wonders if language is, as he would like to
believe

it is, a "crystalline, immutable structure' (BT 193). The isomorphism between

the formation

of a

"glass"-like identity and the "crystalline" structure

of

language

combines Lacan's account of identity in 'The Mirror Stage' with his description of the
unconscious as "structured like a language" in 'The Function and Field of Speech and
Language in Psychoanalysis' (1977, 59). Babel Tower's dual concern with identity and
language elides both statements and represents the unconscious and language as a "lofty,

remote" castle or tower.

To return to Po.ssession,lhe "towers in the water, not in the air" of the City of Is
contribute to the many "paradoxical elements" that Ash identifies in LaMotte's poem The

Drowned City (P 132). [f Possesslonis, as Belsey claims it is, a "profoundly Lacanian
novel", this is not only established by The Fairy Mdlusine but also by other of LaMotte's

poems. In the novel itself Maud Bailey and Fergus Wolff do read the poems, in
particular The Drowned City, as Lacanian. Fergus tells Maud that the "flying fish" in this
poem are like Lacan's flying fish "whose skin was so transparent that one could see the

horizontal liquid level through the body, an image of vesicle persecution of great
anatomical clarity" (P 138-40). The women who rule the City of Is, which is an edsting
tThe

tower, for all it is representative of unity and oneness, is a contradictory, paradoxical image
r,vith a number of associations. It simultaneously signifies containment and exclusion,
particularly for the women contained within, or excluded from it in literature, such as the Lady of
Shalott. In its 'ivory' formation it represents the image of academia as removed from the rest of
society. It is the Tower of Babel, or the structure of language itself, in both its fragmented and
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Breton myth that Byatt draws on, have a system of government which is the inversion

of

the cities above ground (such as Par-is).

The red blood runs beneath their skin
And feels its way and flows within,
And men can see, as through a glass
Each twisty turn, each crossing pass
Of threaded vein and artery
From heart to throat, from mouth to eye.
This spun-glass skin, like spider-thread
Is silver water, woven with red. (P 134)

The visibility of the blood and veins beneath the skin enacts a collapse of distinctions
between the body's inside and outside: for the women of Is the body is not visually
"sealed" like a stone fountain, but displays the flow of liquids within.

Like the women of Is, Christabel LaMotte and Maud Bailey in Possesslon,

arrd

Fiammarosa in 'Cold', are pale to the point of being almost transparent. Fiammarosa has

"an icewoman's skin that responded to every touch by blossoming red" (E 157). The

visibility of Fiammarosa's blood undermines the impermeability and distance that her
appearance as

a "chilly mortal" has maintained. Fiammarosa

shares

with Maud

and

Christabel LaMotte what Byatt describes in her essay'Ice, Snow, Glass' as the "frozen
sleep, or death-in-life, of the ice-princess" in the Grimms' 'The Glass Coffin', which is "a

kind of isolation, a separate virginal state". AJI three are also related to the Lady of
Shalott and Elizabeth

I in that they preserve

"solitude and distance, staying cold and

of preserving life".
writes Byatt, "by not bleeding in any sense". The

frozen", which may, "for women as well as artists, be a way
Elizabeth preserved her power,

imagery of the poem about Elizabeth which runs through The Virgin in the Garden -

with the "red and white rose quartered in her face" - not only evokes her "combination of

York and Lancaster", it also draws on the "symbolic opposition" between these two

unified state,
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colours, in particular, their association with different kinds of femininity in myth and fairy
tale, that Byatt's fiction explores and this essay outlines (OF1,S 154-8).8

Like her namesake from Tennyson's 'Maud: A Monodrama', Maud Bailey has a

"cold and olear-cut" beauty, "icily regular, splendidly null" features which give the
impression of haughtiness, and pale skin against which her blush is contrasted: "[r]ed

blood stained the ivory" (P

50). The speaker of

Tennyson's poem interprets Maud's

features as indicating pride; likewise, Possession's Roland reads Maud Bailey's physical
appearance as evidence
Possession's

of her pride and disdain. However, like

Tennyson's Maud,

Maud is misread: Roland's interpretation of her physical appearance

indicative of her feelings is a misinterpretation. Likewise, when Maud blushes,

as

it seems

clear to Roland why she does so: the blush appears as an involuntary form of expression,

a 'sign' which clearly denotes some emotion or thought. However, the blush is

also

capable of being misinterpreted, as in Tennyson's poem, and can simultaneously indicate

paradoxical emotions, like guilt and innocencg or, as in Fiammarosa's case, "pleasure
and pain" (E' 155).

lf it

is a'sign', the blush is not without the problems that accompany

other 'signs' and cannot be taken as truth, or evidence toward a fact, but is itself
contradictory, and able to be misread.

One interpretation of this contradiction comes from psychoanalysis. In
psychoanalytic terms, the blush is an instance of signification - that includes marks on the

body, verbal slips or dreams recounted - in which the unconscious speaks through the

subject. However, this is made more complicated by the idea that it is also language
itself, "the symbolic order, the word as Law", that speaks. The individual who blushes,

for example, is not simply "an organism in the real", whose body can be read for what it
really reveals, but a subjectivity that is constructed through its relation to language and
its place in the symbolic order (Belsey 1994,56).

ln Babel Tawer Frederica considers the blush as a sign to be read and as an
indicator of the body's "thought": she quotes from Donne's poem in which the blush of a
dead woman is read as a kind of speech: "her pure and eloquent blood

/ spoke in her

E1'he

paradox of Elizabeth's situation, like Christabel's, or Fiammarosa's is summed up in a
quotation from Queen Elizabeth's love-lyric: "I am and am not, I freeze and ya arn burned" (OHS
158). Byatt also discusses elements of Elizabeth I's representation in 'Memory and the Making of
Fiction', where she connects it with Keats' "undying Monsta" nThe Fall of Hyperion'. "Moneta is

life-in-death. (MMF 62).
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cheekes, and so distinctly wrought,

40-l).

I

that one might almost say, her body thought' (BT

Like the blush of the strangled Porphyri4 in Robert Browning's 'Porphyria's

Lover', Donne's flush of death is reinterpreted as indicative of life, of volition and
expression. In describing the blush as "eloquent" in its expression of a "thought", the
poem also undermines a distinction between mind as thinking and body as feeling, and
highlights the kind of contradictions in'the body'that psychoanalysis also draws attention

to.

Frederica comes to Donne's poem through a consideration of the word "hearing" to

describe the sensation of a post-coital rush of blood which she feels

/

hears inside her;

this in turn follows a discussion of Nigelwho, though not a "verbal animal", does know

how to use "the language of courtly love, by instinct", and can move Frederica (through
sex) "beyond words" (BT 38-40} Frederica, like Donne, plays with the distinction and
collapse between the oppositions of body and mind, thought and feeling, revealing and
disguising, figured in the image of the blush and the skin's transformation from white to
red.

Red and white also characterise the bodily fluids that appear in Byatt's fiction; the

visibility of these fluids, like the blood in the women of Is, is further indication of Byatt's
interest in the possibility, or impossibility, of bodily containment.

ln Volatile Bodies

Grosz describes bodily fluids as ahject in Kristeva's terms: blood, saliva and the fluids

produced by the female body, such as breast-milk and menstrual

blood. In

their

movement from inside to outside the body, bodily fluids attest to the "permeability of the

body": they are "a testimony of the fraudulence or impossibility of the 'clean'

and

'proper"' and "aftont a subject's aspiration toward autonomy and self-identity" (193-4).

LaMotte's poems explore the issues of "autonomy and self-identity" in relation to the
permeability, or impermeability, of the female body. In one (unnamed) poem, of which

the "subject is Spilt Milk", the female body, in this case maternal, is again characterised
by its fluidity: "We run with milk and blood". The flow of milk exceeds the boundaries

of the body, "It runs on table top / It drips onto the Ground" (P 381-2). As Grosz
argues, women's genitals and breasts are "the loci of (potential) flows, red and white,

blood and milk, flows that are difficult to appropriate". What is "disturbing" about the

fluid, she suggests, is its "refusal to conform to the laws governing the clean and proper,
the solid and self-identical" (ibid., 207,195). LaMotte's poetry enacts both the attempt,
such as in the poem on "white linen", and the failure of the attempt, to construct a body

that is "clean and proper". The image of the egg, which LaMotte employs to describe
6l

her autonomy in a letter to Ash, is an example of this: the egg is whole, white, seenN
impermeable, but is fragile, and can be broken open

contained

to reveal a "disagreeable" liquid

within, The act of crushing the egg and revealing its contents

seems to

LaMotte to engender a loss of identity; as indeed it is, if identity is constructed to be one

of complete autonomy and unity. The image of the sealed fountain which Alexander's
Elizabeth

I

employs

to

characterise herself as virginal, contained, "solid and self-

identical", reflects an attempt to 'stop-up' such bodily flows as Grosz describes, and
represents (or perhaps creates) a body image and identity which is stable, "clean and

proper".

The "clean and proper" body also resembles Bakhtin's account of the "classical"
body in Renaissance texts. ln Rabelais and His World (1965) Bakhtin distinguishes
between the "classical" and the "grotesque" canons of the body; also suggesting that the

two canons are not "fixed and immutable" but interact at times, or even fuse (30). Like
the "proper" body which Grosz describes, the Renaissance classical canon, according to

Bakhtin, represents the body as

a "strictly completed,

finished product" which is

"isolated, alone, fenced offfrom all other bodies". The "classical body" shows no signs

of its "unfinished character, of its growth", it is

stable, unchanging and complete;

it is

also impermeable, "its profuberances and offshoots" removed, "its apertures closed"; like

a sealed fountain (ibid.,

29).

Images of Elizabeth

I in the Renaissance, in particular

the

portraits, resemble Bakhtin's description of the classical body in their emphasis on her
isolation, completeness, and closedness. [n an essay on'The Elizabethan Subject and the
Spenserian Text', Louis Adrian Montrose discusses representations of Elizabeth
suggests that the queen's body embodies "a whole field

I

and

of cultural meanings" (303). In

the 'Armada portrait', an emphasis is placed on her virginity with the image of a "virgin-

knot", presenting an image of the English nation as geographically, and politically, selfcontained: the "inviolability

of the island realm, the secure boundary of the English

nation," Montrose writes, "is thus made

to

seem mystically dependent upon the

inviolability of the English sovereign, upon the intact condition of the queen's body
natural" (3 15).

The prologue to The Virgin in the Garden is 'The National Portrait Gallery:
1968', which begins with

a brief

excursus

on "tle words National and Portrait".

Alexander considers the two terms, national and portrait, as "both to do with identity:

the identity of a culture (place, language, history), the identity of an individual human

being as an object for mimetic representation." The novel functions to highlight the same
connections. it is concerned with the identity of "an individual human being" and with the

identity of a culture, as I will return to in the following chapter. At the exhibition in the

Portrait Gallery, Frederica recalls a quotation from King Lear'. "Come o'er the bourn
Bessy. That's Edgar. And the fool. her boat hath a leak. And she dare not spealg why
she cannot come over

to thee." She and Alexander discuss how it is a "risky" image in

the text as it intimates the instability toward the end of Elizabeth I's reign and "Decay

of

powers". The image connects the Virgin Queen's body - figured as a "leaky" vessel - to
the inviolability or instability of the realm, which in turn connects to the momentary
threat of instability with the death of King George, in 1952, at the start of Byatt's novel

(vG rs).
In contrast to the classical, the "grotesque body" is not a "closed, completed unit;

it is unfinished, outgrows itsefi

transgresses its own

limits". Consequently, the parts of

the body which "merge" with the "world" and with other bodies are highlighted in the

grotesque canon: "the emphasis

is on the

apertures

or

convexities,

or on various

ramifications and offshoots: the open mouth, the genital organs, the breasts, the phallus"

(Bakhtin 1968,

26). ln

Possession

the M6lusine is a grotesque figure

whose

"convexities" and "offshoots" transgress its own limits and merge with the world.
Throughout The Virgtn in the Garden, which draws on Spenser's The Faerie Queene
and other Renaissance texts, there is a similar contrast between the whole and complete

body and the transgressive or "unfinished" body. Concomitant with the image of
Elizabeth

I

as Virgin Queen, representative of individual (and political) stability, is the

possibility of sexual union, or the loss of virginity, and the fear of a corresponding loss

of

autonomy: not only for Frederica, but also Alexander, to whom Frederica's aggressive
play at sexuality poses something of a threat, and Stephanie.
Stephanie's fear that she

will lose autonomy is encapsulated in her dream, in

The

Virgin in the Garden, in which she must dig below the sand at Filey beach to locate, or
perhaps bury, an

urn. The dream belongs to a chapter entitled 'On the Interpretation of

Dreams', that follows a discussion in the novel between Edmund Wilkie and Bill Potter in

which Wilkie states that "in our time we had to be Freudian, we had no option" (ZG

247). The chapter draws on the psychoanalytic account of dream images as metaphors
that are able to be interpreted like textual metaphors. Freud "tells us" that an important

part of the interpretation of dreams, writes Lacan, is in "the elaboration of the dream 63

that is to say, in its rhetoric" (1977, 58). When she wakes, Stephanie undertakes her
own analysis of the dream, making connections between the images and sorting out "the
fronds as it were of this psychoanalytic growth" (VG 250). Her process is the same as
the interpretation and connection of textual images which Roland in Possessior? sees as
"endlessly exciting" and "dangerously powerfi;I" (P 253).

Like textual metaphors, images in dreams also have the capacity for multiple and
contradictory meanings and associations. Instead of the white, sealed "alabaster urn"
that she hunts for, Stephanie finds a "rusty iron pipe mouth", ringed with "white froth",

which contains sewage and "should be covered

up".

The "deep, bloody wet hole"

reveals a "rusty, frothy parody of the male organ" which has "nauseating" associations
because of the actual sewage pipes and red clay on Filey beach andthe connection which

Stephanie makes between "rings of froth on the sand and the traces of white round her
father's pinched, enraged hole of a mouth". The "alabaster urn" that she tries to find is a

"womb-tomb-urn" image, "heavily reinforced by seaweeds and holes' (VG 249-5I). In
one sense, the image of the "womb-tomb-urn" of Stephanie's dream points forward to

Byatt's project "to write about birth and death" in the next novel, Still Life,in which
Stephanie gives birth

excursus,

in

to William and Mary, and dies. The language of the narrator's

Still Life, on the neoplatonic associations in the discourses of biology,

recalls Stephanie's dream and connects it wilh her earlier meditation on Keats' Ode: "the

ovum is large (relatively) and still and receptive so are the inner vase and cavern forms
that nourish and contain it in its turn".

The "womb-tomb-urn", together with its associations with oral cavities

and

internal organs that Stephanie identifies, also recalls an image in Freud's own dreamthat
he analyses in 'The Interpretation of Dreams', which is intertextually present in Byatt's

chapter. [n a note to this essay, Freud writes that "There is at least one spot in every
dream at which it is unplumbable - a navel, as it were, that is its point of contact with the

unknown" (1995, 134

tr4).

Freud's note simultaneously arrests

(or

delays) the

interpretation of the dream (as an unplumbable spot) and produces a site or image that

offers (or requires) further interpretation. One essay that picks up this challenge is
Elisabeth Bronfen's 'Death: the navel of the image', and although there is not the scope

for a discussion of this essay, I do want to draw attention to Bronfen's use of the term
omphalos, Greek for navel. The term is both anatomical and mythopoetic, Bronfen
suggests, and represents the conflict of two mythic systems, the "matrilinear order"

of

Gaia and the more familiar mythology of Hellenic Greece. Retaining the traces of two
different mythic systems, the omphalos offers the very paradox that Stephanie's "womb-

tomb-urn" encapsulates as it simultaneously represents maternity and death, or the two
combined in mortality. Freud's phrase "the navel of the dream" and the white encrusted

or diseased "oral cavity" in the dream itself both conceptualise "the mutual implication of
representation, mortality and maternity" that the omphalos represents (1994,79-83).

The simultaneous association with both birth and death that Stephanie's dream
urn evokes draws our attention to the difficulty of establishing one meaning: for a dream

or of an image or metaphor. tn addition, the urn also highlights a fundamental split, or
duality, in the characterisation and self-conception of Stephanie in the tetralogy, who
struggles

to balance an intellectual and domestic life, who experiences (and in a sense

epitomises) life and death

in

Still

Life.

This is foreshadowed in The Virgin in the

Garden when Stephanie tries to imagine the Grecian urn of Keats' poem and thinks
instead

of the image of Venus Anadyomene emerging from the foam of the sea or

"coming to form from shapelessness". As well as questioning the distinction between
material and imagined forms, as Keats' poem does, both images, urn and Venus, combine

birth with violence and death, and, to some degree, with sexuality. The "womb-tomb-

urn" image of Stephanie's dream is death and life combined in the one image, just

as

Venus, who is a deity of love and fecundity, is given birth through death.

If

Stephanie's dream highlights the difficulties that attend the establishment and

maintenance of a stable sense of identity explored in the tetralogy, it also points forward

to some of the concerns - and imag ery - of

. Filey Brigg is a significant site
just as it is for Daniel and Stephanie.

Possession

for Ash and LaMotte, Maud and Roland,

Stephanie's urn also reappears as LaMotte's "Egg": an "Alabaster" or "funerary Urn" that

of an individual's sense of identity and autonomy (P 137).
Similarly, Wilkie's conversation with Bill, which precedes Stephanie's dream,

represents the fragility

foreshadows the discussion between Maud and Roland, at Filey Brigg, where Maud
states that "we live in the truth of what Freud discovered". Maud and Roland discuss the
sea anemone and the image

of the glove in terms of psychoanalytic readings of human

sexuality, as defined by language, and the landscape as defined by human sexuality (P

251-4). Just prior to this is the passage 'quoted' from Leonora Stern's book which
Roland reads, in which Leonora contrasts the landscape in LaMotte's poetry to existing
representations of landscape, both of which she equates with images of female sexuality:
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"And what surfaces of the earth do we women choose to celebrate, who have appeared
typically in phallocentric texts as a penetrable hole, inviting or abhorrent, zurrounded by,
fringed with - something?. (P 244). Her description recalls the rusty pipe of Stephanie's
dream, which is contributed

to by literary and poetic

images, including the "dreadfrrl

hollow" in Tennyson's poem 'Maud': "lts lips in the field above are dabbled with bloodred heath,

/ The red-ribb'd

ledges drip with a silent horror of blood,

/ And Echo there,

whatever is ask'd her, answers 'Death"' (255). Whereas Stephanie's dream "hole" is more

"abhorrent" than "inviting", LaMotte's sexualised landscape, or Byatt's parody

of

a

sexualised landscape, is reworked so as to be celebrated, at least in Leonora's reading.

Raimondin does encounter the Fairy in an "inviting" and sensual setting "Between the

hill's clefts and the dark gill's mouth" next to a "secret pool . . . whose rim was cleft to
form a lip for falling water" (P 293,295).
Leonora's book goes on

to

describe LaMotte's imagery as characteristic

of

landscapes in writings by women in the nineteenth century, giving the example of George

Eliot's Red Deeps in The

Mill

on the Floss, in which "heroines" find their "most intense

pleasure alone in these secretive landscapes":

I

myself believe that the pleasure of the fall of waves on the shores is to be
added to this delight, their regular breaking bearing a profound relation to
the successive shivering delights of the female orgasm. There is a marine and
salty female wave-water to be figured which is not, as Venus Anadyomene
was, put together out of the crud of male semen scattered on the deep at the
moment of the emasculation of Father Time by his Oedipal son. Such
pleasure in the shapeless yet patterned succession of waters, in the formless
yet formed sequence of waves on the shore . . . . I can only marvel at the
instinctive delicacy and sensitivity of those female companions of Charlotte
Bronte who turned aside when she first came face to face with the power of
the sea at Filey, and waited peacefully until, her body trembling, her face
flushed, her eyes wet, she was able to rejoin her companions[.] (P 244)

As

discussed, Leonora argues that

not only is the ocean an image for

women's

autoeroticism, as in Cixous and lrigaray's account of the "touch and double-touch" of

"self-stimulation",

it

also denotes a fantasy

of

"generation without copulation" and

feminine "chaos which precedes and justifies cosmic order". LaMotte's watery being, the
Fairy Mdlusine, draws on "myths of origin", like the Gaia of pre-Hellenic mythology that
Bronfen discusses, and is a "complete being, capable of generating life, or meanings, on

her

own". Although

Possession draws on an association between femininity and the

chaos that "precedes and justifies" order, it also reworks this trope: Randolph Ash's sea
fauna are kept in "china receptacles" in his living room at Filey, an act that he imagines

his more "orderly" wife Ellen would regard with dismay, as she would the "pregnant
chaos" of his thoughts (P 248-9).

Like Venus Anadyomene, the Fairy M6lusine is also a paradoxical figure: she is

a

"monster", or harbinger of death and disaster, as well as a mother figure; in the poem she
appeuus as a "nightmdre" figure, coming

"in the dead of night" to "lift sleepy forms / To

curl and suck the mother's milky breasts" (P 289). As beautiful and repellent, desirable
and threatening, she is also paradoxical

in psychoanalytic terms. Freud suggests in'The

Dissolution of the Oedipus Complex' that to the male child the mother represents the
threat of castration: both for her own "lack" of a penis and due to the experience the
child has of "the withdrawal of the mother's breast" as another valued body part in which

it

has a libidinal investment (663). As "half sable serpent, half a mourning queen", the

M6lusine resembles the hybrid women

of Romantic poetry: like Keats' Lamia and

Coleridge's Geraldine in'Christabel', she is a half-woman, half-serpent hybrid (P 289). In

Desire, Belsey discusses these female figures, in particular Keats' Lamia, and describes
the nineteenth century as the "great age of demon lovers", particularly demonic women,

in whose form the "intimate relationship between pleasure and pain, desire and horror,
love and hate constituted a form of literary resistance to the clear and distinct ideas that
the Enlightenment required". In other instances, Belsey continues, demon lovers "also
exceed the alternatives of life and death, thus stretching to the limits the distinctions and

exclusions on which culture depends" (1994, 164).

The image of Elizabeth

I

also combines paradoxical elements: as Virgo-Astraea

and harvest-queen she represents virginity and fecundity both at once, but there are other

paradoxes as

well.

Montrose suggests that "the troubling mixtures of attraction and

repulsion, desire and fear" which are aroused

by

Spenser's descriptions

of

both

Belphoebe and Acrasia in The Faerie Queene, and the affinity between these two female
figures which functions to subvert their "ostensible antithesis", has its "source in the same

cultural complex". With regard to Acrasia, Montrose writes that as "female other" she
not only threatens the male subject with "sexual enthrallment", she also, as is apparent in

the image of the "bare bosomed witch cradling the slumbering youth in her lap",
threatens him with "maternal engulfment". The "culturally pervasive grounding" for
Spenser's allegory is in the familiar "repertoire of gendered royal images" of Elizabeth I,
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which Montrose Iists as the vestal virgin and the beautiful mistress; the "thrifty spouse"
and the "loving and selfless mother"; and in the combination of the natural

/

feminine

body and the political / body politic: "the queen's two bodies" (329-30,307). Aspects of

both masculinity and femininity are also among the list of paradoxical combinations;
Alexander combines these in The Virgin in the Garden when he imagines "thews and
sinews buckled under whalebone, male muscles, and other things, buried and hidden in

rustling

silk." This duality he comes to associate with

Spenser's Dame Nature, "who

hath both kinds in one" and "needeth no other"; an androgyny which Alexander considers
a "satisfactory state of affairs" to imagine (VG

l4).

The image of Elizabeth I is'whole'in

the sense that it is simultaneously male and female, a "paradoxical female figure". In her

talk at Morley College, Byatt referred to Virginia Woolfs claim that "an artist's mind
should be androgynous", the Orlando effect, which she related to the representation
Elizabeth I as hermaphrodite (qtd. in Kenyon

6l)

of

and to her representation of Alexander,

who is represented as somewhat androgynous. Other androgynous beings are evoked
through Leonora's identification of the M6lusine as
generating life,

or

a

"complete being, capable of

meanings, on her own, without need

for external help", or

Ash's

"lovely Medusa" which does not need to reproduce through "sexual congress".

ln

Still Life the figure of the hermaphrodite appears in a discussion between

Alexander and Professor Wijnnobel on light, the still life, and Alexander's two-part
coffee-pot, like Van Gogh's painted eggs, as a "complete fertility symbol". Wijnnobel
starts with Freud's 'Beyond the Pleasure Principle' "which begins with bad dreams and
decaying nerves and ends in a vision of Genesis and the origin of our divided nature".

ln Freud's myth the peace of the inanimate came before the striving of life,
and the peace of the Aristophanic hermaphrodite before the constructions
and cell-divisions of Eros. In Freud's vision things secretly resent the calling
to life of light: they wish to return to the state in which they were - instincts
are conservative, 'every organism wishes to die only after its own fashion'.
Maybe we could see our fascination for still life - or nature morte - in these
terms? Maybe the kind of lifeless life of things bathed in light is another
version of the golden age - an impossible stasis, a world without desire and
division? I have made your coffee-pot into the unfallen circular
hermaphrodite of Plato's symposium. (SI 179)

If

Stephanie's life is a progression, as Cosslett claims, from light into darkness, like that

of the

speaker

in Wordsworth's poem, in Freud's terms it is a return. In this light,
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Stephanie's dream can be read as form

of death-wish, a desire to return to a state of

stillness, stasis, and oneness or unity, like an egg. Gven that it comes on the eve of her

marriage, the dream is indicative

of

Stephanie's desire

to overcome the division

and

contradiction which characterise her life, by forming "a unity" with Daniel: it is a choice

to become "one", both "body and imagination at once", and to "achieve presence"

and

"full possession".

The androgyne, in which two genders are combined in one human figure,
epitomises some of the paradoxes which are represented in and enacted by these texts.

The "possibility of combining in one image both the positive and the negative poles" that

is the function of the grotesque, according to Bakhtin, is apparent in the image of the
Fairy M6lusine or the description of the Conjugial Angel (1968, 308). The figure of the
androgyne is usefully illuminated in an essay on Cervantes' Labours of Persiles by Diana
De Armas Wilson, who considers the text's perceived "lack of unity" in relation to its use

of the "signifying capacity of a pair, an ensemble, of two split halves" as a strategy for
reading

its "double voiced discourse." The "ancient split between the sexes"

is

connected to what appears to be an irreconcilable split between the two halves of the

text itself (162). Wilson

discusses

the "Androgyne" as it is represented in

the

Renaissance text of Leone Ebreo, Dialoghi d'amore (1535) and in Cervantes' Labours

of

of love as 'two halves' reunited. Leone's
"Androgyne", Wilson suggests, is a unique conflation of platonism and the JudeoChristian accounts in Genesis of the creation of Adam and Eve. ln Leone's version

Persiles, which quotes Plato's concept

(largely derived from the inconsistencies between Hebrew and Greek versions), Adam,
the first human being, "contained in him/herself male and female without division" (165).

God's creation of Eve from Adam's rib (Leone suggests 'side') is taken to be a kind

of

"splitting" of male from female, originally combined in the one human being, "attached
back to back, counter-visioned" (Wilson 165).

This image echoes Swedenborg's (re)union of male and female in the image of the
Conjugial Angel that "joins two parts in one", as Mr Hawke reminds Lilias Papagay; or
perhaps

it is closer to the image which Mrs Papagay conjures, after Othello's description,

of "'one flesh', the

beast

with two backs" (AI

210-l}

The way in which Cervantes uses

Leone's androgyne, Wilson suggests, not only "undoes that most ancient of hierarchized

oppositions, male/female, but also works overtime to undo every other'split' in its text".
The list Wilson gives of pairs of opposite terms, which the text questions, recalls Cixous'

list of binary pairs and includes, among other things, genres. In this text, which is "his
first romance", Cervantes "began to conceive of the possibility of a narrative designed by
'weaving one fabric out of contraries"' (Wilson, 170). A text woven out of contraries is
also how

I

define several of Byatt's novels, in particular Possession: A Romance, Bahel

Tcnaer and the recent collection

of stories that form Elementals: Slories of Fire and lce.

The image of the androgyne is both an image for a subjectivity in which opposites are
conjoined and represents a form of literary text which combines two "kinds in one". I
now want to turn to another issue relating to the resemblance between the representation

of the individual subject and the form of the literary text, and the relationship that this
represents (and promotes) between texhrality and subjectivity.

Cells and fragments: the individual subject in mid-twentieth centuly discourse

My earlier

discussion

of the role of literature in the "technology of self-formation"

focused on the ways

in which an individual

subject's notion

of their identity is

constructed within existing literary, religious and philosophical discourses and how this
process can be represented in literature. In the case of Stephanie and Frederica in the

tetralogy, and Anna Severell

in

The Shadow

of the .lnr,

zubjectivity-formation is

represented as following a pattern of literary models of self-development, such as in the

hildung.sroman or Romantic poetry. Related
Cassandra considers her subjectivity

to this is The

Game's account

of how

to be constructed within a literary or philosophical

pattern produced by a combination of medieval literature and religious teachirgs. The

"network" in which Cassandra contextualises her 'self is rigid and fixed, an immutable
structure which cannot withstand change. Elsewhere, Byatt makes a similar insistence

on an individual subject's existence within a wider context, although the "network" she
describes is

in different terms. ln'Identity and the Writer'Byatt describes the individual

"self in a way that insists on its contextualisation:
. . . the metaphor with which one thinks of one's self has much to do with the
way one constructs both one's life and one's art. . . . Lately - and I think this
is a cultural observation - I've replaced this metaphor [of the post-Romantic
self as burning glass] with one of a knot. I see individuals now as knots in,
say, the piece of lace that one of Vermeer's Lacemakers is making. Things
go through us - the genetic code, the history of our nation, the language or
languages we speak, the food we eat (whether it's adequate or inadequate),
the constraints that are put upon us, the people who are around us. And if
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we are an individual, it's because these threads are knotted together in this
particular time and this particular place, and they hold. I also have no
metaphysical sense of the self, and I see this knot as rulnerable[ ] (IW 26)

As she continues, Byatt expands on the vulnerability of the knot, pointing to

the

possibility that a 'self might loosen too many "threads" and become unbound. Byatt's
redefinition of the 'self as an unfixed and somewhat vulnerable "knot" highlights a shift in
her conception of subjectivity that is connected to a cultural shift and contributed to by

different strands of mid- to late-twentieth century discourse

-

including biology, and

linguistic and literary theory. For instance, the image of the "knot" opens Lacan's 1958
seminar, 'The Signification of the Phallus' in which he discusses the castration complex;
Belsey writes that this 'knot' "fastens together the identity of the human being" (Lacan

1977,281; Belsey 1994, 54).

Babel Tower, which is set in the 1960s but published

in 1996, also draws

attention to the impact of mid-twentieth century developments in biology on changing

'self. The novel's scientists discuss the implications of
recent developments in biology, in particular James Watson and Francis Crick's
'discovery' of the double helical structure of DNA in 1953. Babel Tower's fictional
conceptions of the individual

geneticist, Luk Lysgaard-Peacock, tells Frederica Potter that "it does diminish your sense

of your own importance when you begin to understand that we are all constructed by the
coded sequences of DNA" (BT 463-4). Francis Crick, in The Astonishing Hypothesis,
describes this diminished sense

of 'self in whioh an individual's emotions, as well

as

memories and ambitions, "sense of personal identity and free will, are in fact no more
than the behaviour of a vast assembly of nerve cells and their associated molecules" (3).

This issue is discussed at Babel Tower's Christmas party

in 1964, where biochemist

Abraham Calder-Fluss wonders "if the roots of our memories, the structure of our own
consciousness, are

to be found in these arnazng macromolecules". The concept of

"molecular memory", the idea that memories can be transmitted genetically,

has

implications for how an individual subjectivity is perceived (42250).

Recent critical theorists
discourses

of

science have also focused on the impact

of biology at this time.

of

the

Since the mid-twentieth century, writes Richard

Doyle, "bodies have been overlooked and recast as an effect of a molecule, an extension

or

supplement

to the real, timeless,

deathless

bit of immanence known as DNA" (8).

Scientists in the 50s and 60s contributed to a "shift in the locus of control away from the
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individual, with a consequent erosion of the autonomy of the human being", writes N.
Katherine Hayles, who also suggests that a similar "erosion" is made by cultural theorists

of the time (1995, 120). To some extent, this shift is an extension of what nineteenth
century evolutionary theory had already established, as The Biographer's Tale illustrates.

One of Destry-Scholes' notecards, number

l0l,

is entitled 'G on selves and cells', 'G'

being Francis Galton, cousin to Charles Darwin and perhaps best known for his theories

and experiments in eugenics: "We as yet understand nothing of the way in which our
conscious selves are related to the separate lives of the billions of cells ofwhich the body

of each of us is composed" (TBT 225). Galton's remark foreshadows developments in
molecular biology, and their impact on conceptions

of subjectivity, in the twentieth

century.

A

diminished sense

of importance or erosion of autonomy are not the

only

conceptual shifts resulting from developments in biology that Babel Tower charts. Even

Frederica's conception of biological union, in which "two halves become one", owes

much

to the 'discovery' of the double helical

structure

of DNA.

Conversely, the

perception that bodies, human or otherwise, were constructed by coded sequences

of

DNA, a genetic make-up inherited from both parents, and behind them, a long line of
ancestors, contributed to the sense of division or evenfragmentation in the 'self, further

undermining the sense of individual autonomy or wholeness. Frederica quotes a passage

from Timothy Leary's The Molecular Revolution in which he describes the person as
"not a symbolic human rnind", or even a "complicated series of sense organs", but "many
evolutionary forms of life - an amoeba, a madman, a mediaeval saint" (BT 465). During

the 1960s and 70s Leary was contributor to and editor of

The Psychedelic Review; in

1963 the Review published an article, entitled 'The Individual as Man/World' by Alan W.

Watts, which made the claim that "the individual man is an abstraction, and what really
exists is an enormous amalgamation of particular molecules", or, pursued further, "what

we call a man is simply the association of discontinuous particles" (49).
Frederica also quotes from psychotherapist R. D. Laing's The Divided Self, first

published

in 1960. Laing's work

combines accounts of the biological make-up of the

human person with Freud's psychoanalytic account of the unconscious

to argue for

a

fundamental split in the individual subjectivity. JeffNuttall, whose Bomb Culture (1968)

is included in Babel

Tower's acknowledgements, quotes from Laing's The Present

Situation, which describes a "torn body, mind and spirit by inner contradictions, putled in

different directions". Laing showed that schizophrenia could offer "a fuller existence, . .
a life more properly human", claims Nuttall (l I

l,

.

109). Paul Ottokar's psychotherapist,

Elvet Gander, whose statements curiously mix echoes of Laing and Foucault, tells John
Ottokar that the schizophrenic Paul I Zag experiences "episodes" that are not so much
"aberrations from a specified norm" as "ways of exploring the

spirit". His "episodes"

even enable him to achieve a kind of insight, claims Gander, like his drug-induced "trips

to the Aurora Borealis" (BT 435-6). The description of Paul's use of

'consciousness-

expanding' chemicals which allow him to "tune in on neurological processes" also echoes

Leary's account

in

in which he claims that "modern
"realm of awareness" (30). Taking

The Psychedelic Experience,

psychedelic chemicals provide a key"

to another

LSD, Desmond Bull tells Frederica, contributes to a sense that "all the world begins to
explode and implode with glittering meanring" (BT 231).

For the fictional Gander, as for Leary and Laing, the discourses of
seemed

to

support the theories

of

science

subjectivity and subject formation explored in

concomitant strands of discourse, psychoanalysis or the work of cultural theorists, like

Foucault, which contributed to what Linda Hutcheon terms the "postmodern way of
defining the self' that developed in the 1960s. Whereas psychoanalytic accounts of
subject formation offer explanations for what Laing describes as

a "divided self',

Foucault's work indicates, as Hutcheon puts it, that the "subject of discourse is always

the dispersed, discontinuous network of distinct sites of action" (1988,

84). ln

The

Postmodern Condition (1979), Lyotard insists on a similar dispersal of "self' or subject:

A self does not amount to much, but no self is an island; each exists in a
fabric of relations that is now more complex and mobile than ever before.
Young or old, man or womarL rich or poor, a person is always located at
'nodal points' of specific communication circuits, however tiny these may be.
Or better: one is always located at a post through which various kinds of
messages pass. (Lyotard 1993, l5).

Conversely

, the rhetoric of Foucault's

and Lyotard's descriptions of subjectMty suggests

that the "postmodern way of defining the self' owes something to mid'twentieth century
developments

in the sciences, in particular in

information technology. Elsewhere,

Lyotard makes this connection more apparent: "human entities (individual or social)
seem always

to be destabilized" by the "development of tecbno-sciences" (1989,

9).

Lyotard's contextualisation of the 'self, together with Foucault's account of the subject as

part of a "discontinuous network" of discourse, are also echoed in Possession when latetwentieth century academic Roland Michell conceptualises his sense of 'self

:

Roland had learned to see himse[ theoretically, as a crossing-place for a
number of systems, all loosely connected. He had been trained to see his
idea of his 'self as an illusion, to be replaced by a discontinuous machinery
and electrical message-network of various desires, ideological beliefs and
responses, language-forms and hormones and pheromones. Mostly he liked
this. He had no desire for any strenuous Romantic self-assertion. Nor did he
desire to know whoMaud essentially was. (P 424)

Like the individual subject, tbe text has also been conceptualised, as Catherine
Belsey highlights, as a "crossing place for a number of systems" or network of relations.
Belsey's insistence on the contextualisation of the literary text, along with other cultural

practices, includes what Montrose terms a "refusal" of distinctions between "text and

context" and resistance

to the

"traditional opposition

of the privileged individual -

whether an author or a work - to a world 'outside"'. At its simplest, this denotes the kind

of

contextualisation that Byatt's novels,

reference

in particular the tetralogy,

encourage with

to their specific moments of production, the "world 'outside"'.

Montrose's

comment also suggests the close relation berween changes to each concept, as neither

'self nor 'work' can be considered any longer in terms of a complete or "privileged

individual". Other cultural theorists, like Kristeva, also describe the text as an
"intersection" between various discourses or "textual surfaces", like the individual subject
that Roland describes.
The correspondence between a conception of subjectivity and the shape of a text
is highlighted in Byatt's paper on'Identity and the Writer': "the metaphor with which one

thinks of one's self has much to do with the way one constructs both one's life and one's

art". Where Byatt differs from theorists like Kristeva is in her assertion that while text
and subject may both resemble a "knot", or even a "network", this is partly because

of

the agency of the writer or artist who constitutes or at least contributes to the form of
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the text in accordance with their changing conception of zubjectivity.t ln Babel Tov,er
Frederica searches for an appropriate form offiction that best fits her experience and her
conception of her'self, not as unified, but as consisting of various, separate, layers:

And she, Frederica, had had a vision of being able to be all the things she
was: language, sex, friendship, thought, just as long as these were kept
scrupulously separate, laminated, like geological strata, not seeping and
flowing into each other like organic cells boiling to join and divide and join in
a seething Oneness. Things were best cool, and clear, and fragmented, if
fragmented was what they were.
'Only connect', the 'new paradisal unit' of 'Oneness', these were the myths of
desire, the desire and pursuit of the Whole.
And if one accepts fragments, layers, tesserae of mosaic, particles.
There is an art form in that, too. Things juxtaposed but divided, not
yearning for fusion. (BT 312)

Her conception of an "art form", in this case the fictional text, arises from Frederica's
conception of herself: neither is 'one' nor "whole", but characterised by fragments and
particles.

What Frederica relinquishes is the "desire and pursuit of the Whole" that Belsey

identifies as a function of both narrative and subjectivity in Desire: Love Stories in
Western Culture.t0 The "myth of connection" between men and women, which Frederica

identifies in Lawrence and Forster's novels, is related to her conception of language and

fiction, so that her disinclination to "connect" to another is linked to her inability (or
unwillingness) to
so

write. "Why, thinks Frederica,

does

it

seem so impossible, so far away,

finished, this Oneness, Love, the Novel?" She recalls Forster's dictum to "[o]nly

connect the prose and the passion" and the challenge to
and changes

"[]ive in fragments no longer",

it, by cutting and interspersing it with other fragments of texts, to

"Live in fragments passionately" (BT

3ll,

309,

read:

383). The relationship between

Frederica's sense of her own subjectMty as fragmented, or layered, and her inability to
'This does differ depending on the historical and cultural context ofthe work and artists. ln
'Identity and the Writer' Byatt claims that "nobody but Van Gogh could have done Van Gogh's
brushstrokes". She then goes on to compare Van Gogh's art with Andy Warhol's Marilyn
Monroes which are objects that are "mechanical reproduction[s]" from which "all personality has
been extruded". whether it be Monroe's orWarhol's (lW24).
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write a "whole" text is Babel Tower's representation of what Hutcheon describes as a
"productive problem" for postmodern subjectivities that conceive of themselves without
a "centre", or consisting of fragments (1988, 85).

The characterisation of Frederica, as unable to produce a complete and unified

text because she, 'herself, is not complete and unified, owes much to Doris Lessing's
Anna Wulf in The Golden Notebook (1962). Anna, who is also a novelist, experiences a

kind of "break down", writes Lessing, in the Preface (1971): she and Saul Green "are
crazy,lunatic, mad [and]'break down'into each other, into other people, breakthrough
the false patterns they have made of their pasts, the patterns and formulas they have
made

to shore up

themselves and each other, dissolve." Partly concerned

with the issue

of subjectivity, The Golden Notebook is also concerned with the form of fiction itsel{,
including the disparity between the coherent shape of much fiction and "rough and
formless and apparently unshaped" experience (7, 13). Lessing's experiment with forun,

which she hopes has resulted in "something new", arises partly from a sense that
subjectivity is "fragmented" and partly because of an awareness that Western society was
undergoing radical change: "everything's cracking up", says Anna

(7,25).

"The novel

has become a function of the fragmented society, the fragmented consciousness. Human

beings are so divided, are becoming more and more divided, and more subdivided in
lhemselves, reflecting the

world". The kind of novel that Anna" like

Lessing, hopes to

write will "create a new way of looking at life". And yet, Anna fears that she will be
unable to write, precisely because of her'subdivisions': "f ann too difrrsed" (75-6). In her

discussion

of

concerned

with the relation between cultural formation, artistic expression, and

The Golden Notebook, Hayles writes that Lessing's novel

is

"deeply

individual identity". Anna's "quest for wholeness" leads her to conclude that "wholeness

is impossible at this time": for the subject, in a divided society, producing a text (1990,

236,241). Like Anna Wulf, Frederica tries to find an art form that is "new" and which

will reflect both her own

sense

of her 'self as comprised of "fragments" and "particles"

and the divisions and changes within 1960s society, which is "cracking up" (BT 147).

toThe

connection between the coherence of the text and the 'wholeness' of the subject is, as
Elizabeth Grosz suggests, a significant aspect of Kristeva's work, which explores the
"contradictory tensions within and between the unified, rational zubject and the coherent,
rneaningful text" (1989, 42).
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Inside / outside language: the body, the text and the ambiguous

'I'

Changes to forms of fiction and to a conception of text not only reJlect changes to the

conception of the individual subject, but also intimate the close relationship between

textuality, or discourse, and subject formation. Mid-twentieth century cultural theory

to a shift in the study of literature, from looking at how individual
subjects construct texts to how texts participate in the construction of subjectivities.

has contributed

Earlier, I considered how Byatt's fiction represents the idea that texts we involved in the
process

of subject formation, like "the novelistic" that Stephen Heath describes. An

extreme account of this process is given in Julia Kristeva's essay 'Word, Dialogue and

Novel' (1969), which asserts that "a person-subject of writing" has been replaced with
"ambivalence

of writing",

destabilising the notion

of

subject altogether, so that the

person-subject becomes simply writing itself and subjectivity is created by the interaction

of texts (1995, 39). This is not, on the whole, how Byatt's fiction represents the 'self . At
the same time as displaying an interest in the idea that the subject be "rethought as

a

discursive construct", as Foucault insists, Byatt's fiction is more concerned with what
Hutcheon describes as a "mutual influencing of textuality and subjectivity" (1988, 83).

Llke The Golden Notebook, which recognises, writes Hayles, "that the individual psyche
is bound to the culture by feedback loops that run through textuality", Byatt's fiction
highlights that the relationship between the individual subject and the text is two-way, as
"texts produced by the culture and by the individual, produce them in turn" (1990,240).

If Byatt resists the notion that the'self is solely a product of texts, that "to be is
to-be-in-the-book", as Jacques Derrida puts
explores the idea that a concept

it

(1978, 93), her fiction nonetheless

of 'self is diffrcult to

separate

Possession Maud Bailey explores "the general ambiguity

y'onr discourse. In

of the word 'zubject"'

in

"connection" to a tefi through a consideration of Mortimer Cropper's biography of Ash:

"Who was the subject of the sentences of the text, and how did Cropper and Ash fit into
Lacan's perception that the grammatical subject of a statement differs from the subject,

the 'I' who is the object discussed by that statement?" The play on the word 'subject' is
indicative of Maud's interest in recent explorations into "literary subjectivity", including
Foucault's idea that individuals are subjected to various forces, including discourse, and

the Lacanian 'split' between the speaking subject and object of a statement (P 250). The

relationship between Cropper and Ash that Maud identifies

in Cropper's text also

highlights an ambivalence that Cropper himself considers: he "felt his own identity at

.

times

.

as insubstantial, leached

into this matter-of-writing". Cropper feels "leached"

into the very "matter" of the text to the point where he wonders

if

"he had no existence,

no separate existence of his own after that first Gontact with the paper's electric rustle
and the ink's energetic black looping" (P 99, 105). "Who was the subject"

/ 'I' in

Cropper's biography? Maud wonders, then goes on to consider her own subjectivity as
contextualised in discourse, echoing Roland:

Narcissism, the unstable self the fractured ego, Maud thought, who am I?
A matrix for a susurration of texts and codes? It was both a pleasant and an
unpleasant idea, this requirement that she think of herself as intermittent and
partial. There was the question of the awkward body. The ski4 the breath,
the eyes, the hair, their history, which did seem to exist. (P 251)

Where does the body fit, Maud wonders, into the notion that she is "a point" in a
"discontinuous network" of discourse? While the "awkward body" may not be, as

it is

for Lawrence, the site of the'real', the biological body is one of the "strands" that makes
up the 'self, according to Byatt. What is difficult to establish, however, is the extent to

which bodily experience is physically or psychically determined. ln Possession, the way

in which Maud conceives of and experiences her body has been inflected by cultural
conceptions of women's bodies; Maud is ashamed of her very blonde hair because it fits a

model

of

feminine desirability: her naturally blonde hair seems

"seductive and marketable product"

to be unnatural,

(P 57). The body is diffcult, Elizabeth

suggests, perhaps impossible, to separate out from discourse which defines

a

Grosz

it: it is neither

and both "self or other, natural or cultural, psychical or sooial, instinctive or learned,
genetically or environmentally determined" (1994,23). Grosz's placement of the body'
between a series of binary terms, echoing Cixous' list, indicates that even

if it

exists

outside of discourse the body 'itself is inaccessible outside of its terms, or as natural or

lived.

it is somehow always partial, in-between 'life' and 'text': Maud

image in the mirror is and is not "to do with her"

(P

knows that the

57).

Babel Tower explores the issue of the "awkward body" and its relationship to
discourse further, picking up on Foucault's idea that the body is not a "substantial unity"
so much as "the inscribed surface of events (traced by language and dissolved by ideas)"

on which can be'read'the interplay of power relations (1991, 83). In Frederica's extra
mural class, John Ottokar discusses Franz Kafka's short story, 'The Penal Colony', which
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Foucault also uses to highlight the interplay between power, language and the body. The
colony, John says, has "a terrible instrument of torture, which has a bed, on which the
condemned man lies, gagged, and a Harrow, which writes his sentence on his body with
needles, in his own blood, and kills him with writing" (BT

288). Inspired by Kafka's

machine is Culvert's instrument of torture ln Babbletower. As the machine alanipulates

the internal sexual organs of its female victims, specifically designed for the Lady
Roseace, Culvert intends to make notes on the effects

cavities"

of

it produces, rendering the "internal

Roseace's body and her responses 'open'

to his view; he describes

the

machine not as an instrument of torture, but as a technological apparatus which will
enable him

to gain

greater insight into the workings

of desire, the "alternations" of

pleasure and pain. In this light, the machine can be read as an image for what Foucault
describes,

in

The History

of Sexuality, as the way in which sex has been "put into

discourse" by psychoanalysis, medicine and pedagogy since the end of the eighteenth

century. Bodies, writes Foucault, are traced by "perpetual spirals of power and
pleasure" (1990, I 1, 45).t'
Connected

to Babel

Tower's exploration

of the relationship

between power,

knowledge and the body, and the ways in which sexuality has been explored in and
determined 6y discourse, is its account of mid-twentieth century cultural practices which
are seen to evoke a relurn to the body. Alexander Wedderburn considers that the "new

theatre" of the 60s is "based on Artaud's Theatre of Cruelty"

(Bf 168). In Artaud's

work, writes Foucault, in The Order of Things, "language, having been rejected

as

discourse and re-apprehended in the plastic violence of the shock, is referred back to the

cry, to the tortured body, to the materiality of thought, to the flesh" (383). In Babel
Tower, the literature of the "tortured body" and "flesh" is a source forJude's "Theatre

of

Pain" and "Theatre of Tongues" in Babbletower's La Tour Bruyarde, Culvert hopes that
t'While Culvert's machine is an image for what Maud and Roland see, in Possession, as the
psychoanalltic process of "looking into" the "Mystery" of desire, it is also an example of what
Professor Efraim Ziz describes at the Babbletower trial as "one person's power over another
person's body" which reduces "human beings to bodily functions" in a totalitarianregime. Zu
echoes George Steiner, who argues, in 'The Language Animal', that totalitarian society "lays
claim to the core and entirety of the human person" (95). As suggested, Zizmakes the point that
the totalitarian state is based on the exercise of power by "those who had total freedom - total
permission - to do as they pleased with the bodies of others". He goes on to state that Jude's
novel makEs use of the Tower of Babel myth "to make a modem point about the body and its
freedom and its sufferings" (BT 586-7).
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language

will be "remade" as a direct articulation of the body: both its pleasures and

desires, and its pain. He imagines a "new universal speech" in which language and the

body are undivided: an "immediate" language such as before "our fallen state" (BT 64,

2Ar.

This is connected to Frederica's conception of her choice to marry Nigel, like

Stephanie's choice

to

marry Daniel, as an attempt

to

step out

of discourse and to

experience "the thing itself', a "utopian wholeness" or "original, real being". Against the
idea, or "rnyth", that the "body is truth", Frederica wonders if a 'return to the body' will

in fact engender a form of "annihilation" for the individual zubject, through a loss of
language.

Whilst both Frederica and Stephanie consider the possibility

of

annihilation

through a'return' to the body, Stephanie also considers the possibility, in The Wrgin in

the Garden, of the reverse scenario: that she will have no 'life'

if too immersed in

textuality and language. When she wakes from her dream of Filey Brigg, Stephanie
begins

to "apply her mind to the matter"

and interpret the dream, enacting a form

psychoanalysis as she attributes specific images as the effects
Stephanie's interpretation is also a kind of textual analysis as

of

of her unconscious.

it not only interprets

the

rhetoric or metaphors of the dream, tracing their meanings and associations, but also
involves the identification of images as adapted from literary precedents.

Ends of verses curled and coiled in vacancy, like clues of thread, Iike shining
ends of flying gossamer. Which is death to hide. Tender curving lines of
creamy spray. Cold pastoral. The fleet waters of a drowning world. Thou
silent form doth tease us out of thought ^ . . Behind these stalked the high
forms of high language, ghostly grammatical skeletons of forgotten periods,
inchoate remembered cadences and unheard melodies with continuing lines
of singing rhythms. She could have wept because they were bleached and
vanished, all the same blank whiteness. (VG 250)

In

addition

to the literary

images are the bits and pieces taken from Stephanie's

experience, her'real life':

There were other emotions involved. One was plain wrath at what had
been made willy-nilly of a real, complex and vigorous memory. The roaring
wind and blown sea, the local precision and true drama of the day at Filey
had been in this dream, without her will, unified, internalised, drained and
stilled. High art, modernist shored fragments of allusive high art, pickings,
flotsam and jetsam of a foundering culture, had been made of it, but she had
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not made

it.

could offer it

She had called up this impotent ghost
no blood to make it utter. (VG 250)

of English poetry, but

Whilst it is both life andliterature that contribute to Stephanie's dream, neither, however,
has ltfe in the dream: her "real" memory of the day at Filey Brigg is like the "shored
fragments of allusive high art", "drained and stilled" with "no blood".

In addition, the loss of intellectual powers that Stephanie fears will come with her
marriage, contributed to by her belief in an inherited cultural split between body and

mind, and Lawrence's "myth" that "the body is truth", is paradoxically explored and
figured in intensely literary terms:

Then there was the didactic message. As though dictated by some bookish
pythoness from an English sortes Wrgilianae. 'Which is death to hide'was
Milton, talking about literature and the loss of it, talking about blindness,
cross-referring his own inertia to the terrible story of the unfaithful servant
who cravenly buried the one talent instead of multiplying it. There was the
But the didactic centre, she knew, was with Milton and
Grecian Urn.
Wordsworth and the urn burial. She got down her old Cambridge Prelude.
Wordsworth's dream occurred in the middle of that unsatisfactory Book V,
entitled Books. In this dream, the rider, neither Arab nor Don Quixote, was
fleeing the ultimate flood to bury a stone and a shell, which were, in the
dream, an impassioned Ode and Euclid's elements, language and geometry. . .
. She turned back to the beginning of the book and began wildly to read it
all, as though her self depended onit. (VG 251-2)''
Stephanie's dream is an intertextual construct

or "mosaic of quotation" which is

indicative of how Stephanie's sense of reality and her sense of 'self is embedded or
inextricably interwoven with discourse, including her conception that she faces a choice
between "the body" and "books". Her "fear of drowning, of loss, of dark powers" is
affected by and expressed in terms of Wordsworth's Prelude, which has permeated her
unconscious, dreaming 'self to the extent that she seems, in Lacanian terms, no longer
"an organism in the real" (Belsey 1994,

56). The

dream higNights the impossibility

of

attempting to articulate a sense of identity outside of language ("to be") together with
the loss that is involved in a full identificationwithin language ("to-be-in-the-book"). As
ttThe

effect of including 'Books' in the novel, "like Borges' poet", is considered by the narrator,
who briefly refers to Jorge Louis Borges' story, 'Pierre Mdnard, Author of the Quixole', in which
the incorporation of Cervantes' text is comparable to Byatt's own intertexhral sampling. See
Chapter Two.
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Lacan writes in Ecrits: "I identify myself in language, but only by losing myself in it like
an object" (1977,

86). The choice that Stephanie fears she must make is an impossible

one because the loss that she identifies in her dream is ambivalent; she cannot identify its
cause

or "whether it was life or the imagination that was the destroyer"

threatening

"annihilation". Ghostly textuality seems bloodless and empty, yet when she wakes from

the dream Stephanie immediately gets out her book of Wordsworth's poetry
immerses herself in it, reading "as if her self depended on

it".

and

Even though she fears a

life that is simply textuality, or that she herself could become a tissue of quotations in
which there is no 'life', she also fears, paradoxically, that outside of quotation and
discourse there is no life either: "if it was death to hide them, it was,

it

surely was, death

to immure oneself with them" (VG 250-2).
The ghostly textual figure of the horse and rider in Stephanie's dream recalls
Cervantes' Don Quixote (as the text acknowledges, and repudiates), who

is

often

considered, by Andr6 Brinlq for instance, as a literary precursor to the explicitly textual
characters of self-reflexive and postmodern

fiction. Michel Foucault's account of Don

Quixote describes him as a figure constituted by textuality with no reference to the 'real',
marking the "end of the old interplay between resemblance and signs":

He travels endlessly over that plain, without ever crossing the clearly defined
frontiers of difference, or reaching the heart of identity. Moreover, he is
himself like a sign, a long, thin graphisnq a letter that has just escaped from
the open pages of a book. His whole being is nothing but language, text,
printed pages, stories that have already been written down. He is made up of
interwoven words; he is writing itself wandering through the world among
the resemblances of things. (1994,46)

Byatt's novels often self-reflexively highlight the papery nature of their own fictive
characters: Frederica is "two-dimensional, a paper woman, a cardboard woman . . . just a

line"

(BI 521-2). In Possessiorz

Mortimer Cropper is "insubstantial", and has no

separate existence "after that first contact with the paper's electric rustle and the ink's
energetic black looping", and Roland forms a "dark comma against [Maud's] pale elegant
phrase" (P 105, 424). Stephanie's own resemblance to Don Quixote as "writing

itself is

evident in Frederica's description of her as "Lady Chatterly, walking into the woods to be
annihilated, trailing little threads of quotations from Milton's blindness and Swinburne's

pale Galilean and Keats' unravished bride of quietness, and Shakespeare's Proserpina".
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This is simultaneously a comment on how Stephanie is influenced by literature and

it highlights that she is literally
fictional, constructed from pieces of texts, the "flotsam and jetsam" of an inherited
culture. However, Babel Tower's allusion to the "papery" origins of Stephanie's
experiences reality through texts, at the same time as

character - or Frederica's, Roland's or Maud's - does not detract from her representation
as a 'rounded' and fully individuated human being who is more like a character from a
nineteenth century novel than a twentieth century 'experimental'text.

The characterisation of Stephanie Potter epitomises the complexity of Byatt's

- and to some extent the tetralogy overall - to "write about birth,
about death, plainly and exactly' (PM l1). Foremost, Stephanie is a representation of an
project in Still Lrfe

individual person whose subjectivity is nonetheless determined by her relationship to
other people, in the form of "altruism", and to literature. At the same time, Stephanie is

an explicitly textual construct, as the novels' metafictional references to her literary
precedents

highlight. Paradoxically, the reader is able to experience her as

both,

simultaneously, so that Stephanie's death, which forms part of Byatt's experiment with

writing about death in fiction, is nonetheless shocking. The fact that her last thought is

a

word, and that the word is "altruism", serves to underscore Stephanie's "inner emptiness"
and the fact that her 'self is a "verbal thing, made of words" at the very moment of her

annihilation, but does not detract from the shock and loss that the death evokes. The
characterisation of Stephanie, and the representation of her death, epitomises the difficult
balance that Still Life achreves between realism and metafiction or experiment: it is about

life, an individual's experience of birth and death, at the same time as it is an exploration
of what language and fiction can do, including its limitations.

ln Babel Tower, Frederica lectures to her art students on a central paradox in
Lawrence's Women in Love, drawing the reader's attention

to a comparable issue in

Byatt's tetralogy. "At the centre of l4/omen in Love", claims Frederica to her class, "is a
mystery, an emptiness". Rupert Birkin, "who in many ways is Lawrence, in many ways is

the central consciousness of the whole tale" evokes this "emptiness". On the one hand,
Frederica is suggesting that Birkin is unbelievable as an Inspector of Schools, a papery

and unreal character. On the other, Frederica sees him as the absent presence of
Lawrence himself: "if Birkin is not Lawrence's alter ego, he is the presence of the author

of the book. And Women in Love is not, is trying very hard not to be, A Portrait of the

Arl.ist." The emptiness arises from the fact that Birkin, as Lawrence and not

as

Lawrence, is an author who does not write, an artist who makes no art: "there is an
emptiness, a lack

of solidity,

because Birkin is not writing

experience him as though he

is. As there would

a book when in fact we

have been an emptiness

'

a

disappointment - if all he was doing was writing a book - when Lawrence wants to talk

about everything, all life, not books" (BT 214-5). Each of the writers in the tetralogy
shares Byatt's project of wanting

to the point that the tetralogy

to "write about birth, about

shares

death, plainly and exactly",

with Women in Love the paradox of trying to be

"about everything, all life, not books" at the same time as it is about trying to write ahout
"all life, not books".

Like Birkin in Women in Love, and Byatt's own Anna Severall or

Cassandra

Corbett, Stephanie Potter is not a writer, or rather, she is a writer who does not write, an
artist who produces no

art, Stephanie

can call up a literary figure or construct a form

of

text from pieces of literature and from her own memory but she can give it "no blood",
no life, to make

it

speak;

it

lacks what Randolph Ash terms the"kick galvanic" and is

simply lifeless matter (P 273). Stephanie mourns the failure of her dream-text, which is a

kind of "art", to be accurately about life or to contain

life. I{

as Byatt suggests in

'Identity and the Writer', the form "with which one thinks of the self' will contribute to
the form of "one's art", Stephanie dream-text has "no blood" because it is invested with

her own insubstantiality, her central or "inner emptiness". Stephanie is a represented
subjectivity that is, essentially, empty, or defined through its relationship to others and to
literature, and so her dream, the only form of "art" she does produce, reflects that.
Though it is not autobiographical, no Portrait of An Artist, Byatt's tetralogy also
shares

with Lawrence's novel the problem of "the presence of the author of the book".

In 'Identity and the Writer' Byatt claims that during her "formative years" as a writer, she
attempted

to

"expunge the presence of the sel{, the presence of the

'I"' from writing,

feeling "very strongly" that writing was not "self-expression" (IW 23). ln Babel Tower
Frederica tries to write but "the sight of the rows of sentences beginning with the first
person singular had filled her with such distaste" that she gives up, concluding "I hate I"

(BT 3Sl-2). The "denial of the self in literature" has had a long and complex history,
Byatt suggests, and is related to the issue of character. She runs through some of the
forms of literature that have engaged with these issues, ending with "High modernism"
and "Lawrence's theory that the old, stable ego of the character is not important", or not
as important as the "components into which

it can be broken up", reaching its extreme in

a form of "Decomposition" in which the "character has gone, the personality has gone"

and what is left "are disconnected series of gestures, tropisms

- which is a word

Lawrence also used for his characters". Against this she posits Iris Murdoch's idea of the

"moral duty" of a writer, or anyone, to "imagine other human beings as separate, and
having complex selves" (fW

25). Byatt often acknowledges that she is influenced by

Murdoch's argument, in'Against Dryness'(1961), that there is a need for "'free, separate'
characters" in fiction, at the same time as she is aware of the claim that "character has

gone" (PM 166). Wanting to write novels with characters, "novels about people who
have thought processes which change them", Byatt claims that she had

to rrthink out" her

conception of "self', her own self and "other people's selves" (fW 25). In the tetralogy,

Byatt finds an interesting way around the issue of "the presence of the author of the
book", with a represented author who is there but not there, observing others and
imagining characters as complex, as

I will discuss in 'The Narrative

Agent' in the

following chapter.
The problem of "the presence of the author of the book" also relates to the issue

that Maud raises: "who is the subject of the sentence"? In Babel Tower Frederica
wonders

if the 'I' is such a problem because it

reduces

"ME into artifice

and

enclosedness". Frederica's repeated attempts to 'express' an'I' only remove the subject
the sentence further awav from her'self

of

:

The real '[' is the first I of 'I hate I' - the watcher - though only until I write
that, once I have noticed that, that I who hates 'I' is a real I, it becomes in its
turn an artificial I, and the one who notices that that 'I' was artificial too
becomes 'real' (what is real) and so on ad infinitum,like great fleas with
lesser fleas upon their backs to bite 'em. (BT 382)

The absence or presence, or disappearance, of an 'I' or any 'real' subject in the
text, is treated with self-conscious humour in Byatt's most recent novel The Biographer's

Tale. Other than the short story 'Sugar', this is Byatt's first fiction written in the first
person singular. The subject of Phineas Nanson's proposed biography, Scholes DestryScholes, himself a biographer, proves to be a difficult one: Phineas finds it very hard to

locate any information regarding Destry-Scholes'

life.

Indeed, his defining feature is his

very absence - from textual records, from memories, photographs and from his own

writings.

Destry-Scholes' extensive biography

of Elmer Bole

and his unfinished
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fragments of biographies, or stories, on Henrik Ibsen, Francis Galton and Carl Linnaeus,

together with various notes on a large variety of subjects (and a marble collection) do

not tell Phineas anything much about the man himself and cannot be pieced into
satisfactory image, or shaped into a narrative of his

a

life. This leads Phineas to beg the

question of whose life it is that he is writing.

I appeared to have failed to find Destry-Scholes himself I have to respect
him for his scrupulous absence from my tale, my work. It will be clear that I
too have wished to be absent. I have resisted and evaded the idea that
because of Destry-Scholes's absence my narrative must become an account
of my own presence, id esl, an autobiography, the most evasive and selfindulgent of forms.
It will be clear to almost any attentive reader, I
think, that as I have gone along in this writing . . . I have become more and
more involved in the act of writing itself, more and more inclined to shift my
attention from Destry-Scholes's absence to my own style, and thus, my own
presence. I now wonder . . . whether all wnting has a tendency to flow like
a river towards the writer's body and the writer's own experience? QBf
2t4).
Phineas' search

for Scholes Destry-Scholes (Scholes Destroys Scholes?) keeps leading

him to the Maelstrom, which is where Destry-Scholes is thought to have died, although

this too remains uncertain. When Phineas hears from his supervisor that Thorold
Jespersen,

in the Roman Jakobson building, has a newspaper clipping and photograph

reporting Destry-scholes' death, he hopes to at last glean some detailed and definite
information and catch a long-awaited glimpse of his elusive subject. The photograph,
however, is simply of "the empty boat on the water", which signifies neither a certain

himself Phineas' search leads him only to Destry-Scholes' final
(not death) and to the question of Phineas' own presence or absence, "the

death nor the man
absence

writer's body and the writer's own experience", in the text: both of which are signified by
an empty boat in the river.

The symbiosis of text and subject
The complex relationship between an individual subjectivity and textuality can lead to the

prospect, as

it does in The Biographer's

Tale and the tetralogy, that the individual

subject can disappear into discourse, or be replaced by the interaction of texts. Related

to this is Lacan's conception that the individual subject is created by language, as it takes
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up the position of the'I' in the symbolic order." Whether the 'I' pre-exists language or is
determined by language is a source of perpetual tension in Byatt's fiction and highlights

what Michael Westlake terms its "partial and problematic" engagement with literary and

cultural theory. In 'Identity' Byatt does make the claim that subjectivity precedes
language, "Lacan is wrong: the sense of identity begins long before language" (IW 25),
and yet her fiction, such as Babel Tower, nonetheless explores the possibility that Lacan

is 'right'. Intricately connected with Byatt's claim for

pre-linguistic identity

is

the

function of memory: in particular, the memory of an event that precedes the acquisition

of language, or the experience of what Nicholas Tredell describes as "unmediated seeing
. . . that does escape, in a way, the nets of linguistic or perceptual construction" (NI68).

In the interview with Tredell and in'Identity and the Writer'Byatt describes an'originary'
moment in which she began to conceive of her'self : her "own earliest memory" which is

part of her "own identity as a person and as a writer" (fW 24). The memory, which she
also gives to Marcus and baby William in Still Life, is of being a baby in a pram and

looking at the play of light and forms of "things", while at the same time "constituting the
person", or "realising that I was there, in that, and thinking, here

I anr" (IW 24; NT 67).

In 'Identity and the Writer', Byatt goes on to connect this early "sense" of self with what
she terms a "working self', which is something

to do with "Wordsworth's calm

sense

of

himself, building himself creating himself in The Prehrde' (IW 24).

To some extent, Byatt's description of unmediated experience is undermined by
her recourse to existing discourse in order to describe it - in this case a Romantic poet's
"strenuous" assertion of

an'I'. In addition, what she describes as Wordsworth's

himself, building himself; creating himself' occurs in relation

to writing

"sense

of

The Prelude,

which is more indicative of a form of subjectivity that is imbricated with language, or,
specifically,
discussions,

with textuality. What is perhaps most interesting about these two
and I shall return to this in the discussion of language in Chapter Three, is

Byatt's assertion that an individual subject can achieve something that is in between pure

or unmediated "personal vision" or experience, and something that is bound within

a

linguistic or cultural frame. Tredell terms this "a kind of modern consciousness which
can still, in a sense, have primal experiences, but only in a divided, self-conscious way".
r3similarly,

in 'The Death of the Author' Roland Barthes writes that the "modern scriptor is born
simultaneously with the text. is in no way equipped with a being preceding or exceeding the
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This describes Frederica, whose 'laminated' experiences enable her
Wordsworthian feeling", as Byatt terms

"have the

it, at the same time as she possesses a

"consciousness that [she] ought not to be having
suggests Byatt,

to

it" (Nf 69). It is perhaps a matter,

of "being halanced in one's relation to things" (fW 24). Neither the body

nor the text determine subjectivity, entirely, but both are contributing factors, strands in a
knot.
Balance, or finding a place in-between "two things of opposite nature" is the ideal

state

of

existence

for an individual subject, as it is the ideal form of text, in Byatt's

fiction. Edmund Wilkie tells Frederica that

one conception of the human mind is that

it is

neither "a computer" nor a 'Jellyfish" but a "computing jellyfish". He goes on proclaim:

"I'm a jellyfish man myselfl I think we're made of flesh and blood and neuronesinjelly,
but it's not fashionable. It's all algorithms. Algorithms. Everything analysed into binary

dichotomies. Either/or. Whereas you and I know, its both-and, and a few more things
as

well" (BT 341). Echoing Wilkie, Byatt writes in On Histories and Stories: "It is not

either -

or. At best it is both-and." She considers her own life to be "a relatively

short

episode in a long story of which it is a port", intricately interwoven with the discourses

that also define

it (OHS 94). Whilst Anna

Severall, Cassandra Corbett and Stephanie

Potter in the earlier novels faced impossible cioices between the bodily and the
discursive, life and text, in Babel Ttnter Frederica Potter finds a way that manages to be
"both-and".
Frederica's Laminalions is constructed by the direct incorporation of other texts:

it is an explicitly intertextual construct

that reflects, in miniature, the form of Babel

Tower itself. Like Stephanie's dream, Frederica's Laminatiozs indicates an "emptiness":
unable to write'I', she resorts to an assemblage of texts, bits and pieces of various letters

and novels. Intertextuality, summarises Catherine Belsey, can be regarded as

a

consequence of the decentering of the subject: the author is unable "to 'express' a unique

and transcendent subjectivity" and can instead construct a text only by "assembling
intertextual fragments" (1980, 134). At one point Frederica considers herself to be "a
woman whose life appears to be flying apart into unrelated fragments", possessive of a
"chancy baggage" or "memory containing most of Shakespeare, much of seventeenthcentury poetry, much too of Forster, Lawrence, T. S. Eliot and the Romantics' (87379writing. is not the subject with the book as predicate" (145).
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80). These, together with other fragments of text,
important to her sense of her 'self

.

are the pieces she assembles that are

They are what Foucault describes in 'Self Writing' as

"hypomnemala", or "individual notebooks serving as memory aids" (1994b, 209).14
The hypomnemata functioned in ancient Greece partly as a "memory support",

providing a kind of written guide which was to be kept "near at hand" and indicative of

the "recognised value of the already-said". Essentially consisting of quotations from
writers of the past, the books were intended to be used as guides for how to live and
conduct oneself in the present: to Seneca, the hypomnemata enabled fragments of texts

not to be "placed in a sort of memory cabinet but deeply lodged in the soul, 'planted in

it"', and forming "part of ourselves" (ibid., 209-l l). One function of Laminations is to
highlight the relevance of the "already-said": it follows William Burroughs' dictum that

"all writing is in fact cut-ups" which Frederica recogttises as important, becanse "the
point of words is that they have to have already been used, they have not to be new, they
hqve to he only re-arrangements, in order to have meaning" (BT 384). In addition,
Frederica's "laminations", like the Greek hypomnemdta, are indicative of how literature is

"part

of'

Frederica and has a role in the "shaping of the self' that Foucault describes

(1994b, 210-11). There is not the scope, here, to fully discuss Foucault's account of 'Self

Writing', but

I do want to point out that, like Byatt, Foucault emphasises that "reading

and writing must not be dissociated; one ought

pursuits and'blend one with the other'(ibid.,

to 'have alternate recourse' to the two

2ll).

Just as Byatt regards "reading and

writing" as intricately connected, "points on a circle", her fiction as bound up with her
criticism, Foucault points out that the "fragmentary logos, transmitted through teaching,

listening, or reading" are in a sense united through the writing of the hypomnemata,
which provide a "means of establishing a relationship of oneself to oneself'(Byatt PM

l;

Foucault 1994b,211). In the following chapters I will return to the idea that it is the act

of writing, or re-writing, that reconstitutes the remembered phrase into a new and living

forq

that "writing transforms the thing seen or heard into'tissue and blood"' (ibid., 213).

Babel Totver indicates that the subjectivity that is partly formed by this means

is

not so much decentred, or constituted by textuality and possessing an "inner emptiness",
as made stronger through its relationship

to textuality. Even though the line from

'oI am gratefrrl to John Manoussakis for drawing my attention to Foucault's account of the
hvpomnemata.
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George Herbert's poem that she quotes at a Happening intimates an insubstantiality

being that

is "blown through", the quotation

nonetheless provides Frederica

with

of
a

greater sense of 'self, distinguished from the rest of the 'group': she remembers the line
and recognLses that its meaning has relevance

for her. To return to Byatt's metaphor:

many of the "threads" which combine to produce the subject will also contribute to a text

or form of "art"; both are formed to a great extent by the wider discourse in which they

partake. This interconnected relation makes

it difficult to disentangle

the two and

indicates the degree to which each exists in a symbiotic, or dialogic, relationship with the

other. Even though Frederica fears that she may "fly apart", the symbiotic relationship
that she has to textuality can be seen to strenglhen her subjectivity. As Belsey writes:

The transcendental subject, outside and above the objects of its knowledge,
is also the most deeply subjected being, at the mercy of the system of
signified truth of which it is an eflect. Conversely, the subjectivity which is
imbricated in the knowledges it participates in and helps to produce has more
options at its disposal. . . . A subjectivity explicitly constituted in and by its
own knowledges does not 'disintegrate' in consequence of contradiction and
conflict. (1989,562)

The "knot" that Byatt describes is able to hold because

it is not contained within an

overall structure" unlike the post-Romantic "human being as burning glass" which is
under constant threat of disintegration or annihilation.

At the end of Still Life Daniel Orton tells Alexander Wedderburn that he had
almost walked himself into "nothing" after Stephanie's death. After lMng with
"extremities", Daniel finds that "it's time [he] came back to life" and tries out his "self'
on Alexander, "to see if it held together"

(.tI 357-8).

The novels in the tetralogy attempt

to convey the experience of a loss of se[ whether it be through the experience of death
or annihilation, or a "return" to the body, or from the changing conception of subjectivity

which seems to threaten the subject with disintegration. ln Babel Tower there are
recurring images

of brittle objects which break and "shatter" like

glass, such

as

Wijnnobel's image of language and the Tower of Babel, or the snail shell which the

thrush breaks open on the stone anvil and "extracts the bruised flesh" (BT

1).

In

Babbletauer the Lady Mavis kills herself by jumping off the tallest tower, her head
hitting a sharp stone and shattering "like a snail dropped by a thrush" (BT 275). These
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images convey the wlnerability of the human body and evoke a sense of the limitations

in a conception of a'self that is "sealed" in a "rock like identity".

The 'self that emerges as the prefened form of subjectivity in Babel To'pser is
closer

to a "knot". In contrast to the "human being as burning glass", the "knot"

indicates a degree of mobility and flexibility in the subject; it also intimates the extent to

which text and subject partake in a relationship of mutual imbrication, a symbiotic
relationship in which they are open

to

and animate one

another. Text and subject, to

return to Bakhtin, are each perpetually evolving and ever in the process of becoming,
engaging with one another in a dialogue of perpetual contact. In the Introduction to

Passions of the Mind Byatt writes that Murdoch's 'Against Dryness' and a remark

of

Graham Greene's, "in his essay on Mauriac", contributed to her rejection of "what Blake

might have called the single vision" of the "crystalline novel, or jewel-like wtefact" (PM

3). In the following

chapters,

I will

consider how the individual text, the wider context

of discourse, and the structure of language are also informed, in Byatt's fiction, by the
image

of the "knot" or weave, and how this is connected to her idea that a 'self is

"knotted together". In addition, I want to highlight that for Byatt, writing and literature
contribute to the constitution of a subjectivity and enable it to partake in a "share of the
past".

I5

is one's own soul that must be constituted in what one writes; but, just as a num bears his
natural resemblance to his ancestors on his face, so it is good that one can perceive the filiation
thoughts tlrat are engraved in his soul. Through the interplay of selected readings and
assimilative writing, one should be able to form an identity through which a whole spiritual
genealogy can be read." (Foucault 1 994b . 212; 214).

""lt
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Chapter Two
The Presence of the Past
The renaissance of the historical novel has coincided with a complex setfconsciousness
about the writing of history itself. . . . We cannot knorv the past, we are told - what we
think rve know is only our own projection of our own needs and preoccupations onto what
we read and reconstruct. Ideology blinds. All interpretations are provisional, therefore
any interpretation is as good as any other - truth is a meaningless concept, and all
narratives select and distort.

A.

S.

Byatt. On Histories and Stories.

What interests me here . . . tisl the very fact that history is now, once again, an issue - and
a rather problematic one at that. It seems to be inevitably tied up with that set of
challenged cultural and social aszumptions that also condition our notions of both theory
and art today: our beliefs in origins and ends, unity, and totalisation, logic and reasorL
consciousness and human nature, progress and fate, representation and truth, not to
mention the notions of causality and temporal homogeneity, linearity, and continuity.
Linda Hutcheon A Poetics of Postmodernism.

ln the mid to late twentieth century cultural theory

has contributed

to what A. S. Byatt

terms a "complex selfconsciousnesst' about history and its related cultural assumptions
and

values. In particular, postmodern theory has challenged representations of the past

that are a fixed and complete linear narrative, just as it has questioned the humanist
notion of an individual subject as "integrity and searnless wholeness". The work of
Michel Foucault, for example, has highlighted how historical accounts which construct
the past as "completed development" confer the "certainty of absolutes" (1991, 86-7).

This has had an effect on the ways in which historiographical enquiry is carried out;
Hayden White,

in

The Content

of the Form: Nanative Discourse and Historical

Repre,senlatiott (1987), has described, writes Byatt,

a

"refusal

of

narrative by

contemporary historians" who are conscious of the process of ideological shaping and
selection in narrative forms (OHS 9-10). In turn, this consciousness has been extended

to fictional accounts of the past and to the contribution that fictional narrative makes to
the shaping of ideologies. Once again, Mikhail Bakhtin's The Dialogic Imagination has
foreshadowed much on this issue that more recent theory has explored; Bakhtin writes

that in the epic genre, the past is constructed as an object "completed, conclusive and
immutable, as a fact, an idea and a value" (17).

In spite of this increasing self-consciousness about history, Byatt argues in On
Histories and Stories, the historical novel has not only endured but 'flowered' in recent
years; her collection

of essays focuses on British novelists who are part of

this
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movement, including Graham Swift, Peter Ackroyd, Julian Barnes, Martin Amis and
Penelope Fitzgerald. Similarly, Linda Hutcheon has identified

a "desire to

think

historically" in postmodern fiction, in contrast to modernism's "obliteration" of "historical
consciousness"

that Hayden White describes n Tropics of Discourse (31; qtd. in

Hutcheon 1988, 88). Although Byatt and Hutcheon offer different accounts for this'turn

to history', they both highlight a productivity, or what Byatt terms a new "narrative
energy", that arises from a reconsideration of history and a concomitant experiment with
narrative form (O//,S I

l).

In an earlier essay, 'People in Paper Houses', Byatt argues that

the "curiously symbiotic relation between old realism and new experiment" that

she

identifies in British post-war fiction is particularly apparent in novels concerned with the

past. It is as if "real, concrete imagining of the past" is "somehow permitted to be by a
politically and linguistically self-conscious framework" (PM 170, 176). One critic, Del
Ivan Janik, argues in 'No End of History', that Byatt's Possession shares with novels by

Swift and Ackroyd an emphasis on history and a need to "grapple with the past" that
"belies" the novelists' "theoretical disdain for the importance of history as an intellectual

construct"

(162).

Similarly, Hutcheon's Poetics

of Postmodernism identifies an

ambivalence in contemporary fiction that is both "intensely self-reflexive and parodic" yet
situated in an "historical world" (x).
Several of Byatt's own novels and short stories fall into this category, along with

the other novels that engage in a process of re-evaluating history and questioning the
possibility for achieving historical accuracy, while at the same time displaying a concern

with ttrstory and the past: Swift's Waterland (1984)

and Ever

After (1992), Peter Carey's

Oscar and Lucinda (1988), Jack Maggs (1997) and The True History of the Kelly Gang

(2000), and John Fowles' The French Lieutenant's Woman (1969). In each of these
texts, the historical referent, which Frederic Jameson claims is entirely missing from

works of postmodern "pastiche", is arguably present, according to Hutcheon, in their
"accurate evocation

of a particular period" (1988, 89). Like Byatt's Possession and

Angels and Insects these novels display an "accurate evocation" of the Victorian period;

part of this discussion will be to consider the representation of the nineteenth century in
these texts

for how they attempt to "say something" about a particular, historical, time.

ln Byatt's (projected) tetralogy, there is also an attempt to accurately evoke

a particular

period: post-war England of the 1950s and 1960s. The representation of this more
recent period of history does co-exrsI, however, with an awareness of its limitations. In

turn, this awareness gives rise to a simultaneous re-evaluation of the novel as a form and
a (related) questioning of history itself.

Po.ssession

is perhaps the most self-conscious of Byatt's fictional texts, and

is

closest to what Hutcheon terms historiographical metafiction that shows a "theoretical
self-awareness of history and fiction as human constructs" even as it also "lays claim to

historical events and personages" (1988,

to fit

Hutcheon's model

of

5).

Even though several ofByatt's texts seem

paradoxical postmodernist texts, the degree

to

which

assumptions regarding the purpose and function of history are subverted in Byatt's fiction

renders even this categorisation problematic. Reviews and critical discussions of
Possession,

for

instance, have been divided over whether

to categorise the novel

as

postmodernist, as romance or as realism (see Bronfen, 1996; Buxton; Janik; Galster;

Holmes 1994). In 'Meta-rnimesis? The Problem of British Postmodern Realism' Amy

J.

Elias distinguishes between British novels, written in the late twentieth century and
concerned with notions of history and the past, that are either "straightforward" works

of

realism or postmodern texts (and some that are both)'. Byatt's Possession, she claims,
belongs to the first category. However, other critics (see Holmes 1994; Belsey 1994),
and Byatt herself, have identified Pos'session as a "postmodernist, poststructuralist novel"

(Nf $).

The "dual allegiance" to both postmodernist theory and the practices that it

calls into question, which Michael Westlake identifies in Byatt's fictional texts, is perhaps

nowhere more apparent than in their concern with the past: Possession's questioning

of

historical metanarratives, like Still Life's questioning of "humanist belief', is a "partial
and problematic" one (33).

The "dual allegiance" of Byatt's texts, in particular to realism, is also a source
their productivity.

If postmodernism

of

proposes that history be considered in terms of its

textuality, rather than as an accurate representation of the past, as Hutcheon suggests,

then fiction that evokes a "particular period" highlights the textuality of history by
bringing it explicitly into the realm of fiction, thereby likening it to other forms of writing

with no greater claim to historical 'truth'. The "idea that 'all history is fiction' led to

a

new interest in fiction as history", Byatt writes in On Histories and Stories (OHS 38). In

this chapter I will consider how Byatt's fiction, in particular Possession

and

Angels and

Insects, as well as other contemporary novels, accent the textuality (or even the fictive

nature) of history by offering a version of the past which is largely constructed by
pastiche of past texts, in particular, past literature.

a

On Histories and Stories includes other reasons for the recent "flowering" of the

historical novel, including an impulse

to "think

about history" precisely because

it

"forbidden", a desire to find "historical paradigms for contemporary situations" and
sense of the need

is
a

to "keep past literatures alive and singing" (OHS I l). The idea that the

past has much to offer the present is a recurring thread in Byatt's fiction. The epigraph

to

Po^ss'ession, taken

from Nathaniel Hawthorne's Preface to The House of the Seven

Gables, claims that the "point of view in which this tale comes under the Romantic
definition lies in the attempt to connect a bygone time with the very present that is flitting
away from
dialogue

it

us". Possession,like Angels and In.secls, is particularly productive for
sets

the

up between present and past, a relation which has led Michael Levenson

to describe Byatt

as a "post-modern Victorian", whose "postmodernity finds its ground

in something else, something older" (43). Byatt's fiction, as Levenson points out, owes
much

to lris Murdoch, in particular Murdoch's dictum, in 'Against

Dryness', that "we

must learnfrom tradition" (PM 166).

Like much of Byatt's fiction, Possession comes partly as a response to what Byatt
describes as a rejection, in the mid-twentieth century, of "the nineteenth century novel" in

favour of the "modern" novel, 'revolutionised'by James Joyce (PM 165). This response

to

modernist fiction is partly what characterises recent fiction as posfmodernist (see

Lyotard 1989). In his 'Postscript' to The Name of the Rose Umberto Eco describes
postmodern fiction's engagement with history as a "reply to the modern". This reply,

Eco claims, "consists of recognising that the past, since
because its destruction leads

it cannot really be destroyed,

to silence, must be revisited: but with irony, not innocently"

(67-8; qtd. in Buxton 199). Likewise, the "return to history" that Hutcheon suggests
postmodern fiction engenders is self-conscious,

to "think historically these days is to

think critically and contextually" (88). The historical project of Byatt's fiction is selfconscious (and sometimes ironic): Byatt is interested in a form she terms "self-conscious

realism" (PM

4).

Possessiott's insistence

on "contact" with the past is not only

represented in Posse.sslon through the narrative but enacted by the text's own dialogue

with texts of the past, most apparent in its pastiche of Victorian poetry, but also through
its engagement with literary realism. However, Byatt's fiction does not so much return

to a nineteenth-century model, which
as renovate

as

Byatt argues, is "not now possible" (PM 166),

literary realism so that it has relevance in a postmodern world.
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Recent discussions of realism, such as George Levine's The Realistic Imagination

(1981) or Alison Lee's Realism and Power (1990), argue that as a gen.re it has always
had the capacity to renovate itself; Levine's model of literary realism asserts that

it "exists

as a process, responsive to the changing nature of reality as the culture understood it"

(1981,

22).

This description owes much to Bakhtin's account of the novel rn

The

Dialogic Imaginatior which argues that whereas the epic genre represents the past

as

closed off to and inaccessible from contemporary reality, the novel, or literary language

in the novel, allows for a "living mix of varied and opposing forces, developing

and

renewing itself' (49). In the novel of Bakhtin's description, the present and the past are

not completely "closed-off' and indisputable, but open-ended and perpetually developing

in relation to one

another. Throughout this discussion,

I will consider how contact

between the present and the past in Byatt's fiction is increasingly 'two

way'. Just

as

Bakhtin argues that the present and the past maintain dialogical contact and function to
"usefully animate" one another, Byatt's fiction maintains that "past literatures" are "alive
and singing" in contemporary cultural practices, and that the past is perpetual and living
presence in contemporary reality.

In the beginning: constructing a narrative of the past
This discussion will address two main issues: to what extent is the representation of the
past in Byatt's fiction sellconscious in its conferment of a narrative on events and how is

this self-consciousness displayed? to what extent is the representation of the past

as

linear development, with a beginning a middle and an end, disrupted in these texts, and to

what effect? Narrative structures which are shaped by linearity, and have a beginning,
middle and end, are perhaps most familiar in works of fiction, such as the novel and other
forms of what Stephen Heath terms the "novelistic", including film and television. "The
Judeo-Christian culture is founded on a linear narrative in time", writes Byatt in 'The
Greatest Story Ever Told';

it "moves forward from creation . . . and looks forward to the

promised end, when time and death will cease to be" (OHS 170).r As Byatt's remark
suggests, narrative forms

of

discourse are prevalent throughout Western culture

in

a

number of cultural practices, textual and non-textual, theoretical and fictional. "To raise

'The issue of temporality that Byatt's remark raises is addressed by Paul Rjcceur in Narrative
Time' where he argues that "narrativity and temporality are closely related" or even "reciprocal"
in their relationship ( I 65).
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the question of the nature of narative is to invite reflection on the very nature of
culture", writes Hayden White (1981, 1). Narrative ls ubiquitous as a mode of discourse,
suggests Mieke Bal

in On Story-Telling. Exploring the concept of linear narrative, Bal

suggests, does enable us to reconsider its relevance as "an imaginary projection within a

cultural, hence real, status and influence" in culfural practices, rather than "as a real

thing". Existing representations of history as progress need be considered for the
influence they have on our perceptions of the past and our systems of knowledge;
linearity, Bal writes, is "as crucial a facet of meaning production as it is illusory as a fact"
and as such can neither be ignored, nor taken for granted (1991,

l-2).

History and fiction each shape the past into a narrative. Postmodern literature
and theory both highlight that history and fiction are discourses that "constitute systems

of signification by which we make
reconstituted, made

into

sense

of the past", as Hutcheon writes. The past

'sense' through

the "exertions of the shaping,

is

ordering

imagination", whether it be in explicitly fictional accounts, or in those which make claim

to historical accuracy. Like Bal, Hutcheon distinguishes

between the event and its

representation, highlighting that the imposition of a shape, such as linear development,

which discourses impose, need to be considered not as "ir? the events, but in the systems

which make those past events into present historical facts" (1988,
postmodern theory, offers a consideration

89).

Fiction, like

of the "systems" which produce historical

meaning. As Hutcheon demonstrates, historical accounts of the past, in fiction and in

other cultural practices, need to be investigated with "an acknowledgement of the
meaning-making function of human constructs" (ibid., 89).
The Virgin in the Garden, Still Life and Babel Tower, the three novels which (so

far) form the tetralogy, engender a reconsideration of the past as (re)constructed in
discourse. The form of narrative with which each of the texts in the tetralogy engages
does not, however, "relentlessly disrupt its pretended continuity" (Foucault 1991, 88).

Each

of the texts includes specific dates in the opening

succession of temporal locations: 1952, 1953, and

chapters which establish a

1964. The Virgin in the Garden and

Still Life each begin with a prologue which is set in a time succeeding the main narrative

(its future) and which includes commentaries from the characters on the events of the

past. The inclusion of a prologue in

each

text does not in itself necessarily effect an

interruption of the chronological course of the tetralogy's overall narrative, and events
occur, by and large, in chronological succession, both within each text and throughout

the tetralogy overall. The tetralogy does, however, highlight that its own construction

of

the past is not universal but limited as "an imaginary projection" within a cultural frame,
displaying a concern with how the past is constructed and represented in discourse, and

in other forms of cultural practice, in particular museum and gallery disptay. The
questions each prologue raises regarding the texts' own representation of the past as
linear serve to highlight their own function as tools of "meaning-making" which engage

in a process of conferring a "shape" on the past, arranging it into a narrative with

a

beginning, a middle and an end.

The beginnings and endings of each of the three novels in the tetralogy and
Po.ssession are significant

for the way in which they engender a reconsideration of the

very notion of a 'beginning' and an 'end'. Babel Tower starts with the phrase "It might

begin", and then goes on
beginning

to

include four possible beginnings, one of which is the

of the text-within-the-text, Babbletower.

Possession begins with Roland's

discovery of the incomplete fragments of Randolph Henry Ash's drafts of a letter to an

"unidentified woman", who turns out
themselves different versions

to be Christabel LaMotte. Ash's drafts are

of the letter which will be the 'beginning' of the Ash /

LaMotte relationship and correspondence. The correspondence is in turn a kind of
"story" itself, the letters, "Roland discovered, are a form of narrative that envisages no
outcome, no closure. His time was a time of the dominance of narrative theories.
Letters tell no story, because they do not know, from line to line, where they are going"

(P l3o-1).

The letters are the point

of origin of

Roland's quest; they also begin the

correspondence between Ash and LaMotte, and Possession's narrative. As Catherine

Belsey suggests, the letters "inaugurate the romance

of the title" in

"romance as quest, romance as love story, and romance as search
character desire-as-possession" (1994,

85).

several ways:

for the

elusive

The letter plays a significant role in the

pursuit of "desire-as-possession", as different accounts of Jacques Lacan's seminar on
Edgar Allen Poe's story 'The Purloined Letter' have illustrated; Maud Ellmann writes that

the letter functions "as an empty signifier", like the phallus, which nevertheless offers the
[impossible] fulfilment of desire. She suggests that the pursuit of desire from "sign to

sign" of an "impossible satiety" is played out in Poe's story as the letter circulates from
person to person with no final destination, belonging neither to the letter's writer nor the
addressee

(23). Roland's "theft" of what

he later calls "his purloined letter" highlights the

(P 124).
is, as Belsey suggests, "profoundly Lacanian" in the way in which it plays

intertextual relation between Poe's story, Lacan's seminar, and Possession
Possession

with different forms of desire, including the desire, or pleasure, in the text itself (1994,

85). The significance for

Possession

of Poe's story, Lacan's seminar and responses to it

from both Jacques Derrida and Slavoj Zizek are also hightghted by Elisabeth Bronfen
who argues that the "love letter", which finds itself at a destination other than the one
intended, signifies an "encounter with the Real" and contributes
representation

to

Possession's

of love as an ethical choice - and desire as that which should not be

compromised (1996, I l9-20). The original destination of Ash's letters is precisely what

spurs first Roland and then Maud
'possessed' by the desire

to

pursue their course, which leads finally

to love,

to know what happened next.

Correspondences are significant throughout Possession, in particular those letters

which are "purloined", umead, or undelivered. Blanche Glover steals one of Ash's letters

to LaMotte, which also includes a copy of his poem Swammerdam, which
as

she later uses

proof of their affair to Ellen Ash. The intercepted, "purloined" or unread letter is in a

sense

incomplete. In addition, the plural versions of the 'first' letter undermines the very

concept

of an original, correct and known, or knowable, text. Like Ash's poem

Swammerdam which exists in two versions, one of which is nearly "lost", or like the

various Folio versions of William Shakespeare's plays, Ash's letters are testament to the

impossibility

of fixing a

single, definable, original

text.

Possession suggests the

possibility that Ash might have sent any one of the three drafts to LaMotte, with perhaps

different results; or that he might have sent none of them, in which case neither the
correspondence nor, the text suggests, the poems, in their final form, would have been

written. While the original drafts of the letter
narrative, and of the Ash

/

serve in some sense as a beginning of the

LaMotte relationship, they also indicate the possibility of

alternative and unknown beginnings and subsequent stories, not only to this narrative but

to any narrative or history.

The prologue which begins The Virgin in lhe Garden is set in 'The National
Portrait Gallery. 1968'. Alexander Wedderburn recalls while inside the gallery that when
Frederica Potter issued the invitation to join her a "young painter" had been present, who
"declared that the words National and Portrait were in themselves enough to put him

oS

thanks". Alexander's subsequent excursus on the two words "national" and "portrait"
highlights some the concerns of The Virgin in the Garden, as "both to do with identity:

the identity of a culture (place, language, history), [and] the identity of an individual
human being as an object

for mimetic

representation" (VG

9).

Postmodernism's

questioning of the representation of the past as fixed and continuous narrative functions
much in the same way as questioning the process of constructing the individual subject as
stable and complete; the two activities are intertwined, forming part of the much wider

project of questioning a whole "set of challenged cultural and social aszumptions".
Questioning metanarratives and the "traditional foundations" of history, &s progress or
"pretended continuity", is one aspect

of

1960s' culture with which the novels

in the

tetralory, in particular Babel Tower, engage (Foucault 1991, 88).
The year in which the prologue to The Virgtn in the Garden is set highlights the
concerns of the novel itself: 1968 is marked by challenges to institutional practices from

a

number

of writers, theorists and (largely

student) groups and demonstrators.

According to Byatt, the projected fourth volume in the tetralogy will be set in 1968 and

will include a fictional account of a student demonstration.z 1968 is the point at which
the tetralogy both begins and ends; it returns to its own point of origin, an origin itself
marked by dissolution and imrption, in a period in which the very concept of an origin is
questioned - in academic circles and in cultural practices alike. Tom Stoppard's The Real

Inspector Hound, for example, which was first performed in 1968, considers the role and
function of narrative structures, and comments on its own, and the play-within-the-play's,
structure with a beginning, a middle and an end. The prologue

to

The Virgin

in

the

Garden offers a brief consideration of historical narratives, foundations and origins.
Frederica looks back, somewhat anachronistically, on the 1950s as a "beginning":

'It was good the frst time, though,'Frederica was saying. 'In the first place.
All the singing and dancing. Funny, the fifties. Everybody thinks of it as a
kind of no-time, an unreal time, just now. But we were there, it was rather
beautiful, the Play, and the Coronation and all that.'
'A false beginning,' said Alexander.

'See Boyd Tonkin's interview with Byatt, Cambridge Alumni Magazine Lent (1998): l2 - 15.
The projected fourth novel, A Wislling Woman, is also referred to in a recent interview with
Byatt in The Paris Review 159 (2001): 39 - 77.
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'All the beginning there was,' she said. 'My beginning, anyway. That was
what did happen.' (I/G 15)
Frederica's use

of the collective pronoun "we" is then negated by her switch to

the

personal "my", highlighting that Frederica's interpretation of the post-war period is not

universal but confined

to her own

subjective point

of view.

Frederica's claim to

authenticity ["that was what did happen"] is also undermined by Alexander's declaration

that the "beginning" which Frederica recalls was a "false" one, as the text proceeds to
establish. In additiorl as the 'Coronation' chapter indicates, Frederica's perception of this

time has changed: "only when Frederica was old enough", suggests the

tefi, "did she

come to feel nostalgia for what at the time she diagnosed boldly as blear illusion" (ZG
242).
Recognising or recreating an event as a point of origin is also a consideration

of

the title story of Byatt's collection of stories, Sugar and Other Slories. The narrator

of

'Sugar' regards a scene from her family history as a significant, originary, event: the death

of the narrator's grandfather is considered to be one of her "mother's best tales" which
has become "a kind of Dickensian melodrama". The death-scene which the narrator
pictures is derived partly from the mother's account, but "largely from Victorian novels",

taking place in a "kind of burnt umber light, thick and brown", ffid heavy with dust. The
death scene is one part of the "family myth" which the narrator suggests she has grown

up with and has come to form part of her "own shaky sense of . . . origins" (,S218-9).
Similarly, in 'Rose Coloured Teacups', in the same collection, an imagined tea-party is
part of Veronica's "family myth", a version of her parentsr first meeting at Cambridge in
the 1920s. The "teacups" of the title are literally "rose-coloured" and are also'coloured'

by Veronica's idea of them as she self-consciously romanticises the tea-party, colouring
in the elaborate tapestry of "hybrid and imaginary" flowers on t}re tablecloth, "overdoing
the pink" to match the teacups.3 Veronica's imagined tea-party always ends at the same
place, her father's arrival, from which

"it

always began again, chairs, tablecloth, sunny

l0l

window, rosy teacups, a safe place"

(.S

34, 38). In both stories, endings, even death, are

foundational, beginnings, points of origin.
The role of memory and imagination is both alike and different in 'Sugar' and in

in the latter, Veronica's memories of her own time at
by what she imagines were her mother's experiences at

'Rose Coloured Teacups':

University are paralleled

Cambridge in the 1920s. Veronica's memories of her experience at Cambridge in the
1950s enable her

to revisit her past, yet the past that

she remembers is simply one

version, like Frederica's, and limited. Imagination and memory can offer access to the
past, as Campbell has shown, but they simultaneously deny its reality. In both stories,
events are coloured by the imagination and shaped into brief narratives which themselves

form parts of family histories, or genealogies. As the proliferation of flower imagery in
'Rose-Coloured Teacups' indicates, metaphor plays an important part in shaping the past

into an image or narrative.
Metaphor also has an important function in the reconstitution of the past, or

it through the "imagination's need for shape" and order
(Campbell 1997, 719), in the tetralogy . In The Virgtn in the Garden the coronation of
Elizabeth II "allowed the comparison with Elizabeth the first and the metaphor of her
attempt

to

make sense of

life", Byatt tells Olga Kenyon (75).t Included in the text are fragments from news media
accounts of the Coronation which make this connection between the Elizabethan past

and the post-war 'present', using "blandly lyrical, spasmodically archaic, uneasily
hortative words about a New Elizabethan Age" (VG 239). This view contributes to the

text's own representation of the 1950s;

in

particular, the staging

of

Alexander

Wedderburn's pseudo-Renaissance play Astraea in the gardens of Long Royston adds to
the novel's representation of the 1950s as the "New Elizabethan Age".
Frederica's nostalgia for the 1950s is paralleled by what the novel represents as a
desire, in the 1950s, to return to an idealised past, a kind of lost paradise. The staging

Alexander's play, as Stephanie Potter suggests, is representative
tJane

of

of the "ambition to

Campbell suggests that the teacups represent the "irretrievable pas! the fragiliq'of loved
objects, and the barriers between the generations." In a number of ways, the story illustrates that
"[t]he past had been made into the past, discontinuous from the present": Veronica cannot totally
or accurately access her mother's past, nor could her mother access her own past by attempting to
recreate it by passing on the teacups and her orvn memories of Cambridge to Veronica (.9 37).
Even in imagining her mother's tea parry Veronica can only access so much; she "creates" the
scene of the tea party but "only to the point of the young men's arrival and the mother's smile",
she cannot "see" anv further (Campbell 1997, 109).

embody here, in the present time and place, the sense of form, the cohesion lost, lost

with the English golden age" (VG

lll).

On the one hand, an evocation of the

Renaissance contributed to the continuance and stability of English culture and the return

to what was

seen as

a

"golden age"

of the past. In the text, this

"Renaissance ideal" of the fully-rounded education

includes the

of "complete men" (VG 19), or even

the lost whole or cohesion of an undivided subjectivity, as well as the lost equivalence
between word and thing of "undissociated" Renaissance language.s On the other hand,

the "social pattern" (Byatt; qtd. in Kenyon, 75) that this connection, together with events
such as the Coronation and the Festival of Britain, confers on English society, provides it

with a cohesive and unified image of itself, following a period of great upheaval and
tumult during the two world wars. The novel's early reference to the death of the King
and the inclusion

of

Shakespeare's

King Lear as an intertextual presence throughout

contributes to a sense that chaos has been averted and stability maintained.
The novel itself is shaped into a cohesive pattern through metaphors derived from

the "social pattern" imposed on the 1950s as a New Elizabethan Age, the text picks up
and elaborates Astraea's metaphorical patterning drawn from Renaissance verse. Unlike

Angels and Insects, Possession and Babel Tower, the first novel in the tetralogy does not

include any significant portion of the 'text-within-the-text'. Instead, discussions and
quotations of lines, often reworked from Renaissance texts, thread Astraea's language
and imagery into the very fabric, the "gilded stitchery",
3

l5).

of The Virgin in the Garden (VG

Byatt writes that the line "Under a tree I saw a Virgin sit / The red and white rose

quartered in her face", contributes to the colour and image patterning of Astraea and the

text itself (PM

l0). In a later essay, 'Memory

elaborates on the metaphoric patterning in the

and the Making

of Fiction', Byatt

novel. The Virgin in the Garden,

she

writes, is shaped by "a series of metaphors of white (death, stone, effigy), red (blood,
violent death, also life, also loss of virginity) and green (the garden, the resurrection of
the grass every spring)". The patterns of red, white and green, and their associations

with blood, death, grass, life and stone, continue throughout the rest of the tetralogy,
"A. S. Byattand OlgaKenyon. Conversation. Feb. 1986
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highlighting significant aspects of the texts'consideration of metaphor and language, and

tie together the themes of death, regeneration and resurrection. Each image

(stone,

flower, virgin) is connected by various threads like the "patterns in embroidery or
knitting" that hold or weave together "the very personal and the largely cultural, the
factual and the mythic" in the teKt (MMF 64).

'Memory' highlights the role

of metaphor in forming

different images, or constructing an image of the past out

connections between

of disparate remembered

events, with examples from Byatt's own tetralogy and from Proust's
temps

A la recherche du

perdu. There is a rather complex account, which Byatt paraphrases from Proust,

which describes how separate moments of "buried time" are linked by "the miracle of an
analogy" and the work

of art is formed "in a timeless

moment outside time" by

"chainon", or "connecting links" (lv^4F 60).6 Byatt's account of this process of shaping

an image of the past, remembered and reconfigured as art, echoes the process of
connecting remembered events that Anna Severell,

in

The Shadow

of the ^\an,

also

undergoes [Musil quotes Byatt as saying that Proust is "all over Shadow in big chunks"

(196)]. Anna

recognises that she has "polished" her images of past summers at St Anne's

beach "so that they were bright and accessible". She has three important images which
have been pieced together,

or "fined down", from different experiences. Anna compares

these images with memories of past visits and comes to the conclusion that they are not
memory so much as "recreation": "what she now rernembered was a whole series of halfrealised impressions or even later imaginings, which had little to do with any vision at the

time." Anna identifies

the impossibility of remembering the past, "as

instead becomes a "construction"

it really was", which

or "like an old film, to be assessed, an object" (^9oS

104-s).

'This is also an Ederuc "paradise lost" which is the site of origins - of the world, of men and
women, of language and the rurmes of things: an eternal garden, always lost. ln 'Memory and the
Making of Fiction', Byatt quotes Proust's dictum that "the true paradises are the paradises we
have lost" (Proust Y7 22I-2; qtd. nMMF 60). In tJre novel, Frederica thinks - when she leaves
Long Royston for the last time (or at least until she retums in 1964) - that "[i]t really was like
being shut out ofparadise" (I/G 395).
tKenyon
draws a distinction between the evocation of past time through the Proustian method of
mdmoire involontaire, such as in the tasting of flre madeleine, and The Virgin in the Garden's
nrethod "through metaphors reviving disparate, distant moments in time" (69). In Still Life
Frederica ponders the taste of Proust's madeleine, her memory of childhood tastes, and yet has no
"revelation" of significance: partly because she consciously seeks one, partly because she is more
concerned with "her unknown future, which weighed on her" as Proust's "vast" novel does on "her
sense of form" (.SZ 266).
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Like Anna, Frederica reconstructs the various images of her past to "fill her
memory theatre with a brightly solid scene which she polished and gilded as it receded".

The

comparison between Anna Severell's "polished" images and Frederica's

reconstruction

Reality

of the past is highlighted by Juliet Dusinberre in her

in A. S. Byatt's The Virgin in the Garden' (57).

essay 'Forms

of

Frederica's nostalgic

reconstruction of the 1950s not only highlights its divergence from reality but reinforces
the representation ofthe period as an "archetypal golden age". In the 1960s Frederica
looks back and bestows a "golden bloom" on the actors in the play, and "the lawns, the
avenues, the lanterns", placing them

in "the still eternal light through which we

see the

infinite unchanging vistas we make" (VG 317). This, as Dusinberre points out, not only
echoes "the rhythms and imagery" of the novel's own representation of the past,

it is also

"Proust's own landscape" (57). The "golden age" of Frederica's remembered, imagined
and reconstructed image of the 1950s is bathed in an "eternal light" that lifts it out of its
specific context into a "timeless moment", which is unchanging.T

At odds with this image of a static and unchanging past, or "golden age", is an
awareness, in the text, that such a "complete" image is imposed from a later perspective,

like Anna Severell's, and "little to do with any vision at the time". Whilst Frederica looks
back on the 1950s as a "golden age", Alexander cannot, "was never able in retrospect to
see this high moment of his career as any kind

of archetypal golden age", even though it

is his play, his evocation of an imagined "unreal and vanished world", that contributes to
Frederica's, and

to

some extent the novel's, image of the period (VG

317). As D. J.

Taylor argues, The Virgin in lhe Garden does not attempt an accurate picture of the
'real' past, instead the connections which the text establishes between Renaissance and
post-war England become "a matter of symbolism rather than historical reality" (1993,

96). Even though

the novel establishes a cohesive "pattern" in the text

it is a metaphoric,

or symbolic, self-conscious and explicitly textual construction.

TAlongside

this event (the play) is a retrospective account of it. Babel Tower also applies
retrospective judgements on the period, simultaneous with experience, such as Frederica's at a
Happening: "Later, whenever anyone says 'the Sixties' this is what she will think of' (BT 605); or
Daniel's "vigil" in St. Simeon's on the night that the Abolition of the Death Penalty Act is passed:
"[n later years, when the freedom of the 1960s is spoken of, Daniel will always think of this quiet
dark night" (Bf 374'). ln The Virgrn in the Garder? a sense of a future also pervades the novel, as
Taylor points out. "the comparisons always those of an unseen future, the judgements those of a
wiser retrospect" (1993, 94).
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The cohesion which the metaphoric patterning throughout the text establishes is
also undermined by a degree of fragmentation. Indeed, there is a contradictory pull
between cohesion and fragmentation, unity and disparity, which runs throughout The

Virgin in the Garden, escalating in Babel Tower. When Frederica looks back on the
period of the 1950s she uses the collective pronoun 'we' to construct a cohesive past:

"we were there,

it

was rather beautiful, the Play, and the Coronation and all that",

collectivising disparate experience so that it gains a communal significance. Frederica's
own construction of the 1950s marries with the period's evocation of a "New Elizabethan

Age"; the image of the "burnished" and "polished" past that she constructs is both "very
personal" and

it is also, Byatt claims,

"largely cultural" (MMF 64). However, whether

this sense of communal experience occurred at the time is questioned in the novel. The

Virgin in the Garden asks the question, Taylor writes: "[w]as there, at this point in time,
given the inevitable artificiality of hindsight, such a thing as a shared culture, a collective

life, a national existence even?" (1993, 93). Frederica's remembered "golden

age"

imposes, or participates in, the notion of a "shared culture" or even "national existence",

as

if what she remembers is "collective

memory" and not simply that of an individual

subjectivity. Richard Sennett, in his contribution to the volume Memory, which includes

Byatt's essay, writes that groups "create a sense of solidarity though remembering
together", which becomes a "source of social strength" (12). Frederica's "we" promotes

this solidarity, looking back from the disruption of 1968 on what seemed a kind of
"Paradise" (VG 395).
Frederica's switch

to "my"

does undermine the universality

of her memories,

as

does the novel's later account of the Coronation. While watching the Coronation on

television, Frederica considers that she finds the idea of communal experience rather
threatening: "So many men moving as one, so many hearts beating as one. Frederica
observed that she hated being moved in the mass, that the thing she really feared was

great groups of people moving around like one animal" (VG 246). ln Babel Tower
Frederica's unwillingness to experience mass movement, or to belong to a group, defines

her experience of the time as unusual: "She is not a child of her time in this" (BZ 604).

As suggested in the previous chapter, a significant concern

n

Babel Tower is with the

notion of a 'group' and its relation to the concept of an 'individual'. Frederica contrasts
the uniformity of the group of art students she teaches at the Samuel Palmer Art School

who are desperately attempting to achieve non-conformity and indMduality, with the
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more heterogeneous group of adult students in her extra-mural classes on the Post-War

British novel. The art students, "all in black on black on black" are "uniformly different",
whereas the extra-mural class are all dressed differently, still "in some sense acting a

part" with their choice of dress, but more distinct from one another, "separate" (BT 3278).

Each of the viewers assembled to watch the Coronation

in The Virgin in the

Gqrden has a different perspective on the event and a different intelpretation of its
significance, indicating that at the time, "the Play, and the Coronation and all that" meant

different things to different people. Wilkie's girlfriend Caroline, for example, sees it as a

"farce"; the host couple, the Ellenbys, regard the Coronation as

a

quasi-religious

experience, bearing a "Sunday aspect"; Blesford's artistic co-ordinator, Felicity Wells,

perceives

it

experiences

as holding a "promise of renovatron" (VG

"a

series

of private epiphanies",

242). Each of the guests

suggests Taylor, and has difficulty

establishing "exactly what the Coronation might be supposed to represent" (1993, 90-

97). At one point the narator asks: "[w]hat did they truly make of it?" (VG 239'). The
novel then goes on to indicate that no true or single interpretation of the event is
possible. As well as the variant opinions of the different characters, the text includes
extracts from media commentaries

of the time, both from the actual BBC television

transcript, as Richard Todd verifies (1997, l8), and from newspaper articles in the Daily
Express and News Chronicle. Like the different characters' views

interpretations

of the coronation also vary.

Despite

a brief

of events, media

"sense

of

communal

awareness" or "thought of a collective life" which the Coronation perhaps imposes, the

text also indicates that "the seeds of cultural fragmentation" remain (Taylor 1993,9Q-7).

At odds with Frederica's later nostalgic reinterpretation of the "the Play, the Coronation
and all that" as cohesive, is a fragmented and piecemeal account of the Coronation from
1950s discourse.

A tension between the representation of the past as a cohesive image, which

is

tied up with a nostalgia for a lost "whole", and an awareness that this is an image or
"imaginary projection" within a cultural frame, remains throughout The Virgin

in

the

Garden. The text does intimate that no representation of the past can encompass the
totality of disparate experience of any time or event; to do so, to impose a unified

and

total shape on events, is "false", another kind of "illusion". Like the "decade they
purport to describe", Taylor writes, the novels in the tetralogy are "transitional novels,
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open-ended and uffesolved"

(ibid., 102). Simultaneous with the text's

own

representation of the 1950s are accounts from other sources, gMng rise to the very kind

of oppositions and contradictions in the novel which Michael Westlake finds in Still Life.
Even as The Virgin in the Garden attempts to represent the 1950s, as Taylor suggests,

the postmodern "debate about 'decentering"' informs the text (ibid.,
attempts

to "say something"

93).

While it

about a particular culture, at a particular time, as Byatt

states in conversation with Olga Kenyon,

it

also exhibits the means by which this view

has been constructed (75).

The inclusion of media commentaries from the 1950s also functions to indicate
the novel's status as a "structuralist definition of a text" assembled from pieces of cultural

discourse (Kenyon

60-l).

The various interpretations of the Coronation which The

Virgin in the Garden includes contribute to the fabric of the text (which is in Latin
textum, meaning "weave" or weaving), woven from threads of discourse. There is an
isomorphic relation between the text, or the image of the past

it

constructs as woven,

and the shape and form of the individual subject as a "knot" which Byatt describes in

'Identity and the Writer'. Just as the individual subject conceived as a knot allows for
greater movement and change than the image of an individual as "burning glass", an
image of the past that is a woven or embroidered structure allows for greater movement

and productivity than the closed and unified "object", the image of the past that is a

"polished" and "burnished" work of art, the static and unchanging "archetypal golden
age".

Through its discussion

of

Alexander's Astraea, The Virgin

in the Garden

highlights that both text and past can be revived and restructured. Whilst Alexander's
play constructs an "uffeal and vanished world" it is itself a "pastiche", constructed out
Renaissance texts and arising from Alexander's obsession
Renaissance language and verse drama (VG

15)

of

with "the renovation" of

The staging of Astraea is also part of a

"rejuvenation" or "renovation" of the past, in a Bakhtinian sense, opening it up to contact

with the present. Matthew Crowe waxes lyrical on the "rejuvenation" of England in his
exhortation to the women of Yorkshire to commence with their embroidery and weaving

to clothe his "queens and fine ladies" (VG 65-6). One of these women, Blesford Ride
school's artistic director, Felicity Wells, imagines herself "at the spinning centre of
endless threads

of culture reknit, reknotted" (VG 106). The analogy with weaving that

the text itself makes, which is elaborated by Byatt in 'Memory', draws attention to its
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construction and highlights that both text and past, as Taylor argues, are "open-ended",
can be "reknotted".

The Wrgin in the Garden, like the other novels in the projected tetralogy, is
concerned with 'identity': the identity

of an individual

subject and the identity

of

a

culture. To recall Alexander, the two words 'national' and 'portrait', which were "once
powerful, at present defunct", are both to do with "place, language, history" and with the

identity of an "individual human being" (VG

9)

The prologue

to The Virgrn in

Garden foreshadows the tetralogy's ongoing concern with the formation

of

the

cultural

identity, or the notion of a "shared culture", in relation to representations of the past.

The past that is "walled off from all subsequent times", as Bakhtin describes

it, is

"preserved and revealed only in the form of national tradition" and is divorced from the
experience of the individual subject: the "world of the absolute past is inaccessible to

personal experience and does not permit an indMdual, personal point

of view or

evaluation" (1981, 16). Byatt's tetralogy, however, is marked by a tension between the

"very personal" construction of an image of the past and its interpretation as "largely
cultural".

Narrative agents: the storT of the museum
Galleries, museums and historical sites which appear in the tetralogy and Pos'session have

the dual function of highlighting, by analogy, the texts' own process of constructing an
image of the past and questioning the version of the past which such institutions create.

The prologues to both The Virgin in the Garden and Still Life are set in a gallery: the

first in the The National Portrait Gallery in 1968 and the second at a Post-Impressionism
exhibition at the Royal Academy of Arts, in London, 1980. The art galleries function as
an alternative form of cultural "meaning making" which is comparable to the tetralogy

itself. The exhibitions in the galleries

in

miniature, certain

are a mise-en-abtme

for the two texts: they reflect,

of the novels' concerns, and to

some extent their structure.

Similarly, the museums and historical sites which appear in Possessioz function

as

corollaries to, or reflections ofl the text's own representation of the past.

The connection between museum display and literary narrative is made in one

of

Byatt's recent stories. In 'The Djinn in the Nightingale's Eye' Gllian Perholt is
narratologist, whose "business was storytelling", who goes

a

to visit the Museum of

Anatolian Civilisations in Turkey. She is shown through the museum by a guide, or
r09

"raconteur", who is also possibly a djinn, who directs Gillian "from glass case to glass

case"

with "his

accompanylng narrative" that begins "with the earth-dwellers and

move[s] through the civilisations that built the sun-baked ziggurats, towards the liongates of Nineveh and Assyria" (DNE 95,

l4l-2).

The similarities between storytelling,

or fictional accounts of the past, and the representation of the past in galleries or
museums, that Byatt's story highlights, are the focus of work by two cultural theorists,

Mieke Bal and Tony Bennett. Bennett and Bal both consider the cultural practices and

institutions of museums and galleries as comparable to literary narratives, illuminating
significant aspects of the relations between them that are germane

to a discussion of

Byatt's fiction.

ln Double Exposures Mieke Bal considers the ways in the organisation of

space

in museums and galleries is comparable to the structure of a literary text, in particular
nineteenth-century realist novels,

in their construction of a viewer / reader subject

position and a narrative point of view. Her discussion focuses on one particular display:

the Metropolitan Museum's installation of nineteenth-century European art (which

in 1993). In the case of this installation, the architecture of the gallery, the
"circuit it suggests", the positioning of the works, and the information on them which

opened

labels (and catalogues) provide, are all factors which contribute

to the viewer's

experience of 'reading'the exhibition. Not one of these factors is "natural", Bal reminds

us; each is an example of the way in which meanings are constructed for the viewer,

including the viewer's own subject position. Like third-person fictional (realist)
narratives, Bal suggests, the arrangement of space in exhibitions, such as this one, is not

intrusive; its "narrative agent" is "minimally visible" to the point where its role can be
ignored and the organisation of the installation appears "natural" rather than deliberate or

contrived (88,

98-9). Whilst Gllian Perholt's guide can be regarded as the rather

intrusive (but visible) "narrative agent" of the Museum of Anatolian Civilisations, in an
exhibition or in a museum display the "narrative agent" is most often, Bal suggests, the
exhibition curator whose organisation of the display "shapes the viewer's experience to a
considerable extent" (88).

In

Pos.session,

Mortimer Cropper's Stant Collection includes a museum which

houses Ash memorabilia, including "the largest and finest collection of Randolph Henry

Ash's correspondence anywhere

in the world.

preserved forever

in the finest

conditions and purified air, controlled temperature and limited access" (P 96-7). The
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objects which Cropper collects are "preserved" in cases to protect them from decay: the

"curl of hair" which Cropper hopes to buy from a sale at Christie's will be "enshrined in
the hexagonal glass room at the very centre of the Stant Collection, where Ash's relics
and those of his wife

.

accumulated in the still, regulated air"

(P 106).

Cropper's

attempt to both "own" and "preserve" Ash's "relics" is indicative of his approach to the
past: the Stant Collection contains and fixes the objects of the past in an attempt to
prevent their decay and control their accessibility, removing them from the changing
effects of the present in a glass case method of preservation. This method also enables
Cropper to organise the objects spatially, endowing them with a significance of his own
making.

As well as a collector of Ash memorabilia, Cropper is the present-day biographer

(or as Blackadder puts it: aspirant "lord and owner") of the poet Ash. Ash is the subject

of Cropper's biography, residing at the 'centre' of the history / story Cropper

writes.

Likewise, relics of Ash's body reside in the "centre" of Cropper's museum so that the
museum forms a parallel

to

Cropper's biographical text (P

29). In addition,

makes use of the objects he collects, whether they be texts, letters or "relics",

Cropper

to support

the story he constructs of Ash's life and work, or as he sees it, to "illuminat[e] his own

findings" (P

98).

The organisation of the Stant Collection has a 'meaning making'

function - like an actual museum display and like a literary text.

ln her discussion of the Metropolitan Museum's European art exhibition Bal
describes the "gradual accession to a climactic, central masterpiece", of Gustave
Courbet's Woman with a Parrot (1866), which is at the "centre" of the exhibition. The
arrangement of the gallery suggests that this is the most important work on display: "it
seems enshrined, put up on an altar,

for veneration". The gallery becomes "something

like a temple, a sanctuary", contributed to by the layout of the gallery and

the

ornamentation of the space in a "classical style" with "pleasant colours" (1996,98-105).

Cropper endows the objects in the Stant Collection with a similar degree of veneration
which is transmitted to the visitor / viewer of the museum through the organisation of its
space and through its architecture. Cropper also sees the museum as a kind of "temple, a

sanctuary"; while in England he is "briefly visited by a vision of his white temple shining

in the desert sun". He considers it to be a sanctuary of "purposeful quiet", a "kind of
glass honeycomb of silent cells", radiating

with "pillars of light" (P 106-7).
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Just as the curator, or "narrative agent", of the Metropolitan Museum exhibition
endows Gustave Courbet's painting with the status of a great work of art, Cropper gives

to Randolph Henry Ash, through the arrangement of the collection, the veneration of a
great poet. The terminology which Cropper employs in his nostalgic recollection of his
museum

is indicative of the way in which he privileges both academic study and

Randolph Henry Ash: the scholars have a "purposeful quiet" as they carry out their tasks

amid the "pillars of

light". The

reverence which Cropper bestows on Ash is an act

of

canonisation, in both senses of the word. Randolph Henry Ash is the canonical Victorian

poet of Possession; Ash's poetry is a fictional addition to the 'great canon' of literature
which Cropper teaches, and which excludes lesser known female poets such as Christabel

LaMotte,E In addition, Ash himself becomes a kind of saintly, venerated figure, whose

very "relics", like those of mediaeval saints, are endowed with significance and power.
The "hexagonal glass room" in which Ash's "relics" are contained is both a kind of sbrine

to Ash and provides a means by which Cropper can exercise power, through "controlled
temperature and limited access", over the objects themselves and anyone who might

want to access them. Likewise, Cropper's biography of Ash limits access to Ash's life,
representing it within the confines of the narrative structure which Cropper, as "narrative
agent", imposes.

In his role of making meaning out of the

remnants

of Ash's life (textual

and

other), Cropper is not "minimally visible" but highly apparent, both to the reader of
Posses.sion and

to the other characters. As

discussed

in Chapter One, Cropper is

as

much the "subject" of The Great Ventriloquist as Ash is, as Maud Bailey considers: "like

many biographies

.

this was as much about its author as its subject" (P 246). In a

sense, Cropper himself is what is at the "centre" of both display and

text. It may be that

in his role as curator of the museum and as author of Ash's biography Cropper attempts

to

assume "invisibility",

but cannot keep himself out of the picture. Cropper is

represented as self-obsessed, as the included draft of his autobiography shows, and his

version of events is constituted in relation to his own subjectivity. Even so, Cropper's
egotism is not the sole target here.
Po.sses.siort's representation

of Cropper highlights the text's

concern with the

function of any biography in which the "narrative agent" assumes the very invisibility
*Leonora

Stern tells James Blackadder, that Cropper "rvouldn't have Christabel on his course" (P

tt2

which Bal describes. By exaggerating Cropper's role in maintaining control over
representations of the past, in both his museum and biography, the novel draws attention

to the way in which histories are always constructed from a specific perspective, and for
a particular purpose, by writers, academics and historians. Michel Foucault writes that
"[h]istorians take unusual pains to erase the elements in their work which reveal their
grounding

in a

particular time and place, their preferences in

unavoidable obstacles of their passion" (1991,

a controversy -

the

90). In his biography of Elmer Bole,

Scholes Destry-Scholes "left no tracks of who he was", thinks Phineas Nanson

n

The

Biographer's Tale. Phineas' own biography of Destry-Scholes is severely hampered by
the absence of Destry-Scholes 'himself from the text (TBT 100). By contrast, Possession

draws attention to, and therefore undermines the invisibility of, the role of the narrative
agent in representations of the past.

In addition,

as the title suggests, the novel indicates that the knowledge and

representation of the past can be a form of possession; Cropper's approach to the past is

to

"possess" it, literally, in his desire

to "own" and control Ash's relics, but also in his

desire to hrow every detail of what happened. While Possession perhaps encourages
investigation and understanding of the past,
representing the past

it

also indicates that ways of studying and

will be limited and can make no claim to

absolute truth or

knowledge. Roland, for instance, looks on his own knowledge of the past as "a grey
mist" of ignorance "in which floated or could be discerned odd glimpses of solid objects,
odd bits of glitter of domes or shadows of roofs in the gloom". Even though Roland
cherishes the 'Jewels

of information" that he does possess, he does not aim, unlike

Cropper, for a complete knowledge or possession of every such "jewel" (P

7).

In

addition, Roland acknowledges that his understanding of the past is piecemeal and
incomplete.

Cropper wants to make Ash'real', needing every detail to "bring the whole man

just that little bit more back to life" (P 97). Unlike Roland, Cropper's narrative of Ash's
Iife is very "thorough" and aims for as complete an image of the past as possible. His
version of Ash's life (and poetry) limits or directs his readers' perception: in Yorkshire he

is "predecessor and guide" to Maud and Roland, who not only follow Ash's journey of
1859 but also Cropper's tour

of

1949 (P 251, 107). Cropper's "thorough" account

of

403)
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Ash's life not only directs his readers' understanding and knowledge,
space

it

also leaves little

for anyone else, such as Maud, to imagine Ash and Ash's life. In Byatt's fiction,

imagination has an important function in allowing us to form a relationship to the past:
by bringing it to 'life' but also by enabling us to imagine'other'than ourselves. At Filey

Brigg Roland describes an "interesting effort of the imagination to think how [Ash and

LaMottel saw the world", themselves and love (P 254).
representation of the past hinders such a process, indeed

A closed off and total

it is partly because of the detail

which Cropper presents her with that Maud has little room to form her own opinions
about Ash, whom she does not like "in Cropper's version" (P 246).

Cropper's account

It is also because

of Ash is dominated by the presence of the (not so)

"shadowy

biographer" himself. Cropper has dedicated himself to Ash's life to the point that "his

own identity" is imbricated in or part "of his subject's life" (P 99, 385). Paradoxically,
despite his aim to give "life" to Ash, Cropper's mode of representation, possession and
preservation fixes Ash in the past.

Similar to Cropper is the biographer in Byatt's short story 'Precipice-Encurled',

who creates an image of Robert Browning's acquaintance Mrs Bronson from various
sources

of information: "[h]e

scrutinises the microfiln\ the yellowing letters,

for little

bright nuggets and filaments of fact to add to his mosaic." The scholar "likes" Mrs
Bronson, "partly because he knows her, has pieced her together" from the scraps of
information he has collated (,S 187-8). We "piece things together", remarks Phineas
Nanson, when we construct an image of an historical figure; 'his' "fictive Destry-Scholes"

is attributed with "thin buttocks, speckled tweed trousers, and cramped, identity-less
dwellings" partly because this image fits with what Phineas regards as
reticense" in Destry-Scholes'tefi

(fBf 35). Cropper's version

a

"teasing

of Ash, like the scholar's

version of Mrs Bronson, is partly his creation, a construct, like Phineas' Destry-Scholes.

The "bright nuggets" which the scholar finds are small details of historical fact; like the
'Jewels" that are the details of Ash's life, or even Ash's "relics", they are pieces from an

image of the subject's life (or person). Where Cropper and the scholar differ from
Phineas

in their piecing together of

these small details,

is their aim for a

total

representation or complete image, held up and legitimised by "fact", whereas Phineas
acknowledges his Destry-Scholes is "fictive".
Phineas' training as

a "postmodern literary theorist" makes him suspicious of

biography, which he drunkenly calls "a bastard form, a dilettante pursuit. Tales told by
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those incapable of true invention, simple stories for those incapable of true critical
insight"

QBf 3, 5)

Whilst Phineas criticises biography for not being "true" fiction,

biography is the primary target of Possess'ron's satire partly because of its claim to truth.
Piecing together the life of an historical figure needs to be recognised for its fictional
elements, the novel indicates.

"A good scholar may permissibly invent," thinks

the

scholar in 'Precipice-Encurled', he may have a hypothesis, but fiction is barred" (S 187-

8).

The distinction that the scholar makes between 'invention' (which is acceptable) and

'fiction' (which is not) not only points to a key issue in Byatt's criticism of biography, it
also highlights her reconsideration of the oppositional pairing'fact and fiction', influenced
by her work on Robert Browning.

Questioning

the distinction between fact and fiction, in particular

in

representations of the past, is a significant issue in Browning's poetry. Several of Ash's

poems are based on, or form an intertext with, Browning's, and an excerpt from'Mr

Sludge, "the Medium"' is also included as the second epigraph to Possession. 'Mr
Sludge' satirises, and highlights, the role of mediums and spiritualists, and also historians

of

and biographers, in constructing a "bubble, blown too thin" which is another version

the "real". At times the "bubble" "seems nigh on bursting" and a glimpse of the "real

world through the false" is almost possible.t Sludge defends his own "lying"

as

creativity, comparable to that of poets, or even historians, whose version of events is
their creation. The role of the "narrative agent" in constructing a narrative of the past is
highlighted in Browning's poem: the "History of the World", Sludge suggests, is "AIl

as

the author wants it"; the historian 'Just records / What makes his case out", and "quite
ignores the rest". The historian is selective, like "the scholar" in Byatt's story, creating an
image from pieces of information, and for a particular purpose. For Sludge, money is the
reason

for constructing a false "world", and so he attributes the

"scribe" who is paid to construct the "History of the

World".

same purpose

to the

Sludge also enjoys the

eBrowning's

image of the "bubble" has similarities (and important differences) not only with
conceptions of history, but with postmodern discourse conceming the relationship between
'reality' and language. Browning's image of the "bubble", a constructed picture of reality, p€lst or
present, is eclroed in Salman Rushdie's most recent novel, The Ground Beneath Her Feet,when
Ormus Carma looks through the "gashes in the real" to an 'other real' which exists parallel to his
own. Rushdie's novel also draws on postmodern accounts, such as Jean Baudrillard's, which
suggest our perception of reality is of a "lvorld of 'simulations"' (Storey 358). Like Possession
and the tetralogy, The Ground Beneath Her Feet offers an explicitly fictional account of history
(of the 1950s-60s) which contains elements of the 'real', suggesting the close resemblance
between history and fiction. as in Browning's'Mr Sludge'.
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power he has over his creations, "I veritably possess them", he boasts, reversing the
medium's expected role and foreshadowing the multiple meanings that Possession
contains in its title.

'Precipice-Encurled' also includes an excerpt from Browning's poem The Ring

and the Book as an epigraph, in lieu of the poet 'himself, whose arrival is promised
throughout the text, but always (perpetually) defened. Jane Campbell points out that the
epigraph

to 'Precipice-Encurled' subtly alters lines from Browning's The Ring and

the

Book to highlight the way in which fact and fiction merge in representations of the past.

What's this then, which proves good yet seems untrue?
Is fiction, which makes fact alive, fact too?
The somehow may be thishow. (^S 185)
'Precipice-Encurled' uses Browning's words, Campbell argues, "to hint" at its "own way

of using biography": inserting into a story of real historical figures and events a fiction
"which makes fact alive".ro The effect that this produces, Campbell suggests, is trompe

l'oeil: what appears to be real is not, and vice versa (1991, 116-7). The fictional
characters in the story, like Juliana Fishwick and Joshua Riddell, come to life through

their association with Robert Browning, just as Browning comes to life through his
recon{iguration as fiction, or an imaginary construct, and as the "Roman murderers and
biased lawyers" that Browning "found or invented in his dead and lively Yellow Book"
are brought

to life, or "resuscitated" in

The

Nng and the Book (S 187).

The Ring and

the Book is an important textual influence on Possession, and Byatt's tetralogy and short
stories, as

it offers the possibility that ventriloquism can "resuscitate" the past and give it

"life". "So find,

so

fill full, so appropriate forms - I That, although nothing which had

never life / Shall get life from him, be, not having been, / Yet, something dead may get to

live again" (l'.726-9)
f

ofhe

lines in The Ring and the Book are as follows:
Well, now; there's nothing in nor out o'the world
Good except truth: yet this, the something else,
What's this then, which proves good yet seems untrue?
This that I mixed with tmth, motions of minE
That quickened, made the inertness malleolable
O'the gold was not mine, - what's yoru narne for this?
Are means to the end, themselves in part the end?
Is fiction which makes fact alive, fact too?
The somehow may be thishow. (t. 693-700)
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Historians, novelists and poets are closely aligned in their role of "putting life in
stones" or bringing to life the past. The "nuggets and filaments of fact" that the scholar

pieces together

in 'Precipice-Encurled', like Cropper's "relics" in Possession, are the

lifeless "matter" or "stones" of fact that nonetheless bear the germ of life, and can be
resuscitated through their recombination with

fiction. That Possession and 'Precipice-

Encurled' themselves resuscitate the past, mixing fact with invention, but without the
claim to historical accuracy that history or biography makes, is highlighted by each

of

their epigraphs. Possession quotes from Sludge:

[']How build such solid fabric out of air?
How on so slight foundation found this tale,
Biography, narrative?' or, in other words,
'How many lies did it require to make
The portly truth you here present us with?'
Lies and truth, fact and fiction combine to produce a'trick of the eye' or "solid fabric out

of air", giving the

appearance

of 'reality' to that which is a construct, an explicit fiction.

The historian, like the medium, builds an image of the past which includes a few facts
which are the "slight foundation" on which

it rests, and so too does a novelist. The

image of the past in Possession, Angels and Insects and 'Precipice-Encurled', but also in

other contemporary novels like Salman Rushdie's The Ground Beneath Her Feet, E. L.
Doctorow's Ragtime and John Fowles' The French Lieutenant's Woman, includes a few

filaments

of fact as a foundation. Whilst this has the effect of

questioning any

representation of the past as accurate, or as truth, it also, paradoxically, gives solidity to
a fictional image of the past.

Other stories in Sugar are also built of "solid fabric out of air". This collection of
metafictional stories, or stories about writing, is about the "process of confection that is

Byatt's metaphor for storytelling", writes Campbell (1997, 106). The title story'Sugar'
reworks the image of gold mixed with alloy in the ring of The Ring and the Book which

is Browning's metaphor for the recombination of fact with and in fiction (see Slinn)."
'Sugar' describes the making of the striped "humbug" sweet from twisted hanks of sugar:
one dark, one

light. The tight colour of one "skein" is produced by its being "whipped"

rrWarwick

Slinn's discussion highliglrts the way in which Browning's The Ring and the Book
disrupts the "opposition between live truth and dead fact". To 'live' or gain life "facts must be
given nerv shape - read, retold, recontextualised" (128-30).
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in the air: "there's no difference between the two stripes in a humbug but air: the sugar's
exactly the same" (S 244). Together, the two twisted skeins of light and dark sugar,

fiction mixed with fact, represent the story itself.
'Sugar"s exploration of the relationship between truth and fiction (or "lies") also

highlights the role of the narrative agent in the construction of an image of the past. The
account of the narrator's grandfather's death is one of her mother's "best tales". Her
mother, a "breathtaking raconteur", who "had a respect for truth" but "was not a truthful

woman", is accused by her husband (a judge, with an "unwavering instilled respect for
evidence, for truth") of "lying" about this event in the family's past. "She lied floridly and

beautifully", the narrator tells us, "to make a story better". Like all of her mother's
accounts

of the family, this one is also "dyed" with fears and anxieties, and by the

mother's attempt to cast herself in a good light.t2 The narrator finds it difficult to distil,

from the "discontinuous" and "differing versions" of stories handed down to her, what
might constitute the "truth or reality" of the actual family and their lives (.1215,219-20).
Even her father's version, with all his respect for truth, "had also its bias" as he too tries

"to construct a tale, a myth,

a satisfactory narrative of his

life"

(,S

241). Near the close of

the story, the narrator, who is a textual Byatt, the represented 'I' who tells the story,
considers that she has "inherited" from her mother many things, including the desire to

tell stories, selecting events and images from the past:

What is all this, all this story so far, but a careful selection of things that can
be told, things that can be arranged in the light of day? Alongside this
fabrication are the long black shadows of the things left unsaid, because I
don't want to say them, or dare not, or do not remember, or misunderstood
or forgot or never knew. (S 231)
Outside (or alongside) the story are "long black shadows", which are the things left
unsaid, forgotten or unknown, like the "grey mist" around the "odd bits" that represents
Roland's knowledge about Ash. The "things" that can be told or known are "arranged"

rzMargaret

Drabble's The Peppered Moth (2000) has a similar character, also based on Drabble's
Byatt's
mother, Kathleen Marie Bloor. Drabble's Afterword to this novel highlights that she
and
blends fiction with memory (which she aclnowledges may differ from her siblings' mernories),
and can be compared to Byatt's 'Sugar'. The Peppered Moth is not a "factual memoir" Drabble
states, consisting of parts that are "entirely fictitious" and others that combine "record with
invention." (390-l).
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into an image or narrative - which is a "fabrication", and which has gaps that need not be
completed by what Bal terms the "narrative agent".

In the prologue to The Wrgin in the Garden a "dumpy woman in a raincoat"
accompanies Lady Antonia Fraser to the National Gallery exhibition. Michael Westlake
suggests that she "can plausibly be identified as Antonia Byatt", who did see Flora

Robson portraying Elizabeth

I

at the National Portrait Gallery in 1968 (33). The

inclusion of real people at an actual event has a number of effects; as suggested, the

inclusion

of the real can give solidity to the represented image. It also functions,

paradoxically, as a self-reflexive device in which the represented author appears in the

text, detracting from the text's very realism. In Still
"authorial simulacrum", as Westlake describes

Lift

there is another instance

of

it (33), in which a "smallish woman in a

pine-green tentlike coat" also appears. This time the represented Byatt accompanies
John House, "who had organised the exhibition", who briefly discusses the process

of

organising the display with Frederica while the woman looks at Frederica "with an
apparently absent-minded scanning attention". John House, the text states, "spoke of the

history of the gathering of the images, an emptiness here (Jacob wrestling the Angel), an
unexpected illumination there" (Sl,

3).

House's presence is counter

to the "minimal

visibility" of his role as a "narative agent" of an exhibition, such as Bal describes. It
undermines the universality, or "natural" appearance, of the exhibition for Frederica: she
considers the choices of artworks, and the commentary in the catalogue, and decides that

they represent a particular "view of things" with which she is not "entirely in sympathy"
(.tZ

4)

My suggestion is that the presence of (what

seems

to be) the represented Byatt,

choosing her material (in this case Frederica) with "scanning attention" and occasionally

finding "an unexpected illumination", is parallel to the curatorial role of House: both are
representations of "narrative agents", one of the exhibition, one of the text's own fictional
narrative of the past.rs

''The "play of looks", as Westlake terms it (33), that occurs in this passage highlights the
privilege that Byatt's tex-ts sometimes give to the look or the gaze. Descriptions of the "person
scanning" or looking for "filaments" of fact to add to (and give solidity to) fiction. and the act of
looking at art in Still LW or artefact in 'The Djinn in the Nightingale's Eye', contribute to the
validity ofWestlake's claim that looking, "in its various and complex modalities, is flre chosen
rnetaphor for the articulation of truth" in Byatt's fiction (33). In the following chapter I will
retum to this issue in conjunction u.ith Westlake's suggestion that Sttll Life is primarily concerned
with "the relation between visual perception, predominantly the perception of colour, and its
representation in language" (33); or, as Taylor puts it, the rvay in rvhich the tetralogy is a "debate
about signification".
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The inclusion of a "simulacrum" of the novel's "narrative agent" in the prologue
indicates that events will be limited to the perspective of a particular subjectivity, within a

particular cultural and historical context (1968 and 1980), undermining their claim to an
accurate representation of the past. The texts effect an "affirmation of knowledge as
perspective" that Foucault recommends and "reveal their grounding in a particular time

and place" (1991,

90). The epigraphs to Po.sses'sion

function in a similar

of the Seven Gables

quotation from Nathaniel Hawthorne's House

way.

The

defines the

"Romance" as a form which makes no attempt at accuracy of representation, but is "of

the writer's own choosing or creation". Likewise, the extract from 'Mr Sludge, "the
Medium"'highlights the role of the historian or "author" in the construction of an image
of the past, countering the impression that the representation is an accurate one.

Inside / outside the glass case: the ending and "the origin of Life"
While the two epigraphs to Passession and the inclusion of the represented Byatt in The

Virgin in lhe Garden and Still Life lnghlight the role of the "narrative agent" over other
factors in the representation of the past, the texts themselves do indicate the ways in
which the image of the past (and the "narrative agent" itself) is part of a much wider
context, and produced by various forces. The narrative of a gallery (or museum) display

is constructed by not only the "narrative agent" but also the architecture of the gallery,
the "circuit it suggests", the positioning of the works, and the information on them which

out. The two prologues highlight

labels (and catalogues) provide, as Mieke Bal points

all of these factors as contributing to the process of "meaning making" in which each of
the exhibitions is involved. The significance of the arrangement of the gallery space and

the "circuit it suggests" is particularly apparent in the description of the PostImpressionist exhibition in Still Life. Alexander makes his way to the Van Gogh
exhibition,
precede

it:

in "Room IlI" of the Royal
"Room

I

Academy

(French 1880s) and Room

of Arts, through the rooms which

II

(British 1880s and 1890s)". The

preceding rooms offer a temporal, geographical and art historical context for Van Gogh's

paintings. Likewise, the prologue itself functions as a preceding "room" or chapter
which provides the following narrative with a context: a temporal / historical context (the

future

of 1980) and a thematic context with its inclusion and discussion of Van Gogh's

art as another, comparable, form of signifying practice.

t20

"Walking through a museum is like reading a book", Mieke Bal suggests. Like
works of realist fiction, the narrative of a museum display progresses in a linear fashion:

it is "necessarily sequential" leading the reader or viewer to a climactic or end point
(1996, 4). The end might be some event or object which is attributed with significance:
an historical moment, or important painting, such as Gustave Courbet's Woman with

Parrot in the Metropolitan Museum or the Van Gogh room in Still Life. The end of the
walk might also be the represented present: the end of the story which is history, the last

of

(and most advanced) stage in the progression of time. This aspect of the organisation

museum display is described by Tony Bennett in The Birth of the Museum (1995). Like

Bal, Bennett likens museum display to fictional narrative, suggesting that each museum

"is like a chapter within a longer story, pressing towards an end point". Museums,
Bennett states, reflect a commitment to "provide the visitor with a linear route within

which an evolutionary itinerary might be accomplished", so that walking through the
museum becomes a form

of "evolutionary practice" (181, 179). The narrative leads to

the 'end' which is present human development: the "end of time" or the point of
"completed development" which Foucault describes (1991, 86-7).

Thomas Huxley's description

of

Sherlock Holmes

as a "backteller"

or

"retrospective prophet" whose project of reconstructing past events "on ths basis of its
remnants" is analogous to museum display, Bennett suggests. Both detective story and

museum engage

in the "art of backward construction", linking pasts together

sequences leading from the beginnings

of time to the present" (1995, 178).

"in

The

characters' descriptions of the past in the prologu es to The Virgin in the Garden and Sttll

Life

are analogous to the act

of "backtelling": giving an account of events 'after the

event', or once the end is known. In The Virgin in the Garden Frederica's recollection

the 1950s from the perspective of the present, imbues events with significance,

of

gained

from retrospective hindsight. As in a detective novel, Bennett suggests, the reader of the
museum's narrative, which is the story

of historical development, is offered the end as a

'carrot', enticing the reader / viewer on.
Possession also draws on the structure of a detective novel, enticing the reader to

the end of the narrative that promises disclosure and revelation. The biographers and

"textual scholars" in Possession,

in

particular Roland and Maud, become literary

detectives. When Roland finds the drafts of Ash's letter in the London Library he is
'possessed' by the desire

to know who they were

addressed

to, and what resulted from

tzl

the correspondence: "VI/ho? He must try to find out" (P

2l).

Possession, like a number

of other postmodern texts, such as John Fowles' A Maggol (1985) or Eco's The Name

of

the Rose, draws on the popular literary form of the detective story, as critics and
reviewers have highlighted. Jackie Buxton's article describes Possession as "a detective

story"

with

"literary analysts" who are "intrepid textual sleuths" (206); Ann Hulbert's

review of Possession,'The Great Ventriloquist', describes the novel as an "old-fashioned
mystery" and "thriller" (47).
The direction of the narrative towards its conclusion, together with the neatness

of Possesslon's ending, in a novel which appears to question the possibility of historical
knowledge and which plays with its own narrative form in a self-conscious manner, has
appeared problematic to a number of readers. Despite the promotion of "an unfinished
openendedness", writes Frederick Holmes, Possession finally supplies its reader with the

plot device" of "closure" and resolution (1994, 322). Although
is "quite a plural text in some respects", Nicholas Tredell suggests,

"anachronistic
Possession

highlighting a paradox in the text, its use of the conventional forms of Victorian realist
novels and romance "do conduce to closure". This ambiguity is also acknowledged by

Byatt:

"I

was writing closure both

pleasure", she tells Tredell

(Nf

in a highly theoretical way, and out of

intense

59).

One reading of Possession is to see the ending as ironic, its elaborate d6nouement

a self-conscious imposition of an absurdly tidy end, like Tom Stoppard's conclusion to
The Real Inspector Hound which also plays up
detective

to reader expectations of the end in

fiction. The melodramatic end is "almost impertinently unconvincing" writes

Anita Brookner (1990, 35); as her use of the adverb "impertinently" suggests, writes
Holmes, the "unconvincing quality of the ending is an intentional, purposive feature"
which ultimately denies the reader "full measure of comfort and satisfaction' (1994,322-

3).

Posse^ssion self-consciously foreshadows the effects of its end when Euan

hopes that in the end "all"

Maclntyre

will be revealed, like "the unmasking at the end of a detective

story" (P 483). Possession's end meets theformal requirements of conventional generic
conventions at the same time as it draws attention to them. "Coherence and closure are
deep human desires that are presently unfashionable", Possesslon states. This follows

Roland's meditation on plots and endings: he thinks "partly with precise postmodernist
pleasure" of the "plot or fate" to which he is "driven"

(P 421-2). The novel's

self-

of realism that it

also

consciousness about its own form undermines the very illusion
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creates

- just as its melodramatic end works against the expectations of realism. As

Catherine Belsey argues, Possessiott "offers (the illusion

o0

classic-realist closure"

(1994, 86).

However,

in

response

to

Tredell's assertion that Possession displays

a

problematic attraction for closure, Byatt identifies what she terms a "huge hunger", "at
the moment", for "a beginning, a middle and an end" in cultural practices. In her essay
'Forefathers', in On Histories and Stories, Byatt reiterates this point, identifying a "new

interest

in narration" which

essential interest

she relates

to "novelists' new sense of the need for,

of, storytelling, after a long period of

and

stream-of-consciousness,

by the fragmented, non-linear forms of the nouveau roman and the
experimental novel" (OllS 38). A desire for coherence and conclusion in fiction is
followed

connected, she argues, in the interview with Tredell, to the issue of origins:

. . . when I was planning Possession, I read a book on realism which said
that, in a sense, the plots of fiction were like the archetypal detective story;
you wanted to find out, and they wanted to frnd out, who the woman was.
And I suddenly saw you could use this, because of course, in Possession,
finding out who the woman was reveals who Ash was, and who the parent
was, and so you're back again to modern critical theoretical concerns with
the nature of origins, which is quite nice. (ilI64)
Maud Bailey echoes Byatt when she reminds Roland Michell that the "classic detective
story arose with the classic adultery novel

-

everyone wanted

to know who was the

238).

Maud's comment also

Father, what was the origin, what is the secret?" (P

foreshadows the connection between the novel's (projected) end and her own origins or

ancestry, although, as Buxton argues, the discovery

of Maud's "direct genealogical

descent from the woman she has been investigating" promotes a "myth of origins" that is

a "maternally centred one" and gives her comment a certain retrospective irony (207).

Byatt highlights an important aspect of Possession's relation to contemporary
cultural theory that questions historical practices and "the nature of origins". The
"hunger" that she identifies "at the moment" for the reassuring order which narrative
constnrctions provide, arises from a desire to assert (or impose) a degree of stability on

both self and world. "'Falling in love"', Possession tells us, "combs the appearances of

the world, and of the particular lover's history, out of a random tangle and into

a

coherent plot" (P 422). Fictions, like romance and the detective novel, offer to counter

123

the "tangle" that comprises the subject of twentieth century

discourse;

just as the

"novelistic" offers the subject an image of itself as whole and complete, narrative
provides life with the illusion of coherence. By contrast, accounts of subjectivity in
theoretical discourse, in particular psychoanalysis, have contributed to dismantling the
conception of the unitary ego, or the stable 'self; what Maud and Roland describe

as

living in the "age" (Byatt's "moment") of the "truth that Freud discovered". The
desirability

of

closure is partly due

to its capacity to reinforce the stability of

the

individual subject through their relation to the past, establishing an origin.

By

contrast, the kind

of

"effective history" that Foucault envisages

is a

"dissociating view" that is capable of "shattering the unity of man's being through which

it was thought that he could extend his sovereignty to the events of his past". It is the
disparity between the world as it is represented and as it is experienced that necessitates
a more "effective history", suggests Foucault. "The world we know is not this ultimately

simple configuration", he writes, on "the contrary,

it is a profusion of entangled

events"

(1991, 87, 89). There is a disparity, Roland's girlfriend Val argues, echoing Foucault,
between representations of past events as coherent and connected, and the "random

tangle" of the present reality which "doesn't make sense". Roland's "piecing together

[of] old Ash's world-picture",

as she terms

it,

seems increasingly irrelevant

to Val, who

daily experiences "horrible things", none of which "fit together" or "makes any sense" (P

2o). In addition to Foucault, Val also

echoes a character from Iris Murdoch's

A Severed

Head (1961): Efiingham Cooper's "intelligent" girlfriend Elizabeth. In the essay "The
Omnipotence

of Thought':

Frazer, Freud and Post-Modernist Fiction', Byatt quotes

Elizabeth's comment that: "Art and psychoanalysis give shape and meaning to life and

that is why we adore them, but life as it is lived has no shape and meaning" (Murdoch,
120; qtd. in

PM 139).'4

There are two, related issues here. On the one hand, representations of the past
impose a coherence on events in retrospect, like Frederica's idealisation of the 1950s, or
create a narrative or plot out of the "odd bits" that remain from the past. On the other
hand, narrative forms (and psychoanalysis) also reshape "life" itself into a coherent form,
so that

it is "combed" into a plot that will

resolve with a tidy

end. "Sense" is made of the
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past and the present through the "shaping, ordering imagination" in cultural practices (or

through therapy). What contemporary theory highlights is this disparity between the
represented world and the world experienced. Possession's paradox arises from its
simultaneous awareness

of the limitations of literary genres, or even language, to contain

the "random tangle" of past or present, at the same time as it presents the reader with

a

coherent plot and tidy end. Whilst Possession "knows" that linearity, to recall Bal, is

"illusory as a fact"

it

also suggests that

because of the reassuring stability that

it is desirable

as a narrative form, precisely

it offers, in contrast to "life".

To what extent order or even linearity is imposed does remain a contentious issue

in Byatt's fiction. Whilst Val articulates some of the questions
regard

Posse.ssion raises

to the limitations of history and fiction to contain or make

sense

with

of "horrible

things", Byatt argues elsewhere that "the haphazardness and ungraspability of life, have

been grossly exaggerated".

In

response

to Tredell's suggestion that "closure is

an

ideological imposition, as the post-structuralists argue", Byatt replies:

When Virginia Woolf says that life hits us as a series of random impressions,
it jolly well doesn't. It hits us as a series of narratives, though they may be
mutually exclusive narratives. We may be hit by random impressions, but if
we're intelligent we immediately put them into an order. Yet everybody
accepts Virginia Woolfs remark quite uncritically, whereas if you say stories
should have a beginning, a middle and an end, they say, no, no, no. (Nf 60)

Naive critics, echoes The Biographer's Tale's Phineas Nanson, "are accustomed to
saying that life is random, things do not turn out, or present themselves, in life with the

glittering appositeness and fated inevitability that they do

in literature.

Everyday

experience contradicts this silly wisdom every day" (TBT 105-6). Phineas' tone is ironic

but there is a continuing thread throughout Byatt's fiction that returns to, or plays with,
the notion that there is an underlying order of things, or perhaps several orders of things,

that language and narrative reinforce rather than impose.
This tension is apparent in 'Memory and the Making of Fiction'.

It is the act of

writing, Byatt claims here, that gives certain remembered "glittering" events, experiences

or even things ("a belltower, a flower, a pebble") the "place, form and order" which
roEarlier,

Byatt writes that A Severed Head does not express "any Romantic nostalgia for prerational wholeness of the self' but "post-Freud and post-Eliot, it knows that people are made up
of conflicting systans of drives and values and images, and makes one possible pattem of these"
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makes "sense of them" (MMF 47). She also argues that these events or experiences (or

things) could, in the first instance, be "recognised" (or "re-cognised") as significant, or
part of what Proust terms a "symbolic language" that should be deciphered. It is through

memory and writing, however, that each is established as part of a pattern: cultural,
individual and textual. Her example is taken from Babel Tower'. Frederica's account, in
Laminations, of having her hair cut. From the later vantage point of 1995, the memory,

which is Byatt's and Frederica's, becomes "tied": to the "mediated cultural themes of the
novel's portrait of the sixties"; to the "long metaphorical structure of the novel", the
patterns of twins, "scissors, paper, stone"; and to a "fear of death" thatByatt identifiesin
the remembered experience and in the rcrt (MMF 49). Likewise, Frederica's "burnished"
memory, from the 1960s of the 1950s, "the play, the Coronation and all that", is "tied" to

the themes and metaphorical structure of The Virgin in the Garden and is established as
part ofa textual and "social pattern".

Each "glittering" event is both separate and significant on its own, and can be
connected

to other events, individual or

cultural, and reconfigured into

a

"knitted"

pattern: a text, a poem, or even a list, Byatt writes. Proust's A Ia recherche du temps

perdu represents the connection, which is to some extent random or "hazard", of
separate experiences that are "immured as within a thousand sealed vessels", as a form

rejuvenation of the past that makes

it "vividly alive in the present".

of

Byatt quotes from

Proust:

. it causes us to breathe a new air, an air which is new precisely because
we have breathed it in the past, that purer air which poets have vainly tried to
situate in paradise and which could induce so profound a sensation of
renewal only if it had been breathed before, since the true paradises are the
paradises we have lost. (W: 221-2; qtd. inMMF 59-60)

Just as separate memories can be given new life through their connection

to

other

memories, and to the present, in writing, "odd bits" of knowledge about the past and
historical artefacts and "relics", can be connected and reconfigured through the narrative

of fiction or museum display. Like fiction, museums create a "pattern" that transforms
the individual "thing" into part of a collection of things that gives it cultural meaning.

(PM t32-3\.
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ln the case of Cropper's museum, however, his collection and organisation of
Ash's 'things' is not only more personal (relating to himself and Ash) than cultural, it also
creates a pattern that is more fixed and closed off than a "knitted"

text.

Even though

Cropper aims to bring Ash "to life" by piecing together physical 'clues' of his life, the

of the pieces he collects within the "airless" glass cases of the Stant
Collection's museum preserves and contains them in fixity. To borrow Proust's

installation

metaphor, it is as

if Cropper has "immured"

rather than allow

it to connect to, and thereby be renewed

each object or thing

into a "sealed vessel",

through, contact with the

present. Like Bakhtin's description of the epic past as contained and fixed, "an utterly
finished thing", impossible to change and cut off from the "developing, incomplete and
therefore re-thinking and re-evaluating present", the past in Cropper's museum is fixed
and closed, removed from contact with the effects of
represents, Cropper's collection is

in

"life". Like the past which

epic

stasis (or stant), frozen and untouchable, "one

cannot glimpse it, grope for it, touch it; one cannot look at it from just any point of view,

it is impossible to experience it, analyse it, take it apart,
lggl, l6).r5

penetrate its core" (Bakhtin

Throughout Byatt's fiction there is a distinction between the preservation of the
past as removed and cut off from contact with the present, like the objects in the Stant
Collection, and a "rejuvenation" or "renovation" of the past, in a Bakhtinian sense, or in

the way that Proust describes, that opens

it up to the present. ln The Wrgtn in the

Garden, Matthew Crowe is in some ways a comparable figure to Possession's Cropper:
he is also a wealthy patron of the arts who buys and displays valuable pieces of art in his

private collection and a powerful shaping force in events, albeit a more benign one,

a

"Prospero" (VG 65). Crowe pays for the "purchase of bullet-proof glass cases to display
ancient hidden chalices" as part of his preparations to stage Alexander's Astraes (VG 66).

However, there are also contrasts between Crowe's form

of artistic patronage

and

Cropper's. Crowe's Long Royston, for instance, is described as "a large building made
both for living in and for display, but with slightly more emphasis on the living" (I/G l8).

ttThe

name of Cropper's collection, together with his mode of collection and display, also
connects Possession to Henry James' The Golden Bowl in which the rich American Adam Verver
collects objects from Europe and Britain and transports thern back to his museum in American
Cit-v, together with his young wife (herself a work of art), Charlotte Stant. There is "a big joke in
Possession about Adam Verver n The Golden Bowl" , Byatt tells Tredell; Mortimer Cropper's
collection is named "in memory of Adam Verver" (NT 64\.
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In addition, Crowe's efforts to reconstruct a Renaissance garden in and around
Long Royston, as part of the staging of Astraea and the Coronation celebrations, are an
attempt to "renovate" the past

-

mixing it, sometimes anachronistically, with the living

present, rather than preserve or

fix the past as distant or

finished

thing.

Crowe's

"renovation" includes festooning the "mock Tudor houses" of the district with "mock
Tudor roses", just as his pageant / Alexander's play is a "mock" or imitation of sixteenth
century verse that is evocative of sixteenth century ideals. However,

it is not just to

"high ideals" but also "base passions" that Crowe appeals, offering a balance between
opposites. "Real culture", he claims, is "sewing as well as glue, barley sugar as well

as

candy floss, old words, new words, going gracefully together." Crowe's event does aim

to promote a sense of collective culture, "We'll draw everyone in", he tells Alexander,
but the "pattern" he envisages is more like the "reknotted" fabric that the text itself
constructs than the "burnished" and "golden" theatre that Frederica later imagines it to be

(vG 6s-6).
Like Crowe's "living" display, there are other museums and historical sites in
Byatt's texts that attempt to signify the life of the past and the continuing presence of the
dead amongst the

living. The stone "works of the dead", which include clay fertility

goddesses, and objects in glass cases, in 'The Djinn in the Nightingale's Eye', are brought

to life by the narrative and course chosen by Gillian Perholt's guide: from a collection of
objects and "his whisper", the guide "called up" a "nervous bride" at her wedding day,
centuries before (DNE 143). In the monuments held in the ethnological museum

of

Nimes "we can read the life of a city", Nils Isaksen tells Patricia Nimmo in 'Crocodile
Tears'. Patricia's loss of her husband has, in some ways, propelled her into her own state

of stasis; Nils tells her that

she needs

and "live", not stay "frozen

to "look with curiosity" on the "stones of the city"

stiff'. In the museum itself Patricia notices a collection of

stuffed animals including two "reconstructed" bulls alongside each other, one from 1894,
one from 1994, "both glossy and dusty". Whilst Patricia seems slightly repelled, Nils
regards the reconstruction and positioning of the two bulls as motivated by love

love that the city holds for the creatures that

it celebrates

and ritually kills

- the

in

the

bullfights of the Arenes - and indicative of the cycles of birth and death (E 34, 40, 44-5).

Both of these museums are represented as holding the past, and the dead, in conjunction

with the present, and life, of the city or civilisation - through the objects themselves and
through the connections that can be made between them.
r28

There are parallels between the "reconstruction
of extinct forms of life on the
basis of their anatomical remains" in museums
and the natural sciences, and Mortimer
cropper's "painstaking" recreation of the details of
Ash,s life (Bennett lgg5, l7g). Both
Cropper and 'Precipice-Encurled"s "scholar" piece
together an image of an historical
personage from their texlual remains; cropper's
resemblance to an archaeologist
is

further established by his partiality to collecting, organising
and labelling Ash,s physical
"relics"' A comparison between a literary scholar and historical
scientist is also made by
Possession's James Blackadder who remembers
that he "had once seen a naturalist on the
television who seemed to him to be an analogue
of himself,

in his gathering, labelling,
dissection, "ordering and rearranging" of
"fragments" in order to ,,reconstitute the dead,,.
Blackadder is momentarily pleased with his discovery
of this analogy, then remembers
that Randolph Ash had "been beforehand with him"
and drawn a similar comparison
between a poet and an archaeologist
"finding out ancient battles from the shards / of
scattered blades or mashed and splintered bones,, (p
29)
The analogy that Blackadder draws between literary
"sleuth,, and archaeologist,
or that Tony Bennett makes between the "backteller"
of museum display and the literary
detective, highlight the close relation between evolutionary
practice, or evolutionary
theory, and literary plot. This is not simply a matter
of comparison, as recent literary
critics' Gllian Beer and George Levine, illustrate. rn
Darwin's plots,Beer highlights the
impact of existing plot paradigms on charles Darwin's
The origin of Species: including

literary texts, such as John Milton's Paradise Lost.
Conversely, she goes on to highlight
the impact of Darwin's own 'plot' and theory of evolution
on novels written after the
publication of The origin of Species. In'Ancestors'Byatt
also illustrates this, suggesting
that "effects on the forms of fiction of the ideas we loosely
cal Darwinian,,are apparenr

in George Eliot's novels, or what Eliot termed her
"natural histories,, (OHS 66). Like
Beer and Levine, Byatt highlights the relation between
evolutionary ,,forms of thought,,
and nineteenth century fiction, suggesting that conceptions
of an origin or beginning,
together with the notions of revelation, closure and
'the end,, arise out of a close and
intricate relation between different strands of culture
that make up the ,,cultural field,, in
the nineteenth centurv.
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A nineteenth century order of things: design or higgledy_piggledy?
In Byatt's Possessictn Randolph Ash and christabel
LaMotte are two poets who are also
interested in the natural sciences, which is
one of the factors contributing to their
representation as recognisably Victorian.

In

1859, as Maud and Roland discover, Ash

and LaMotte travelled to North Yorkshire for the
dual purpose of being together and to
further their interest, in particular Ash's interest, in
marine biology and palaeontology.

cropper's biography of Ash describes him as a
"solitary figure,, in yorkshire,s Filey
Btrgg, armed with the "impedimenta of his new
hobby" (p 246-7). This description of
Ash is characteristic of other mid-twentieth century
novels that repre.senr the victorian
interest in natural history: Iike Ash, Charles Smithson
in The French Lieutenant,s

Womqn
and Matthew Pearce in Graham Swift's Ever After
are both amateur naturalists. It is a
representation that also draws on the recorded
activities of victorians: George Eliot and
Henry Lewes, for example, travelled to Ilfracombe in
1856. The introduction to Eliot,s
'Ilfracombe Journal' states that one of the reasons for the trip
was ,,to observe specimens

of

marine

life at first hand.

.

According

to Haight, he wanted, through ,the

observation and dissection of marine animals, to try
to discover some of the ,complex
facts of life" (1990,214).
The dating of the poets' trip to Yorkshire, in 1859,
situates them in an ideological
context' exemplified by the fact that it is the year in
which The origin of Species is first
published' To add to this, Ash takes with him
Sir Charles Lyell's principles of Geologt
(1833) which contributed to the development
of evolutionary theory. Lyell,s Geologt is
also one of a pile of books (the ever-recurring Don
Quixote is another) which cropper
identifies on Ash's desk in the Manet portrait, recreated
in the Stant museum. Behind
Ash, in this portrait, is "one of those compartmentalised
Wardian cases, in which the
Victorians grew plants in controlled environments,
or created self-sustaining ponds, in
order to study the physiology of plants and fishes".
tn front of Ash, on the desk with the
books, are a collection of objects, later collected and
displayed in a ,,controlled
environment" by cropper, including "a heap of
rough geological specimens,,, such as
"ammonites and trilobites", the skeleton of a cat
and an hourglass (p 274,16). The
objects, together with the books, contribute to the novel's
representation of Ash as
interested in learning about life through the study
of dead things - bones, stones, shells
and fossils.
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cropper's description of Ash at Filey Brigg draws
attention to a problematic,
even paradoxical element to natural history:
"the poet in search as he put it of ,the

origins

of life and the nature of generation'was unwittingly
. . . dealing death to the creatures he
found so beautiful to the seashore whose pristine
beauty he helped to wreck.,, The critic
Edmund Gosse, son of the "tragically misguided naturalist, philip
Gosse, ,,believed
he

had observed during his lifetime a rape of an innocent paradise,',
writes Cropper

(p

8) A similar point is made in Jane urquhart,s novel Away (1993),
in which

247-

the
nineteenth century Anglo-Irish landlord, osbert
Sedgewick, is an amateur naturalist until
convinced of its cruelty. sedgewick talks of the
craze for naturalism and the collection
of specimens as destructive: "'Tidepools ruined all over England,
you know. A man
called Gosse wrote a book about nature near the
sea and people of all cultures crowded
the beaches seeking the tidepools, lifting the life
out of them with nets,,, (225). The
paradox of removing "life" in order to discover
"life" is highlighted by Cropper, who
imagines Ash dissecting, "parting and slicing",

marine flora and fauna as well

geological strata to "get at the elusive stuffof
Life itself'

(p 247-g).

as

There are parallels

with cropper's own attempt to "get at the elusive stuff, of
Ash,s life: while cropper
assembles fragments in order to create an image
of Ash's life, his collecting of ,,relics,,
here

from a variety of sources first removes them from their
environment. Roland is relieved
on first reading Ash's copy of vico's Princip.i di Scienza
Nuova that Cropper hasn,t
"spirited [it] away to Robert Dale owen university in
Harmony city, with so
much else,,

(P 4).
Ash's interest in studying both livingthings and the
remains of dead things is split,
in Byatt's 'Morpho Eugenia', between two different characters.
William Adamson is a
naturalist who has recently retumed from a ten year
expedition to the Amazon, while his
patron, the Reverend Harald Alabaster, collects
"specimens" that are sent to him, in
England, from all over the world: William dislikes
working with Sir Harald,s collection
because "he wanted to observe life, not dead shells"
(AI 73). Like Mortimer

cropper,
Alabaster is an "obsessive collector" who appropriates
objects from other
cultures and places. Indeed, Alabaster's study is a miniature
version of Cropper,s Stant
Museum that houses Ash's "relics": it is "hexagonal in
shape,,, its ceiling a ,,pale greygold in colour, a honeycomb of smaller hexagonals".
Inside the study are ,,thlee free-

sir Harald

standing hexagonal, glass topped display cabinets" inside
which are Alabaster,s
specimens of butterflies and other creatures, collected
by Adamson and

other naturalists
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to sell to wealthy patrons. The roof-light in

Alabaster's study

is ,,reminiscent of the

Lantern of Ely Cathedral" and gives the room the
appearance of a ,,chapter house,, (l,f
I l, l4)' Like the Stant Museunr, the study has
a hallowed and solemn air. Likewise,
both study and museum consist of a series of hexagonal
shapes which add to the sense
that the rooms are highly organised, the material in them
categorised into various
interlocking compartments, a "honeycom! ". ro
The image of the honeycomb reappears in Babel Tower:the
various towers of the

new university of North Yorkshire will be linked
by "layers of connecting walkways,'
which the University's patron, Matthew Crowe, thinks
will produce a resemblance to a
"beehive" (Br ?49). The honeycomb or beehive is
also an image for a particular
conception of Imowledge: the library, university and
museums in possession, Babel
Tower and 'Morpho Eugenia' are orderly structures
that illustrate the interconnectedness,
or interdependence, of all things, including the connection between
different disciplines,
such as literature and the sciences. vincent Hodgkiss
tells Frederica that he is interested
in accepting a Chair at the new University because he likes ,,the
interdisciplinary idea,,
(sL 2s7).t,

The "honeycomb" or "beehive" can be seen as an image
for knowredge

as

interconnected or interdisciplinary that is the same
in Alabaster's nineteenth century as it
is in Crowe's reworking of a Renaissance ideal, or in
Cropper,s late-twentieth century

version' However, alongside the "honeycombs" in Byatt's fiction
are other versions of
collections which are more indicative of the idea that
forms of knowledge can change in
relation to the conditions of the time in which they
are produced: an idea that owes much
to Foucault's account, in The order of Things, of different epistemes
or systems of
knowledge' collections and museum displays are not only
representative of how the
past can be organised into a pattern; they also
contribute to the idea that knowledges
are

'ut*t tfe ant colony which becomes the focus of william Adamson and Matty crompton,s
studies in 'Morpho Eugenia', the "honeycomb" dlaws
a parallel between insect and human
activity' Matty draws a comparison between the structure of
the ant colony and the slaveplantations "across the Atlantic", also highlighing
the plight of i,machine-slqves,, in English
factories' wrile tlere are perhaps "lessJns to be learned'ifrom
such a comparison, their extent is
limited: "Analogy is a slippery tool', said william.
'Men are not ants.,' (AI gg-lo0)
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based on particular, and changing, principles

of organisation that shape the world into

a

recognisable pattern.

Like the Stant Collection, the Linnaean collectio n in The Biographer,s
Tale is
held in an "atmospherically controlled strongroom" that has
the ',airless feel of a
mausoleum" and is organised with "a central desk
with specimen cabinets,, (TBT llo).
while there' Phineas begins to feel claustrophobic, "amongst all
this long-dead life,,,
collected and preserved since the eighteenth century.
As phineas looks at the specimens
carefully arranged behind glass, he thinks about Linnaeus'
attempt to categorise all living
things, and Foucault's account, in The Order of Things,
of ,,Linnaeus' desire for a
complete taxonomy", or "table", that would
"indicate all the relationships, all the
connections" between things, "designed to order
and to name the world,, (TBT 103,
I I l,

109-

ll5)'

The system of knowledge during the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries,
according to Foucault, maintained "a universal science
of order,,: Linnaeus held that all
of "nafure" could "be accommodated within a taxonomy', or ,'table,,
(1994, s7, 126). In
Destry-Scholes' biographical fragment on Linnaeus,
he suggests that the taxonomy
attempts to order and contain that which exceeds order,the
"rampant world of creatures
and things", once again echoing Foucault, who writes
that all systems of knowledge,
"our thought", enable us to "tame the wild profusion of existing
things,,

(TBT s3;

Foucault 1994, xv).

Ash's poem Swantmerdam has as its subject the seventeenth
century Dutch
scientist "who discovered in Holland the optic glass
which revealed to us the endless
reaches and ceaseless turmoil of the infinitely small"
and was a ,,pioneer,, of microscopic
studies (P 158)' Ash's Swammerdam aims to undertake
a "project,, to ,,make a catalogue
of all this pel{ / Range it, create an order, render it, / you
might say, human sized,, (p

204-5)' The contribution of the microscope to the Classical 'order
of things,, suggests
Foucault, was to provide greater possibilities for observing
minutiae hitherto
unobservable

to the

human

eye.

Greater observation

of

"things,, could also enable
greater precision of description and analysis, allowing
them to be distinguished from one

l7Adifferentconceptionofknowledgethatnonethelessusesu.'''ffi
library in umberto Eco's The Name of the Rose. The
connecting doors aid p*rug.rl*een tle
myriad of rooms in the more complex and inegular library
of EJo's novel, wirictr iro*, ou, or
Jorge Louis Borges' image of the universe as a
,The
"great boo-k" in
Library at Babel,, are
perpetually shifting and disorderly. There may be
connection, but it exceeds containment, unlike
the order of things that Byatt's "controlled,' rooms impose.
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another and accurately categorised according to
a system of similarity and difference.
"Living things / Should have their own affined taxonomy,,, states
Swammerdam.
"catalogued / Measured with callipers and well set
out" (p 205).

The herbariums, botanical gardens, natural history rooms
and zoological
collections in the Classical period, writes Foucault, were
for the ,,arrangement of things
in a'table"'' unlike the Renaissancewunderkammer or,wonder
cabinets,, which
aimed

primarily for "spectacle" or "show", delighting in the
strangeness of flora and faun4
eighteenth century collections arrayed things according
to the principle of similarity and
difference on which knowledge was based (lgg4, l3r-z).
In Ash,s poem, Swammerdam
attributes much of his desire to "create an order"
of things to the disorganised ,,cabinet of

curiosities" in his father's apothecary shop. The collection
of objects, ,,Feathers and
bones and stones and empty gourds / Heaped p6le
m€le o'er the tables,,, appear to have
no guiding principle other than that of "curiositv". The
objects come from all over the

world, like Alabaster's collection in'Morpho Eugenia',
they are "pelf, or spoils, collected
from other lands and appropriated from other curtures (p
zo4-s).

The objects which lie "higgledy-piggledy" in the Alabaster stables,
Iike the
curiosities "p6le-m6le o'er the tables and chairs" in Swammerdam,s ,,dark
Cabinet,,, have
no discernible order. whilst Alabaster, like Swammerdam's
father, is interested in, or
curious about, objects from other places, collection in
and of itself seems to be the
guiding principle in his accumulation of things: a mark
of his wealth and his sratus as

English' The display of a "profusion
Gllian Beer' was

42)'

and variety" in the Great Exhibition

of

I g5

l, writes

as much about "possession and imperial garnering,,
as taxonomy (2000,

William Adamson is given the job of cataloguing the things
Alabaster ',had
purchased - apparently with no clear priority
of interest - from all over the world',.
william feels "irritation" for the lack of interest in and care for
these

objects, the
"geological specimens, and packs of varied mosses, fruits
and flowers, from the Tropics
and the ice-capes, bears'teeth and rhinoceros horns,
the skeletons of sharks,,, whichhave
been left to "decay" and moulder in the saddle-room.
When William asks Sir Harald ,,on
what principle he was required to proceed", he tells him
to "'Make sense of it, lay it all
out in some order or other"'. William finds it difficult, however,
to ,,devise an organising
principle" for Alabaster's collected matter, which
"was so random, so intermitted,,. He
procures a "series of collecting cabinets and
some cupboards for specimens,, and sets
about "doggedly" examining, labelling and a*anging the
objects (AI z4-5,73).
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Phineas Nanson and Vera Alphage encounter
a similarly problematic collection in

Biographer's Tale. Phineas and vera cannot determine
the principle of organisation
of Destry-Scholes' collection of "366 glass marbles" and accompanying
list of names.
unlike Alabaster's unruly collection, Destry-scholes' does seem
to have a principle,
although it is not one that can be easily determined.
His box of note cards appears to be
filed in "no immediately apparent order, and again with
no apparent system of reference
The

or categorisation" (TBT 135-7).

Phineas tries not

to impose any known system on the
marble collection, he tells of his hope to approach
the cards with a ,,completely open
mind, a kind of researcher's version of the tabula rasa"
in order to
understand the

purpose

of Destry-Scholes' ordering of the

cards

(TBT 144). Vera's approach is to

determine which name fits with each marble. Her
system loosely follows Linnaeus,, as
each name or word is attributed, through a series
of metaphoric associations, to the
marble that most resembles it. Vera has some success
in this, but cannot finally work out
a single guiding principle to apply to the "marble
taxonomy,, (rBT r74-5, 191).
Destry-Scholes' marble collection seems to follow principle
a
of order: what that

is, however, is highly individualistic, rather than based on an
accepted or known
principle, and highly confi.rsing to anyone who isn't
Destry-Scholes. The collection is not
only arbitrary but also unfixed: suggesting that it is not
one principle that applies, but
several, which may in fact be mutually exclusive.
The different collections in Byatt,s
fiction are illustrative of the tension (that these texts explore
and maintain) between the

notion of an underlying "order of things" in the world,
and the belief that this is an
ideological construction imposed on signifying practice
(and thought) to make sense of
the "world of things". "Men mistook the order of
their ideas for the order of nature,,,
quotes Byatt from Frazer's The Goldert Bough,
"and hence imagined that the control
which they have, or seem to have, over their thoughts, permitted
them

corresponding control over things"

$zo;

qtd in

to

exercise a

pM rz7). on the one hand, the

"honeycomb" collections are intricate, connected, ahistorical,
and unchanging, while each
of the other collections is determined by its particular material
and ideological context,
suggesting that knowledge is, after all, contextual. If
Swammerdam,s father,s ,,dark
cabinet" resembles the Renaissancewunderkammer that
displayed objects brougtrt back
from 'discovery' and exploration of the New World; and Linnaeus
and Swammerdam
collect and organise "things" according to seventeenth
and eighteenth century principles
of order and rationality; Destry-Scholes' collection, formed during
the early twentieth
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century and subject to interpretation at the end of
the century, is indicative of more
recent conceptions of knowledge: as singular rather
than universal, as unfixed and often
contradictory.
Since the nineteenth century, however, Western knowledge
has primarily made
sense of the "world of things" by situating
them in a temporal context. The arrangement
of collections, in particular museum collections, has been dominated
by a conception of
the world as evolving or developing over time and structured
into a plot or narrative that
has been pieced together from the "remains", relics
and "odd bits,, of the past, as Tony
Bennett argues. The "historians of the nineteenth century",
writes Foucault, undertook
the creation "of a history that could at last be 'true"', one
that was ,,reslored to the
imuptive violence o1[ time" (1994, 132). The bones,
shells, stones and fossils in Manet's
portrait of Ash, like the jet that Ash studies in Whitby,
bear the ,,traces oftime - growing

time long, long, unutterably long past - in their ellipses" (p
256). Ash,s conception of
time as "unutterably long" echoes Lyell's Principles of Geologt
and Darwin,s The
origin of Species which both postulated the "extreme slowness,' of time,
as Gillian Beer
suggests in Darwin's

Plots- Darwin's interest in the "profusion" of living things went
hand in hand with a sense of the "forgotten multitudes
which form the ground of the
present":

It is highly important for us to gain some notion, however imperfect, of
the
lapse of years. During each of these years, orrri the
whole world, tire rand
and the water has been peopled by hosts of living forms.
What an infinite
number of generations, which the mind cannot girp,
must have succeeded
each other in the long roll of years! Now turn to
our richest geological
museums, and what a paltry display we beholdl (Darwin,
zg7; qid in iee,
36-7)
The "stories we tell about ourselves take form from the
large paradigmatic narratives we
inhabit", writes Byatt in 'Ancestors', in on Hislories and
Stories; in the mid-nineteenth
century existing paradigms for conceptions of history and
human life were ,shaken, bv
"the discovery of 'deep time," (OHS 65).

That evolutionary theory, in particular Darwin,s The origin
of species, became
the dominant 'truth'from the mid-nineteenth century, disrupting
and dismantling existing

truths, has become a commonplace in fictional representations
of the period. ln The
French Lieutenant's Womon, for example, the self-consciously present-day
narrator
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suggests that the theories and discoveries of Danrrin
and Lyell, who is termed the ,,father

of modern geology", "blew like

a great wind, freezing

to the timid, but invigorating to
the bold, through the century's stare metaphysicar
corridors" (l3g-40).
What that genius [Darwin] had upset was the Linnaean
Scala Naturae, the
ladder of nature, whose great keystone, as essential
to it as the divinity of
Christ to theology,.was nulla species nova: a new
species cannot enter the
world' This principle explains the Linnaean obsessitn with classifying
and
naming, with fossilising the existent. We can see it
now as a fore-doomed
attempt to stabilise and fix what is in reality a continuous
flux, and it seems
highly appropriate that Linnaeus himself finally went
mad; he knew he was in
a labyrinth, but not that it was one whose walls
and passages were eternally

changing.

Evolutionary theory not only undermined the stability
of existing knowledges, it also
seemed to many to profess that the world was
a rezult of disorder and chance, unlike the
reassuringly stable "ladder of nature". Even though
Charles Smithson ,knew, that
Linnaeus' "nulla species nova wasrubbish", the narrator
tells us, ,,he saw in the strata an
immense reassuring orderriness

(47). In Byatt,s ,Morpho Eugenia,,
Reverend Sir Harald Alabaster reads Tennyson's In
Memoriam as expressing
in

existence',

the
the

"impotent anxiety which is part of the spirit of our Age',,
allowing his readers ',to
glimpse the new face of a world driven aimlessly
by Chance and blind Fate,, (AI g7).
Evolutionary theory did seem to suggest "that fixed laws
no longer implied
a universe

of

fixed matter", writes Giltian Beer, although this was
made ,,tolerable,, (at least to some)
by the emphasis Darwin and Lyell made on the "extreme
slowness of the process,, (2000,
37).

Before evolutionary theory, Byatt writes, human life
"used to be thought out in
terms of the Biblical narrative", or related narratives, like pitgrin,s progress.
Darwin,s
experiments on "adaptations, selection, inheritance,
created a very different narrative

of

human origins - and by implication - of human destiny
- from the Biblical one of creation,
salvation, and resurrection" (OHS 65). Fictional accounts
of the mid-nineteenth century
draw on and contribute to the perception that evolutionary
theory undermined Christian
'truths'' In 'Morpho Eugenia', Alabaster fears relinquishing his religious
beliefs and
grapples with the knowledge that he is no more than
a "naked animal,,; his plaintive
account charts the perceived shift away from Christian
belief over the centurv:
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I am old enough to have believed without qaestion in the Divine Birth
on a
cold night with the sky full of singing angels and the shepherds
staring up in
wonder, and the strange kings advancing across the sand
on cameis with
gifts' And now I am presented with a world in which we are what
we are
because of the mutations of soft jelly and calceous
bone matter through
unimaginable millennia - a world in which angels
and devils do not battle in
the Heavens for virtue and vice, but in *ni"n we eat and are
eaten and
absorbed into other flesh and blood. (AI 5g,)
"You saw one thing, nature red in tooth and claw, the dust, the
dust,,, Alfred Tennyson
thinks in 'The Conjugial Angel', "and you believed another,
or said you believed, or tried
to believe" (AI 262). In Graham swift's Ever Afrer Matthew pearce
undergoes a
spiritual crisis induced by his viewing of a fossil of an ichthyosaur
at Lyme Regis in lg44
and developed by his reading of Darwin. Matthew
"lost his faith because of Darwin',,

Byatt writes in 'A New Body of writing' (NB 444). Amid
the rock of Lyme Regis
Matthew comes face to face with "the thing itself' and experiences ,,moment

a

unbelief'' From this point, Matthew's belief in Scripture

of

and in the stability of the world

is shattered, "the world falls apart".

A flapping tarpaulin. Sticky gobs of rain, a bruised, galvanic sky. The
long,
toothed jaw; the massive eye that stares through
years.
of
He is the
-iittnr
creature; the creature is him. He feels something open
up inside him, so that
he is vaster and emptier than he ever imagined,-ano
frrf himself staJing to
fall, and fall, through himself. (Swift tggZ: rcD
There is also the suggestion, however, that if Matthew
had not viewed the ichthyosaur at
this particular place and time he may not have had his ,,moment
of unbelief'.

"Everything is chance", the novel states. "Yet museums
are safe, orderly, artificial

places". The "afiificial" order that the British Museum, where
Mary

Anning,s
ichthyosaurs fossil was held and perhaps given a ,,safe,,
context, may have mitigated the
effect that seeing it amid the "gobs of rain" produced (ibid., g9,
100).rr

'Morpho Eugenia"s William Adamson also undergoes a shift in faith,
with a
similar "moment of unbelief in the Amazonion basin. Initially,
William,s interest in
natural history arose from the intention of confirming his religious
beliel ,,looking for
signs of Divine Love and order in the meanest flowers
that blew,,. William,s journal
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recorded "the wonders

of

divine Design", as his study

of plant life revealed an

"underlying and rigorous order" and his close examination
of insects showed a ,,mass of
mess moved by an ordering principle". In the Amazon,
however, William encounters an
other order of things, which seems like the absence of order,
and which throws his own
beliefs into disarray. His "tropicaljournal" records
"the unbalancing of his own soul in
the green world of vast waste, murderous growth,
and lazily aimless mere existen ce (AI
10, l2).

However, William does not so much "fall" into a threatening
state of collapse,
like Matthew Pearce, or into the "dark pit of horrors" that his patron,

Sir Harald

Alabaster, glimpses, as replace one system of belief, one
order of things, with another.
After his return to England in 1859, William cautiously tells Sir Harald: ,,I
believe I have
indeed been led by my studies - by
-y observations - to believe that we are all the
products of the inexorable laws of the behaviour
of matter', (Ar 3q. Whilst the world no
longer consisted of "fixed matter", as in the Linnaean system
or the Christian framework

of belief, nonetheless, evolutionary theory posited "fixed laws,'.
Not only did Darwin
and Lyell's description of the "extreme slowness of the process,,
make evolution seem
tolerable, Gillian Beer suggests, its insistence on what Witliam
terms the ,,inexorable laws
of the behaviour of matter" could be proof against the idea
of a random universe in flux

and ruled by chance that so appalled Matthew Pearce and
Sir Harald. ,,The one
permanence in which Darwin concurred with
other scientists of his time,', writes Beer,
"was that of the possibility of achieved and immovable truth,
the tracking of ,fixed laws,
though those laws primarily described change and motion".
Darwin,s first epigraph to
The Origin of Species tells of the 'assurance' that
"the establishment of general laws',
provides (2000, 60)' Even as it questions many of
the 'truths' of English / European
culture, it retains a sense of the value that stability, such as
the ,,laws,' of nature. could
provide.

The assurance that evolutionary theory provided (to those it
did not unhinge) is
afso contributed to by the fact that The Origin of Species
draws on significant works of
its culture' In Darwin's Autobiography, GillianBeer recalls, he wrote
that the ,,one book
that he never left behind, taking it with him on the long land
expeditions from the Beagle,
ttReferences

to Mary Anning's discovery of the "first Ichrhyosaurus platydon,
at Lyme
a "regular topos- almost a clichd" in novels set in the Victorian period,
Byatt writes in on
Histories and Stories, referring to Ever After and The French Lieutenant,s
Woman (OHS 72).

*r3*
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was Milton's poems". Beer approaches Darwin primarily
as a ,,writer,, (rather than
scientist) whose language and ideas are heavily influenced
by other texrs, including both
literature, such as Milton's Paradise Lost, andscience (Lyell,s principles
of Geologt also

went with him on the Beagte). A sense of the
'tcontinuiQt of culture and insight had an
emotional and indeed theoretical importance for Darwin",
writes Beer. His experience
and understanding of the natural world, together
with the language employed to describe

it'

drew on Milton's imagery of creation in Paradise Lost'.
"Duwrn walks the tropical
forests with Milton', (Beer ibid., 29-31)
Like Darwin, Byatt's William Adamson "read and reread,,
Milton,s paradise Lost
and Poradise Regained in the Amazon. William
tells Matty and Eugenia how he ,,used
to compare" the "great floating islands of uprooted trees,' in the
river to the ,,passage
where Paradise is cast loose, after the Deluge"

shift away from Christian belief

(AI 12,31).

Even though he attributes his

to the experience of

another place, William,s

interpretation of what he experiences in the Amazon is
still (at least to some extent)
bound within his own cultural context, contributing
to the view that what he encounters
is a "vast waste" of "murderous growth". There are
also echoes of Miltons Comusin
William's phrase, just as there are in Darwin's language;
Beer writes that the ,,waste

fertility" in Comus is sometimes echoed in Darwin's description
of the ,'diversity and
profusion" of what he encountered (2000, 30).'n To
william, as perhaps to Darwin,

the
"innocent" or "unfallen world" of the Amazon seems closer to the
',vast waste,, of chaos,
the primeval state which pre-existed the world of God's
creation, than to paradise. ,'In
Paradise Lost, God creates the world not out of nothing
but out of chaos, the primeval
nrateria of the universe before it was invested with spirit",
writes N. Katherine Hayles in
Choos Bound' highlighting the traditional opposition
between matter (a feminised chaos)
and (masculine) spirit (19).

Either as a Miltonic chaos or as paradise, the Amazonian forest
is imbued with a
tumporal perspective: "the coiling, striving mass of forest"
seems topredatethe',ordered
green frelds and hedgerows" which characterise
England (AI 160). As ,,the unfallen
world, the virgin forest", the Amazon represents an earlier time
n evolutionary terms,
and not solely an other

place.

The weather,

william tells his audience, ,'is like that of the
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Golden Age - everything flowers and fruits perpetually
and simultaneously in the tropical
heat, you have always spring, summer and autumn
at once, and no winter,, (AI 30). Even
the chaotic weather seems to lack the order that has been
attributed to it in an English, or
European, order of things. Rather than see that in
terms of questioning or undermining
the universality of 'seasons' the weather signifies that the
Amazon is a ,,Golden Age,,, a
time past or paradise lost that comes before England in
the evolutionary scale.

However reassuring some aspects of evolutionary theory might
have seemed, the
issue of teleology and design remained a source
of great contention in the mid-nineteenth
century' Natural selection "suggested that there could be no precedent
design,,, writes
Beer, "elements of the haphazard lurked in the material of Darwin,s
theory,,.
One

response

to

Origin came from William Herschel's Physical Geography of the Globe
(1868), which termed evolution the "law of higgledy-piggledy",
signifying an absence of
order (qtd' In Beer 2000, 38).to The absence of a "divine
Design,,in
The

Darwin,s theory is

most irksome to Sir Harald Alabaster, even though he finds
it difficult to refute the tenets

of evolution. William Adamson and Sir Harald

debate this issue at length, inside Sir

Harald's "hexagonal studium". Their argument is a representation
ofa kind of dialectic,

or what Sir

Harald terms

a

"philosophical dialogue", which characterises two
philosophical 'sides', or even two different systems
of knowledge, that came into conflict
at the time(AI 57)' once again, this representation of
a "philosophical dialogue,,is not
limited to Byatt's fiction alone: in The French Lieutenant's
Womant Charles Smithson
recalls heated debates with both his uncle and his fiancde's
father, on the subject of
Darwin's theories (140). In Ever After the doubting Matthew pearce
and the,,kindly,,
Rector, Glbert Hunt, dispute the implications of Lyell's Principles
of Geologt, and later
Darwin's The origin of Species, for the Christian belief in
a Creator (134-s,l g6-7)
The argument for Design is a stock response of these fictional
clergy to Darwin,s
"law of higgledy-piggledy". oscar Hopkins' father, Theophilus, in peter
carey,s oscar
and Lttcinda' is a minister and naturalist who writes to The
Times attacking Darwin for
reFrederica

plays the Lady in a production of Comusin,sd// Life: "Wheref-ore
did Nature pour
her bounties forth / with such a full and unwithdrawing hand
i Covering the earth with odours,
fmits and flocks". Later, her feverish recitation of the play reconfigureJthe
paradisJ garden of
Cambri'tg_e into an image of "waste fertility,' (SL Zis, 267).
,ff50s
'''lnterestingly, Herschel draws an analogy
between the "arbitrary" evolution of the world and the
production of a literary text (such as Shakespeare)
by the "Lapuian method,' of composition (qtd.
in David Hull, Darwin ancl His critics. cambridge. Mass., iglz.n g;
Beer iuia.,
Is this
method closer to contemporary notions of assemblage than
to creation?

it;,
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questioning God's role in creation and who sees
the intricacy of the natural world as
proof of God's existence. oscar, himself a minister, also
refers to the intricacy of the
starfish as proof of God's power (210, ll2). In
'Morpho Eugenia, Sir Harald hopes to
write the "kind of impossible book everyone now is trying to
write',, which

will

demonstrate "that the world is the work of a creatoq
a Design er" (A133):

'It is hard', he said to William, 'not to agree with the Duke of Argyll that the
extraordinary beauty of these creatures is in itself the evidence
ofiire work of
a creator, a creator who also made our human sensibility to beauty,
to
design, to delicate variation and brifliant colour.' (AI
rg)
Alabaster refers to Paley's argument, in his Natural 'fheologt,
that just as the watch is
"put together for a purpose", so too is a stone, or any other ,thing,
in the natural world
(qtd' in G' Beer 2000, 77). Whilst Alabaster acknowledges
that paley,s analogy of a
watch and its "Maker" is no longer possible, "now that we
have a powerful, almost
entirely satisfactory explanation" in evolutionary theory, nonetheless
he returns
repeatedly to variations on this argument, by analogy, for
design (A133).
Alabaster's simultaneous distrust of and liking for Paley's
argument for analogy,

together with his account

of

a "powerful, almost entirely
satisfactory explanation" for the world of things, does
highlight the use of rhetorical
strategies in nineteenth century discourses of science. Paley's
Natural Theologt claims
"more than metaphorical status", writes Beer in Darwin's plots;
in natural theology,
analogy functions to "provide evidence for a tereorogical
order,, [my emphasis]. This
function is not limited to natural theology alone:
evolutionary theory as

The status of analory as a part of the process of valid argumentation,
rather
than simply as an illustrative aid, has been chequ"r"J io the hisiory
of
science. Analogy by its insistence on underlying similarities tends
to support
the idea of an orderly universe, and indeed in .*ti.r periods, particularly
in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the concept of unirrersal
analogy *as
vital to a theological ordering of the visible *orld. . . . The discorrery
of
similitudes was one of the processes by which the argument for
Design was
advanced. (76-7)
Beer's parallel between the nineteenth century argument for Design,
and the sixteenth
and seventeenth century pursuit of knowledge through analogy,
echoes what Foucault
terms the Renaissance episteme's search for similitude in
"trying to hunt down all the
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in the world" (1994, 3l).'?t Whether in the sciences or in other
strands of
knowledge, analogy can function as a tool that connecrs:
"[c]hosen instances are
analogies

composed into a contrived pattern", writes

Beer. "once a single order is proposed -

whether it be that of God the Designer, community
of descent, or a'single physical basis
of life' - analogy can stabilise". It then becomes a means by

which that order is

reinforced, taking its place "as an instrument of perception',.
Analogy works best, she
summarises, "when at the service of universalist world
views in which all phenomena are
and can be shown to be interelated" (ibid., 79). Whilst
she discusses the function of
analogy in nineteenth century accounts of the universe,
such as natural theology, her
argument echoes what is a significant tension in Byatt's
fiction that the following chapter

will explore: is there an underlying "order of things" which metaphor reveals,
through
connection and interrelation, or is this imposed on "things"
by systems of knowledge?
In the mid-nineteenth century the question that gave rise to much
debate and
"uneasiness" posed a similar problem: "Is there an ultimate or precedent
design in the
universe and hence in our experience?" (G. Beer 2000, 3g).
The debate between
Alabaster and William, or Matthew Pearce and Gilbert
Hunt, repeatedly sticks on this
point, partly because it appeared as if evolutionary theory
claimed there was not: to its
critics, The origin of species seems to propose a
"raw of higgledy-piggledy,,, offering no
discernible pattern through which the natural world
can be seen. To some extent, the
shape and form of the text itself stppofts this, as Beer
suggests: the ,,unruly superfluity,,
of Darwin's evidences and the myriad of texts it draws on
"at first gives an impression of
superfecundity without design" (ibid., 4z). However,
an argument and a plot does
emerge from The Origin of Species which offers a pattern
or "a determining fiction by

which to read the world", the "superfluity', of things (ibid.,
"higgledy-piggledy" collection

of Sir Harald

length, however, the very abundance

2).

Even though the

to have no principle of order, at
of the collection comes to signify, to William,
seems

something about the workings of the world of "unruly
things":

The more the two of them looked at fur and teeth and flower
and beak and
proboscis the more he himself became awirre of a huge, inexorable
random
constructive force, not patient, because it was mindiess and
careless, not
loving, because it was remorseless in its discarding of the ineffectual
or the
:tThis

conception of Renaissan ce lonwledges contributes to the representation
of thepast in The
metaphor.

virgn in the Garden as a "pattern" constructed through
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damaged, not artistic, because it needed no wonder
to fuel its subtle and
brutal energies, but intricate, but beautifur, but terribre . (AI73)

William's intimation of some "terrible" force is a departure from
a Christian notion of
God as a Creator, or Designer; nonetheless it does retain the
idea that there is kind of
pattern that is both ',intricate,' and ',beautiful".
What emerges from The Origtn of Species is an argument for pattern
a
in the
world of things that is based on a notion of evolution, the slowness
of time, and descent.
Whilst the pattern of descent is offered as a truth, offering
a "powerful,, explanation for
the workings of the world, The origin of Species does
display a concomitant awareness,

to summarise Gillian Beer, of its own use of rhetorical or even fictional
strategies that
undermine its claim to truth: Darwin writes that
"we shall have to treat species in the
same manner as those naturalists treat genera, who
admit that genera are merely

combinations made for convenience" (456; qtd in Beer 2000,

artificial

8g). Evolutionary theory,

pattern of descent, is itself a 'convenient' form of describing
the relations between
things in the world: a figurative, rather than literal, account.
There are two issues that I
want to highlight here. On the one hand, the historical element
of evolutionary theory in
the

The Origin af Species contributes to its status as
"fiction,,.

must give

primacy to imagination, to the perception of analogies,
[Darwin]
and must extend the study of forms fixed in the present
moment into a
of their mutability and transience as well as their powers of transformation

*oV

and of generation. 'No organism wholly soft can be preserved.'
Shells and
will decay and disappear. (Beer iUiO ,

bones

ltl

Evolutionary theory imagines a past, piecing together an image
through the study of
fossils and relics' andpredicts afuture out of the pattern
it sees (discerning or creating)
in the current "unruly superfluity" of things.

a

On the other hand, Darwin is "unusually conscious", writes
Beer, ,,that there was
spectrum of fictiveness in his use of metaphor".22 She identifies ,,two-direction
a

movement" in the text: it is "anti-essentialist", aware of its
use of language, its grounding

ttwhilst

Darwin and many of his contemporaries deplored the "evasions
and transferences of
metaphor", writes Beer' seeking a more "direct" language,
The Origin of Species is not without
its own analogies. The image of the tree is perhaps the-most
significant ofthese: Darwin,s ,,Great
Tree of Life, which fills with dead and broken branches the crust
of the earth, and covers the
surface with its ever branching and beautifirl ramifications (172;qtd
"
in Beer 2000, g3, E6).
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in a specific context and the fictive elements of evolutionary
theory; and it does affempt
to "create exact predications" (ibid., g2-3,87-8). This
"doubleness" is partly a function
of metaphor itself: "the drive in metaphor toward merging,
towards the single domain, is
a search for an ideal wholeness". However, "because of
the possibility always of firrlher

description, the drive towards divergence and diversification
survives through
metaphor"' The "drive towards stable equivalence" and the
"polysemism of metaphor,,
exist in a state of perpetual tension that The origrn of species
enacts (ibid , g5).
Byattrs fiction, I argue, is characterised by a similar tension.
Whilst this is an
issue that the next chapter explores at length,

I

do want to highlight at this point that

there is a "two-direction movement" in Byatt's texts that construct
an image of the past.
on the one hand, novels such as Possession and The Virgin in the

Garden do work
towards a textual "wholeness" or completion that mirrors the image
of the past they
present, partly through metaphor; on the other hand, these
texts display an awareness
that any complete' or total, image of the past is an imaginary construction,
a fiction.
Byatt's fiction also indicates that metaphor both is a tool that
connects and has the

to promote unlimited association, creating an "eternal slippage", higgledypiggledy, down the chain of signification. It is not just
an image of the past that is
potential

viewed in this light; Byatt's fiction also highlights that knowledge
itself is perpetualy
changing ot the same time as it drives toward a universal
or complete understanding

of

the "wild profusion of things',.
Randolph Henry Ash's experiments in marine biology reflect
the tension or ,,two-

direction movement" in evolutionary theory and in Byatt's fiction
between a search for
"wholeness" and connection, and an awareness of diversity and
divergence. In search of
"the elusive stuffof Life itself'Ash makes a study of the reproductive
organs of various
sea creatures, influenced by the work of the anatomist Richard
Owen. In the process of
attempting to piece together the origin of "Life", Ash paradoxically
engages in a process
of dissection and dismemberment. Each dissected piece of the ,'va-rious Hydras
and
plumed worms", he finds, "could be got to bud new heads
and segments,,; from each of
the lacerated "tentacles of the hydra" comes a ',new creature,, (p
professor

z4g-g).

Blackadder's analogy for historical research draws on Ash's
experiments: his footnotes
"were ugly and ungainly . . . as they sprang up like the heads of the
Hydra, two to solve
in the place of one solved" (p 2g) In 'Nietzsche, Genealogy, History,, Foucault
describes history's "pursuit of the origin", or attempt to
"capture the essence of things',,
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that does not reveal a unified point of inception or an originator.
What is found,
Nietzsche indicates, at the "historical beginning of things
is not the inviolable identity of
their origin; it is the dissension of other things" and
"disparity" (1991, 7g-9). The tension

between the search for unity and the fear of dissension is
the subject of Ash,s poem
Swammerdanl: Swammerdam articulates his desire to locate
the source of ,,Life itself, in
microscopic study: "[ sought to know the origins of life".
,,lens,,

what the

reveals

however, is not unity and "oneness" but a disparity:
"The more the Many were revealed
to me / The more I pressed my hunt to find the One _, (p 206).

At the close of Ash's poem the speaker

expresses the fear, which, possesslon tells

us' Michelet attributes to Swammerdam in L'Insecte, that the effect
of his ,,hunt,, will be
to call into question not only the position of God, the Designer or Creator
of the
universe, but also "Man, poor man" (P 2og). New organisations
of knowledge, writes
Gillian Beer in Darwin's Plots, are "particularly vexatious
when they shift man from the
centre of meaning or set him in a universe not designed to
serve his needs. In the midnineteenth century Darwinian theory issued just such a double
challenge,,. In the
Renaissance, Beer summarises, "the congruity of man
and universe,, indicated the
"deepest order" of things; she gives the example of George Herbert's poem ,Man,,
which
claims that "Man is all symmetrie, / Full of proportions, one limb
to another, / And all to
the world besides" (15). Evolutionary theory shook a belief in the ,,purpose
and
significance (if there was any) of individual lives", Byatt writes
in ,Ancestors' (OFI,S 65).
This element of nineteenth century evolutionary theory, which Swammerdam
draws
attention to' also has its parallels, in Possessi on and other
of Byatt's texts, with the
perceived preoccupations of the mid-twentieth centurv.

The end of history and of 'Man': life / death in the twentieth
century
lf evolutionary theory is a dominant 'truth' and a "paradigmatic narrative,, in Byatt,s
account of the nineteenth century, the novels that are set in the
twentieth century offer
other, albeit related, 'truths' as prevalent in Western culture at this
time. perhaps the
most influential of these is Freud's analysis of the ego and of
subject formation that I
discussed in Chapter one: "After the disappearance of the
Immortal Soul.
the
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disappearance

of the developed and coherent Self', Byatt writes in,Fathers, (OHS3l).r,
"We live in the truth of what Freud discovered", Maud Bailey
says to Roland Michell

in
Possession' highlighting a conception of 'truth' that is
not so much singular or universal
but bound to a particular cultural and temporal context:
"In every age, there must be
truths people can't fight - whether or not they want to, whether
or not they will go on

being truths in the future" (P 254). As discussed, Byatt's
fiction also indicates that
changes to the conception of the "coherent Self' since
the mid-twentieth century
have

been contributed

to by developments in the biological and physicat

particular Francis Crick and James Watson's "discovery",

DNA'

Since

it was used

in

-

in

1953, of the structure

of

sciences

as a model to describe the structure of the gene, the double

helix has held a significant place in cultural discourse - not
only in the sciences but in the
wider domain or cultural field. In the 1950s, Byatt recalls, in a recent
interview for the
Cambridge Alumni Magazine, there was a conception
that the discovery of the double
helix would "transfigure everybody's understanding of life" (12).
Byatt,s conception of
the significance of the model is shared by recent critical theorists
of science, who suggest
that Crick and Watson's research has had a significant effect
on how ,life,has come to be

regarded' In "the mid-twentieth century", writes Evelyn Fox Keller,
biology succeeded
in "breaking through the formidable barrier of 'life"', solving one of

Western knowledge,s
greatest enigmas' "For the fust time in history, the
'secret of life, could crediblv be
claimed to have been solved', (1996, 154).

The effect of the discovery and study of the function of DNA on
changing
perceptions of human life and human origins can be
compared, Byatt writes in
'Ancestors', to the "discovery of 'deep time"' in the nineteenth
century. It also seemed to
extend and xtpport Darwin and Lyell's findings, introducing
a "new wave of Darwinism,,
and confrrming what Darwin's evolutionary theory had intimated: ,,that
all living things
quite
are
closely related" (OHS 65'7). Keller also suggests that developments
in genetics
in the mid-twentieth century had this effect: "Living beings - presumably
including man
along with the rest of the animal kingdom - came to be understood
as (mere) chemical
machines" (1996,

154) In Bobel

Tower, a knowledge and understanding of the double

?3Freud

identifies his own work in this way; in 'A Difficulty in the path
of psycho-Analysis,
7) he suggests that the "universal narcissism of men, tireir
self-love, has up to the present
suffered three severe blows from the researches of science"; he
,,as
(t9I

lists these
the cosmilogical,
associated rvith Copemican theory, the biological, associated
with Darwinian flreory and the
psychological, associated with psychoanalytic theory" (qtd.
in Beer ibid., g-9).
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helix structure of DNA, and its implications for "Life", is represented
as ubiquitous in the
1960s (amongst characters who are, however, very
well educated and very well read). ,,I
think it does diminish your sense of your own importance", Babel Totuer,s
fictional
geneticist, Luk Lysgaard-Peacock, tells novelist-aspirant
Frederica potter, ,,when you
begin to understand that we are all constructed by the coded
sequences of the DNA hermaphrodite slugs, sexed slugs, Helix hortensis, and ourselves"
(.BZ 463-4). Matthew
Crowe's Christmas party, at the new University of North yorkshire
in 1964, further
contributes to a sense of the apparent ubiquity of the model.
A debate over the
significance of "genetic coded information" dominates the evening:
while the scientists
gathered at the party lead the debate, its implications
are of great interest to the guests
from other disciplines, particularly those who teach literature
and linguistics (BT
zS0).

Crowe's Christmas party represents what Keller describes as the ,,traffic,,between

different strands of discourse that make up the mid-twentieth century
cultural field, in
particular, the movement between the disciplines of physics,
biology and literary and
cultural theory. Gerard Wijnnobel walks across the room
"thus linking the scientific and
language teaching groups" and joining two different strands of
knowledge in a movement

that highlights his own interdisciplinary approach to education. This
approach

is

encouraged by Crowe's University, in which the "rising spiral
of the Double Helix Tower
of Language and Evolution" borrows the form of the model to represent
two disciplines
engaged in a symbiotic relation. At the party, further connections
are made between
disciplines: Marcus Potter is caught by Vincent Hodgkiss' remark
about the dangers of
"thinking by analogy" in the sciences, and begins to pursue a line of inquiry
that links his
research on "The Computer as a Model for the Activity of
the Brain" to linguisti cs (BT

250). Conversely, Frederica's conception of language and literary forms is
contributed to by her understanding of genes, atoms, memory
and information: in
248,

Laminations she quotes from both Timothy L"ary on the experience
of "looking into
someone's genetic code", in The Molecular Revolution^ and Luk
Lysgaard-peacock's
article on "snails wearing their genetic code for all to read on the spiral
of their shells,,
(BT 464-s).

In recent critical

Byatt explores the interaction between the arts and
sciences thx Babel Tower represents; in particular, she highlights
the contribution that
essays,

developments in the sciences have made, and continue to make,
to fictional forms since
the mid-twentieth century. Most recently, in the Preface to Strange
and

Charmed,Byatt
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has written that "the new images and understanding
we are acquiring

of the biology of

will slowly change the forms of works of art in many disciplines,' (5C g).
In 'A New Body of Writing: Darwin and Recent British Fiction', she
outlines the effects
consciousness

on literature of the late twentieth cenfury of the
',new wave of Darwinism,,.

[I]f the nineteenth-century thinkers thought about what Darwin told us we
were, it was always in terms of the religious vision we had
lost. Now, I
think, novelists are thinking about what it is to be a naked animal,
evolved
over unimaginable centuries, with a history constructed by
beliefs wirich have
lost their power. (NB 443)
ln 'Ancestors', Byatt

extends this discussion further and describes the effect of recent
discoveries in genetics, for example, which have given
"rise to changes in the forms, as
well as the subjects, of fiction". Novels from the last thirty yea.rs that
experiment with
narrative include Graham Swift's Waterland. "with its seminal
contrast between natural
history and history" which "sets cycles and migrations against
linear History,,. similarly,
Peter Carey's Oscar and Lucinda, "with its interest in chance, gambling,
and the

unfortunate Philip Gosse", reflects a shift

of

"twentieth-century Darwinian novelists,,

away from the "laws of development to the operations of hazard".
The death of
stephanie Potter n Stilt Life arises, Byatt adds, from her
own interest in the
"unpredicted" and "random" in fiction (NB 443; OHS 70, g5).*
Julian Barnes' A History of the World in

I0 I/2

Chapters and Swift's Ever After

rework the romantic plot paradigm. In both cases, the novels question
the materialist
argument, that "Love boils down to pheromones" and therefore
that human ,love, is no
different from animal instincts to reproduce, at the same time as
they question an
idealised notion of 'love': the novels mix "Darwinian and romantic
messages,, (OHS 69-

70,

83)'

Possession conveys

a similar mix of

emphasis on comparing conceptions

messages, although

it places grearer

of love and self that predate or are informed by

psychoanalysis: Maud describes the late twentieth century
subject as ,,very knowing,,
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about how "we are driven by desire" and can "never say the
word Love,,, knowing that it
is "a suspect ideological construct - especially Romantic Love,' (p 267). Critical
discussions of Possession have focused on this issue: Jackie
Buxton,s ,What,s Love got
to do with it?' takes Umberto Eco's point that "it is no longer possible

to

innocently about love"

to highlight

Possession's interest

speak

in recent reconsiderations of

love (Eco 1984, 67-8; qtd. in Buxton 199). Similarly, Elizabeth
Bronfen,s ,Romancing
Difference, Courting Coherence' argues that Maud and Roland
epitomise the novel,s
"demand for a cross between moral realism and experimental fiction,,
by oscillating
"between a sceptical postmodern self-consciousness and the unconditional
surrender to
love required by the romance genre', (126).

If

love and the romantic plot are reconsidered in terms of being 'suspect

ideological constructs' by recent fiction, the realist fictional paradigm
has likewise come
under scrutiny since the mid-twentieth century. Since the 1950s,
writes Byatt, writers
have been exhorted to "find new forms, now-this-minute", that
reflect the rapid changes
that have taken place in the Western world; in particular, drawing on
and reflecting the
developments in "new means of information, television, satellite
surveillance, (OHS 93).
As I considered in Chapter One, one novel that Byatt discusses which reflects
the effects
on fiction of mid-twentieth century developments (in politics and philosophy
as well
as

the sciences and technology) is Doris Lessing's The Golden
Notebook, first published in
1962' Lessing's novel "is about the breakdown of language and of fictive forms
adequate

to describe the sexual and political reality of the immediate present,,, writes
Byatt.
Lessing's novelist-heroine expresses exasperation that a text is
no longer
possible that can draw the whole world together as Tolstoi
could. Lessing
demonstrates the fragmentary nature of the world her heroine lives
in with a
series of texts within texts, parodic and semi-parodic, a novel within
a novel,
parodies of women's magazine stories, sentimlntal film'treatments'
of novels,
Stalinist narratives and theories, fragments of headlines, all made of
different
kinds of restricted vocabularies. (OHS 97\
zaThe

possibility of lvriting of a chance accident in fiction is discussed by Richard
Todd inl. S.
Byatt, who compares Sn// Life withAngus Wilson's The Middte Age af
Mrc Eliot andE. M.
Forster's The Longest Journey. Both of these novels establish patterns
around a death that
renders the death almost unsurprising, to the point where it even
seems necessary in terms of the
plot' What is different about Byatt's novel, Todd argues, is that
"the appalling truth facing the
reader of^Sti/i Life is that Stephanie orton nde Potter's death is notnecessary
to the plot, as those
of Mr Eliot and Gerald are (in different rvays) to theirs" nThe Middle Age
of Mrs Etiot and The
Longest Journey (lgg7, 49-54\.
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In her discussion of the interaction between the physical sciences
and literatu re n Chaos
Bound' N. Katherine Hayles writes that the The Golden Notebookprovides ,,insight
into
the broad cultural movements that underlie the new paradigms,' of
the mid-twentieth
century

0990,27)-

Conscious of the impact that "proliferating information was having

on traditional art forms", Lessing's text identifies "chaos and information,
unpredictability
and fragmentation" as crucial to the ',evolution of new forms
of literature,,:

The Golden Notebook represents

a cusp in Doris Lessing's works, a
transitional moment in which chaos is breaking open old forms
but before it
has catalysed the emergence of a 'new *uy oi looking at life,.
And yet the
fractured form points to the creation of something new - although
whether
this something is a novel remains problematic. (iUiJ., Z:O;
Like The Golden Notebottk, Babet Tower attempts to represent the 1960s
at the
same time as it explores "the breakdown of language" and
the inadequacy of fictional
forms to represent the experience of "reality". Frederica's Laminations
owe much to
Anna Wulfs notebooks in Lessing's novel: both have the dual purpose
of not only
representing experiments with form that the novelist-heroine undertakes
but
also

breaking up the smooth narrative structure

of the novel itself. As in The Golden

Notebook' Babel Tower includes quotations from a number of other
texts, diversifying
the novel's two central narrative strands (Babel Tower and Babbletower) into
many
pieces with Laminations, an "art form of fragments" that
"is made partly by cutting up,
breaking up, rearranging things that already exist". Some of these
bits and pieces
are

fictional (albeit highly referential), others are pieces of text from other
novels, such as
Howard's End and Women in Love, and from various discourses of
the period. one of
these is an excerpt from William Burroughs, whose
"cut-ups" literalise the conception of
the text, the practice of writing, as a process of assemblage.

. . . this is the voice of now, this is where it was going, fragments shored
against my ruin and all that. . . . All writing is in fait cut-ups. A collage
of

words read overheard. what else? use of scissors ,"nd"., the prJcess
explicit and subject to extension and variation. Clear classical prosa can be
composed entirely of re-arranged cut-ups. (qtd. in BT jTg)

l5l

Writers like Burroughs undermine her "pleasure

in

coherence,' and

in

,,making

oonnections", thinks Frederica; she is "an intellectual at large
in a world where most
intellectuals are proclaiming the death of coherence, the illusory
nature of orders, which
are perceived to be man-made, provisional and unstable" (BT
379). At the same time,
Frederica participates in a process of restructuring literary
forms. Against the ,,Romantic

for everything to be One", or the nostalgia for a lost whole and sense of
connection and cohesion that the Renaissance represents in
the first novel in the
desire

tetralogy' Frederica posits the idea

of

"keeping things separate,,, ,'[n]ot linked by

metaphor" (BT359-60).

What Babel Tower represents

is a shift, in the 1960s, from coherence to

fragmentation as the new narrative paradigm Babel Tower'sassertion
that the ,,world,,
of the 1960s is one in which "the death of coherence" and the
"illusory nature of orders,,
is proclaimed owes much to Lessing's novel. The difference, however,
is tbat
The

Golden Notehook is written in the 1960s and produced

n a ,,transitional moment,,,

whereas Babel Tower is written in the 1990s and attemp ts to represent
this,,transitional

moment"' Like The Wrgin in the Garden, Babel Tower is an image of a past
time,
although it is recent history that the novel depicts, shaped from
the perspective of a later
'present'. However, unlike the two novels that precede it in the projected
tetralogy,
Babel Tower excises the frame of the 'present' prologue through which
its image of the
past is shown to be constructed and filtered, perhaps suggesting
that this novel makes
greater claim

to historical

accuracy than the other

two.

Even so, Babel Tower does

include reminders (albeit subtle reminders) of the 'present' context
out of which it is
produced, such as Frederica's anachronistic reference to how
Happenings will be
perceived in "the future" (BT 614). In this novel, unlike
The Virgtn in the Garden,itis
not so much that the cohesive image of the represented past (as whole
and complete)
is

undermined, but that the past that is represented is, Iike the
text, characterised by
fragmentation and disruption.
The sense in the 1960s that the "world" was governed by fragmentation
which a

"voice

of now" should reflect was also

contributed

to by mid-twentieth

century

developments in physics. When Robert Oppenheimer watched the
first A-bomb explode,

Keller writes, he recalled the line "I am become Death, the shatterer of
worlds,, (qtd. in
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Keller 1992, 45)'2t Novels by the "post-war generation are haunted
by fear of the
promised End of nuclear war", writes Byatt. She compares
these novelists to those
writing during the Second World War, to "narratives written during that
historical
cataclysm when its end was not known", which she terms
"histories without hindsight or

foresight"' By contrast, the post-war generation of novelists seem

particularly

preoccupied with both hindsight and foresight: these novels
look back to the Second
World War and are infused with a "sense of the afterlife of damage
and death-dealing,,,
and look forward to the "promised End", displaying a
"paralysing sense of the possibility
of nuclear annihilation, of thewiping out of all futures and all continuity" (OHS
69, 13,
2s-6).

A "paralysing" awareness of annihilation

is represented in fiction that is set in the

post-war era. ln Babel Tower Marcus Potter, like the rest
of his generation, is ,,haunted
by nuclear fear, a millenarian anxiety that the ultimate weapon will
be - hurled, deployed,
unleashed?

- leaving

constituted by film

a

world of winter and emptiness and sickness,

a

world imaginatively

of Hiroshima and Nagasaki" (BT s5). In Swift's l|laterlond the

"general apprehension at the time when it was written, that the world
was about to end in
nuclear winter" is embodied, Byatt writes, in "a rebellious boy
called price,,. price
asserts that not only is history irrelevant to the present but
"the only important thing
about History is that it has probably reached its end" (OHS 52-3).
Julian Barnes, Ihe

History of the I4torldin 10 I/2 Chapters (1989) not onlyrepresents
a,,nuclearfear,,but
is also structured with an awareness of fragmentation and annihilation that posited

is

against the narrative paradigm

of history as linearity and "progress',. The narrator

describes history as a "pattern, a plan, a movement", a
"complex narrative, connected,
explicable" representing ',the march of democracv".

And we, the readers of history, the sufferers from history, we scan the
pattern for hopeful conclusions, for the way ahead. And we cling
to history
as a series of salon pictures, conversation pieces whose participants we
can
ttln'Truth

and Power'Foucault describes the emergence of the "specific intellectual,,: ,,no
doubt
it's with Darwin' or, rather, with the post-Darwinian evolutionists that
this figure begins to
appqr clearly" (1991, 69-70). However, it is with the atomic scientists of the seconi
world war,
specifically Oppenheimer, that this figure emerges who "has at his disposal,
whether in the
service of the state or against it, powers which can either benefit or irrivocably
destroy life,,.
Allhough possessing specific "localised" knowledge, the atomic scientist,
"since the nuclear threat
affected the whole human race and the fate of the world", could at the sarne
time engage in ,,the
discourse of the universal" (ibid., 69-71\.
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easily imagine back into life, when all the time it's more like
a multi-media
collage ' . ' ' The history of the world? Just voices echoing
in the dark;
images that burn for a few centuries and then fade; storier,
oid stories that
sometimes seem to overlap; strange links, impertinent connections
. . . . we
make up a story to cover up the facts we dont know or can't
accept; we keep
a few true facts and spin a new story around them. our panic
and our pain
are only eased by soothing fabulation; we call it history.
Barnes' novel is structured by an "overarching form" that is
based on the ,,narrative that
has shaped Western civilisation for centuries". the biblical narrative.
Within that

structure are "fragments and oddly isolated or bizarrely connected
incidents',. The
narrator asks the question: "How do you turn catastrophe into art?"
Like the biblical
narrative, each "cataclysm" and "escape" offers a "hopeful conclusion',,
in this
case

ironic, to the reader who scans for the "way ahead" and hopes
"End" (qtd. in Oll.t 50-l).

It is both the inadequacy to

represent

it is not, after all, the

the individual subject, as it

is

conceptualised in the mid-twentieth century discourses of the biological
sciences and
psychoanalysis, and the inadequacy of narative paradigms
to account for the scale of
death during the Second World War, or the ensuing threat of nuclear
annihilation, that
contributed to a re-examination of fictional forms. Additionally,
h the cultural field

of

the 1960s these two 'truths', one concerning human life, the other an apprehension
of
human death (on a large scale), were closely related through the rhetoric
of atomisation

and annihilation. George Andrews'poem 'Annihilating Illumination' (1963),
which is
included in Timothy Leary's The Psychedelic Reader, combines
the image of the atom
bomb with the image of the 'self as "torn apart" and the threat
of annihilation with
the

possibility of illumination, and tries to hold in balance chaos and
order, life and death:

I wander through the mazes of the glory and the horror of the life slime
vital jelly swarming in all possible creatures
I see the dead and the living merge
the dead call to us the living may we recognise them at last
the dead are in our blood each corpuscle an ancestor
the day all the living die the dead shall live
herald of the apocalypse sound the doomsday horn (59)
Babel Tower echoes the rhetoric of the writers of the I960s in its representation
of the
time. Frederica resists 'annihilating illumination' but does attend a musical happening,
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where she is "torn apart by the noise", though it gives her "no pleasure',
(or insight): "it
explodes in the blood in her ears, it appears to be jabbing through
her kidneys, it is pain,
it is pain, it is pain" (BT 604).
Andrews' conflation of physics and biology in the image of "my body"
comprised

of "my

a rhetorical connection

atoms" highlights

disciplines that Evelyn Fox Keller explores

in her

between the
analysis

two

discourses or

of the discourse of the

biological sciences in the mid-twentieth century. An early account
of genetics from H. J.
Muller argued that "the gene can be viewed as, in effect, a biological atom,,,
writes Keller
(1992,99). The rhetorical connection between 'atom' and 'gene' is also explored ,From
in
Secrets

of Life to

Secrets

of

Death', where Keller highlights the link between two

different mid-twentieth century'discoveries', "the discovery of the structure
of DNA, and
the making of the atom bomb", through the metaphor of "secrets". Keller's
analysis goes
on to highlight their "connectivity" in other ways. The replacement
of ',Life Itself' with a
"molecule" that is, in effect, "lifeless", illustrates that the gap between ,,the production

of

lifeless' devivified forms" and the "production of life-destroying, devivi$ing
forms,, is
lessened, producing "a curious kind of closure" (1992,40,52).

Babel Tower also highlights the connection between mid-twentieth century
technological advances

in

creating ever more powerful mechanisms

developments in the study of forms of

of

death and

life. on the Yorkshire moors, in sight of the

"three pure white spheres" of the "new Early Warning System of Fylingdales
Moor,,,
Frederica, John Ottokar and the geneticists Jacqueline Winwar and
Luk

LysgaardPeacock discuss the potential annihilation of life by "human power".
Lysgaard-peacock,s

own research is into population genetics: he studies "Darwinian selection
in action,' in the
population of snails. His analysis of the helical striped snail shells
that enables him to
"read" the structure and "alphabet" of their DN.{ has also revealed that
they contain
high levels of strontium, "the strontium which is in the bones of the children
under the

billowing cloud". Not only can the shells be "read" for their genetic make-up,
they can
also be used to "date events on the spiral, by meazuring minerals". ,"They
carry their
history on their outsides", Lysgaard-Peacock tells Frederica. Frederica
',shivers,, at the
"uncanny" drift of the conversation from the "genetic make-up" of humans
and snails to
"man-made death falling silently through air and water and matter, through
leaves

and fur
and flesh and bones and bony shells, here in the moorland air face to
face with the silent
vision of the watching, listening, towering white spheres,' (BT3ss-7).
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Connected

to the fear of "the Bomb" in Babel

Tower's representation

of

the

1960s is an awareness of how developments in the sciences
and in technology contribute

to a detrimental and significant impact on other

species

of flora and fauna. Jacqueline

Winwar studies the moors in North Yorkshire and finds evidence of a
decrease in the
population of birds. She and Marcus Potter read Rachel Carson's
Silent Spring (1963)
and consider the possibility that humanity will gradually "destroy the planet"
with
various "poisons", if it does not annihilate it in a single btow (BI 57). Bee
taxonomist
Fulla Biefeld asks Phineas Nanson in The Biographer's Tale if he has
read Silent Spring,
to which he replies that he has, but considered it only in terms of "popular-cultural
images of induced panic and mass fear. . . fear of the Bomb and
heaps of dead birds in

a

wasteland in our own time" (7BT 120). To some extent, concern
for the effects
human activity on the natural environment are represented as an ideology
specific

of

to

a

particular period, the mid to late twentieth century, and contingent
on the discourses and
technological developments of that period. In contrast to the post-war
novelists, writes
Byatt' there is a younger generation of writers who are "afraid of the destruction

of

biodiversity, of huge parts of the solid and watery earth.,'

We see the earth as a connected web of lives and environments in part
because of the rapidity of communications, and we fear for its destruction"
the tearing of huge rents in the web. . . . Our imaginations inhabit these
things and also these places. owing to technology we have seen the icy
depths and the sweltering jungle. We are part of it, and we are destroying
it.
(oHS 69)2"
The frightening irony of the human capacity to destroy the entire planet is
highlighted by Luk Lysgaard-Peacock: "We have built engines that
can destroy the
world, and we have built these huge inhuman domes, that watch and listen

for

the

approaching doom" (BT 355). The "towering great spheres" of the Warning
System are

perpetually "watching" and "listening", rather like the Tower of
Minus Morgul in
Tolkein's The hvo Tower.s, the second volume of The Lord of the Rings,
to which Babel
Tower refers (BT 225). John ottokar suggests that the towers are ,,beautiful
and
tuPart

of the effect of changes to the ways in which we perceive the world is to contribute
to an
aw:ueness of our own effects on the world. Fulla Biefeld describes an "interdependence
of
things" to Plrineas that is different from Linnaeus' taxonomical attempt to account
for all things,
she claims, and more like the "connected web of lives and environments"
that Byatt describes in
'Ancestors' (TBT

l2l\.
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sinister" and appear to exist in "another dimension", as if they were not
"man-made,, after
all (81355) Like Minus Morgul, the towers in Babel Tower will outlive their human

originators' At the

fall of

Babel Tower, which is also the end of Babbletower, after the
La Tour Bruyarde, "the three old men", who are the sole survivors of the
end of

community, "walk away across the valley, looking back from time to
time at the Tower,
and the grim mound at its foot, until it was so far away, that its human
origin could not
be distinguished, and it looked like a chance heap of rocks, sprouting green
here and
there, with what might be shells or pebbles clustered palely at its foot,, (BT
617). Like
the empty snail shells, the "helical houses of the vanished creeping creatures,,,
which Luk
Lysgaard-Peacock shows to Frederica, or like the fossil "ammonites
and trilobites" in
Possession which are identified on Randolph Ash's desk in the Manet portrait,
the Tower
remains after it is emptied of life, Iike the bones and other human remains
at its foot
357, P t6).

(Bf

Babel Tower's final image of the ruined tower, devoid of human life, where
',the
beast began to howl", intimates another significant aspect of mid-twentieth
century
discourse that is less to do with the physical "annihilation" of humanity than
with the
erasure of the human subject from discourse, "like a face drawn in sand
at the edge of the
sea"' which Foucault describes at the end of The Order of Things, first published
as Les
mots el les chrses in 1966 (387), what emerges from an
"archaeology,,of the human
sciences, Foucault suggests, is "that man has 'come to an end"', or
is in "the process of
disappearing" from the field of knowledge (383, 385). One of the ,,vexatious,,
organisations of knowledge that has contributed to the disruption of
"Man, poor Man,,
from his central position in the twentieth century, suggests Foucault, is the philosophy

of

Friedrich Nietzsche whose aphorism, "I fear we are not getting rid of God
because we
still believe in grammar", serves as an epigraph to Babel Tower. ,,Rather than the
death
of God - or, rather, in the wake of that death and in profound correlation with it - what
Nietzsche's thought heralds is the end of his murderer . . . with the absolute
dispersion of
man" (385). Foucault's description of the "absolute dispersion of man" from discourse
also draws on the rhetoric of atomisation and fragmentation that Babel Tower
intimates
characterises mid-twentieth century discourse

- from biology, to physics, to poetry

and

cultural theory.

The rhetoric of atomisation contributes to a restructuring of the image of the
individual subject as a'self and to the "immutable structure" of language, which
becomes
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fragmented. As Foucault suggests, the atomisation and disappearance of the human
subject from discourse is related to the "question as to what language is
in its being,,
which is "of the greatest urgency" in the 1960s. He describes the
"new mode of being of
literature" that explores the possibility that "man has 'come to an end", by
"reaching the
summit of all possible speech", in "that region where death prowls, where
thought is
extinguished, where the promise

of the origin

interminably recedes"

(lgg4,

3gZ-3).

Alexander Wedderburn considers the "new theatre" of the 1960s,
"based on Artaud,s
Theatre of Cruelty", as a form which believes "not in meazured verse,,,
unlike his own

Astraea, "but in 'shattering language in order to shatter life"'. He refers to peter
Weiss,s
drama The Perseculion and Assassination of Marat as Performed by the Inmates
of the
Asylum of Charenton under the Direction of the Marquis de Sade, otherwise
known as
the Marqt

/

Sade, first performed

in 1964,

which simultaneously 'moves' and ,appals,

Alexandeq who finds "the writhings and moanings and ritual head-bangings"
somewhat

"childish"

(Bf 168). Weiss' play, like Andrews'

poem, draws on the rhetoric of mid-

twentieth century biology and physics in its depiction of ',Man, poor Man":

Man'samadanimal ...
We few survivors
walk over a quaking bog of corpses
always under our feet
every step we take
rotted bones ashes matted hair
under our feet
broken teeth skulls split open

A mad animal
I'm a mad animal (Weiss 3Z-3)

At the beginning of Babet Tower the poet,

and Frederica's friend, Hugh pink, is walking

through an "avenue of ancient yews" in which the smell of the earth is ,'pungent
and
rotting". Hugh imagines that "every inch of this turf has absorbed, he supposes, knucklebones and heart-strings, fur and nails, blood and lymph". Whilst there are
echoes of
Weiss' play here, the sense of "irrational pleasure" that Hugh gets from contemplating
the
landscape and his own mortality, the "brief knowledge of his own temporary
body,,, and

the relation this knowledge has to his physical surroundings and to literature,
is absent
from the Marat ,i Sade which offers a picture of "Man" as nothing more
,,animal,,,
than
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walking on uncertain ground and accompanied by an impression of his
own impending
death and decay (87't7).
Weiss' play is one of a number of theatrical productions, actual and
fictional, to

which Babel Tower refers: "happening all over London" in the 1960s
are "Happenings,,
and "Rites", or "old Fashioned Happenings,' (BT z24,6ll). The emphasis

on
immediacy in the "happenings" is indicative of the relation between language
and speech
(or noise) and bodily experience, as in Culvert's Theatres, but also the relation
between
language and time: past, present and future.
'The Language Animal,, one of George
Steiner's essays of the 1960s, represents the view that aspects of 1960s
culture evoke a

"refusal of a past". Steiner argues that the "aleatory happenings" of the 1960s engage in
an "unsaying of history" largely through their negation of the grammatical
structure of
language, the "trinary set, past-present-future,', and of the literature
of the past.

A

'happening', an aleatory piece of music, an artefact made only to be
destroyed, are strategic denials of the future tense, even as the deiision
of
precedent, the-unsaying of history or a contemptuous indifference
toward it,
are a refusal of a past. tn the grammar of the freak-out and the wrecker,
it is
always today. (99)

Babel Tower displays a concern with the effects of a perceived denial of the past
in
literature, including dramatic pieces influenced by the Theatre of
Cruelty, or under the
rubric of the Theatre of the Absurd. Byatt's novel enacts what Umberto Eco
describes as
a postmodern "revisiting" of history, responding or

repllng to the modern ,'destruction,,

of the past, which "leads to silence", that it also represents

a.s

qn historical event.

Such a destruction of the past or denial of language and grammar does not
necessarily lead to silence, argues Steiner, but to a "loud organic
and animal world,'

without human language or speech. Steiner finishes his essay with a quote from ,The
Course of a Particular' by Wallace Stevens, whom Byatt also discusses, which
describes
such a world:

The leaves cry. It is not a cry of divine attention,
Nor the smoke-drift of puffed-out heroes, nor human cry.
It is the cry of leaves that do not transcend themselves.

In the absence of fantasia, without meaning more
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Than they are in the final finding of the air, in the thing
Itself, until, at last, the cry concerns no one at all. (qtd. in steiner 1967,

l0l)

The 'end' that Stevens envisions is that of a world without human language,
discourse
and literature; without speech, grammar, past and future tense, like the
end of Babel
Tower / Babbletower in which "a beast began to howl".z? Like the literature
that Byatt
discusses

in 'A New Body of Fiction', Babel Tower shows a concern with ',what it is to

be a naked animal, evolved over unimaginable centuries, with a history
constructed by
beliefs which have lost their power". The image that closes the novel js
evocative

of

'end':

an

the fall of the community at La Tour Bruyarde, together with the utilitarian beliefs

on which is was founded, but also the 'end' of belief in history, or in any
organisation of
knowledge that claims to transcend the conditions of its own production.
Having said
that, the end of Babel Tower, with its sprouts of "green here and there', amid
the rubble,
also looks./onnard to a time when life, although it may not be human,
will return to the
tower.

The ghostly revenant: liction and the afterlife
The fall of the community atLa TourBruyarde signifies an end -toBabel Tower
and
Babbletower as well as the community itself - that nonetheless offers the possibility

of

continuation through regeneration. Byatt's fiction shares with Graham Swift's Waterland
an interest in the idea that "history always repeats itself', or that history is determined
by
"cycles" rather than linearity. Things "come in circles", Byatt tells Tredell; beginnings
connect with endings in a cycle of recurrence

the mid+wentieth century seems

(ilf

59). Even the ,'end of History" that
to signify is paralleled with the end to the Ancien

Regime, brought about by the French Revolution of 1789, which is itself a
"mythic origin

of modern society" and a "hypothetical New Beginning" according to the historiography
27One

aspect of 'mastering' language that Steiner describes is to redefine words and
to ,,uproot the
past tense from the safeguard of common remembrance", to rewrite history
and redefine the past
in order to reinforce a particular political agenda (1967,95). The communit-v rn Babbletower
have cut themselves offfrom the rest of the world and attempted to step outside of
the history and
the language that is part of tlrat world: "they would be able to set up thiir own small
society in
true freedom, far from rhetoric. fanaficism and Terror" (Bf I l). Eiadicating the past,
in a

grammatical sense and by isolating oneself from the history of a community o.
is what
steiner regards as a "tyranny of a peculiar horror,' which, pursued ,'rigorously","oitot",
cuts off
"humaniqr, or certain societies, from the vital responsibilities of mourning ani ofjustice. Man is
set back in a landscape without echo" (1967, 96).
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of "the Left" (OffS' 524).28 The connections between the two times that Babet

Tower,

like Ll/aterland, makes, also indicate that the eighteenth century revolutionary paradigm,
together with the concept of the commune, is revived in the mid-twentieth
century.
Novels "about the French Revolution", writes Byatt in'Fathers',
"may have something to
say about the revolutionary atmosphere of the 1960s" (OllS l1). In Po.ssessior
Fergus
Wolff is described as having "opted for freedom and Parisian revolutions,, of another
kind in the 1960s, "sitting at the feet of Barthes and Foucault,,

(p

32).

The shift that Byatt describes in Swift's novel, from a linear conception of
time,
or history, to one that is cyclic, is also at work in the structure of Byatt,s tetralogy:
the
first novel begins with a prologue set in 1968, the year to which the last novel
will return.

Throughout The Virgin in the Garden and Stilt Life, wtnchare often described
as works
of realist fiction, there is nonetheless a tension between a linear conception of time and
one that is circular or repetitive. In the first novel, 1950s English society is
shown to
enact a retunt to the Golden Age of the Renaissance: Matthew Crowe's festival,
for
example, aims for a revival of the past. Even the progression of the characters
through
the rooms of the Impressionist exhibition at the Royal Academy of Arts, in
the prologue

to Still Life, co-eists with a nostalgic

return to the past of the 1950s from the,present,

of the 1980s which is also enacted by the fashions of the 1980s that "return,, to the
fashions ofthe 1950s, as Alexander observes.
ln Possession the two strands of narrative also intimate that history is cyclic,
rather than linear' The romance between the two Victorian poets and the
two ,presentday' academics who study them run parallel to each other and are linked
by association
and metaphor' as in the names LaMotte / Bailey. They are also connected
by repetition

in the narrative events, such as the trip to Yorkshire which both Maud and Roland,
and
Ash and LaMotte, take. Echoes and coincidences throughout the novel that
add to the
sense that the two time periods, and the two sets of lovers, are analogous;
while in
Yorkshire, for example, Christabel LaMotte is termed a "chilly mortal" by
Mrs Cammish;
Lady Bailey uses the same term of Maud Bailey at Seal Court (P Zg5,l44).
While this

'?8rytyxist historiography is, Byatt argues, another kind

plot" that is the history of class stnrggle. ldeology,

of "master narrative,, or ,,vast unfinished

she quotes from Frangois Furet, restructures
a "fragmented society" by means of its own concepts. Marx's account of history is
another of the
"paradigmatic narratives" that shape twentieth conceptions of the present and the past.
If Freud
names himself, Darwin and Copemicus as the 'big three', it is Marx, Darwin
and Freud who are
often given this status in the twentieth century (OHS 72).
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form of repetition contributes to the reader's pleasure in the double romance plot,
it also
draws our attention to points of convergence between the two time periods,
upholding

the claim the epigraph makes that the "very present" doubles back to connecr
to

a

"bygone time".
Posses.sion's insistence

on the relevance of the past to the present arises partly

from a conception that the two periods experience comparable ',crises in faith". The
mid-twentieth century incapacity to believe in "love" that Maud describes is
one of these.
Analogous to the mid-nineteenth century crisis in religious faith, which undermined
the
belief in life after death, is a mid-twentieth century "crisis" of another kind. In
the above
discussion,

I

referred

to

Byattrs account

of the nineteenth-century "in terms of

the
religious vision we had lost" and her comparison with "now" as a time when ,,novelists
are thinking about what

it is to be a naked animal, evolved over unimaginable

centuries,

with a history constructed by beliefs which have lost their power',. Just as this has had
an effect on the forms of recent fiction, so too has it contributed to the subjects
of

fiction. One of the subjects that Byatt refers to is the nineteenth century itself:

she gives

examples of recent British historical novels that are set in the Victorian period,
including
Po'ssession and Angels and Insect.s. In 'Natural Ffstory: The Retro-Victorian
Novel,,

Sally Shuttleworth makes the claim that there is a genre which displays ,,nostalgic
a
desire for crisis, for the drama of loss of faith". Shuttleworth's argument
is that the
twentieth century novelists experience a "second order loss", nostalgic for the
nineteenth
century "crisis of faith" because of an absence of "existential crisis', in the
twentieth
century. Byatt's response to this argument, however, is to claim that she was trying to
"rescue" complex Victorian thinkers from such "diminishing parodies,, and nostalgic
representations (Shuttleworth, 1997; qtd in Byatt, oHS 6s-7,7g-g).

The representation of the nineteenth century crisis in Possession and Angels
and
Insects includes a fear of death and declining hope in an afterlife that accompanied
the
loss of religious faith, contributed to by evolutionary theory. Ash and LaMotte
argue
over this point in their correspondence and while in Yorkshire.
"You believe there is no
essential difference between ourselves and a seal?", asks LaMotte. There are

an

"immense number

of similarities", Ash replies, "We all begin as fish". The

essential

difference for LaMotte is that humans have "immortal souls"; Ash, on the other
hand, is
more sceptical about the existence of a soul (P 281). Their argument highlights a
tension

within one of Western culture's persistent binary pairs to which Byatt's fiction
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consistently returns: matter and spirit. LaMotte's own interest in seances
and spiritualism
arises from what Byatt regards as a need, at the time,

to

have

material proof of life after

death: spiritualism was "the religion of a materialist age", writes Byatt
in ,Incarnation and
Art'. The desire for the spirits of dead, the "discarnate", to return so that the living could

touch or see them, was not unusual, Byatt claims, in the mid-nineteenth century,
when
Possession and'The Conjugial Angel'are set (pM 62).
The "desire" that Byatt describes can be identified in the literature of the period;

in Alfred Lord

In Memoriam, which forms a strong intertext with 'The
Conjugial Angel', the desire for Arthur Hallam's retunl together with a
need to touch
Tennyson's

him, is figured in the recurring image of hands: "And hands so often clasped in
mine /
Should toss with tangle and with shells". In'The Conjugial Angel'Lilias papagay's
desire

for her dead husband Arturo is also a very physical desire: she dreams of his return ,,to
life" and of "embracing" him, and identifies with Tennyson's account of his yearning for
Hallam' "'Ah, dear, but come thou back to me,' said Mrs
man" (A1255,

l9l).

Papagay to

hersef to her dead

The desire to contact the dead is also attested to, Byatt suggests,

by the increased popularity of Emanuel Swedenborg's writings and the number of
seances during the nineteenth

century Elizabeth Barrett Browning

and Emily Tennyson

Jesse both attended spiritualist meetings; 'The Conjugial Angel' gives
a

of Emily

Jesse's "parlour" seances. Nineteenth-century spiritualism,

fictional account

Byatt writes,

,,is

intricately and deeply involved in the uisis of faith"; the loss of certainty regarding
the
afterlife produced "a host of Doubting Thomases who needed on this earth to hear
and

see the surviving spirits

of ancestors and the loved" (PM 6l-2). Angels and ghosts are

simultaneously spiritual and material beings who hover between two worlds,
occasionally
returning to the material, like the ghost of Arthur Hallam who struggles to hold
together
his "sort-ofsubstance" and is accompanied by an "odour, not rose, not violet,
but earthmould and corruption" when he appears to sophie sheekly (AI24g).

The imagery that describes Hallam's ghost draws on In Memoriam, which
vacillates between expressing the desire to see and touch the spirit of the dead
and the
fear that death has brought only "comrption" to the body that was so beloved,
that
perhaps there is no spirit which remains: "Man dies: nor is there

hope

Tennyson's fear

in dust',.

/ desire to see and touch the dead is shared by Lilias papagay,

dreams occasionally turn

to "a terrible nightmare" when the Arturo

out to be "half-absorbed" with a creature of the

sea

(AI 263,

lgl).

whose

she embraces turns

Emily Jesse considers
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the title of Hallam's collected writings, the Remains, ill chosen as it recalls
the ,,terrible
Letter" announcing Hallam's death and the return of his body: "his Remains
come by Sea
from Trieste" (AI 220). 'The Conjugial Angel' illustrates that knowledge of
the

"corruption" of Hallam's remains threads throughout Tennyson's In Memoriam; Ently
Jesse thinks that Alfred had touched "dead flesh with the imagination"
in writing the
poem: "it was clear throughout In Memoriam that his imagination had
faced and probed
what remained, or ceased to remain, of that muchJoved form,, (AI zzl).

Like Tennyson, the French historian Jules Michelet was "preoccupied with the
dead - Iike many of his contemporaries", writes Byatt in 'Incarnation and
Art' (pM 4l).
Michelet's preoccupation, like Tennyson's, is partly attributable to what Byatt
describes
as the loss of certainty in an afterlife and concomitant increase of interest
not only in ,,the
assurances

of Swedenborg and the spiritualists", but also in "strange cults of

ancestral

tombs". It is also attributable to his own experience of death, as "a child of the Terror,,
growing up in Paris of the Revolutions, and first-hand with the deaths of his
father

and

his son' whose tombs became "a kind of shrine". "I filled these tombs with my
imagination,

I

could feel those dead men through the marble", Byatt translates from
Michelet's Le Peuple (PM 4l). In In Memoriam, Tennyson figures his imagination
and
fascination with what happens to the remains of the dead, in terms of the yew
tree that
grows in graveyards and gains its sustenance from dead bodies:

Old Yew, which graspest at the stones
That name the under-lying dead,
Thy fibres net the dreamless head,
Thy roots are wrapt about the bones. (ii; qtd. in AI 2Zl)
Byatt's Tennyson highlights a kind of grasping quality in his poem, that it has
something

of a "cheating life of the lifeless', (AI

Z5S).

When, in Possesslon, Maud Bailey imagines the scholars and biographers, like the
grave-robbing Mortimer Cropper, as "feeding on the young vitality" of
the past like the

roots of the trees which she passes on her way back from Seal Court, she evokes this
image from 1n Memoriant Maud fears that her interest in the past verges on something

that is not only predatory but unhealthy: as

if it is she who is "ghostly"

and ',living

through" Christabel's "vitality" (P 136). At the beginning of possessjon, when Roland
Michell begins his search for clues about Ash and LaMotte, Val intimates that /,is interest
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in the past is less than wholesome: Roland, whom she terms "Mole',, has a
"thing about a
dead man", who himself had a "thing about dead people". Val and Roland's
living
situation contributes to the sense that Roland's interest in Ash is detrimental
to his life
(and to Val's): their flat is underground in a dark basement that
"was not clean and was
damp" in which "they were not even allowed to attempt to grow things" (p lg,
l7).
Blackadder's 'archaeology' into the "pickings, digestion and leavings of Randolph

Henry Ash" highlights the association in Possessl on and Angels and Insects between
literary remains and physical, bodily, remains or matter: like Hallam,s slim volume
of
verse and Randolph Henry Ash's "remains" which Mortimer Cropper houses
in the Stant

Collection. Certain forms of contact with the dead, the texts intimate, are not
prodactive' The novel makes a "clear-cut distinction", writes Janik, ,'between proper
(that is, positive, life-enhancing) and improper (objectifying, life-denying) attitudes
toward the past" (164). The non-productive or life-denying attitude to the past is
intimated by the "airlessness" of the Stant Collection

Collection

in

in Possession and the Linnaeus

The Biographer's Tale, both of which are containers of what phineas,

shortly before he is overcome with claustrophobia, terms "long dead life". The potential

of a relationship to the past to be non-productive is further established by the description
of the Ash archives. The "Ashfactory", where Roland goes in search of Blackadder, is
"hutched in the bowels" of the British Museum and smells, like Roland and Val's flat,

of

"tom-cat". The way in to the archive is to descend down an iron stair; the way out is to
pass through the "sunless Egyptian necropolis" and amongst the
"empty mummy-cases,'.
Roland's progression through the "necropolis",

in pursuit of

another "dead soul,,,

Christabel LaMotte, underscores his resemblance to the "tricksy hero Herakles',
of Ash's

poem (and Greek myth) who must also pass through the "land of the dead".
The

proximity of the archives to the "necropolis", together with Blackadder's analogy
between Ash's "digestion and leavings" and "owl-pellets", highlight the association in
the

text between Ash's textual remains and the abject matter of waste or the ,'comrpt" body
(P 26-7,1,4).
Blackadder also considers the possibility that his life has been wasted, as

if

',all his

thoughts would have been another man's thoughts, all his work another man's work" (p

29). In one respect, Byatt's fiction
study, suggesting "that is

it

regards this waste as a potential pitfall of academic

possible for human beings to spend the whole of

on nonsense", as Gerard Wijnnobel puts itin Babel Tower

their lives

(Bf l9l) "I don't feel as if I
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would be quite real rf I spent the rest of my life inside the walls of a College", Hugh
tells
Frederica in Babel Tower, "although I do see that there is a perfectly
tenable intellectual
position from which this view is absurd." He gives the example of Raphael
Faber, one of
Frederica's dons at Cambridge in Stilt Li/e, who has "a good, rich, exacting,
complicated

life", Hugh tells her, which is 'Just as real as the lives and deaths of his family in
Ausohwitz, though I completely see how, for him, that reality drains life from
his own,,

(Bf T). In particular,

however, Byatt's fiction suggests that a preoccupation with the

dead can be detrimental

to life, whether it be through

academic purzuits, repeated

attendance of seances, or in an extended and extreme state of mourning.

ln Babel Tower Daniel Orton tells Winifred Potter that he is one of the ,,walking
dead", whose life is the "after-life" of Stephanie's death. While in London,
working in
the crypt at St Simeon's, Daniel thinks of how he cannot picture the face of his daughter
Mary, who is in hospital in Yorkshire, but instead sees "stephanie his wife lying on
the
kitchen floor, with her lip pulled back over damp teeth". Mixed with his grief

for

is an awareness, a shocking knowledge, of mortality. ',I think almost all
human beings walk about over the crust of some pit they know is yawning for them Stephanie

almost everyone has things they'd rather not see in their mind's eye
thoughts start up

- I'm no different from anyone",

- darenl let their

he tells Winifred. Daniel's place on

the edge of the "pit" is, however, one that he returns to. Before he met Stephanie, his
life was "at the edge, just over the edge . . where it,s dangerous,'; his metaphorical
association with Dis in The Virgrn in the Garden and his propensity to wear only
black

contributes

to this characterisation of Daniel as somehow

dangerous, associated with

death. The ordinary domestic married life, the "ordinary happiness", that he had with
Stephanie was lost with her death: "I were pushed back, into that world as though I
shouldn't have tried to hoist myself out of it into a sunny shelf, wi, her,, (8721 59-60).

Six years on from Stephanie's death, Daniel's mourning no longer keeps him in
"that clear black stqte" of mourning but it does hold him back from a full engagement
with life; if he is not quite the "walking dead" he is not quite one of "the living" either, he

tells Winifred

(Bf 59-60). 'The Conjugial

Angel"s representation

of Tennyson's

mourning for Hallam, drawing on In Memoriam, also resembles Daniel's. He too knows
about what Sir Harald Alabaster terms the "dark pit of horrors" that Hallam,s death has
revealed, and, like Daniel, Tennyson also considers himself to be not quite of
',the living".
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His life seems to have been "taken over" not simply by his grie{, however, but
by the
poem written in expression of that grief
That wasn't the whole truth, the truth was that both he and Arthur had
seeped into his poem, had become parts of its fabric, a matter-moulded
kind
of half'life he sometimes thought it was, something not independent, but not
part of eac[ not a handclasp, but a kind of vigorour parasiie, Iike mistletoe
on dying oaks with its milky berries and its mysterious evergreen leaves. (r41
268)
Just as Tennyson ponders the idea that his life is a "half-life" as he, and Hallam,
merge with (and in) the "fabric" of his poefiL Mortimer Cropper considers
the idea that

his life, or thoughts, are not entirely his own, through his contact with Ash's
writing.
Cropper is possessed by Ash (in more ways than one) to the extent that he ,'felt
his own
identity at times. . . as insubstantial, leached into this matter-of-writing', (p 99).
Not only
does Possessioil highlight the close relation between textuality and subjectivity,
described
in the previous chapter, it also suggests at a parasitic relation that can form between
a
living individual subject and the dead zubject of their research, if the former is too
bound

up with the past and not the present or the living. The characters,

name

s in

The

Biographer's Tqle extend this association between a biographer and a parasite: phineas
Nanson is the biographer of Scholes Destry-Scholes, who is the biographer
of Elmer
Bole; the beetle which carries Dutch Elm Disease is the Scolytus Destructor: the
mite
which preys on the beetle isthe phaeogenes nqnus (TBT263).

If

Tennyson's poem

Tennyson's

things:

it

is a kind of

parasite, feeding

off Hallam's death

and

griel it

also represenls a predatory relationship between living and dead
makes "solid the horrid vision of the nightmare world" of ,'nature red in tooth

and claw". What the poem struggles to do, the fictional Tennyson thinks, is convey
through the matter of writing "the other, the world of spirit, of light". Unlike

the

gratifying solidity of the 'thick words" of the animal / natural world, the',transcendental
aspects" of the poem "resisted language"
@f 264-5). The poem includes an articulation

of the difficulty of retaining transcendence, the "empyreal heights of thought", in

,solid,

words:

Vague words! but ah, how hard to frame
In matter-moulded forms of speech,
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Or even for the intellect to reach
Through memory that which I became: (xiv; qtd. in AI 266)
Byatt's Tennyson then has an excursus on the phrase "matter-moulded forms
of speech,,

which encapsulates the "stubborn body of language" of the poem and the "mould,, of
decay and "things mouldering away"; simultaneously evoking the clay of the earth
from

which Adam is created in Biblical accounts, and the sculpting of poetry as an act of
creation. He recalls a conversation that he and Hatlam have "on the lawn at Somersby,
of the nafure of things, of creation, of love and art, of sense and soul." Arthurtalked of
"Keats' sensual imagination, which created beauty, and Keats said might be compared to
Adam's dream of the creation of the Woman from his own bloody ripped-out rib,
'he
awoke and found it truth"' (A1256). Emily Jesse remembers the same conversation:

'It all comes out of the old Neoplatonic mythic belie{,' Arthur said. 'The
Mind, the higher Mind, Nous, immerses itself in inert Matter, Hyle, and
creates life and beauty. The Nous is male and the Hyle femal., u, ou.uoo,
the ska is male, and Ge, the earth, is femare, as christ, the Logos, the word,
is male, and the soul he animates is female,, (AI ZZ7)

In each of the mythic systems which Hallam discusses, the creative principle and
animating force is male, the "inert Matter" female: mapping one binary pair, spirit i
matter, onto another, male / female. In 'Incarnation and Art' Byatt also points out that./rl
Memoriqm ;oociii contrasts "the masculine intellect" and "strenuous masculine doubt",

with "the piety of his sister" and "female intuitive wisdom". The latter, in turn, relates to
the image of "the woman as neoplatonic Matter":

Her faith thro'form is pure as thine,
Her hands are quicker unto good.
Oh, sacred be the flesh and blood
To which she links a truth divinel
The sister in the poem embodies "truth" in her very "form", like the ,'truth embodied in a

Tale" of In Memoriam xxxvi. These stitnzas describe the transfiguration of the
transcendental spiritual Word of God into a written, material, form. Like the creation

of

Adam and Eve from "inert Matter", the matter of speech is moulded to embody a "divine
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truth": "And so the Word had breath, and wrought / With human hands the creed of
creeds" (PM3S-40).

The capacity of the "'Word" to make God's truth incarnate is carried over, Byatt
suggests, into the "word": there is a "gentle shift" in In Memoriam xxxti',from
theological ideas of incarnation to aesthetic, or narrative, ones"

(pM 4O).

Despite an

of what his poem cannot do, Byatt's Tennyson also thinks about what it can
do, which is make "something fantastically beautiful out of the horror of Arthur,s
awareness

dissolution".

And yet, and yet, and yet, if there was one thing he knew, it was that his
poem was beautifi-rl and alive and true, like an angel. If the air was full
of the
ghostly voices of his ancestors, his poem let them sing out again, Dante
and
Theocritus, Milton and the lost Keats, whose language was their afterlife.
(Ar 268-e)
The poem gives 'life' (or a kind of life, a "half-life") to Hallam and to the words
of the
dead poets: by collecting the "flyrng fragments of language that hung around his head',
and reassembling them into verse Tennyson gives the "ghostly voices" a renewed shape
and form.

The nineteenth-century interest in the ways in which poetry, or writing, could
resurrect the dead is explored in 'Incarnation and Art', in which Tennyson,s verse is
compared

with Robert Browning's and with the work of Michelet.

Michelet's

contribution to "French history-writing", Byatt suggests, was to "give it a new name, a
new definition": not 'Narrative' or'Analysis' but 'Resurrection'. Michelet thus identifies

work, "the bringing to life of the dead in the history of Humanity", with the raising of
Lazarus. in the context of nineteenth-century writings, Byatt writes, Michelet's
his

'Resurrection' ties "a further knot in the threads which link poetry, history, the Fourth
Gospel and its account of the miracle of Lazarus with a secular questioning about what
can be saved of the idea of incarnation" (PM

40-1). An interest in the secular idea of

incarnation (and its relation to the biblical notion) threads through Robert Browning's

poetry, in particular The Ring and the Book. As a poem which purports to "start the
dead alive" and make a "new beginning" out of the "end', which death imposes,

Browning's poem shares with Michelet's history the task

of

resurrection;

just

as
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Browning's 'Karshish' shares with Michelet's 'Resurrection' and

In

Memoriam

a

contemplation of the biblical account of Lazarus (1,732-3),
Browning's "Ring" is "found alive

roots

/ That roof old tombs at Chiusi":

/ Spark-like'mid

unearthed slope-side figtree-

a thing of life among the long dead remains

human bodies and stone tombs. Likewise, the "pure crude fact,,

compilation

of

accounts from a murder trial

of

of tie ,'Book,,, a

in Rome in 1698, is ',found,,

:rmongst

"abandoned artefacts, dead but speaking". Browning's use of the verb "resuscitate,' over

"create" indicates that it is a work of "mimic creation, galvanism for life", drawing
Byatt
suggests, on the resuscitation of flesh in the miracle of Elisha, the revival of the corpse,
a

"very solid piece of inanimate carnality".

If Browning

and Michelet are interested in the related topics of incarnation

and resurrection, which are both in some sense animation, they are

interested in the material part of the equation, in matter, in the body. linint
this is obscurely and deeply connected to the fear, made beautiful and

wonderful by the geologists and the prehistorians, that perhaps the body was
all there was, that the one life ended once in death, which cime increaiingly
to possess the century (pM 47-S)

For Browning and Michelet, and to some extent Tennyson, belief in resurrection and
incarnation shifts from a spiritual or religious sense to the more secular belief in the
function and nature of history or art.
The capacity of art, specifically fiction, to resurrect the dead is both explored by
Byatt's nineteenth century characters and enacted by her texts' own representation of the
past- Angels and Insecls and Possession resurrect figures from the past, or real historical
dead "personages", that appear amongst the fictional. Fictional texts, Byatt suggests,
in
a discussion of Toni Morrison's Beloved (1987), are able

to "embody the dead,' and place

them "on an equal footing with the other characters in the book". She draws an analory
between the appearance of a ghost and the representation of an historical or dead person
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in a novel.2e When someone dies, Byatt writes, mourners are aware "of a presence of an
absence", something or someone who is and "isn't there"; for Daniel Orton, n Bqbel
Tower, the dead Stephanie is a perpetual presence: "he sees a kind of black space
walking in the garden, which is his absent wife"

(lc

zl5, BT 361). In a book, Byatt

suggests, "all the characters are ambivalently there and not there", all are in some
sense

"solid" and "real" (IC ZIS)
Sdances, as Byatt tells Jean-Louis Chevalier, became her "metaphor
sdance

for fiction,

a

is a fiction". 'The Conjugial Angel' is an extended elaboration on this analogy:

Sophie Sheekly "would have been a poet, if she hadn't been a medium", Byatt points
out,
and Lilias Papagay is "a novelist manqu6e' (JLC
some recent critics regard as Byatt's poetics of

l7).

This an important element of what

fiction. The "figure of artist-as-medium,'

is important to 'The Conjugial Angel', suggests Kathleen Kelly, not only in the characters

of Sophie Sheekly and Lilias

Papagay but also as the story itself provides what reviewer

Mary Hawthorne describes as a "conduit to a lost world" (Kelly 107-8).30 According to
Michael Levenson, in'The Religion of Fiction', 'The Conjugial Angel' explores the notion
that giving "solidity" to stories displays a kind of "visionary capacity." He makes the
point that while the reader experiences some discomfort at the appearance of Hallam's
ghost at the end of the novella, that first "instinctive mockery" gives way to the idea
that
"novel readers are always seeing ghosts", and that, in a sense, ',[e]very character is an

(44). Byatt's fiction, he writes, displays an interest in the "post-Christian
spiritual life" which Byatt learned from lris Murdoch (43). That Byatt regards
apparition"

Murdoch's fiction in this light is suggested by her essay "The Omnipotence of Thought",

which describes Murdoch's The Unicont as "about the possibility and nature of the
spiritual life, in a post- or un-Christian world" (pM 137).

Like Murdoch and the nineteenth century writers that she

discusses in

'Incarnation and Art', Byatt is interested, writes Levenson, in "what can be saved of the

idea

of incarnation". She "may not

believe

in the truths of

religion, but

she

tnfn

the review of Morrison's novel n The Guardian (1987), reprinted rn passions of the Mind,
Byatt states that despite the attempts rn Beloved of both Sethe and Paul D to avoid discussing
aspects of the past, "the past rises up and cries for blood like Beloved' (PM 256). In Imagining
Characters Byatt and lgnes Sodrd describe the narrative of Belovecl as "non-linear and complex";
it is concemed with memory, and the role of memory in constructions of both "individual"
subjectivities and cultural histories. The conversation moves on to consider constructions of the
past in historical. mythical, fictional and personal accoults, including the way in which
Beloved
highlights the gaps, inconsistencies and ambiguities contained in each ofthese (IC lg1,ZlT-22,).
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unquestionably believes in the belief'. The yearning of Mrs Papagay
and Sophie Sheekfi

in 'The Conjugial Angel' for some contact with the dead, or "to see an angel in

the

sunset", is comparable to a "yearning" in Byatt's fiction itsel{ he argues:

She has described late Victorian spiritualism as 'part of a whole shift in
religious feeling,' and she sees us in our own late r.ntury as living in
the same
spiritual swamp. . . . Her point is not to confirm religious trutb but to
enlarge the religious sense, which locates value not in the infinite but in
the
yearning for the infinite, not in God but in the search for God. In
a more
than clever analogy, Byatt has drawn a connection between the'afterlife'
of
the Bible and the 'afterlife' of the nineteenth-century novel. We live in
the
shadow of both. But the task, as she sees it, is not to get out from under
the
shadow into the white modern light. It is to respect and to love our old
shadowy needs, to keep faith with faith, and with realist fiction.
Byatt's fiction, in particular Possession

and

Angels qnd Insect^r, counters what Levenson

calls a "spirit-hunger", or desire for transcendence that is lacking in the
"post-Christian
,'literature
spiritual life": what religion was, he writes,
can now be,' (43),
Possession's conviction in the value of realist fiction leads one reviewer,
Louise

Yelin' to question whether the novel in fact instigates a return to an Arnoldian concept
of
culture even as l/ "calls into question the universalising values of Arnold". At
the end

of

the novel, Yelin argues, Roland is "on the verge of chucking in criticism altogether
and
writing poetry inspired by the lovely Maud Bailey - on the verge, that is, of doing what

for Byatt as for Arnold is the real or at least the right thing" (38, 40). By the end
of the
novel Roland has "learned" of the continuing relevance and value of Victorian
writers,
contributing to a revival of interest in Ash and LaMotte's poetry and a re-evaluation
of
how their work has been perceived. His "thing about" Ash also revives his belief in
love,
so that he overcomes his doubts about love as an ideological construct and falls in
love

with Maud Bailey. Jackie Buxton picks up on this idea, suggesting that the
contemporary characters' existence is characterised by sterility, at least initially,
"[w]hen
Maud and Roland join forces, however, their relationship is increasingly charged with the
galvanic kick of Victorian passion" (210). Tied up with his revived capacity to love is
Roland's renewed "faith" in literature and language so that what ,'had happened" to
Roland, by the end of the novel, is that what literature could do had become more
interesting to him than the idea of what it could not
'oMury Hawthome. 'Winged Victoriana.' New Yorker

(p

2l

473).
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Po.ssessiotr's emphasis on the relevance

of literatures of the past is not so much

posited on returnitlg to the past, as Yelin suggests, as conoeptualising
the past as a
continuing presence in the present. On the one hand, this presence takes the form
of a
haunting: ghosts of the past and the dead return in the form of fictional characters.
On
the other, Byatt's fiction also indicates that continued contact with the dead 'matter,
of
past literatures can contribute to the continuation and vitality of new literatures.
On
returning to the flat near the close of Pos'sessioz, Roland remembers finding
the letters,
recalling "the day those dark leaves had flown out of,R. H. Ash's Vico,,. He
sits down to
read Ash's Golden Apples and finds that the words of the poem were not
simply ,'papery
and dry" but "living creatures or stones of fire"

(P 470, 472).

Outside, in the garden,
Roland switches to a related analogy and considers how it is that the ,'damp and
earthy,,

soil, which smells of decay, is nonetheless a source of life "in which things were
growing". Like the earth, the "dark leaves" of the past form the ground out of which
new life grows: in the (literal and figurative) garden Roland's own poems ,,came
like rain
and were real" (P 474-5).
Hugh Pink's walk, at the beginning of Babel Tower, draws on the same analogy.
Hugh moves from a consideration of yew trees and their fleshJike berries, to myth
and

poetry, to a "feeling about death" and a "brief knowledge of his own temporary
body',.
Beneath him is the "blanket of soft decay", the human and animal remains
which the turf
has absorbed; above him are the trees which are simultaneously
"living and dying".
Concomitant with Hugh's sense of a biological connection to the land is a sense
of the
continuity of culture: "the repeated reading of words which like turf and stones
are part

of the matter of the mind: the Immortality Ode, say, the Nightingale, Shakespeare,s
sonnets" (BT 17).31 Like the earth, Hugh's mind has absorbed pieces
of literature,
remembered fragments which form the matter from which new poems,
Persephone poem, can

grow. When he sends Frederica

a letter

like

his

with a copy of the poem

''When Hugh tries to think out his own poem "his thoughts buzz around him like
a cloud of
of varying colours, sizes and liveliness" (BT 2). Like Hugh, Tennyson has a "buzzing
lnsects'
of
little flying fragments of language that hung around his head all the time in a cloud, like the
veils
of living and dead smoke, like the motes of dust that hung rn shafts of sunlight" in ,The Conjugial
Angel'. Tennyson also flrinks of both Keats and Shakespeare's sonnets, although the latter is
partly due to the homoerottc element of his feelings for Arthur Hallam, a ',fruitless
fire', of desire
that "they flew around, without burning their lvings, without being shrivelld" (AI Z54, ZS7).
That Teruryson, like Hugh Pink, recalls fragments from Keats *J Shuk"rpeare, together
with the
coincidence that Possession and Babel Tower begin with Persephone / proserpina,lrod.r."or.,
that these are texts which form the humus of Byatt's own fiction (and Western culture).
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"about Death" he argues that the "dead" myths of the Greeks "dontfeel dead,;his poem

is about the cycles of seasons and the regeneration of life from dead things, ',soil and
bones and soft seeds" (BT75-7).
Hugh's stumbling moment

of realisation is accompanied by an awareness of
biological mortality: "You cannot have this particular pleasure in living, Hugh tells
himself, before you have begun to know you are dyrng,'

@r n).

Knowledge of death,

and birth, contributes to the linear form of fiction, writes Byatt, who "stumbled, whilst

working, across the idea that stories and tales, unlike novels, were intimately to do with
death." Those "who believed in narrative", she writes, argue "that we are narrative
beings because we live in biological

time. Whether we like it or not, our lives have

beginnings, middles and ends" (OHS 132). Against this, she also posits the possibility

that life, in some form, contrnues after the end. Even though "biological time"
determines the structure of a life (and a fiction), other experiments and developments
in

biology have contributed to the conception that "Life" does not end with death. In
Possession Randolph Ash literally reconstitutes life from pieces of dead or dying matter:

he "busily sliced off the tentacles of hydra and lacerated polyps into fragments, each of
which became a new creature',.

This phenomenon fascinated him because it seemed to him to indicate a
continuity and interdependence of all life, which might perhaps assist in
modifying or doing away with the notion of individual death, and thus deal
with that great fear to which, as the certain promise of Heaven trembled and
faded, he and his contemporaries were all hideously subject. (p z4g)
Ash is influenced, Cropper writes, by Michelet's account of the interdependence of life
and death in La nter which describes life in the sea that "moults or sheds, ceaselessly" in
a "daily and partial death". The "still animated particles" or fragments "have no time to
die" or "fall back into an inorganic state" before they are absorbed by "new organisms,'

(P 249-50). Rather than regard death, or the atomisation that comes with material
decay, as the end of a single hfe, Ash and Michelet reconceptualise death in terms of its

contribution to the unceasing continuation of ',Life',.

In addition, this conception of the relationship between the dead and the living
reconceptualises what Tennyson's image of the yew implies is the predatory nature

of

living things that feed off the dead. Tennyson's emphasis on nature as ,'red in tooth and
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claw", which is partly derived from evolutionary theory, gives precedence to the
competitive relations in the natural world and does not, as Keller argues, take into
account the large number of organisms that co-exist in a form of relationship that is
characterised by co-operation, or mutualistic symbiosis, rather than competition. Indeed,
Tennyson's poem has done much to contribute to the conception that ,'Nature"
is harsh
and competitive

(1996) Against the predatory

model, Michelet offers a perspective on

the reconstitution of dead matter that intimates the mutual benefits of the process. The
sea-creature, or yew tree, that feeds on the remains of the dead absorbs the dead
particles and thus contributes to the ongoing cycle of life, so that each fragment
does not
so much die as gain new life, as part of a new form.

Ash's process of dismembering fragments of sea creatures and reassembling them

in a new form is analogous to the intertextual reassemblage of texrual fragments.
Frederica's interest, in Babel Tower, in working with BurroughsJike "cut-ups', or
"fragments" of literature forms part of her experiment with writing; her laminations pick

up and extend a project (which is still incomplete at the end of Babel Tower) that
Stephanie began in The Virgin in the Garden: to make sense, for herself and in
the
changing world of the present, of the pieces of culture that remain. The
"matter,, of
Stephanie's dream is "ends of verses curled and coiled in vacancy", or
"modernist shored
fragments of allusive high art, pickings, flotsam and jetsam of a foundering culture"
that
have no life, but are "bleached and vanished". Stephanie thinks, on waking,
that she ',had

called up this impotent ghost of English poetry, but could offer

it no blood to make it

utter" (VG 250). Permanently held in what Levenson terms "the white modern light,',
Stephanie has no opportunity to find her way out and into the postmodern world
of

Babel Tower, but remains caught in the stasis of a literary death in Still Life. By
contrast, what Babel Tower offers to its writers is the chance to turn the ,'flotsam and
jetsam" of the sea that is literature, or culture, into new and living
forms. The fragments

of matter that form Hugh Pink's poem, although it is "about Death",
"blood", because they have been reworked into a new literary
Jameson might consider this as a form

have life, or

text. Whilst Frederic

of "aesthetic cannibalisation', (Hutcheon 19gg,

24), in Byatt's fiction, the text that draws on the "young vitality" of past literature is not
so much predatory as partaking in a symbiotic relation that bestows mutual benefit. The
presence of Ash's verse in Roland's poetry, for example, contributes to Ash's continued
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life and 'immortality', just as each particle, in Michelet's

accou

nt of La mer, attatns a kind

of immortality through its absorption by a new organism.32

There is one further issue that

I

want to consider here (briefly, as

it will

be

discussed further in the following chapter) which links Byatt's analogy between literature

and spiritualism with the analogy that she draws between biological processes and the

writing of fiction. On the one hand, Byatt's fiction represents the idea that the dead
remain a biological presence amongst the living. In Byatt's short story'The Next Room,,
Joanna realises that the haunting that she experiences is not, in fact, a visitation by her
parents, but a part of "her own blood and presence" in their genetic contribution
to her

biological make-up (.1 83). The capaeity to read the genetic presence of the dead is also
considered in Bahel Tower: like the snail that wears its "genetic code for all to read",
the
appearance of the individual subject can be 'read' to reveal a biological genealogy (BT

464). Frederica and Daniel see "the same ghost" of

Stephanie when they

look at her

daughter, Mary, in whom genetic traces of the "dead woman" remain, traces which can
even be seen in Frederica, as Daniel is "annoyed" to find (BT

361-4,25). In possession,

Maia Bailey's photograph is scrutinised and found to share physical traits of both Ash
and

LaMotte. As Maud and Roland "read her face" they

see

not only Maia's parents'

features but also Maud's own in the "corner of the eyebrow" and "edge of the mouth".
Maud's reaction to Roland tracing her genealogy to Ash and LaMotte in her face is

to

see something "unnaturally determined about

it all.

Daemonic." Maud's comment

highlights the connection between genealogy, or even evolution, and plot formation that
I discussed above: Maud is perturbed by the idea that the shape of her life has been
determined by her biological relation to Ash and LaMotte, and is a fixed narrative. For

Maud, as for Joanna in 'The Next Room' or Daniel in Babel Tower, the presence of the

"Ash's poems are the ashy remains, as his name intimates, from which "living creatures,,
nonetheless arise "like Milton's phoenix". The phoenix appears in Christabel LaMotte's

will

final

letter to Ash (and in Angels and Insects) higNighting Byatt's interest in the life that can
arise
from the ashes of death:
. . . 'From out her ashy womb now teemed
Revives, reflourishes, then vigorous most
When most unctive deemed
And though her body die, her fame survives
A secular bird, ages of lives'. (P 502-3)
Milton's "ashy womb" also recalls the womb / tomb / urn of Stephanie's dream which is the
repository of both life and death. Life continues. is resurrected, through textuatit_v (p Z4g-50,).
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dead in the blood of the living is somewhat uncanny, a form of possession:

"I feel they

have taken me over" (P 504-5).

Genetic inheritance also functions as a metaphor for literature. In ,The Greatest

Story Ever Told', Byatt considers the idea that "[s]tories are like genes, they keep part

of

us alive after the end of our story". The title refers to the Thousand and One Nights
which has been endlessly reworked, and exists as a perpetual presence,
"circulating in
one form or another", in contemporary, as well as past, literature (OHS I66). Fragments

of literature, like the individual stories in the Thousand and One Nights, are kept alive
through their reappearance in literature over time, gaining a kind of immortal
'life' which
has no end. In Byatt's fiction, there is the possibility (or hope) that death, the end
to

"a

single biological life" or text, does not signify "the End" at all, but contains the possibilitv

of "new beginnings".

Fragments of stories: the pieces of the past
Part of postmodernism's revisiting of history includes a reconsideration of the extent to
which history is "a human construct". This includes a questioning of what Jean-Frangois

Lyotard has termed the grand or meta-narratives that attempt to account for the totality
of the past, employing a "mode of unification" or organising events into a shape that

befits

a

particular ideology, whether

it be Christian, Marxist, a

emancipation" or the "idea of progress" (1993, 37; 1989,

"narrative of

7). Much recent fiction, writes

Byatt, partakes in "a project of reassessing the past, our own ancestry, without the old
framing certainties of Christianity or Marxism,, (NB 444-5); without even, as N.
Katherine Hayles and other critical theorists

of

science argue, the "certainties,, which

science provides. As discussed above, evolution is both "a science" and
"anarrative" or
series of narratives emerging from particular cultural moments.

Whether they occur in literature or in science, [writes Hayles,] narratives do
not exist in isolation but rather take their shape and significance from larger
discursive patterns that I will call grand narratives. These grand niuratives
are the stories a culture tells to make sense of the world and itself. Like all
narratives, grand narratives have beginnings, middles and ends. . . . A grand
narrative important throughout the nineteenth century in Western
"ultu.",
including evolutionary biology, was the narrative of progress. Its erosion
in
the wake of World War I precipitated a major crisis whose aftershocks are
still being felt. Perhaps the only Western narrative of comparable importance
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in the modernist period has been the narrative of individualism. .
l l3).

.

(1995,

The radical questioning of such meta-narratives arises partly from an awareness
of their inability to account for the events that comprise the two World Wars. Babel
Tower's image of the reconstructed stained glass window in St. Simeon's Church, where

Daniel listens to the babble of unhappy voices every day, highlights the failure of one
grand narrative in particular to make sense of these events. Originally, the windows
showed significant biblical events: Noah's Ark and the great flood, the raising of Lazarus,

"the risen Christ at Emmaus" and the "tongues of fire descending at Whitsuntide',, each

of which is significant to Byatt's fiction. The flood picks up Possession's account, via
Michelet, of life and death in the sea, and suggests at the "End" that the flood (like a
nucleur winter) signifies, after which ca.me new life and a newly washed

world.

The

raising of Lazarus and of Christ highlights the issues of incarnation and resurrection
discussed in the previous section, and the tongues of flame at Whitsuntide foreshadow
Culvert's theatre of tongues and ideas regarding language that Babel Tower explores.

AII these windows were sucked in by bomb blasts, leaving heaps of brilliant
blackened fragments strewn in the aisles. A devout glazier in the
congregation undertook to rebuild the windows, after the war, using the
broken lights, but he was not able, or even willing, to reconstitute the
narratives as they had been.
Rather than attempt to put it all back, "all smashed, with gaping holes", the glazier makes

a coloured mosaic, an "abstract yet suggestive" design, with the events mixed up and
fragments of images connected to other images: "Dead Lazarus's bound jaw has survived
and one of his stiffwhite hands; both make a kind of wheel with the hand breaking bread
at Emmaus and a hammering Ark-builder's hand"

(Bf

7).

Ostensibly a reworking of the Christian n.urative, recalling Julian Barnes' History

of the llorld in I0 1/2 Chapters, the glazier's work points to the failure of any niurative
that attempts to make complete sense of past events and "the illusory nature of orders,
which are perceived to be man-made, provisional and unstable." In additio4 the abstract
design of the stained glass window highlights what the novel paradoxically represents as
an awareness, during the mid- to late-twentieth century, of the failure of representation.
Foreshadowed by St. Simeon's window is Frederica's discussion with Desmond Bull on
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the belief in the "impossibility of figurative painting"; Bull's own paintings are, Frederica

thinks, "about what

it feels like to be a human

body in an abstract world" (BT ZiZ).

Babel Tower's concern is with the implications for forms of cultural practice, in particular
fiction, of a cultural awareness of death and mortality and a pervasive consciousness of
annihilation and fragmentation, contributed to by two World Wars and developments in
the technology and the sciences. Since the mid-twentieth century the totality or oneness

of a represented image seemedfalse,

as

Bull suggests, at odds with the ,'random tangle,'

of experience. In particular, the form of fiction influenced by the nineteenth-century
novel "was finished", Byatt quotes B. S. Johnson, "bythe outbreak of the First World
War": it seemed "anachronistic", "irrelevant and perverse" and could not "be made to
work for our time" (PM 165-6)}3
Nonetheless, Babel Tower
rearrangement

is

interested

in

the paflern that arises from

a

of fragments: the "suggestive" element of the "abstract', design.3. The

novel considers the possibility that form, a formal, even linear, arrangement of events or

things, can still "say something". not a universal or ahistorical "truth" but a "kind of
truth" that arises from a particular discursive and ideological context. In some respects,

Babel Tower represents a shift from a conception that art is representative of human
experience, to an awareness of the specific context, personal, cultural, historical, out of
which cultural practices arise. Frederica's Laminations are comprised of bits and pieces

of texts that are both personal,

Frederica's correspondences and her own written

accounts of specific events that she has experienced, and cultural, taken from various
other texts, including novels, of the time. tn addition, Babel Tower itself is comprised
from bits and pieces of discourse together with personal, remembered, fragments that are
"laminated" into a single

text. In 'Fathers' Byatt

describes Babel Tower as constructed

through a combination of her own memories of the 1960s and "historical research',:
process which contributed

(OHS

l2)- In 'Memory

to her "sense of

a

edge between lived and imagined history,'

and the Making of Fiction', Byatt elaborates on this idea of the

novel as a combination of the personal and the cultural:

"I have tied (in 1995)

my

memory tightly to the mediated cultural themes of the novel's portrait of the sixties',.

S. Johnson. Aren't You Rather Young to be Writing Your Memoirs? London,1973:12.
Qtd. in Byatt PM 165-6.

"B.
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- proust, Joyce, Mann, woolf - weave
significant personal memories, recognitions, epiphanies, into a texture of
language and thought. The philosopher Richard Rorty sees proust's
projected novel as an exemplary form of a modern, provisional, ironist
culture, which has given up the search for eternal and lmmutable laws or
theories of human nature.
The great modernist writers

According to Rorty, Byatt continues, Proust's novel is "a network of small interanimating
contingencies" that lrses rather than attempts to surmount chance, and is aware that there

are no "immutable laws" but "only little mortal things to be rearranged by being
redescribed" - like the "colour of the windows in the Guermantes chapel,'. Like A Ia
recherche, Byatt's tetralogy makes a "pattern from the little things" that are remembered
and woven into a text (MMF 49-50).35

Byatt is "happy", she claims, "with the idea that the novel is a profoundly
agnostic and provisional form, connected to local truths and making sense, in the shifting

structure of a whole life, of those disproportionately glittering perceptions and events,,

(MMF

5l). Byatt echoes Walter Benjamin's

'The Storyteller', which she discusses in On

Histories and Stories, in which he distinguishes between the story, the novel

and

information; Hayles summarises the definition of the story with Benjamin's image of the
storyteller "spinning his tale while his listeners spin and weave clotb, with the rhythm of
the story and the rhythm of the work interpenetrating". Unlike the story, the meaning

of

the novel (according to Benjamin) becomes apparent "only in retrospect, after the whole
shape

of a life is known, the novel positions itself ontologically

as a remembrance',. The

novel can be grasped as a "whole", while the story involves the "ongoingness of process"
(1990, 237). Byatt's tetralogy attempts to position itself somewhere in-between the two,

as Byatt's account of writing the tetralogy

in 'Memory

and the Making

of Fiction",

suggests: each of the three individual and complete texts (with a fourth on the way) is
connected by "various threads" into one ongoing work which is in process, a "provisional

form". In addition,'Memory

and the Making

of Fiction'also illustrates that theformis

connected to the "shifting structure of a whole life. (MMF 65,

5l)

'oDoris Lessing claims that she was also rnterested in the "pattern" that could be made from the
ufragments"
after the "break down": of an individual and of a society (7).
Rorty.
Contingency, Irony and Sotidarity. Cambridge, Cambridge University press,
'sRichard
1989: 99. Qtd. in Byatt, M IF 49-50.
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The dffirerrces between the story and the novel also diminish when both are
compared with information, which has no "shared context and communal values". writes
Hayles, and can be "transported into any context,'.

What connection does this information have to the reader, and what contexts
does it presuppose and create? According to Benjamin, the triumph of
information over story and novel bespeaks the death of experience, for to
him experience means something more than facts or explanations. It signifies
the texture of life created from a wealth of small shared moments, the
unspoken and unconscious expectations that form the fabric upon which the
figures of story are embroidered. In the absence of these shared contexts,
experience is incommunicable, Facts can be told, events can be narrated, but
experience cannot be shared, for the cloth out of which it is woven has been
destroyed. (1990,238)

For Byatt,

it is the connections

hetween each "glittering event", the "small shared

moments" of experience, that are so important to fiction and of greater value than easily
transferable facts or information.
Benjamin's point that the novel is shaped in retrospect highlights another issue

that I have considered in this chapter: the impact of the "End" on the pattern that is given

to a life, or to a fictional work. "Death is the sanction of everything that the storyteller
can tell", writes Benjamin (94); Benjamin "points out that a man's life becomes a story at

the point of death", writes Byatt. Collections of tales that have no end, like the
Thousqnd and One Nights and Proust's A Ia recherche, are "big books of death-defying

stories", she quotes from Malcolm Bowie, endlessly deferring (or defying) death (OHS
132)'36 An ongoing postponement of the end is also enacted by Byatt's tetralogy, in

which each novel's end is succeeded by the beginning of the next. The Virgin in the
Garden, for example, leaves its close open with the line: "That was not the end, but since
it went on for a considerable time, is as good
the end

of Still Life, after Stephanie's

a place

to stop as any" (VG 4Zg). Toward

death, the narrator makes an excursus on narrative

endings:

once novels ended with marriages: now we know better, we lumber on
inconclusively into the sands and swamps of married life, ending in a query,
an uncertainty, a bifurcation of possibilities that allows the reader to continue
3uMatcolm

Bowie. Pror.tst Among the Stars . Great Britain: HarperColtins, I 998:

Byatl OHS 132.

3

l4-5

.

etd. in

l8l

the story with his own preferred, desired projection. Death is more of an end
than marriage.

At the

same time, death is not an end;

life and the text continue beyond it. The grief that

is caused by death is protracted and unresolved for Daniel for whom "zurviving . . , is
exactly not resolution". This is also true, Still Life svggests, of other textual accounts

of

death and mourning: Shakespeare's "Hamlet comes to life in a startling way when he
enters the world of death".

lf

In Memoriam makes a life (for itsel{, for the poet, for

Hallam) out of Hallam's death, Daniel does not want to turn his memories into a shaped

narrative and thereby bring Stephanie

to life: "it was bearable to

remember these

fragmented aspects almost, but intolerably dangerous to call up, to reach out to, to name
the whole living woman" (SL 344-5).

The historical fictions, Possession and Angels and Insects, have also been pieced
together from "glittering" fragments into a form that displays a concern with form itself,
including the pattern that death and the "End" impose. Whilst the fragments that are

pieced together

in the tetralogy

come largely from remembered experience, the

fragments that contribute to Possession and Angels and Insects are tiny "filaments

of

fact", or what Byatt describes in 'True Stories and the Facts in Fiction' as footnotes to
history,

or

"germs"

of

stories, that are collected and connected

in a

"process like

trawling, or knitting" (OHS 107, I l0). Like Tom Stoppard's Arcadia, which constructs
a dramatic narrative around several events that are marginal to or outside mainstream
history (such as the whereabouts of Lord Byron for two months in 1809), Byatt's short

story 'Precipice-Encurled' arises from her interest in a "young person whose life and
death were contained in a footnote" to an account of Robert Browning's "hypothetical

last love for Mrs Bronson". Angels and Insects "also started with a footnote - in this
case a footnote

to the Collected Lelters of Arthur Henry Hallam" that related a chance

remark made by Emily Jesse, n6e Tennyson, regarding her marriage to Richard Jesse,

recorded by her granddaughter, Fryn Tennyson Jesse. Like Maud and Roland in
Possession and Phineas Nanson

in

The Biographer's

Tale,'True Stories' considers the

appeal of imagining the past that a footnote and an "absence of information" enables at

the same time as it meditates on the issue of "truth" in fiction. Each small filament of
fact allows Byatt to engage in a "fictive activity", building the imagined stories that are
'Precipice-Encurled' and'The Conjugial Angel' (OH S | 02-3).
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It is not so much the combination of fact with fiction

as the

reconfiguration of the

old with the new that I want to consider at this point, although the two issues are related.
In 'True Stories' Byatt questions what she terms an increasing "artfulness" in history and

criticism concomitant (and related) to contemporary fiction's preoccupation with
historical truth and accuracy. Mary Jacobus' Romanticism, Writing qnd Sexaal
Difference (1989) makes statements about Wordsworth's poetry that seem anachronisfic

to Byatt, who

suggests

that "Jacobus's project is to reread, and in a riddling sense to

rewrite The Prelude in the light of her own political preoccupations". Whilst Byatt
questions the "use" of such a rewriting in literary criticism, she suggests that in
Jiction
this "kind of rewriting, or writing between the lines" can have "power". She gives the
example of Toni Morrison's Beloved that "gives a voice, a new life, a life now

to the

silenced slaves of the slave narratives and rewrites, or at least radically changes the

reading of the great nineteenth-century American novels" (OHS 99-l0l). Similarly,
Angels qnd Insects and Pos.session give "new life, a life now" to the poets

of the

nineteenth century. Whilst Byatt's project is less powerful, politically, than Morrison's,

there is a sense in which Possession and 'The Conjugial Angel' "rewrite" the past with a

of feminist consciousness (although reviving interest in the male poets of the
nineteenth century is also important to Byatt). "The original impulse for'The Conjugial
degree

Angel' was in this sense revisionist and feminist. It would tell the untold story of Emily,
as compared

to the often-told story of Arthur and Alfred", writes Byatt in 'True Stories,

(oHS ro4).
The imitation and reworking of a past style which is characteristic of postmodern
art can be a powerfi.rl political activity, agrees Hutcheon in A Poetics of Postmodernism.
She makes a comparison between postmodern architecture and postmodern fiction in

order to illustrate the way in which postmodernism engages in a "critical reworking"

of

history. Postmodern architecture, Hutcheon

of

suggests, draws on the aesthetic forms

the past in order to engage them in a process of reflection: the phrase'the presence ofthe

past', coined in 1980 as the title of the Venice Biennale which "marked the institutional

recognition of postmodernism in architecture", epitomises an important, contradictory
postmodern concept. Paolo Portoghesi's analysis (1983) of the twenty facades of the

Strada Novissima at the Beinnale illustrates "how architecture has been rethinking
modernism's purist break with history": "The past whose presence we claim is not a
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golden age to be recuperated", writes Portoghesi (Hutcheon, 1988, 4).3? The welding
pieces

of

of past styles with current or modernist trends in design, which is a defining

feature of postmodern architecture, is not, as Hutcheon stresses, a "nostalgic return,', as
Frederic Jameson would regard it, but a "critical revisiting, an ironic dialogue with the
past of both art and society". The "very newness" of the twenty facades of the Strada
Novissima, for example, lies "paradoxically in its historical parody", like the American
architect Stanley Tigerman's ironic use of Raphael's Villa Madama, miniaturised in order
to provoke a "rethinking of the social function of architecture" (l9gg, 4).

Parallel

to

architecture's problematisation

of the aesthetic forms of the past,

Hutcheon points out, is the "postmodernist rethinking of figurative painting in art and

historical narrative in fiction and poetry" (1988,

4).

In Byatt's fiction, in particular

Possession, a "rethinking" of historical narrative (in fiaion and poetry) does, however,

co-exist with what could almost be termed a "nostalgic

return".

Possession's poetry

intimates a kind of "historical restoration" of a nineteenth-century style text that has as

much

in common with the recreation or reproduction of an historical site as with

postmodernist architectural parody. Byatt ls concerned with historical
"accuracy", as she

highlights in 'True Stories', including the appropriateness (or inappropriateness) of the

use

of a

particular word

in a

particular context together with the necessity of

understanding "what words meant in the past', (Oll,S 94).

Even if a text written in imitation of a past

stfe

achieves this kind

however, the contexl within which it is positioned nonetheless forces

of accuracy,

it to partake in a

kind of "critical reworking". Writing "serious historical fiction today,',

Byatt

acknowledges, "seems to have something in common with the difficult modern enterprise

of Borges' Pierre Menard, rewriting the Quixote, in the'same'words, now." Each of the
texts, Menard's Quixote and Cervantes' Quixote, are verbally identical and yet they ',are
different fields, in which the words have different values" (OHS 94, gg). ln The Birth

of

the Museum Tony Bennett also discusses 'Pierre Menard, Author of the
Quixote',
pointing out that even as the two texts coincide exactly they are not the same and convey
different meanings "by virtue of the different circumstances in which they were written,'
and the different cultural contexts "through which their significance would be inflected".

3tPaolo

Portoghesi. Postmodern: the Architecture of rhe Postindusrrial Society. New york:
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fW]hat else do practices of historical restoration aspire to but the production
of a site. . .which will coincide as closely as possible, brick foi brict< ana
paling for paling, with an earlier model? And how can the outcomes of such
projects avoid meaning differently from the originals to which they aspire by
virtue of both the different histories which organise them and the ambiguity
oftheir status as facsimiles? (1995, 128)
Possession's own historical sites engender the same comparison between its rewriting

historical texts and

a

process

of

of

historical restoration: Mortimer Cropper,s Stant

Collection includes a recreation of the sitting room, "Wardian cases and all,', in which
Randolph Henry Ash is depicted as sitting in a portrait 'by' Eduard Manet. Cropper,s
"painstaking" recreation

of the Manet room

aspires

to produce a site which

resembles an earlier site but, as Bennett's remarks suggests, can never

exactly

fully resemble it;

the room cannot be exactly as it was in 1867 by virtue of its presence in the present, and

its identification as image of the past. The simulacrum or facsimile cannot
"meaning differently" from the original, in spite of

,

or rather because of

avoid

- whatever

attempts are made to recreate it, brick for brick, paling for paling.

Some of the problems inherent in a project of restoration are exemplified by

Maud Bailey and Roland Michell's visit to the historical site of Bethany, the restored
home of Christabel LaMotte and Blanche Glover:

'It's a good restoration job,' said Maud. ,[t makes you feel funny. A
simulacrum.'
'Like a fibre-glass copy of the sphinx.,
'Exactly. You can just see a very victorian fireplace in there. I can't tell if
it's an original or a vamped-up one from a demolition lot.'
They looked up at the bland or blind face of Bethany.
'It would have been sootier. It would have looked older. when it was
younger.'
'A postmodern quotation -' (P 2 l0- l I )

Like the Manet sitting room, the revamped Bethany is intended to resemble itself as it
was in the Victorian period, and yet, as Maud and Roland suggest, the newness of the
house is what renders

it

anachronistic and signals its presence in the present. Bethany

also draws attention to the function of the poetry in Possession which is constructed to
appear as if it were "original", actual nineteenth-century poetry, when in it is a "vamped-
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up" version. The poetry's "very newness", to recall Hutcheon's phrase, lies paradoxically
in its "historical parody" and is what characterises it as new, as postmodern.

Whilst Cropper's Manet room and Bethany attempt an accurate restoration of an
object from the past, Matthew Crowe's "regilding" and "renovation" of the Elizabethan
buildings in Blesford and Calverley, in The Virgin in the Garden,is indicative of a more
playful engagement with the aesthetic forms of the past. Crowe's "Master plan" to evoke
a return

to "The Golden Age" is a self-conscious

engagement with pastiche: he festoons

the "mock Tudor houses" and "mock Tudor scented hedges and bunting with mock
Tudor roses and odds and sods" (ZG 66), By contrast, Alexander's "renovation,' of
verse-drama in Astraea does aim

for a kind of "painstaking" accuracy, to write

an

"historical drama":

In the beginning he had been innocently obsessed with the renovation of the
language, and of verse drama in particular This was in the air. There were
Eliot, and Fry. . . . He was aiming at a vigorous realism, and had great
trouble with a natural warp in the work itself towards pastiche and parody.
(vG 17)
AJexander's distinction between the "vigorous realism" he aims

for and the "pastiche and

parody" that nonetheless appear in his text highlight a contradiction that is apparent in

The Virgin in the Garden and in Byatt's other fiction, which is "wayward and precise
simultaneously" (Od,S 114). What Alexander describes as a "natural *-p in the work

itself'

arises from the attempt to recreale a sixteenth century text (and sixteenth century

language) in the context of the mid-twentieth century.

The "warp" that Alexander finds in his play is also apparent in mid-twentieth
century novels that imitate, or recreate, nineteenth century literature, contributing to

what Byatt describes in 'People in Paper Houses' as a "curiously symbiotic relation"
between realism and experiment. Fiction written in the mid-twentieth centurv. such as

Iris Murdoch's The Black Prince, displays:

an awareness of the difficulty of 'realism' combined with a strong moral
attachment to its values, a formal need to comment on their fictiveness
combined with a strong sense of the value of a habitable imagined world, a
sense that models, literature and 'the tradition' are ambiguous and
problematic goods combined with a profound nostalgia for, rather than a
rejection o{, the great works of the past. (pM lgl)
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ln

The Virgin and the Garden this "curiously symbiotic relation" is also at worlg

although

it is perhaps more apparent in Byatt's later fiction, in particular Possession, in

which a strong attac.hment to realism and a sense of "the value of a habitable imagined

world" co-exists with an awareness of the problems that arise from the attachment to
such a model in the late twentieth century.

ln Possesslon, "vigorous realism" and complete historical accuracy give way to a
self-conscious and more explicit renovation of the aesthetic forms of the past, engaging

them in a process of reflection. For all it displays an attachment to the "great works

of

the past", Possession is a renovated version of the nineteenth century realist novel,
opening it up to reconsideration in the present day. According to Bakhtin, this process

of "renovation" is characteristic of 'the novel' which is the only form of literature that can
accommodate the fluidity

of

"contemporary reality" and break down the boundaries

between itself and the 'world', and the present and the past. He suggests that the novel is

characterised by a process

of

"eternal re-thinking and re-evaluating" (1981, 16-17),

achieved largely through parody, which

has the remarkable power of making an object come up close,

of drawing it
into a zone of crude contact where one can finger it familiarly on all sides,
turn it upside down, inside out, peer at it from above and below, break open
its external shell, look into its centre, doubt it, take it apart, dismember it, lay
it bare and expose it, examine it freely and experiment with it. (ibid., 23)

In a similar vein, Hutcheon describes the way in which parody

enables postmodern

fiction (like postmodern architecture) to open up the literature of the past so as to
engage

it in a process of reconsideration. The past 'object' -

represented past

itse[ a building ofthe

whether

it

be the

past, or a past text - is represented in the context

of, and juxtaposed with, the 'present'. One of the novel's functions, Bakhtin asserts, is to
'insert' into other genres "an indeterminacy, a certain semantic openendedness, a living
contact with unfinished, still-evolving, contemporary reality (the open-ended present)"
(ibid., 7).

Although not perhaps parodic in the sense that Bakhtin describes, Possession's
re-examination of Victorian poetry does draw it into a'zone of contact'with the present.

The poems in Possession come complete with their own attendant criticism by the
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contemporary scholars, such as Leonora Stern's

Motif and Matrix in the Poems of

LaMotte (P 243). In addition, the poetry has been constructed with an awareness of
contemporary theory and criticism of Victorian verse, so that ways of reading Victorian
poetry are contained in the very fabric of the verse itself, providing the poems with their

own internal commentary. This is particularly apparent in the poetry of Christabel
LaMotte in which the fluid style and grotesque imagery, of The Fairy Melusine for
example, conforms to notions of feminine writing, or hcriture
feminine, expounded by
recent feminist criticism. The imagery of The Fairy Mdlusine is read by the academics in

the novel as representative of the fictional author's conception of her 'self as a hybrid
being, simultaneously monstrous and maternat, much in the way in which contemporary

theorists Sandra Glbert and Susan Gubar perceive nineteenth-century writers to
conceptualise the feminine in The Madwoman in the

Anic. More

specifically, as Byatt

tells Chevalier, LaMotte's Melusina myth "is constructed round a lecture [she] once
heard Luce Irigaray not give on Mdlusine and le Chevalier au cygne" and Irigaray,s later

paper, 'Females Divines', on the "dangers of female goddesses" (JLC 6l).

The effect that Christabel LaMotte's poetry, or Randolph Ash's verse, produces is
a split or doubled experience of reading: we read the poetry as Victorian poetry - about

an interest in natural history, a crisis in faith or a desire for female autonomy
same time recognising that

it is a "vamped-up" or contemporary

-

at the

version of Victorian

poetry. "There's a marvellous bit in Bakhtin", Byatt tells Chevalier, where he discusses
the "parodies of sonnets in Cervantes, and he says that they are, of course, perfectly
formed sonnets" (JLC

62).

Possession's verse approximates

to

being accurately

Victoriqn at the same time as it parodies Victorian verse. Like Pushkin's Eugene Onegin

that Bakhtin discusses in the 'Prehistory of Novelistic Discourse', the poetry in
Possession is "simultaneously represented and representing" in that

object

of representation, or more

precisely

it has "become

the

of a representation that is parodied and

stylised". It is an "image of another's style" or an "image of another's language" that is
represented as a "period-bound language associated with a particular world view" (1981,

44-6)' This is perhaps what

has led some critics, such as Louise Yelin,

to

suggest that

Possession attempts to reinstate Victorian cultural values. At the same time as the novel

offers its version of a Victorian "world view", however,

it comments on that view,

including a recognition of its limitations as an "historicar dead end,,.
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Possession does not uphold
systems

a "return" to the past so much as indicate

that

of language and cultural practice in the present gain from, and can be animated

by, an engagement with the languages and cultural practices of the past. The Fairy
Mdlusine "runs backwards and forwards" Byatt informs Chevalier, "because it's a parody

of both Irigaray and the feminist epic that was never written in the nineteenth century,,
(JLC 60-l). The poetry is "double-edged" or double voiced, enacting what Bakhtin
describes as "dialogical contact", or conversation, between two language systems, past

and present: Victorian poetry and twentieth century critical theory. This is partly an
issue of what cultural practices, in particular the novel, can achieve, and partly an issue

of language itself, as I will discuss in the following chapter. Literary language, Bakhtin
writes, is not "unitary, completely finished-off and indisputable" but a "living mix of
varied and opposing forces, developing and renewing itself'. In the novel, the sociability

of language is particularly apparent

as the novel

is "a system of languages that mutually

and ideologically interanimate each other" (198l, 47-g). Arguably, this interanimation is

also at work in Still Life's account of childbirth, that

I

discussed in Chapter One, which

mixes Wordsworth's poetic language with accounts of 'natural' births from the twentieth

century;

or in Angels and Insects, in which

excerpts from Hallam's discussions

neoplatonism encounter more recent feminist deconstructions

of

of neoplatonic binary

oppositions.

On the issue of anachronism, John Barrell's review of Angels and Insecls argues

that anachronistic words or phrases appear in the text (he gives the examples of "fart,'
and "prick") with the possible function of reminding the reader "of what the Victorian
novels could not

say". Another

possible use, according

to Barrell, is to point out

obvious discrepancies in order to validate the rest of the text as authentically Victorian.

Barrell explains the second theory by drawing an analogy between Byatt's anachronistic
terms and a table in the restored site of Jane Austen's house, "which was advertised by its

explanatory card as the very one at which Miss Austen is reputed

to

have written

Persuasion, except that (as the card very candidly acknowledged) it could not have been
made before 1847u. The card, Barrell suggests, acts "as a magnet for our suspicions,
Ieaving us with nothing but the fullest confidence in the authenticity of the other features

of the house" (18, l9). Even though Barrell's claim has merit, the anachronisms in
Possession and Angels qnd Insects can also be read to work in quite another way: that is,

to remind the reader that the recreation of a past text (or place) is not possible, that what
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is achieved will only ever be a copy, situated in the present day. Historical periodicity is

in 'The Conjugial Angel' by the situating of contemporary terms amongst
archaic Victorian syntax and language, in effect indicating, by the use of such
disturbed

anachronisms, that this ls an overt fiction and cannot be'really'victorian.

That "a living mix of varied and opposing forces" contributes to culture is put
forward in The Wrgin in the Garden: "real culture" is in the in-between, suggests Crowe,
"sewing as well as glue, barley sugar as well as candy floss, old words, new words, going

gracefully together" (VG

66). Crowe promotes a form of

dialogical contact between

present and past with his unabashed use of anachronism in mixing styles and materials for

the Festival. Even though Possession does not display the same carnivalistic delight that

Crowe expresses for the "mock", the pseudo-Victorian poetry in the novel nonetheless
includes its own anachronisms that arise from its engagement with contemporary feminist

theory and are not entirely appropriate to the poetry of the past that it reconstructs. Like

the architecfural facades of the Strada Novissima, the reconstruction of Possesslora's
Victorian poetry enables dialogical contact in its very construction, befitting the
professed aim of Pctssession

to

"connect a bygone time with the very present that is

flitting away from us". In 'True Stories'Byatt suggest that whilst it is important to retain
a sense of what words meant in the past,

present context.

it is also important to make

"It is not either - or. At

best

sense of them in the

it is both - and." The kind of text she

claims to aim for is one that achieves the difficult task of being "able to make coherent
texts using words as they were used, together" (OHS 94).
Crowe's mixture of sewing and glue in the Elizabethan clothes of his pageant, like

Byatt's mixture of contemporary criticism and Victorian verse, indicate that the past,
including past literature, is conceived in Byatt's fiction as a vibrant and living force in
contemporary reality and

in

contemporary

fiction.

"Possession focuses

on the

confluence of the past and present", as Del Ivan Janik suggests in 'No End of History'

(164). If the poems, for

instance, are

not authentically Victorian it is

because

Possession, unlike Mortimer Cropper's museum, is less concerned with the preservation

of the past, fixing into a "bygone" era or "sealed world" that cannot be touched, than
with opening it up to contact with the present. The vitality of past literatures and their
continued relevance in the present is partly maintained through their continued presence

in contemporary texts. The "point oif wot'ds", Frederica learns from Burroughs (who
echoes Bakhtin and Voloshinov), is that "they hsve to have already been used, lhey

hwe
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not to be new, they have to be only re-arrangements, in order to have meaning" (BT
384). Just as Michelet describes the way in which matter is atomised and reconfigured in
the ocean, writing is the fragmentation and reassemblage of texts, such as Frederica's in
Babel Tower, contributing to a conception of language as regenerative, as the following
chapter

will consider. The process of writing fiction, like history, is a perpetual act of

taking apart and (re)assembling the pieces which remain in the present. Just as the
"fundamental requirement" of Proust's exercise,

inl

Ia recherche, is, according to Mieke

Bal, "to recuperate the past in the present by means of the latter" (lgg7, 70-l), Byatt's
fiction is concerned with how the past can be revived in a way that makes sense in and

for the present. Even though Possessior "does present itself as a piece of Victorian
melodrama", Byatt tells Tredell "of course it's no such thing. I don't believe it's possible

to do that in good faith now"

(N?"

62). Though

less irreverent, Byatt is like Crowe in

that she combines pieces from the past, "remade, refurbished", with pieces from the
present. Like Crowe's house, Byatt's fiction places greater emphasis on the "living"
presence of the past and contributes to its rejuvenation.

It is partly through memory, through

a process

of remembering or re-membering,

that the past is brought to tife in the present; it is also through memory that the pasr can
be reconfigured into a tale, as Benjamin points out

(97). In 'Memory

and the Making

of

Fiction' Byatt elaborates on how memory has both personal significance and cultural
resonance: memory keeps the dead, "our own dead and the long-dead", alive, Pieces or

"parts" of the dead whom we miss "persist in us, both in the genes and in the workings

of

the brain". In addition, remembering poetry, "language learned 'by heart,,,, gives vitality

to the long-dead language of the

past

(MMF 53). Lyotard makes a related point when

he argues that "the quotation of elements of past architecfures", or literary texts, is the
"same procedure as the use

of remains coming from past life in the dream-work as

described by Freud, in the Interpretation of Dream.s" (1989,

The Virgin in the Garden draws the same comparison when

8).

Stephanie,s dream in

it conflates the (repressed)

memories of past events from Stephanie's life (which reappear in the dream) with the
repetition of "flotsam and jetsam" from cultural practices. [n 'Memory' Byatt muses, like

Hugh Pink in Babel Tower, on the connections between a personal knowledge of death
(through experiencing the death of a loved one) and the writing of poetry or fiction.

l9l

It is at the point when one begins to feel one's own mortality . . . that one
to
peculiar body
becomes able

see not only one's own finite

life in the world, but one's own
of connected knowledge (knowledge is memory and
mnemonics) as part of the order (provisional) of a work of art. What cannot
be written will die with us. And at this point the connection to the great
works of the past becomes urgent and personal, a bright discovery, a remembering of countless other dead or dying memories. (MMF 53-4)
Earlier,

I

considered how, for Byatt, constructing a work of art is

to piece together

disparate remembered things, re-membering or reconstructing them into pattern, a text, a

novel, Iike "embroideries or knitting, holding together the very personal and the largely

cultural, the factual and the mythic" (M

lF 64). The importance of reconfiguring

remembered fragments into writing is rendered apparent, Byatt suggests, by the spectre

of death and the possibility of a final "End", a fear that what "cannot be written will die
with us".
Possession ends

with a number

of

messages

which are lost but do not die:

LaMotte's final letter to Ash, sent via Ellen Ash, is never given to him, just as Ash's last
message to LaMotte through their daughter Maia is "never delivered". "There are things

which happen and leave no discernible trace, are not spoken or written o{, though it
would be very wrong to say that subsequent events go on indifferently, all the same,
though such things had never been", relates Possession's'Postscript'(P 508,

5ll).

as

The

remains of the past that are the material relics or written accounts are important - but

they do not constitute the totality of the past. Alongside the texts that are known are the
unknown and the lost; historical narratives, Possesslon reminds us, are constructed from
those that are known, those that remain. What is known about the past is contingent and

can change; Maud and Roland's discovery of the letters, for example, radically alters
contemporary perceptions of both Victorian poets. This process does not end but keeps

on going, indefinitely. When Roland Michell and Maud Bailey contemplate

the

incomplete drafts of Randolph Ash's letters they notice the vibrancy or life contained in
the fragments:

'I see,' she said. 'They're alive.'
'They don't have ends.'
T,lo. They're beginnings.'(P 56)
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The original drafts are unfinished, "alive" because they are incomplete and without an
end.

Possession makes a similar claim for its own end: even though it is conclusive in

many respects, the novel maintains the possibility of a future in its promise of 'life' to

follow, like the ending of a nineteenth century novel in marriage, or a
masqueJike ending such as the appearance of Hymen in

ls

You Like

Shakespearean

Z (P 483).

As

several reviewers and critics have shown (see Chevalier 1993; Janik), Possession ends

with a series of beginnings, including the start of Maud and Roland's relationship, and the
imagery of simultaneous death and rebirth which draws on the Norse Voluspa Song:
was the smell of death and destruction and

it

,'it

smelled fresh and lively and hopeful', (P

507).38 Textually, the end of the novel is not only delayed, initially, by its 'Postscript'but

is further opened up, and perhaps perpetually delayed, with the reappearance of Maud
Michell-Bailey in the issue of Victorian Poetry for Spring 1995. Maud's'Letter to the

Editor' extends the 'life' of Possessiotr and its characters beyond the novel's textual
conclusion. Maud, now married to Roland and a mother of a small child, is revived for
the reader

- in a rather ghostly textual form. In addition" the letter encourages further

revival of study on Christabel LaMotte as it includes two hitherto unseen fragments of
verse, like the original drafts of letters, that offer the possibility of further re-evaluation

of her work. The fragments of poems, like the letters, contribute to the

sense

that the

past can never really be known in its totality, and that our conception of the past must be
open to revision.

In addition, the textual extension of Possesslon,

after its end, further contributes

to the novel's own reworking and renovation of literary realism. The letter to Victorian
Poetry also constitutes an entry into the "zone of contact" with "a present" by a fictional
character through the medium of the periodical, and indicates the transgeneric and fluid

nature of Pos^sesslon as

it

exceeds even its own textual limits,

boundary between reality and

fiction.

plafrlly

questioning the

Maud's letter, together with the included

fragments of verse and Maud's name change, "reopen and partly rewrite the story of a
woman poet, and scholars in pursuit, that might have seemed closed after the publication
3rln

On Heroes, Hero Worship and the Heroic in History (IS40) Thomas Carlyle (one of the
models for Possession's Randolph Ash) discusses the original Ragnarnk in the Norse Voluspa
Song. T\e end of the world in the Norse mlthology, Carlyle writes, is not a final end: "there is to
be a new Heaven and a new Earth" which follows the "phoenix fire death, and new birth" (27077).
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'of "Fassersion", uffites tinda K- Hughes, editor of thio edition of Vialorian Poetry

$\.

Vtatd leaves a firthen opening with refereoce,ts a forthoorrring article on frirytales and
m.yths as '"mocking or partial eternitiesr' in which, she nrggests, she rray eonsider

uA

S.

Ditffi in tlte Ntghtingale't Eyo a self-roftrring fiotion about the li& and
death of the (female) body" (2). It is phenomena suoh as these w.hich charactuige the
nov.elL as a ndeveloping genren, as it shifis the boundary betvyeen what lies insidc ard
B5ratt's I:IE

outside the te:d, and wbat doe.s and doesnot con$tifirte.literature,
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Chapter Three
The Word / the World: Language and Metaphor
All

novels begin, like metaphors, when two things thought separate come together.
interweave things growing at one extreme, things cut and-dying at the other.

A.

I

S. Byatt'

.

Metaphor, then, always carries its death within itself. . . Such a flower always bears its
double within itse[ whether it be seed or type, the chance of its program or the necessity
of its diagram. The heliotrope can always be relevd. And it can always become a dried
flower in a book. There is always, absent from wery garden, a dried flower in a book; and
by virtue of the repetition in rvhich it endlessly puts itself into abyme, no language can
reduce into itself the stmcture of an anthology. This zupplement of a code which traverses
its own field. endlessly displaces its closure, breaks its ling opens its circle, and no
ontologv will have been able to reduce it.
unless the anthology is also a lithography. Heliotrope also names a stone. . . .
Jacques

If

Denida 'White Mytholog/.

subjectivity and history are concepts which postmodern cultural theory and fiction

itself.

reconsiders, so too is language

Since the middle

of the twentieth century

an

increased "awareness of language" has meant that it can no longer be "taken for granted

as a medium

of

communication", writes

Houses'. "We are like people",

A. S. Byatt in her essay 'People in

she quotes

Paper

from Iris Murdoctr, "who for a long time

looked out of a window without noticing the glass - and then one day began to notice
this too" (PM 177).'? This trope for language, the glass through which world was once
seen and shown, now the subject

of inquiry itself, recurs throughout Byatt's criticism and

fiction, in various guises. The "filthy window" above the head of a lecturer distracts
Phineas Nanson during his literary theory class,

in Byatt's most recent nove! The

Biographer's Tale. Whilst acknowledging that the window is a "well-worn trope for
intellectual dissatisfaction and scholarly blindness", Phineas also considers that the glass

is a "thing": a "real, very dirty window, shutting out the sun" (rB?"

l-2). postmodern

literary and cultural theorists do utilise variations on this metaphor or trope: literary
critics "perpetually find themselves looking through and beyond their window on to the
world", writes Robert Young, in order to suggest that literature perpetually exceeds its
own boundaries

(10). Toni Morrison uses the image of the glass of a fishbowl to

represent an ideology which inscribes attitudes to race and colour: we look through its

transparent surface to the world

it

contains, without seeing how the glass orders or

'A. S. Byatt. Talk at Morley College. Feb. 1985. etd. in Kenyon

62.
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contains this world (1993,

l7).

Hutcheon terms the "world

The relations between literature and life, or what Linda

/ word" relation, and the extent to which experience is

ordered by language, or ideology is imbricated in language, flfe concerns with which
Byatt's fictional texts engage.3 In this chapter, I will consider Byatt's fiction in its relation
and contribution

to postmodern discourses, which include cultural and literary theory, on

language.

Initially the chapter was going to be two: the former on metaphor and analogy in
Byatt's novels, the latter more generally on their discussion of language and its relation to

thought, or to the world, or to 'things'. The difficulty, however, with separating

a

discussion of language from a discussion of metaphor (and vice versa) seemed to indicate

the degree to which the two terms / concepts are entwined. Metaphor is a function of
language, although, as Mieke Bal points out, metaphor cannot be confined to language

alone, but is there language without metaphor? One of the "double braids" which this
chapter

will consider is the distinction between 'literal' and 'figurative' language. What

the relation is between 'word' and 'thing' remains a site of ambivalence in Byatt's novels,

highlighting the importance

of this

question

to mid-twentieth century

discourse on

language, literature and the wider cultural domain. Metaphor provides a focus for
discussions of language precisely because it draws attention to the role of rhetoric in the

shaping

of

concepts, beliefs and ideologies, as Jacques Derrida's 'White Mythology'

asserts. His focus on the paradoxical nature of the sun metaphor, which is both "natural"
and "solely metaphorical", together with its ubiquitousness in Western culture, is shared

by severaf of Byatt's texts. the novels The Virgin in the Garden and Stitl Life and the
essay 'Van Gogh, Death and Summer'. Just as these texts highlight the relation between

image and referent as problematic, so too do they illustrate the ambiguities which arise

from metaphor's assertion of similarity between fwo 'things' that are unlike. Such

an

assertion, of similarity in difference, can, as Young argues, extend into identities and
other forms of conceptualisation (80).

"Iris Murdoch. Sartre: Romantic Rationalist. London: 1953: ?6-7. Qtd. in Byatt PM 177
writes: "Historiographic metafiction explicitly and el,en didactically asls tlre same
central questions about the nature of reference that are being asked in many other fields today.
Does the linguistic sign refer to an actual object - in literature, history, ordinary language? lf it
does, what sort of access does this allow us to that actuality? Reference is not conespondence,
after all. can any linguistic reference be unmediated and direct?" (1988, r44).
tHutcheon

.
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One aspect of Young's discussion

in

Torn Halves is

to consider the relations

between academic disciplines and the "world outside", and between disciplines within
universities themselves. As metaphors cross disciplines, accruing and shedding meanings

as they go, the borders between the disciplines seem to erode. That metaphor can
function as a 'traveller' between different orders, or as what Isabelle Stengers terms

a

"concept nomade" or travelling concept, is claimed by Mieke Bal (1994, 34). Through

its use of metaphor, one order or discipline becomes entwined in another. In Byatt's
'Morpho Eugenia', Matty Crompton's interest in natural history and science feeds into her

fictional fairy tale, 'Things Are Not What They Seem'. Matty attributes the writing of the
story to the metaphors inherent in the very names of the insects, such as the Large
Elephant Hawk Moth, which she saw as "a kind of walking./igtt of speech" @r ]4D.
Another example might be taken from recent discourse in the biological sciences, in

whioh metaphors are used to describe a process or concept, such as Richard Dawkins'
imagery in The Selfsh Gene. The ways in which the use of (literary) metaphor in science
and the use of (scientific) metaphor in literature connect and diverge, and what effect this

has on the dissemination of meanings, will be a consideration of this chapter. Objects,
concepts and models from scientific studies recur as images throughout these texts, such
as in the poetry of Randolph Henry

Ash. The image of the double helix is one example

of a scientific model that functions in Babel Tower to illustrate the interrelation of
language studies (linguistic and literary) and science, and it can be seen as an image for
the texts' own play with threads (to lapse again into metaphor) of

two. Is metaphor,

as

Mieke Bal suggests, an analytical tool that connects?

What of the form of 'truth' that Marcel Proust writes of in A la recherche du
temps perdu, that arises from the juxtaposition of dissimilar things, in metaphor?
Metaphor and novels bring two things thought separate together, writes

Byatt.

Her

fiction develops at the point of conjunction between opposite things, in that "positive
field of play" which Bennett describes. Again, the nature of metaphor as Young defines

it,

perpetually offering resemblance between different things, has other implications

which are germane to this discussion. As Young suggests, "the fundamental basis of
language in metaphor, the assertion of identity between two things that are unlike" is like

poststructuralism's assertion that identity "does not have to be absolute: it is possible to

he both the same and dffirent at once" (80). This is the claim

t make for Byatt's

fictional texts, after Hutcheon's description of the "paradox of postmodernism": they are
t9'l

paradoxically two things (or more) at once: fiction and theory, realism and experiment.

Not just these texts, however, but the very structure of similarity and dffirence on
which identity is predicated. If it is possible to be both the same and different at once,

what implications does this have for conceptions of self and other, for the individual
subject, for a culture, for a discipline, andfor a

word|

One of the points this chapter

will

consider is this: is Byatt's paradox simply that of metaphor, as resemblance between
different things, and language itselfl
Bakhtinian dialogism offers a means of productively engaging with this paradox,
as Young's discussion

and any knowledge of

in Torn Halves highlights. For structuralism the material world

it are a "hermetic realm of language and sign systems";

Young

discusses Saussure's distinction betureenparole and langue, and privileging of the latter,

the system of signs, over the former, the individual utterance. What Bakhtin and his
collaborator, Voloshinov, offer is a view of language which takes into greater account its

sociability, 'correcting' Saussure's "mistake, according

to

Voloshinov,

of using a

methodology developed for the analysis of dead, written languages" and undermining the
privilege of langre over parole. Instead, the word functions as a "kind of bridge thrown
between the self and other, constituting a border zone between the two that belongs to

neither". From this, Young argues, develops Bakhtin's notion of dialogism in which
language has a "double role: it is both part of reality but also simultaneously'reflects and
refracts another reality outside itself"

(37,40-1,44). Similarly, Derrida's

engagement

with structuralism is to question the possibility of containment which any structure,
including that of language, might achieve: there is always that which will exceed the
given structure, or order. In some respects, Derrida and Bakhtin appear to make

a

similar point; as Young suggests, each insists "on the problems of clozure in any system,
the effects of iterability, and the boundlessness of context". Although there is no direct,

or clearly explicit,

engagement between the

two theorists, Bakhtin's relation to Derrida

"is itself in fact an example of a certain dialogic interaction" (Young 36). This chapter

will consider the possibility that dialogism offers a way 'out' of Byatt's

language paradox:

the fear of and fascination with "theories of language as a self-referring system of signs,

which doesn't touch the world" (PM 1l) or that "the world of words ereates the world

of

things" (Lacan 1977, 63).

A reconsideration of the "word / world" relation is at the crux of the relation
between postmodern theory and postmodern fiction, and is a central concern of Byatt's
198

tetralogy. The desire to 'connect' with 'life', or the relations between 'word' and 'world',
are a persistent issue, in particular in the tetralogy. As Byatt outlines, the first novel, The

Virgin in the Garden,looks at Michel Foucault's account of Renaissance nomination and
T.S. Eliot's idea of the "dissociation of sensibility" following the sixteenth century; the
second is described as an attempt at realism, inspired by William Carlos Williams' dictum

"no ideas but in things" and Gustave Flaubert's le mot juste, or conception that "words
are a mimesis of things", to get beyond language and show "the thing itself' (PM

g-l}).

lnstead, what Still Life becomes, as the essay conveys, is a text about the problems

of

attempting to account for a language / reality divide. Thus the third novel, Babel Tower,

Byatt describes as being "about the cracking-up of language and the tearingJoose of
Ianguage from the world" (NT73-4).

There are other, related, points regarding language which Babel Tower explores.

of all these texts, this third novel in the tetralogy perhaps makes the most
strenuous attempt to question and explore different theories of language. Set in the

Indeed,

1960s, Babel Tower is explicitly woven from different, sometimes contradictory, strands

of mid-nrventieth century discourse, from linguistic and literary theory to science. In
particular, the novel highlights the extent to which various discourses have had a
significant impact on conceptions of subjectivity, textuality, the past and historiography,
and language in Western cultural practices. In the latter part of the chapter, one of the

points of discussion will be the accentuation of the connections and bifurcations between

literature

/

literary theory and the discourses of the biological sciences through one

particular metaphor (or word), and what it suggests about language. While Babel Tower

is about the "tearing loose of language from the world",

it

contradictory possibility that the word can constitute

does nonetheless offer the

a "border zone". Before

considering the "tearing loose" of language, however, this discussion

will follow

the

trajectory of Byatt's tetralogy, and focus on the possibility that language was once
connected to things, that the world and word were not two separate systems,

Paradise lost: inside / outside the garden
The concept of a lost equivalence between words and things, a time and place in which

the word corresponded, or even fused, with the world, is a recurring image in Byatt's

fiction and in mid-trventieth century literary and cultural theory. In its "original form',,
writes Michel Foucault

in

The Order

of Things,

"when

it was given to men by God
t99

himself; language was an absolutely certain and transparent sign for things, because it
resembled

them". For Adam, language bore an "immediate resemblance" to the things

he

named, he could name them because the names of "things were lodged in the things they

designated". Since the fall of the Tower of Babel and the fragmentation of language,
Foucault goes on to add, this transparency has been lost, and endlessly searched for (36).
The trajectory of the tetralogy (thus far) owes much to the shape, as well as the purport,

of Foucault's account of language in The Order of Things. His description of a sixteenth
century episleme, the ensuing break or rupture at the start of the seventeenth century and

the advent of a "classical", and then "modern" episteme; together with his discussion

of

language in relation to Carl Linnaeus' taxonomy, Frederich Nietszche's philosophy, the

theatre of Antonin Artaud and Stephane Mallarm6's poetry, are points of consideration
and contention throughout the tetralogy, in particular

n Babel

Tower.

This is not to claim that these novels make the same arguments as Foucault does

in The Order of Things, or that in their representation of how language has operated in
different historical periods, they entirely conform
characterised by epistemes and ruptures. Rather,

I

to

Foucault's "archaeology",

suggest, they play wittr, at times

disputing, the account that Foucault puts forward, engaging in the kind of problematic
and productive relation that Hutcheon suggests occurs when historiographic metafiction
engages

with literary or cultural theory. Phineas Nanson describes a similarly equivocal

relationship to Foucault's work when he wearily acknowledges that "We had all read our

Foucault.' Les mots

et les choses". While Phineas

bemoans

a tendency amongst

contemporary critics to cite Foucault (and Lacan, Derrida and Bakhtin), and resists "the
temptation to insert several pages" he also acknowledges that "it would be very wrong .
.

not to give these thinkers their due where it matters" (TBT

.

ll4).

Part of this productivity arises from a simultaneous engagement with other
theorists, which can give rise to a form of dialectic in which two (or more) arguments
struggle for ascendancy in the text. Or perhaps it is more a case of "dialogic interaction",

such as Young suggests occurs between Bakhtin and Derrida, which arises from
"shared philosophical grounding"

(36).

a

There is a sense in which fiction is particularly

fnritful for this form of interaction, in that it doesn't require the same rigorous
articulation of a theory (or stance), so that Foucault's discussion of sixteenth century
language can,

for

example, be treated, as

it is in The Vrrgin in the Garden, as

"analogous" with T. S. Eliot's. ln Babel Tower questions of the relationship between

language and identity or language and the past, as discussed in the preceding chapters,

are considered in relation not only to Foucault's discussion of these points, but also to
George Steiner's. In 'The Language Animal' Steiner discusses the concept of an "Edenic
semantics" signified by "a thorough concurrence between word and object which marked
language before the Fall, and before the malediction

of mutual incomprehensibility

at

Babel" (76-7). In some respects, Steiner's account of mid-twentieth century theories of
language disputes Foucault's argument in The Order of Things, in particular with regard

to his conception of linguistic constructions of the past and the relation of language to
the body. Steiner's essays from the 1960s, together with his book After Babet (1975),
make a significant contribution to Byatt's consideration of language in the tetralogy,
particularly Babel Tower, as she acknowledges. In Babel Tower, Professor Gerard
Wijnnobel recalls that the search for an original language with its inception in Eden
preoccupied his Jewish grandfather, Joachim Steen, a Talmudic scholar who "had set out

on a doomed attempt, part-mystical, part-historical, to find the traces of the Ur-language,

the original speech of God, spoken by Adam in Eden, and indeed by God, the word
Himself, when he called the universe into being out of chaos, simply by naming

it."

In

the days before Babel, the text continues, echoing Foucault and Steiner, "words had been
things and things had been words, they had been one" (BT 190).
Language "had once been thought of as Adamic naming, words had been thought

of as somehow part of the thing they named", states Still Life's Cambridge don, Raphael
Faber, in a lecture on St6phane Mallarm6 (SL 202). The nostalgia for a time in which

word and world were 'one' appears in various guises throughout the tetralogy. It is

a

desire that is sometimes enacted by the characters, zuch as Joachim Steen, or Wijnnobel

himself, whose new University of North Yorkshire can be regarded as another form (or
as a rebuilding) of the Tower of Babel.

ln Jude Mason's Babbletower the recovery of

an

original language is conveyed in terms of restoring the language of the body, or bodily
expression. What

I

want to focus on initially, however, is the desire to return to the

"origin" of language, or the re-establishment of an equivalence between word and world,
figured as an entry into a garden,

What The Virgin in the Garden and Possession both share, Byatt tells Nicholas
Tredell, is the image of the garden and the promise it evokes of an original language. In
Po'ssession and

the novels in the tetralogy the paradisal garden which

wholeness within the individual subject and

represents

a concomitant unity between men

and
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women, discussed in Chapter One, has also been regarded as the site of an undivided
relation between word and world. "Before the Fall", writes Steiner in After Babel, "man
and woman may have spoken the same tongue. Immediately after, speech divided them"

(42-3). After Babel

equates

the

equivalence

of

'word' and 'thing' with true

communication between men and women; in Posse.ssion the possibility that speech itself
created a division between men and women, who once existed in a state of unity, is
articulated in Randolph Henry Ash's'Ragnarok'. The newly created Ask and Embla, the

Norse equivalent

to Adam

and Eve, are "speechless" yet look on each other "in

recognition and sympathy" (P

242).

Related

to this is the dominant conception of

romantic love in Western culture in which the union between men and women is upheld
as the completion, or return to wholeness, of the individual subject, as CatherineBelsey
has

shown. The novels in Byatt's tetralogy figuratively represent the "desire and pursuit

of the Whole", in love, for the individual subject, as a desire to return to the metaphorical
garden, although at certain points, this return is literalised

.

ln Babel Tower, for example,

Frederica muses on her choice to marry Nigel and live in the country in terms of her
desire

to "Connect the prose and the passion". The 'wholeness' that

she once imagined

would be provided by love and desire is associated, such as in the novels of D. H.
Lawrence, with the Garden of Eden and with "a new paradisal unit", combining 'I' and
'you' into the "perfect silence of bliss" which precedes the Fall (.Bf

3

l0).

ln The Virgin in the Garden the desire to return to an ideal past is concomitant
with the desire or nostalgia for a 'lost paradise' of equivalence between word and thing.
Frederica's representation, in the Prologue to the novel, of the postwar period as apoint

of origin, "All the beginning there was", together with the recurrent image of the garden,
adds to this refiguration of the postwar era as another Eden. The novel's image of the

garden combines a biblical image of Eden with its representation in sixteenth century
verse and drama:

it is both the 'lost

paradise' that is Eden and the "Golden

Renaissance itself, figured in terms of

of referents, such

Age" of the

Eden. While the garden of the title has a number

as the enclosed and "forbidden" Master's Garden at Blesford Ride

School, the setting for a play, The Lady's Not

for Bunting, it is primarily the garden at
Long Royston in which Alexander's verse play Astraea is performed. Astraea is a
reworking, or "pastiche", of sixteenth century verse; in staging Astraea, Long Royston's
patron of the arts" Matthew Crowe, has a "Master plan" to reanimate or revive a kind

of

"Golden Age" which the Renaissance, in particular Elizabethan learning and literature,

represents. Crowe's pageant of "colour and light and movement and sounds and sweet

airs", and to some extent Alexander's play, are a "regilding", "mock" or imitation of
sixteenth century verse, evocative

of sixteenth century ideals. While Crowe is

self-

consciously aware that this is so, he nonetheless has a genuine nostalgia for and desire to

return to a state which the Renaissance seems to represent, to "make the land remember
its old sweetness and loveliness, to make the too-much loved earth more lovely with the
real old flowers" (VG 65-7).

The novel itself is likewise both a self-conscious and an elaborate "pastiche"

of

sixteenth century verse, and it displays a kind of nostalgia for what are seen as the ideals

of the past. This nostalgia includes a desire for the language of the past, specifically the
language of sixteenth century verse in which 'thought' and 'feeling' were combined. "My

lost paradise", writes Byatt in the Introduction to Passlons of the Mind, "was Eliot's
elegant fiction

of the undissociated

sensibility,

immediately as the odour of a rose" (PM

in which Donne felt his thought

as

2). In 'The Metaphysical Poets', T. S. Eliot

writes:

The poets of the seventeenth century, the successors of the dramatists of the
sixteenth, possessed a mechanism of sensibility which could devour any kind
of experience. . . . In the seventeenth century a dissociation of sensibility set
in, from which we have never recovered; and this dissociation, as is nafural,
was aggravated by the influence of the two most powerful poets of the
century, Milton and Dryden. Each of these men performed certain poetic
functions so magnificently well that the magnitude of the effect concealed the
absence of others. The language went on, and in some respects improved .
. [b]ut while the language became more refined, the feeling became more
crude. (2180-l)
.

While poetic language, according to Eliot, increased in its virtuosity, it was increasingly
divorced (dissociated) from feeling or 'sensibility'. The metaphysical poets were engaged

"in the task of trying to find the verbal equivalent for states of mind and feeling". Later
poets, while "of certainly not less literary ability", he regards as lesser poets, for their

work does not possess the same immediacy as a poem by Donne or one of his
contemporaries. It is Milton, one of the "greatest masters of diction in our language",
along with Dryden, who contributes

to this dissociation; and it is Tennyson and

Browning, who are Eliot's examples of poets whose work divorces language and 'feeling'
(7181-2).
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Like Frederica's equivocal attitude to D. H. Lawrence's "myth" ("that the body is

truth"), Byatt's engagement with Eliot's "elegant fiction", or theory of a dissociation of
sensibility, is "both partial and problematic". Byatt l's interested in, or, as she puts it,

"moved by", Eliot's theory: in particular his assessment of Donne. Donne's poetry
appears in several of the novels, intimating the kind of immediacy that Eliot describes. In

Babel Tower Frederica considers that love and sex with Nigel takes her "beyond words",
a feeling for which she tries to find words, after the "love-making". She "thinks of the
elaborate conceit of Donne" and comes up with the quotation: "her pure and eloquent

blood / Spoke in her cheekes, and so distinctly wrought, / That one might almost say, her

body thought." A consideration of Donne's conceit forms part of Frederica's extended
meditation on relationships between men and women, in particular her own and her sister
Stephanie's, with regard to Lawrence and E. M. Forster's dictum

to "only connect, the

prose and the passion." Donne's imagery 'connects' thought to feeling and paradoxically

offers the verbal equivalent, for Frederica, of her experience of being taken "beyond
words" (BT 40-1, 33). Eliot's theory of a dissociation of sensibility also contributes to
Frederica's ideas about metaphor in seventeenth century poetry: she has "over and over
again, authentic experiences of sensuous immediacy of thought when reading Donne, and

not when reading Tennyson" (^tZ 285).

in his assessment of the later poets,
including Tennyson and Browning, and Milton. Of Milton's verse, Byatt writes that
Where Byatt parts ways with Eliot is

while working on her doctoral thesis, she came to regard Paradise Regained as, "by the
skin of its incarnate teeth, the last believed - or believed without a large dose of riddling
and qualifying and fictionalising skepticism

- Christian narrative in the language". Her

study of Milton's poetry has contributed, she suggests, to her recurring concern with

"incarnatioq in fallen and unfallen (adequate and inadequate) language

reality". Byatt's unfinished

describe

doctoral thesis focused on religious allegory

seventeenth century, partly, she writes, "because
metaphors

to

I

wanted

to

in

the

study the sensuous

of Herbert and Marvell, in which the unfallen world of the spirit was

embodied in exquisite images of the fallen world of the body". Before she abandoned it,

the thesis had "narrowed itself into a discussion of temptations in gardens between The

Faerie Oueene and Paradise Losf' (PM 2-3). The religious allegories of seventeenth
century poets take on the problematic task

of attempting to represent, or rather to

embody, or make incarnate, the world of the spirit in terms which are necessarily

paradoxical, the world of the body and sensual experience.{ Although there is something

problematic about Byatt's use

of the term 'reality' in this discussion, in that the

relationship of language to the Christian notion of .spirit is not the same as its relation to

reality (or human thought and feeling), the theological issues which arise from

an

attempt to embody the spirit in a human or earthly form, can be seen as analogous to the
problems at the crux of language in its relation to the world. For Milton, and perhaps for
Tennyson, language can contain the incarnate, which is a spiritual quality: God's Word,

just as Christ is God's spirit in human form. The question of the adequacy or inadequacy
of language for Byatt [and perhaps for Browning, as I shall return to] is less to do with
the incarnation of the spirit, than the representation of the'real'. As Michael Levenson so
persuasively argues in 'The Religion of Fiction', spirit can be seen to have an analogous

function to the real inByatt's fiction.

However problematic, The Wrgin

in the Garden is a "response" to Eliot's

conception of the history of poetic language, "the play in my novel", writes Byatt, "and

the novel itsel{, are nostalgia for

a

paradis perdu in which thought and language and

things were naturally and indissolubly linked". In The Virgrn in the Garden the attempt

to reinstate this "immediacy" in language is the task of its "second-rate verse dramatist",
Alexander Wedderburn: "fn the beginning he had been innocently obsessed with the
renovation of the language, and of verse drama in particular. This was in the air. There
were Eliot, and Fry." The pervasiveness of Eliot's theories of language and concomitant
theory of culture is described in Byatt's essays and depicte d in The Virgin in the Garden.

Felicity Wells, headmistress at the Blesford Ride School for Grls, where Frederica is

a

student and Stephanie a teacher, regards the new University of North Yorkshire, the
staging of Alexander's play / Crowe's pageant, and indeed the 1950s itsefi as heralding a

"new Renaissance". She herself, "like T. S. Eliot", welcomes "this new atmosphere of

revival

of

ancient truths and forms. (VG 17;

reinstallation

of

6s).

Felicity Wells'hope

"ancient truths" echoes Matthew Crowe's intention

"Renaissance ideal"

of acquiring "all kinds of knowledge" so that

"complete men" (ZG

l9).

to

for

the

reinstate the

students become

Their combined hope for the new University, that it will re-

'Frederica's proposed thesis shares some of Byatt's interests: she tells Raphael that "she wasn't
sure what Eliot said was true. Especially about Milton." Her focus is on metaphor, in particular
seventeenth century poetic metaphors that compare "a human abstraction to a sensuous
experience", rvith which it "had problems. . . because the sensual world was the fallen world" (SI
285).

instate Renaissance values

of learning and culture, associates it not only with

the

sixteenth century but also with Oxford and Cambridge of the postwar period, which are
also figured in terms of the garden, or another'lost paradise'.5

In

1953, writes Byatt

of

her own experience of Cambridge in Pasvons of the Mind, "we believed the myth of the
'dissociation of sensibility"' and a conception of language which held that word and thing

9). "It was almost as difficult in 1956 not to believe in this
cataclysm", states Still Life's narrator, "as it was not to believe in the Freudian

were "fused' (PM

unconscious" (,SZ 285). By the 1960s this view of language, together with a conception

of learning and culture, likened to Renaissance ideals, has diminished. "Look out of my
window", Matthew Crowe tells Frederica at Babel Tower's 1964 Christmas Party, "See
the Towers encroaching on my Elizabethan Paradise" (BT 248). Paradise in The Virgrn

in the Garden is not

solely the site of the origin of language in Eden, but also the

sixteenth century 'fusing' of language and things, or thought. The garden thus becomes
an image for a lost theory of language, associated with 1950s'Oxbridge', as well as an
image of Eden from Renaissance verse.u

The possibilities for a return to this garden are figured as a revival of historical
language: in Alexander's verse drama Astraea, but also in the allegorically laden language

of the novel itself. Crowe's vision of a pageant of "colour and light and movement and
sounds and sweet airs" is inspired by Alexander's play; the play itself however, as the

novel makes clear. is not written with the "Festival of Britain" in mind. Alexander's
interest lies in playing with the language: "he was completely uninterested in forms not
made with language . . . [and] when

it

came

to colour or light or sound not

made

5Stephanie

with

Potter remembers she "had clanged the gates of the Cambridge gardens behind her" on
leaving, although her position with regard to Cambridge is more ambivalent than simply
nostalgic. When teaching 'Ode on a Grecian Urn' Stephanie recalls "[h]erself at Cambridge,
looking out through glass library walls into green boughs, committing to memory, what?" (VG
70,77). Unlike the nostalgic, rose tinted imaginings of Cambridge that Veronica has in 'Rose
Coloured Teacups', Stephanie's memories of being inside the institution, looking outside the glass
window, convey a sense of discontent, like Phineas Nanson's in The Biographer's Tale: as if
"life", not "books". held her interest, in at least an equal degree; as ifit is a choice between being
inside or out. This perspective of university life, and not just Cambridge, is figured nThe
Game, in which Oxford don Cassandra describes herself as having committed, unthinkingly, to
the "contemplative life" and having "cultivated her walled garden skills at ttre expense of any
others she mrght have had" (G l8).
the garden is also an allegory for England under Elizabeth I: Milton's image of Eden in
Paradise Lost and Edmund Spenser's inThe Faerie Qtteene intimate at unity and a sense of
threat. Tlus relates to my earlier discussions of "oneness", identity as gendered, and postwar
attitudes to nationalism and national unitv.

words . . . he conveyed with every gesture, every judgement, a feeling that these were
dispensable

luxuries". The extent of Alexander's interest in language adds to the novel's

representation of him as sexually ambiguous, or simply uninterested: "a man [who] might
choose to make a marble woman" or who "might prefer to stand and look at that stone,

rather than

to . . . do anything else" (ZG 104-5).

Alexander's concern with language

also, however, highlights the texts' own: the "Blood and Stone Imagery in Wedderburn's

Astraea" is also the imagery of The Virgin in the Garden. Like Astraea, the novel plays

with the imagery of flowers and grass, "marble men and maidens", blood and stone, such
as in the

tree

I

"little poem about Elizabeth the Virgin" incorporated into both texts: "(Jnder a

saw

a Virgin

sit.

/ The red andwhite

rose quartered in herface' (VG 105, 102).

Whether the text succeeds, or whether, as Alexander finds with his play, the language

"warps" into a pastiche, or even parody of this, and can be "dismissed as a petrified
paroxysm of a decadent individualist modernism, full of irrelevant and damaging cultural

of an ambivalence which

nostalgia, cluttered, blown", remains something
gives rise to a certain productivity (VG

10$.

nonetheless

The desire that Alexander articulates, to

incorporate into his own text the language of sixteenth century verse, "old words, new
words, going gracefully together", evokes Bakhtin's notion of the novel as a genre which
engages

in a revival and reworking of existing literary forms that

I

discussed

in the

preceding chapter (VG

66). It is not only the geffe of the novel that is at issue here,

however, but langtage

itself. As Bakhtin

describes

it,

language is a kind

of "living"

force which revives the written languages of the past, and mixes them with the present in
perpetual dialogue. This is not so much a return to a (static) state that is past, but a

revival of what seems "dead" with living words. Intertextuahry, of the kind that
Alexander engages in for Astraea, or Byatt for The Virgin in the Garden, can be seen to
enact this process; "even the intertextual effect

of literature upon literafure", writes

Young, "can still be considered a sociological effect", as literature is determined "from
within and from without" (42).
Part of what determines the literary text "from without" is the discursive context

within which it is produced, which includes literary and cultural theory. Just as Eliot's
conception

of

Renaissance language contributes

to

The Wrgrn in the Garden, so too

does its allegorical language owe much to Foucault's discussion of a sixteenth century

episteme. Another association that she has with the garden, Byatt tells Tredell, is with "a
paradisal state" as

in "Foucault's idea, of a sixteenth century in which words

denote
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things"

(Nf 65). In'Still

Renaissance idea

Li.fe I Nature Morte'Byatt writes that Foucault describes the

of "language and the world, words and things, thoughts and sensations

in a way that is analogous to the theories of the dissociation of sensibility current in my

youth" (PM

16).

Indeed, the English translation of Les mots et les choses does

occasionally use the term "dissociated" to describe what Foucault sees as a "split down

the middle" of the sixteenth century "world of resemblances" (1994,
description

of

Eden, Foucault's account

of the sixteenth

58). Like his

century episteme and its

transformation at the end of the Renaissance is itself an intertextual presence, explicit and

implicit, in several of these texts, but particularly The Virgin in the Garden. "In its raw,
historical sixteenth century being, language is not an arbitrary system; it has been set
down in the world and forms apart of

it". It is not, however,

a clear equivalence of 'sign'

and 'thing' such as in Eden; instead language is, in the sixteenth century, figured as "an
opaque mysterious thing", "divided against itself and deprived of its original transparency

by admixture": world and word are connected but no longer equivalent. Language
during the Renaissance is "ternary", or comprised of three complexly interrelated levels
as resemblance, the "third term", comes between signs and their meaning.? Knowledge

thus consists, in the sixteenth century episteme, of "trying to hunt down all the analogies

in the world" to establish the relations between word and thing. With the end of the
Renaissance

this complex relation is lost, "the profound kinship of language with the

world was thus dissolved", and is replaced by a binary system of "significant

and

signified" (1994,31-44). In Renaissance thought, writes Byatt, "Foucault says, there are
three elements - signifier, signified and resemblance". The "extensible cross-referencing

of

The Virgin", as she terms it, the process of finding infinite resemblance, is thus an

attempt

to revive

something

of what Foucault describes as the complex relation of

language to the world in the sixteenth century episteme

(PM 17,

ll).

'The first level is language in its "raw and pnmitive being", a mark or stigma upon things,
imprinted across the world: "unique and absolute". The second level is "above" this raw state, a
"commentary which recasts the given signs to serve a new purpose", and "below" the stigma on
things is the third, "the text, whose primacy is presupposed by commentary to exist hidden
beneath the marks visible to all" (1994,42\.
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Victorian gardens: truth in a tale

lf

The Virgrn in the Gqrden (and Asn'aea) revive the language of sixteenth century verse,

Possession offers the possibilities for reviving the language, and to some extent the past

itself of the nineteenth century. The text of the novel
each a reworking

of

it contains

are

of past written forms: the realist novel and poetry of the Victorian

period. This is not,
restoration

and the verse that

as

I have suggested"

"Arnoldian" values

as straightforward as

aretunt to the past, or

a

of culture, as Louise Yelin has argued, rather

Possession aims to "connect a bygone age" of the past with present, as its epigraph from

Nathaniel Hawthorne shows, in a form of interaction that

I

characterise as dialogic. In

her essays on Victorian cultural practices Byatt highlights two aspects of nineteenth
century language in which she is particularly interested: the representation of the 'real'
and the sense of the "incarnate". Although the "incarnate" has less to do with a spiritual

quality than with the representation of reality in Byatt's fiction, there is a sense in which

its spiritual meaning carries over into its secular use. The perceived "crisis" in religious
faith during the middle of the nineteenth century, that I discussed in the previous chapter,
contributed

to a concomitant questioning of the conception that language was the

repository of God's truth, or the "Word incarnate". ln'Incarnation and Art'Byatt quotes
Charles Darwin's description of how he came to apply to Biblical accounts of miracles

"the interpretation we now put on metaphors and allegories" (PM 37). Rather than

a

literal account of actual events, biblical miracles, such as the raising of Lazarus, or the
creation of Adam and Eve, are seen to be allegories which impart a moral or ethical
belief or stance.

The shift that Darwin's example illustrates, from an acceptance of biblical
accounts

to a questioning of the nature of its truth, is also apparent in the verse of

Browning and Tennyson. The focus of these two poets on a Biblical account of

a

miracle, the raising of Lazarus from the dead, highlights their interest in the idea of the

spirit incarnate in the Word and the related question of truth in language. In In
Memoriam >ocxvi there is a "gentle shift", Byatt suggests, "from theological ideas of
incarnation

to

aesthetic,

or narrative, ones". The "truth

embodied

in a tale" that

Tennyson refers to, discussing the account of Lazarus, is also relevant to his own "poetic

process", Byatt suggests: "Tennyson's language, so plain, so clear, here so apparently
commonplace, itself embodies the doubts and conflicts

it

deals with" (PM 4O). The

fictional Tennyson of Byatt's 'The Conjugial Angel' enacts the very doubts with which his

poetry deals: the nature of spirit and matter and the relationship between them, as well as
the possibilities for writing of these issues. Byatt's disaffection with Eliot's interpretation

of Tennyson is particularly apparent in the novella, in which Tennyson is imbued with the

very kind of "sensuous imagination" that Eliot claims he lacks, and that Tennyson
'himself attributes to Keats: an imagination "which created beauty, and Keats said might

be compared to Adam's dream of the creation of the Woman from his own bloody
ripped-out rib, 'he awoke and found it truth"' (AI 256). The Tennyson of Byatt's fiction
thinks in metaphors and feels in language.

. . . he had thought it out, love and death, those pitiless abstractions, in that
cunningly innocent form he had found for Arthur's poems, a form that
seemed so straightforward, primitive songlets or chants of griefl but could
.feel its way through an argument, through shifts and shifts of ideas and
feelings, stopping and starting, a rhyme closed in a rhyme, and yet moving
quietly and inexorably on. In this case, from abstract personified Love to
pure animal sensuality, still singing sweetly on. (A1263)

The relation of spirit to matter for Byatt's Tennyson is more a question of language than

theology: "Spirit was a slippery word and a slippery thing. He liked the rotundity of
ghost, the good old English word, the ghost in man". He is pleased with In Memoriam

for the parts in which matler is conveyed or embodied in language and dislikes the more
transcendental attempt

to

account for the spirit or

soul. The phrase "matter moulded

forms of speech" says "in a nutshell what he wanted to say about the stubbom body
Ianguage, and so
language

of his poem",

conveying a kind

of

"sensuous pleasure"

of

in and of

(AI 264-5, 267).

Lrke In Memoriam, Browning's poems 'Karshish' and 'A Death in the Desert'
consider the related issues of life after death and the embodiment of truth in language in

relation

to the raising of Lazarus. In 'Incarnation and Art' Byatt

suggests that

Browning's stance on these issues bears some relation to Strauss's Life of Jesus which
argues that the New Testament contains "mythic truths, akin to the truths of other myths,

or the abstract truths of philosophy, in an incarnate form in human lives and stories".
Strauss and Browning, Byatt writes, occupy "an uneasy half-way house befween a warn

faith clung to, and the cold truth of an empty universe of law" (PM 32-3). This position
in-between faith and doubt perhaps contributes to Browning's formulation of the dictum

that fiction also contains a "kind of truth". Browning's meditation on "the nature of truth
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and lies"

n

The Ring and the Book forms part of his contribution, Byatt argues, to

contemporary debates about

the

"evidence, eyewitness acsounts, history and

imagination" that the story of Lazarus' raising accentuates. Browning's interest in the

origin of langztage in relation to notions of truth, or the possibility that "lies are implicit
in language itself' takes us back to the garden:

But when man walks the garden of this world
For his own solace, and, unchecked by law,
Speaks or keeps silence as himself sees fit,
Without the least incumbency to lie,
- Why, can he tell you what a rose is like,
Or how the birds fly, and not slip to false
Though truth serve better? Man must tell his mate
Of you, me, and himselfl, knowing he lies,
Knowing his fellow knows the same, - will think
TIe lies, it is the method of a man!' (qtd. in PM 49-50)
Language has a serpent-like quality,

it is the "'coil' of speech in the 'garden of this

world"', Byatt writes, that causes truthful, "natural" or unfallen man to think, describe,

andfall into using language, which "is inadequate

and must lie"

(PM 49). A comparison

between nineteenth century and sixteenth century accounts of the Garden of Eden is
made by Byatt when she connects "Browning's fictive rose in the Garden"

to her interest

in "Foucault's ideas of innocent language" (PM 5). Although this passage figures the
Garden of Eden as the place in which the 'truth' of experience is rendered a 'lie' by an
entry into language, The Ring and the Book goes on, Byatt argues, to suggest that

'Art

may tell a truth", that fictions, "mere imagery, are deeds and things". Fiction is "a kind

of truth" to set beside the "undifferentiated Divine Word-Truth" of biblical accounts (PM
s0- I ).

The "kind of truth" that nineteenth century fiction, or "art", displays, is the
capacity to tease out, in verse, the very problems that arise from the articulation of a

'truth' in language. This is enacted in the text of Possession, and to some extent Angels

and Insects, which engage in the debate over whether or not "language is a selfsupporting system of signs which doesn't touch the world". The possibility that language
can "speak" a form of "truth" is also what Possesslon's contemporary academic, Roland

Michell, learns from the novel's fictional Victorian poet, Randolph Ash, in particular
from reading Ash's poem, 'The Garden of Proserpina'. This poem represents the garden,
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which is and is not Eden, as the site from which poetry originates, to which all poets
must go: "There is a place to which all Poets come" (P 463). Its inclusion as an epigraph

to Chapter Twenty-six foreshadows the events of the chapter: Roland Michell's literal
entry into the garden of his London flat, and metaphorical entry into 'the garden' of
poetic language. While Ash's poem is ostensibly about the garden of Greek mythology,

it draws parallels between

this garden and the Judeo-Christian Garden of Eden so that

'the garden' is both the source of poetry and the site of an original naming:

The first men named this place and named the world.
They made the words for it: garden and tree
Dragon or snake and woman, grass and gold
And apples. They made names and poetry.
The things were what they named and made them. Next
They mixed the names and made a metaphor
Or truth, or visible truth, apples of gold. (P 464)

Ash's "truth", Iike Browning's, is a "kind of truth"; the "visible truth" of metaphor in the
poem is the "mere imagery" of fiction that Browning describes. Poetry, by mixing names
and making metaphors, makes "things", incarnate in the word.

By mixing "fact" with "fiction" poetry can also make the past come to life. The
previous chapter considered the role that fiction and poetry have in the resurrection

of

the dead, or that language has in the revival of the past. Just as the dead, like Lazarus,
are raised with each retelling of a tale, so too are past works of literature themselves
brought to life by being reworked into new literary forms. Indeed, Byatt's discussion

of

incarnation leads her to the question of "resurrection and life" in Browning's poetry and

Michelet's history, which he named 'Resurrection' (PM

4l).

Both are examples of

reworking an existing tale, or bringing to life figures from the past, that Possession also
enacts in its own narrative and in its imitation of nineteenth century verse. Randolph

Ash's poetry self-consciously acts out the Bakhtinian notion of the sociability, or even

intertextuality,

of language.

When he reads 'The Garden

of

Proserpina', Roland

considers that even though he is "alone" he reads as if in some kind of dialogue with Ash,

just as Ash, though he may have been "alone" when he wrote the poem, is in perpetual
dialogue with other, dead, poets, "with Spenser's golden apples in the Faerie Queene" or

"may have seen Paradise Lost,

in the garden where Eve recalled

Pomona and

Proserpina". As Roland reads, "all these voices sang, the same words, golden apples,
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different words in different places", constituting the poem as a text in the sense that

Roland Barthes describes, but also evoking the dead and the past

in a form of

resurrection; as Byatt's Tennyson also experiences in'The Conjugial Angel'. To add to
this, or to complicate it, the novel relates that when Roland glances up from the page he
sees Ash's "death mask", which

is "ambiguous" and can be read "either way": as though

"you were inside - behind those closed eyes" or as though "you were outside, looking at
closure, if not finality". In the image of Ash on the book's cover he seems to be "caught

in a transient moment"

between life and death, and Roland considers how, though

"dead", the man "and the words too" were "part of himsel{, of Roland Michell, he had
lived with them" (P 471).

The poetry of Adamic naming: literal and figurative language
One of the "voices" that Roland hears as he reads Ash's poem is that of an early cultural

theorist (of sorts), Giambattista Vico: "he heard Vico saying that the first men were
poets and the first words were names that were also things" (P 472). 'The Garden

of

Proserpina' and Possesslor itself indicate their debt to Vico: the image of the "fruit

of

gold" or "apples of gold" in Ash's poem are borrowed from Vico, as is his account of
myth and poetic language, and the relations he describes between poetry and prose.
Vico's Scienza Nuova has also been of great interest to more recent literary and cultural
theorists for its account of both language and history. What is remarkable about Vico's

work, writes Hayden White, is that he appears to anticipate many of the later theorists
who were to have such an effect on postmodern theory, such as Marx and Hegel. By
White's account, Vico's conception of a "principle of interpretation" can be equated with

what is now regarded as the "hermeneutical principle", or the perception that "speech
itself provides the key for interpreting cultural phenomena". The evolutionary stages of a

culture are impelled, according

to Vico, by the tensions which arise between

poetic

expression and prose representation: "The former is conceived to be a creative and active

force by which consciousness confiscates its w'orld; the latter a receptive and passive
operation in which 'things as they are' are mirrored". The creative, or poetic, force is
best explained, White argues, by Vico's theory of metaphor. Metaphor is one

tropes that comprise poetic language:

it is the "primal" or generic

of

four

trope, to which

metonymy and synecdoche are relegated as "refinements" and against which irony works

in opposition. "Primitive" humans, according to Vico, classified phenomena by simple
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metaphorical identification; "primitive" nomination operated on the same principles as

figurative or poetic language, with the significant difference that its users did not
distinguish the poetic from the literal, so that figures and allegories were taken for literal

truths, or "denotative representations" (1985, 203, 205-7).

At the beginning of Possesslon, Roland Michell

reads Ash's own much annotated

copy of the Scienza Mtova "half-looking for Proserpina", whom Ash describes as "goldskinned in the gloom", or "grain-golden". He reads.

Ears of grain were called apples of gold, which must have been the first gold
in the world while metallic gold was unknown. . . So the golden apple which
Hercules first brought back or gathered from Hesperia must have been gain;
and the Gallic Hercules with links of this gold, that issue from his mouth,
chains men by the ears: something which will later be discovered as a myth
concerning the fields. Hence Hercules remained the Deity to propitiate in
order to find treasures, whose god was Dis (identical with Pluto) who carries
offProserpine (another name for Ceres or grain) to the underworld described
(P 3-4)
by the poets . .

The kind of naming operation which constitutes 'grain' as "apples of gold" is based on the

projection of the familiar onto the unfamiliar: attributes of the known thing are given to
the unknown (or other) thing: making metaphor. The subsequent elaboration of this
metaphor, and the development of a poetic mythology, are produced by what White
terms the "transition into the use of a consciously figurative language (and thus into

literal and denotative, or prose, discourse)". The initial process of naming, however, is
both denotative and connotative, or literal and figurative: there is no distinction between

the two, no conscious use of figurative language. The fables or myths of Vico's
"primitive man" were taken as a "true report of reality" (ibid., 205,207).

In Ash's 'The Garden of Proserpina', the first men are also poets who bestow
names and make metaphorical images. The figurative purport of giving a name

to

a

thing is also explored in Angels and Insecls by its nineteenth-century characters, Matty
Crompton and William Adamson. In their discussion of Carl Linnaeus, whose names for

things in the Systema Nqturae are tightly bound within a Greco-European heritage,

Matty suggests that it is somewhat hard that the 'linnocent insect" be "burdened with

so

large an import" as a name. The names which both Linnaeus and Thomas Mouffet, in his
Theatrum Insectorunl, give to creatures, also provide Matty with ample material for her

"illustratory fable" 'Things Are Not What They Seem'. The Mistress Mouffet that Seth
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meets in the "high-walled garden" is a variation on the'Little Miss Muffet' of the nursery

rhyme, named for Thomas Mouffet, as is the naturalist Simon Moffit in The Game. "A
relation of mine", Mistress Mouffet tells Seth, "was one of the great Namegivers, one

of

the great historians of this garden". Mouffet's names, she goes on, "are like delightful
little poems". "Names are

a

way of weaving the world together, by relating the creatures

to other creatures and a kind of metamorphosis, you might say, out of metaphor which is
a figure of speech for carrying one idea into another"

(AI l3l-Z). Matty's tale, and her

discussion of its writing with William, draws attention to the figurative nature of the
names given to creatures and plants.

I am afraid I got rather carried 6way. . . I thought that the thing [the
Elephant Hawk Mothl was a kind of walhngfigure of speech - and began to
look up the etymologies - and found it was all running away from me. It was
as though I was dragged along willy-nilly - by the language, you know . . . .

.

(Ar rur)
The figurative purport of Linnaeus' naming, like Mouffet's, is considered further

in The Biographer's Tale. Linnaeus,

Scholes Destry-Scholes'biographical fragment tells

us, "thought of himself, as he journeyed over the fells, swamps and mountains, as the
second Adam, the separator, the taxonomist, the Namer of species' (TBT 55).

The island of Paradise, both because it thrust upwards from the seabed, and
because created Nature required it, 'was in form a high mountain peak, with
the flora and fauna ideally placed in ascending or descending strata" to suit
the climate they required. Adam the gardener wandered this mountain,
noting and naming all things, plants, beasts, insects, birds, and the fish in the
descending funnels and troughs of the surrounding sea.' QBT 55)

At the Linnaean sooiety,
the Andromeda

Phineas Nanson finds Linnaeus' drawing of the plant he named

polifolia. Both image

a

and description are included in the text

of

The

of the net of connections, even
containing drawings of an inadequately attached chain of links, a crossing-place of

Biographer's Tqle as

"curious concrete image

languages" for both Phineas and for the reader (TBT 116). "The legend in the middle",

Phineas states, "between the human personification and the botanical representation,
reads
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Andromeda
ficta et vera
mystica et genuina
figurata et depicta" (TBT 112)

The "legend" links the two images: one of a plant, one of a woman. It also offers three
pairs of binary terms which the very naming of the plant has called into question: fiction
and truth, myth and reality, connotative and denotative language, which are three of the

double braids or threads which recur in Byatt's discussions of language (in both fiction

and criticism). Matty's description of being "dragged along" by the language from
etymology to fable describes The Biographer's Tale itself, in which the play on names

not only highlights the "figurata et depicta" combination of taxonomical naming, but also
contributes to the novel's narrative structure. In the Acknowledgements to the novel,

Byatt writes that the Hope Entomological Institute in Oxford provided her with "the
names of the beetle which carries Dutch Elm Disease, and the mite that preys on the

beetle. The beetle rs Scolytus scolytus, formally known as Scolytus Destructor. The
mite is Phaeogenes nanus". Phineas G. Nanson is the biographer of Scholes DestryScholes, who in turn was the biographer of Sir Elmer Bole: each "preys on" the next,

forming a chain of dependence, which translates in this novel to a form of history

/

tale.

The text itself highlights the relation of naming to character and plot: Nanus, Phineas
tells the reader, is also the Latin for dwarf, transmitted by genes. "I was a little person,
the child of a little person, I had a name in a system, Nanson" (TBT 263,3).

A number of Byatt's characters have highly associative and allegorical names, like
Christabel LaJVIotte and Maud Bailey, whose names evoke their desired self-containment

through images of castles as well as an association with poetic figures, as I discussed in
Chapter One. The significance of naming has an added dimension for other of Byatt's

nineteenth century characters,

for whom language

retains traces

of the spiritual

"incarnate" in "the Word". The nineteenth century "preoccupation with the dead" is also
apparent, Byatt suggests, in the names which were given to children. In'lncarnation and

Art'

she gives the actual example of Michelet, who records the "symbolic naming"

of his

son after his wife and himself in his journal: "Yves is her in her father; Jeqn is her in her
Christian upbringing and all that represents aspiration and hopes for the future; Lozare is

her in myself History and Resumection" (PM 42). The child's name articulates their
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place in a religious and cultural "system", like Phineas G. Nanson, and as belonging to a

family group. There is also a sense in which the name imbues the child with attributes

of

his parents, and grandparents, in a form of resurrection (leading on to immortality) which
the word itself can bestow.

Similarly, in 'The Conjugial Angel' Emily Jesse, nie Tennyson, names her first son
after her dead fianc6: Arthur Hallam Jesse. Mrs Papagay thinks this naming is not only

"a poetic and romantic touch", but "a gage of perpetuity, a Life-in-Death for the dead

lover, an assertion of the wondrous community of the Spirit World

(AI 175).

The

practice of naming one child after another who has died is likewise common in the
nineteenth century: Vincent Van Gogh was named for his dead brother, as Byatt points

out in 'Van Gogh, Death and Summer'. The five dead daughters of Mrs Hearnshaw,
another member of the spritualist circle, are all named Amy in an act of naming which

not only suggests that they merge with each other as a group of one, the "five

dead

Amys", but is also indicative of the spiritualist belief that life and deat[ the material and
spirit worlds, could merge. Even though Mrs Papagay considers this form of naming in
romantic, affirmative, terms, as "Life-in-Death", it becomes problematic, as in the case

of the Amys, when it

seems

to operate in reverse: as Death-in-Life. "'I give birth to

death,' said Mrs Hearnshaw, speaking the thought she walked about with, constantly."

Her "horror" is that she is a receptacle of life and death at once. Sophie Sheekly does
not really understand Mrs Hearnshaw's fears, and, like Mrs Papagay, tends to regard the
concept of life and death merging as affirmative; she suggests to Mrs Hearnshaw that

"[t

is all one. Alive and dead." The next child, however, as the spirit-daughters tell their
mother, which they have seen as "an earthly seed growing in the dark", is to be called
Rosamund, "Rose

of this Earth": a child who may be able to straddle both worlds

successfully, as her name implies, "that child in the dark earth and in this rose garden"

(l/

180, 198).

Other fictional characters' names in both 'The Conjugial Angel' and 'Morpho

Eugenia' are also metaphors:

Mrs

Papagay's name evokes

the birds/angels of

Swedenborg's visions, as it is derived from the Spanish word "papagayo" for parrot, as

Richard Todd has shown. Todd also points out that the name is appropriate for "the

racially miscegenated husband Arturo, a Hermes figure who supervises the transition
from one world to another" in the first novella and "also fits the socially unplaceable wife
Lilias" in the second. One of the "themes" that Todd identifies which links the two parts
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of the text is "the biology of

miscegenation and the question

of what is natural and

unnatural". He refers to the Victorian taboos which the novellas examine, including
incest, homosexuality, remarriage (including marriage after the death of a fiancd, which

occurs in both novellas), and the marriage or sexual union of different races (1997, 32-

6).

While there is not the scope to fully discuss this here,

Angels and Insecls draws our attention

to

I do want to point out that

nineteenth century ideas about racial

difference and the related notion of eugenics through the description and naming
Eugenia Alabaster. These ideas are explored further

n

of

The Biographer's Tale. Francis

Galton, cousin to Charles Darwin and pioneer of eugenic studies, is the subject of one

of

Destry-Scholes' biographical fragments. Destry-scholes' cards also include one

of

Galton's "Composite" faces that is made by combining the images of three sisters; this
non-existent "fourth sister" Galton regards as representative of the "Family Face" (TBT

182-3). In 'Morpho Eugenia', Eugenia Alabaster and her sisters share the
and "make a charming and homogeneous group", thinks William (AI

same features

4).

Lateq the

homogeneity of Eugenia's children, who are likewise unifonnly Alabaster and share the
same "Family Face", bearing little or no resemblace to William, takes on an unpleasant
meaning for William as he becomes aware of Eugenia's incestuous relationship with her

brother. The naming of the children is the subject of much debate between William and
Eugenia: she insists on giving their first son her brother's name, Edgar, further cementing

the strenglh of the child's ties with the "ivory" Alabaster family, whilst lessening those to
the "sultry-skinned" William (AI 4,3).
Other names are highly associative in 'The Conjugial Angel'. The ghost of Arthur

Hallam tells Sophie Sheekly that she is named for "Pistis Sophia" who, according to
gnostic tradition, "sent the first snake into Paradise" and was the "Angel in the Garden,
before Man". Pistis Sophia, Hallam goes on to say, represents the "energetic principle

of

love for the beautiful' (AI 251-2). Sophie Sheekly / Pistis Sophia is thus associated with
the Garden of Eden before the origin of language, or before Adam gave names to things,
and to the snake, which Browning suggests is language itself, which contributes

to a'fall'

from the truth of experience and into the "lies" of language. She is also associated with
the neoplatonic "energetic principle of love for the beautiful" which Hallam attributes to

Keats, who, like Tennyson, possesses "sensuous imagination". As

I

suggested in

Chapter Two, Sophie Sheekly's visionary capacity as a medium is likened by Byatt to the

creative imagination of poets like Tennyson and Keats, whose words embody thoughts
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and feelings and give solidity, "a local habitation and a name", to the imagined. Tracing

the myriad of associations of a name like Sophie (without even getting on to Sheek$)
perhaps exemplifies Byatt's own 'fall' into solipsism, or seemingly endless process

of

connection and "connectedness" or "extraordinary density of signification" @arrell l8),

The characters' names in Angels snd Insects evoke the experience of what Matty
Crompton describes as being "dragged along willy nilly" by language; the proliferation

of

associations with each name exemplifies the twists and "turns" that analogy makes. The

problematic distinction between literal and figurative language, exemplified in naming,

that Byatt's fiction enacts, is a focus of late twentieth century literary and linguistic

theory. In 'The Turns of Metaphor' Jonathan Culler considers the problematics of the
literal / figurative pairing, via another set of two: metaphor and metonymy. The
difficulty of separating the two, leads, Culler suggests, into a consideration of language

in general: "The argument about the relation befween metaphor and metonymy

thus

involves the question of the relation between thought and language" (1981,201). The
significance for realist fiction of the relationship of language to the world, or to 'things',

are questions that Byatt's fictional and critical writings also ask. "The problems of the
'real' in fiction, and the adequacy of words to describe it, have preoccupied me for the
last twenty years", she states in the Introductionto Passions of the

Mind (PM 3-4).

Byatt's work on George Eliot forms part of this preoccupation. Included in
Passions

of the Mind are Byatt's essays and reviews of Eliot's fictioq including

her

lntroduction to the publication of Eliot's own collected essays. Under the title 'Realism'
Byatt quotes a passage from Eliot's Ifracombe journal in which she outlines what Byatt
describes as "a very clear linguistic ambition" (PM 85):

'I

never before longed so much to know the names of things as during this
visit to llfracombe. The desire is part of the tendency that is now constantly
growing in me to escape from all vagueness and inaccuracy into the daylight
of distinct, vivid ideas. The mere fact of naming an object tends to give
definiteness to our conception of it - we have then a sign that at once calls up
in our minds the distinctive qualities which mark out for us that particular
object from all others.' (Eliot 1990,214-30; qtd. in PM 85)

Again and again, writes Byatt, Eliot comments on an "inaccurate language" and the
desire to obtain an accuracy of description. Connected to Eliot's idea of an accurate
language is not only a question of "truth" but also "morality" (PM 86).
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There are a number

of threads to follow from this

connection between an

accuracy of description, truth and morality. Byatt's second novel in the tetralogy, Still

Life, as the title suggests, owes much to Eliot's quest for an "accurate language" and
hope

to "escape from all vagueness and inaccuracy into the daylight of distinct, vivid

ideas". In the essay on Still Life, Byatt writes that the second novel was intended to
forgo the extensive use of metaphor which had characterised The Virgin in the Gorden.

The idea of the second novel of the series - Still Life - was that it should, by
contrast, be very bare, very down-to-earth, attempt to give the 'thing itself
without the infinitely extensible cross-referencing of The Virgin. I wanted to
write about birth, about death, plainly and exactly. There were ideological
reasons for this, as well as a vague sense that my novel must move from an
undissociated paradise to our modern dissociated world. (PM ll)

Like Eliot's, Byatt's aim is somewhat "ideological": the novel is partly a response to
theories which see language as "a self-referring system of signs, which doesn't touch the

world."

She gives the example

of Gabriel Josipovici's use of the term "demon analogy"

(from Mallarmd's "d6mon de I'analogie") in The World and the Book (1979). Josipovici's
suggestion is that the discovery of correspondences between things, like the Renaissance
search for resemblances, is not an indication "that we inhabit a meaningful universe", as it

is in the sixteenth century episteme, but rather shows that reality is "a bounded world
bearing only the shape of our own imagination" (299; qtd. in PM

1l).

What Still Life

attempts to do is explore the possibility that there is a relation between language and the

world, "working on the assumption . . . that accuracy of description is possible and
valuable", that words, as Byatt puts it, can "denote things" (PM 1l).

Although there is clearly an influence from George Eliot, Still Life grows out of
Byatt's interest in Ford Madox Ford, Ezra Pound, and William Carlos Williams, "whose

dictum 'no ideas but in things' informs the novel". Gustave Flaubert's Ie mot juste, or

what Hugh Kenner terms "words as a mimesls of things", also contributes to the
formulation of what Byatt describes as "my bare book, my still life' (PM

ll-2).8 Byatt

gives another example from Genette's essay on Proust, 'Mdtonymie chez Proust' (1972)

[which Culler also discusses], where he quotes a line from Proust's discussion of
Flaubert's style. "all things, losing their initial thing-like aspect, came to line up beside

tHugh

Kenner. The Poetry of Ezra Pound. London, l95l: 264. Qtd. in Byatt PM 12.
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each other in some sort of order, penetrated by the same light, each of them being seen in

all the others" (586; qtd. in PM

l3).

This arrangement of things, Genette argues,

suggests both contiguity and

analogt.

significant here for the relation

it has to George Eliot's desire to know the "names of
to "escape from all vagueness and inaccuracy into the

things" which is also a desire

Genette's quotation from Proust

is

doubly

daylight of distinct, vivid ideas". While Proust suggests both contigurty and analogy in
Flaubert, whereby "all things

. . line up beside each other in some sort of order,

penetrated hy the same light, each of them being seen in

all the others", Eliot

hopes

(like Byatt) to avoid analogy and achieve an accuracy of language, so that the "mere fact

of naming an object tends to give definiteness to our conception of it - we have then a
sign that at once calls up in our minds the distinctive qualities which mark outfor us that

particular object from all olhers". What Proust and Eliot each describe is an image of
things, or names of things, or "vivid ideas", bathed in light, like a still life; the former
hopes

to show the connectedness of "things", the latter their "distinctive qualities".
Still Life, Byatt goes on to state in her essay on the novel, was intended to

emphasise contiguity, rather than analogy, which, she found, became "impossible". The

"concrete example" she gives is of the cyclamen: a narne, a thing, a metaphor, another

flower, "which would not stay at the level of exact description" but instead became
connected, largely through its name, to the metaphors

in The Virgin in the Garden of

cycles "of death, of rebirth, resurrection and renaissance".

Worse than that - | saw in my mind's eye some archetypal metamorphosing
procession of flowers, from the odour of a rose, through Milton's languageflower and Mallarm6's language-flower, I'absente de tous bouquets'. The
mental colours shifted very beautifully from various rosy cyclamens to a
distressing purple I associate with death and depression. The text came
alive, but the cyclamen was interesting because it was bristling with threads
of connection to the earlier text, to the purple-fleshed purple-dressed
mother-in-1aw, to language-flowers in general. (PM 13)

In a sense, the writing of Still Life
Turns

enacts the very process that Culler describes

in 'The

of Metaphor', by which questions of the relation between metonymy

and

metaphor, or contiguity and analogy, become a consideration of the relationship between

literal and figurative language, or thought and language, or the world and language. The
possibility that analogy and resemblance can connect language to the world, whtch The
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Virgin in the Garden explores, and the idea that it is possible to employ language which

is purely denotative and not connotative, as Still li/e
paradoxically,

to the notion that

considers, can each lead,

language is both solipsistic and cut loose from the

world.

New worlds / old worlds: naming, identity and difference
Naming exemplifies some of the difficulties in separating literal language from figurative,

as Matty Crompton points out, naming is itself a process of making metaphors by
bestowing the attributes

of

one thing on another, like the "first men"

of

Vico's

description and Randolph Ash's poem who attribute names which are also poems, to

things. Naming and metaphor-making alike also highlight another problematic pairing
which has been a focus of recent cultural and literary theory which Byatt's fiction also
considers: identity and difference.

ln'Still Life I

Nature Morte' Byatt discusses her

inclusion of taxonomies in the text of the novel in relation to questions of identity.
Metaphor is "to perceive identity and difference simultaneously and dependent on each

other", she writes, discussing Riccur's essay on 'Le Travail de la ressemblance'.

She

gives the example of the cyclamen, and also Van Gogh's "Sun" and sunflowers, which
are both "things" and "images". To write about such "things", Byatt suggests, "can be to

comment on the doubleness of a metaphor that is both mimetic and an exploration of the

relation between identity and difference" (PM l5-6).'q Poststructuralism's assertion that

identity does not have to be absolute, as Robert Young argues in Torn Halves, is
comparable

to "the fundamental

basis

of language in metaphor, the assertion of identity

between two things that are unlike, [that] can extend into identities and other forms

of

conceptualisation". The fact that language has always engaged in "yoking unlike things
together and asserting an identity between them" has had its effect on conceptualisation,

and therefore on the very notion

of

"human and political identity"

(80).

Young's

approach is to consider the possibilities or potential for "political conflict" in cultural and

literary theory; at this point he considers the complex relations
difference that exist between modernism and postmodernism,

of

similarity and

or postmodernism

and

poststructuralism, or between these two and the postcolonial. While these issues cannot

be entered into in any detail here, Young's argument that language itself enables the
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conceptualisation

of

similarity/difference, and the implications

of this for notions of

identity, in particular cultural identity, are relevant to a discussion of Byatt's fiction.

ln Slill Life, Raphael Faber asks in his lecture on "Names and Nouns: Ies mots et
les noms":

"If the poet was Adam in the Garden naming the things that grew there, what

language did he speak?" (SL 202). The three pseudo-Adams in Byatt's fiction highlight

the implications for questions of cultural identity and difference in the act of naming:
Simon Moffit in The Game, William Adamson in 'Morpho Eugenia', and Carl Linnaeus
himself

n The Biographer's Tale. The Amazonian basin is figured as a Garden of Eden

to its visiting English naturalists (with

evocative names), Simon Moffit and William

Adamson. "It's a real Garden of Eden", Simon tells the television audience in The Game

(G

2l).

Like Linnaeus, William Adamson is 'Adam's son', roaming what he regards

as

another "Eden", giving names to the "undiscovered creatures". In a conversation with

Matty Crompton, William acknowledges that there is a kind of cultural transmission that
accompanies the act of naming:

I used to think of Linnaeus, in the forest, constantly. He bound the New
World so tightly to the imagination of the Old when he named the
swallowtails for the Greek and Trojan heroes, and the Heliconiae for the
Muses. There I was, in lands never before entered by Englishmen, and round
me fluttered Helen and Menelaus, Apollo and the Nine, Hector and Hecuba
and Priam. The imagination of the scientist had colonised the untrodden
jungle before I got there. There is something wonderful about naming a
species. To bring a thing that is wild, and rare, and hitherto unobserved
under the net of human observation and human language - and in the case of
Linnaeus, with such wit, such order, such lively use of our inherited myths
and tales and characters. (l/ I l8)
Despite William's enthusiasm for the process of naming, he nonetheless displays a limited
consciousness, appropriately enough,

problematic about

it.

for the mid-nineteenth century, of what is most

William's speech is indicative of the power that language wields as

a tool of colonisation and imperialism. "human observation and human language" are,

after all, bound in 'European observations and European languages'. When William
states "our",

it is a particular, Western /

European culture that is described, and a

specifically nineteenth century Western / European 'order of things'which comprises the

"net" of this observation and language. Even though William does not himself regard
nMetaphor

openly presents the "conflict between identity and difference, the process

thaf in

a
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this use of language, nor indeed, the act of exploration and discovery, as part of the
project of colonialism, the use of the term "colonised" in this context does highlight this
issue for a late-twentieth-century reader.

The "problems of description in the language of discovery", as Gllian Beer terms

it in her essay of the same

name, can be seen to arise from the attempt

to articulate what

is 'new' in the only language available, immediately placing it within a "foreknown order";

this is of course related to the problem faced by the seventeenth century poets who used
sensuous metaphors

to describe the world of the spirit. Beer goes on to suggest that to

place what is new (or other) within the terms of what is known gives supremacy to a
particular culture, or even to humanity. Donne's poem'An Anatomy of the World' makes
a related point: "For of Meridians, and Parallels / Man that weav'd out a net, and this net

thrown

/

Upon the Heavens, and now they are his owne" (qtd. in Beer 1987,37,40).

The power that accompanies an act of naming that Donne describes is apparent in
'Morpho Eugenia', which likewise uses the image of the net. Bringing the "thing that is

wild, and rare, and hitherto unobserved under the net" appears to William to be a means
of 'taming' that which lies outside, and even threatens, the order of things that is known

to him. Before leaving England, William's pursuits

as a naturalist

took him no further

than the boundaries of the known: the "swarming" maggots in the slaughterhouse,
though a "mass of mess" nonetheless "moved by an ordering principle". At this stage,

is intact, and the maggot, like the "meanest flower" of
Wordsworth's poem, seemed part of "divine Design". By contrast, in the Amazon,

William's Christian faith

William's faith and its accompanying ordering principle fails him, and he records in his

journal "the unbalancing of his own soul in this greenworld of vast waste, murderous
growth, and lazily aimless mere existence" (AI 10, l2).
The attempt to name the'other' in the very framework that constitutes the order

of the 'same' can also have a destabilising effect. The creatures in Linnaeus' taxonomies,

like "Menelaus, Apollo and the Nine" that hover about William in the Amazon, are
named for figures from Classical myth; William takes some delight in encountering what

is so familiar in a place "never before entered by an Englishman". On returning to
England, however, William finds that he is pursued by a strange "double consciousness"

that enables him to see the very English Alabaster household's routines in conjunction

covert manner, generates somantic grids by fusion of differences within identity" (PM l5\.
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with the "Amazon ceremonies". Instead of clearly demarcating the "civilised" from the
"savage", William increasingly comes to see English rituals, zuch as a ballroom dance and
Sunday worship, as comparable to what he experienced in the Amazon.

ln a sense, what

William experiences is a destabilising of his sense of same/other, so that both "seem
strange, unreal, of an uncertain nature' (AI
'same' can serve

31,24). Naming the'other'in terms of the

to highlight similarity over difference, calling into question the notion of

identity which is based precisely on the articulation of difference. Theorist of
Renaissance literature Stephen Greenblatt argues that conceptions

of a 'self require both

a culture in which to participate, and a perception of "the not self, all that lies outside"
identity (1980,

46). If

one applies the terms of the known or same to that which lies

outside the known, what happens to the structuring of identity?

In this light, and on an individual rather than cultural level, the question of
naming a species of plant or animal after oneself takes on a greater significance. "There

were millions of miles of unexplored forest", thinks the naive William before leaving for
the Amazon, "there would be a new species of ants, to be named perhaps adamsonii" (r4.I

11). Harald Alabaster also hopes to

have his name attributed

to "some monstrous toad

savage-seeming beetle

in the jungle floor , . . Bufo amazoniensis haraldii - Cheops

nigrissimum alabastri" (r4l

l8). The idea that Sir Harald and William have of giving their

or

own name to a new species follows a standard practice of naturalists, including Linnaeus

himself. ln The Biographer's Tale there is a complex and rather hazy account of naming

in

Destry-Scholes' biographical fragment on Linnaeus that points

to some of the

problems for identity that arise from an act that identifies the 'other'with the self-same.

While with the Lapps, "CL" is told of the hamr. the birth caul's "shadowed impress, the
double, of the human creature" which is "loosed into the world at the moment of birth".
Some are capable of becoming thet hamrs in the form of beasts, leaving their human
bodies behind as they travel in another form - as Linnaeus is able to do. The portrait that
he has painted of himself "in Lapp costume" is "difficult, even impossible, to recognise"
as "CL", dressed as he is in fur and carrying "the small pink plant" he named "Linnaea

horealis . . from Linnaeus, who resembles

it".

What follows is a discussion of the

significance of attributing a name, one's own name, to another:

Naming is a difficult art. The names of magicians who undertake the hamfar
must not be spoken; nor must the names of the beasts who are thetr hamrs.
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CL himself in the fragments, shows his awareness of this, and also of the
fact that the creatures were named by circumlocution, indirection and
euphemism. (TBT 48-53)
The disruptive effect of recognising similarity in difference, or seeing in an other thing,
culture or species, animal or plant, an impression of the self, or giving t}te 'other' a name
which refers to the'self, can have implications for notions of identity and otherness on a
level which is both individual and cultural. In'Morpho Eugenia' William's experience in
the Amazon changes his conception of himself, so that when he returns to England, he
finds he has "no place" in the order that govems mid-nineteenth-century English society,
and exists only in "the spaces between" the aristocratic farnily and their servants (AI 74-

5). It

is not just William's conception of himself that is sfianged, howeveq but his view

of the structure of English society. As discussed in the previous chapter, the disruptive
effect of encountering an entirely 'other' order, particularly one which seems like the very
absence of order, like the Amazon to its visiting naturalists, calls into question the very
structures and knowledges which govern a particular culture.

Through a glass darkly: an other order of things
The effect that a meeting of 'two worlds', such as Europe and the Americas (and human
and insect), can have on a cultural and individual identity is considered further in'The

Conjugial Angel', where the two worlds that intersect are the material and "spiritual

World". Captain Jesse makes this association apparent when

he compares Swedenborg's

difficulty in explaining the concept of materiality to the spirits, to Captain Cook's initid
engagement with the Maori in New Zealand. both fail

to explain their very

existence,

possessing a form of knowledge which cannot be articulated in the terms of the other

culture (or being) (AI

l8l-2).

Nineteenth-century European expansion to new colonies

is not only analogous to contacting other, spiritual, worlds in'The Conjugial Angel'but is
also seen

to contribute to the rise of spiritualism in the mid-nineteenth century.

The

socially mobile Lilias Papagay, whose name also hints at "racial miscegenation", as Todd
argues, describes how old beliefs were "displaced now by new knowledge":

The stars rushed and shone in vacant spaces, they were suns which could
engulf this little world in fire, like an orange-pip on coals. Below the pit
were the green fields of New Zealand and the red deserts of Australia. Mrs
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Papagay thought, we htow that now, we imagine that it is so, up and down
are losing their grip on us.

An increased interest in the spirit world is attributed to this "new knowledge", to which

colonial expansion and exploration, as well as studies

in

natural history, have

contributed. [n turn, this has had an effect on the social order: Mrs

Papagay

acknowledges that her circle of acquaintanses, the spiritualist group, would not have

mixed with her "in usual society" but are brought together in "the democracy of the
Spirit World" (AI 17l).

It is not only the distinction

between "up and down", or 'self and other', that is

disrupted with the introduction of new knowledges, however, but also the distinction
between life and death. For the nineteenth-century spiritualists in Byatt's fiction, the
collapsing distinction between life and death contributes to the merging of the material

world with the immaterial world of the afterlife that lies "[b]eyond the glass" that
mediates between the two, as Po.lsessior/s Christabel LaMotte writes in her poem to

Blanche Glover (P 383). In Ash's 'Mummy Possest' the stones and "crystal ball" of the
medium are the "glass" tkough which can be "read" the "hieroglyphics" and "subtle
silent speech" of another form of knowledge, or another'world'.

Take up the crystal ball, sweet Geraldine.
Gaze on the sphere. Observe how left and right,
Above, below, reverse themselves in this
And in its depth a glittering chamber lies
Like a drowned world with downward-pointing flames (P 405-6)

The medium in Ash's poem considers her own form
"medium

of language the great Poets"

of "Art"

use, much as

Mr

as analogous

Sludge does

in

to

the

Robert

Browning's poem. Ash's poem, unlike Browning's, also draws attention to the fact that
most mediums were women, and suggests that part of what makes this knowledge'other'

is that it lies outside "the cold world of objects Reasons rules, / Where all is measured

and mechanical". The echoes of Christabel LaMotte's 'The Drowned City'

are

expounded by the medium, who sees this 'other' "reversed wodd" or "negative world" as

a site in which women "have Power": where "left is right and clocks go widdershins,

/

And women sit enthroned and wear the robes" (P 410). The medium in Ash's poem is
another, more satirical version of Sophie Sheekly and Lilias Papagay in 'The Conjugial
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Angel', who are themselves, or would be, Byatt suggests, in another time, writers of

kind. The medium-writer

can connect, combine or juxtapose two things held

a

- by the

glass-language - apart or in binary opposition. The medium celebrates the possibitity

of

"Life-in-Death" as a form of oneness'. "It is all one. Alive and dead."

For Simon Moffit, the twentieth century naturalist in The Game, birth and death
seem

to be part of 'life' in the Amazon in a way that has been eradicated

from

contemporary Western cultures: "I believe we can learn from this; in civilised countries

we have suppressed, or rigidly limited, our consciousness of these processes. But they
are part of us, however decently we may tuck away, behind curtains, birth and death" (G

1l).

Living among the peoples of the Amazon has the effect of undermining what Simon

considers

to be a

traditional ordering

of

European knowledges, and enabling

a

'rediscovery of innocence'. One example of this might be the snake, which as an image is

"traditionally" regarded with some degree of "horror" in Western culture, ever since its
appearance in Eden. In the elaborate and highly organised "network" of symbols formed

out of Christianity and European literatures the "serpent is traditionally",

Cassandra

thinks, "a symbol for our horror at finding ourselves embodied" or "the brute", whereas
in other cultures it is a symbol for life giving forces, as Simon points ovt (G 24).

It is not just the Amazon that Simon thinks can enable a "rediscovery of
innocence", but also the television programme that portrays the Amazon. As a means

to offer a way out of the
culture and a return to "innocence" or a

representing the Amazon, the camera seems

constricting threads that organise Western
"chance

to begin again" by superseding

programme and sees that there

is an

to

of

language

absence

Simon

(G

of

2l).

Julia Corbett watches the

pattern; unlike Cassandra's highly

ordered "network", the Amazon and Marafron are (as the Spanish word marafta means)

"a tangle, a snarl" in which "[n]othing is fixed: all maps are approximations". Unlike
linguistic forms of representation, Julia thinks, the camera can show this "flux". "as the
camera made plain,

. . . there

was no pattern, they were a mass" (G I l). William

Adamson makes a similar point about the Amazon when he tells Eugenia that "the
primeval forest out there . . . often seemed to me the epitome of the amorphous'

William's attempt

to

contain the "amorphous" is

(AI2l).

to study and name the plants and

creatures that he encounters, using Linnaean taxonomies to draw them under the "net"

of

"human observation". The "terrible lump" that is the newly Darwinian "world" is made
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into a "shining simulacrum" of itself through poetry by 'The Conjugial Angel"s Alfred
Tennyson.

He saw it [the poem] as a kind of world, a heavy globe, spinning onwards in
space, studded with everything there was, mountains and dust, tides and
trees, flies and grubs and dragons in slime, swallows and larks and carrierbirds, raven-glossed darkness and zummer air, men and cows and infants and
violets, all held together with threads of living language like strong cables of
silk, or light. The world was a terible lump of which his poem was a shining
simulacrum The world burst and slid and expanded into shapeless of which
his poem was a formally delightful image. (A1269)

Whilst Simon might regard both science and television as offering unmediated
vision, or a return

to "innocence", they too, like language,

are means of shaping and

ordering the world, and another form of 'glass' whose seeming transparency disguises its
own process of mediation. Cassandra sees Simon's belief in the neutrality of both science
and television in an exploration of the Amazon as "illusory". The role of the "scientific

observer" also has

its own

Indeed, the novel seems

methodologies and systems which mediate experience.

to suggest that no form of representation is unmediated or

'innocent'; the camera also has its own mode

them". The

camera

of "picking out patterns", or

r'$1gaking

/ television is a glass through which the world is viewed which can

magni$ and molecularise an image, enabling, to Simon, a "more accurate" view, but
which is also a process of shaping perception (G 25, 11,22).

The microscope of the scientist is another form of glass that enables a "more
accurate" or detailed view of "things" and has a role in the shaping of perception and

knowledge. The effect on Christian belief of microscopic study is the subject of Robert
Browning's 'Mr Sludge: the Medium', which Byatt discusses in 'Incarnation and Art'.
Just as Mrs Papagay suggests that "new knowledge" has contributed to the collapse

of

distinction between "up and down", or life and deatho Browning's Mr Sludge considers
the reconfiguration of "infinitely small and immeasurably great" in relation to notions

of

God, creation and the afterlife. There are also connections, Byatt writes, between
Browning's Mr Sludge and Michelet's account of the Dutch scientist Swammerdam, the
subject of Randolph Henry Ash's poem 'Swammerdam', who invented the microscope

and "feared (according to Michelet) the loss of faith which came with this fearful
removal". If humans are 'Just a sac / that's mouth, heart, legs and belly at once, yet lives
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and feels", what are the implications for God, who appeared incarnate in the human

form of Christ? Sludge, Byatt goes on to suggest, is another version of the worldly
speaker that Browning creates, a "particular incarnation with a particular vision of the

infinite through his smeared window", which is language or art (PM 65).
The "world of things" that lies under the glass of the microscope is renounced by

the Swammerdam of Ash's poem in favour of God, who is "No-thing". The lists of
things in the poem include both the objects dissected under Swammerdam's "glass" and
those contained in his father's "cabinet of curiousities". The "feathers and bones and
stones and empty gourds", atray of moonstones, "squat stone scarabs and small painted
eyes

/ of alien godlings",

a mermaid, a "cockatrice's egg,

/

an ivory coloured sphere, a

"mummy-cat" are real and fantasical things that are also images with associative
meanings which are repeated throughout Posses'sion, like the mermaid and the egg (P

203-4). The objects in

Swammerdam's father's cabinet are also "treasures" and

"curiosities" collected from places which lie beyond the sphere of the known. The
seventeenth century "cabinet of curiousities" resembles the Renaissance Wunderlammer,

or 'wonder cabinets', which housed the objects brought back from explorations in the
New World. Both prefigure the nineteenth-century natural historian's display cabinets

which contained flora and fauna, like those that Randolph Henry Ash and Harald
Alabaster possess, or even the airless "strong-room" containing preserved specimens in

the Linnaean Society (TBT 110). The list also highlights that

Swammerdam's

knowledge, like Linnaeus', combines science with myth: the "cabinet of curiousities"
contains objects which 'exist' within a seventeenth century episteme yet which seem only
fantastical to the fictional nineteenth and actual twentieth century reader of the poem.

The non-place of lnnguage: taxonomies and tables

The shaping processes of scientific knowledges and their relation to other forms of
knowledge, including encounters with knowledges

of

another culture, are also

highlighted in Destry-Scholes' biographical fragment on Linnaeus in The Biographer's

Tale. Linnaeus' encounters with the Lapps, whom he was "disposed at times to think of

.

. . as innocent inhabitartts of a primitive paradise", encapsulate the difiEculties which can
arise from an encounter between two cultures or two systems of knowledge. "CL", the

fragment relates, was impatient with the "ignorant" Lapps' belief that clouds were solid,

and "tried to explain" the phenomena: "that clouds were composed of mist, of water

bubbles", Linnaeus' own beliefs are then contextualised within his cultural and historical
context; the "scientist himself cherished unfounded beliefs, which we may call credulous,

or mythical, or magical" which "cross his scientific course in strange and beautifi.rl ways".

The fragment goes on to list examples of actual and mythical creatures included in
Linnaeus' taxonomy under "Man", pointing out that the "boundaries between Homo
sapiens and his fellow anthropomorphs were drawn and redrawn" several times during

his lifetime. "CL was an inhabitant of that borderland between magic and science,
religion and philosophy, observation and belief' QBT 39-42). Linnaeus' belief in the
existence

of mermaids, undines, sea-cows, witches and furies (which are interestingly

enough, all feminine) does contextualise his form of knowledge in an 'other' temporal

location. "Magic is closely entwined with science", Destry-Scholes goes on to

zuggest;

alchemy and astronomy "however strange or to modern men unacceptable their systems

of belief or projects", are concerned with studying and changing "the physical world",
with"matter, with the world of things"

QBf 4q.

The disruptive effect of encountering an 'other' order such as Linnaeus does in
Lapland,

or the reader does in

encountering Linnaeus' and Swammerdam's lists, is

Foucault's on reading Jorge Luis Borges' "Chinese encyclopaedia". Included in the
Preface

to

The Order

of Things is the principle of order in the encyclopaedia,

an entirely

'other' system which combines the "fabulous" with the "very real". Borges' taxonomy,
Foucault writes, "shattered" the "familiar landmarks" of his, "our thovght, the thought
that bears the stamp ofour age and our geography - breaking up all the ordered surfaces
and all the planes with which we are accustomed to tame the wild profusion of existing

things, and continuing long afterwards to disturb and threaten with collapse our age-old
distinction between the Same and the Other". The combination or "yoking" together

of

the fabulous and the 'real' in Borges' encyclopaediq Linnaeus' taxonomy or
Swammerdam's poetic descriptiorg is not only disruptive but also highlights the capacity
and role of langrage in ordering knowledges: our own as well as others'. The "exotic

charm

of another

system

of thought, is the limitation of our own", Foucault writes.

Where could these things "ever meet, except

in the

immaterial sound

of the voice

pronouncing their enumeration, or on the page transcribing it? Where else could they be
juxtaposed except in the non-place of language?* (1994, xv-xvii).

What is particularly disruptive, or fascinating, about the lists of Linnaeus and
Swammerdam is their combination of detailed observation and the imagined. Phineas
23r

Nanson's extended consideration of the Linnaean taxonomy, and Foucault's discussion

of

it, draws attention to the paradoxical combination of "precise definitions" of "things" and
"invented" relations between them: "The network of myth and legend intertwines like
vines or ivy with the branches of the Linnaean system, through his predeliction for
classical nomenclature." The aim of Linnaeus' natural history "according

to Foucault,

was fundamentally designed to order and to name the world . . . taking the sex of plants
and the sexual organs

of other living things

as the basis

of his system." This systenl

Phineas continues, was not "inevitable", and could have been established according to
some other principle

(Bf

I

l5-6). As I

considered in Chapter Two, 'Morpho Eugenia"s

William Adamson is given the job of cataloguing Alabaster's unruly collection of objects
brought back by naturalists from all over the world:

.

. the wooden crates, the tea-chests of things Harald had purchased apparently with no clear priority of interest - from all over the world. Here
were monkey skins and delicate parrot skins, preserved lizards and
monstrous snakes, box upon box of dead beetles, brilliant green, iridescent
purple, swarthy demons with monstrous horned heads. . . . William asked his
benefactor on what principle he was required to proceed, and Harald told
him, 'Set it all in order, don't you know? Make sense of it, lay it all out in
some order or other.' (A124-5)

The objects which lie "higgledy-piggledy" in the Alabaster stables, like the curiosities
"p6le-m6le o'er the tables and chairs"
recognisable order. William finds

in

Swammerdam's "dark Cabinet", have no

it difficult, the novel tells us, to "devise an organising

principle" for Alabaster's collected matter. What is missing from Alabaster's collection is
also perhaps what is absent from Borges'list: an "operating table".

I use that word 'table' in two superimposed senses: the nickel-plated, rubbery
table swathed in white, glittering beneath a glass sun devouring all shadow the table where, for an instant, perhaps forever, the umbrella encounters the
sewing machine; and also a table, a tabula, that enables thought to operate
on the entities of our world, to put them in order, to divide them into classes,
to group them according to names that designate their similarities and their
differences - the table upon which, since the beginning of time, language has
intersected space. (1994, xvii)
Just as Swammerdam undertakes a "project"
Range

to

it, create an order, render it, / You might

"make a catalogue of all this

pe[ i

say, human sized", William procures a
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"trestle-table and several ledgers, a series of collecting cabinets and some cupboards for
specimens", sets up his "microscope" and sets about examining and labelling the objects
in the hope of establishing some ordering principle (P 204-5; AI25).

The "operating table" that seems to be absent from Borges' encyclopaedia is

a

visible presence in classical thought. The "centre of knowledge, in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries", writes Foucault, "is the table' organised on a system of identity
and difference (ibid.,

74). ln Ash's poem, Swammerdam's "project" aims selGconsciously

at the establishment of a new form of knowledge, to "pwt I Medicine from myth", but
also to table all things:

Living things
Should have their own affined taxonomy,
lnsect with insect, dusty bird with bird,
And all the eggs, from monstrous ostrich-globe
To chains of soft-shelled snakes'eggs, catalogued,
Measured with calipers and well set out (P 205)
Swammerdam's taxonomy organises things according to likeness or similarity. As Byatt

writes in'Still Life / Nature Morle', quoting from Foucault's Zes mots, the principle of
classification in the seventeenth century, is based on the "smallest possible difference
between things." Language is drawn "close and tight", limiting the space between the

threads

of the net (PM l7). The invention of the microscope

provided greater

possibilities for observing mimrtiae, therefore enabling a greater precision in establishing

similarity and difference. Linnaeus' tminomia universalis, Foucault writes, is a "great

grid of empirical knowledge" that aims to table the "concrete domains of nature

and

society" according to the same order (1994,74-5). Linnaeus' taxonomy attempts to

order, analyse, contain and name what seems disordered, the "rampant world of
creatures and things", as Destry-Scholes writes in his biographical fragment

QBf fi).

Collections themselves are a form of table, "a new way of connecting things both

to the eye and to discourse". The herbariums, botanical gardens, natural history rooms
and zoological collections of the classical period are more for the "arrangement of things

in a'table"'than for the presentation of things forthe purpose of spectacle and show, as

in the sixteenth century. Related to this, of course, is the historical perspective in
arrangement of 'things' on display, or "a new way of making history" which gained such
precedence in the nineteenth century, that

I

discussed in the preceding chapter (Foucault

1994,

l3l).

Another point which perhaps needs elaboration here is the contribution that

the "eye" or observation under the microscope makes to discourse, which Possession's
'Swammerdam' highlights.

In his discussion of classi$ing, Foucault suggests that the

distance between 'things' and language is reduced by bringing language "as close

as

possible to the observing gaze, and the things observed as close as possible to words".

Natural history he suggests, is the nomination of the visible. Thus, for Linnaeus, the
plant's "structure" can be 'seen' systematically as consisting of five parts

- roots, stefi\

leaves, flowers, fruits - each of which can be described in terms of form, size and so on.

The same principles of description apply universally, and the relation between language
and things "can now be established in a manner that excludes all uncertainty". What

follows is

a passage

which is worth quoting at length:

By limiting and filtering the visible, structure enables it to be transcribed into
language. It permits the visibility of the animal or plant to pass over in its
entirety into the discourse that receives it. And ultimately, perhaps, it may
manage to reconstitute itself in visible form by means of words, as with the
botanical calligrams dreamed of by Linnaeus. His wish was that the order of
the description, its division into paragraphs, and even its typographical
modules, should reproduce the form of the plant itself. That the printed text,
in its variables of form, arrangement, and quantity, should have a vegetable
structure. 'It is beautiful to follow nature: to pass from the Root to the
Stems, to the Petioles, to the Leaves, to the Peduncles, to the Flowers.' The
description would have to be divided into the same number of paragraphs as
there are parts in the plant . . . . The plant is thus engraved in the material of
language into which it has been transposed, and recomposes its pure form
before the reader's very eyes. The book becomes the herbarium of living
structures. (ibid., 134-5)
Linnaeus' idea of structuring the language that is used to describe the plant in the form

of

the plant itself translates the "vegetable" into the "material of language", rendering its
structure visible to the eye of the reader. Linnaeus' verbal plant enacts an engagement
between language and vision, word and world, and the "figurata et depicta", recalling the

of the Andromeda pohfolia that Byatt includes in The
Biographer's Tqle. The novel highlights Foucault's point that it is "precisely" the
image and description

relationship "between words and things" that is the essence of the Linnaean system.
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Words and things: language-flowers and names of grasses

In one sense, Linnaeus' "wish" to reproduce the form of the plant in the order of its
description, "to pass from the Root to the Stems, to the Petioles, to the Leaves, to the
Peduncles, to the Flowers", indicates a desire for a greater connection between word and

thing: the structure of the sentence resembles the structure of the plant itself. Like
Linnaeus' verbal plant, Milton's "language-flower", or what Byatt calls "the flower

of

analogy with which the archangel Raphael describes the relations of sense and thought to

Adam in Paradise", is an example of a verbal 'thing':

so from the root
Springs lighter the green stalk, from thence the leaves
More airy: last the bright consummate flower
Spirits odorous breathes. Flowers and their fruit
Man's nourishment, by gradual scale sublim'd
To ttilal spirits aspire: and qnimal:

Tointellectual

...

This language-flower epitomises what Byatt regards as the process of "thinking
metaphors" in an undissociated sensibility (PM
image

of "the word

l0-1). Still Life

offers the Milton-like

Rose flowering on the rose as the rose flowered on the stem" to

signify the (lost) connection between word and thing at the end of the Renaissance

203). The word

tlvirth

R'ose

(.SZ

flowers: like Linnaeus' plant and Milton's language-flower it

enacts the very process that

it attempts to signify.

Both Possession and The Virgin in the Garden are informed by the image of the
word 'flowering'. Vico's "image of language and mythology as corn", Byatt tells Tredell,
is the image with which Possession starts, and is the "same image as in The Virgin in the

Garden. language is flowers". Just as the "links of this gold, that issue from his mouth,
chains men by the ears" are an image

for language, so too are the "flowers coming from

(//f 65). Metamorphosis, of one thing into another - "flesh
into stone, or of flesh into grass - and a concomitant metaphor of language itself as

the mouth of the Primavera"

flowers", is the metaphor which'rules' The Virgin in the Garden:

Human passion frozen into works of art - there is a chapter on the marble
men and maids of the Grecian Urn. Also on the statue of Hermione in A
Winter's Tale. t played with the clich6s: 'You can't get blood out of a stone.'
Or, 'All flesh is grass.' My second-rate verse dramatist's language is
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described as 'florid'. in my mind, and subsequently in the text, this became
linked to the very concrete image of the flowers spilling from the mouth of
the nymph in Botticelh's Primavera - flowers which became the dress of
Flora (language is the dress of thought) and are also part of the earth itself which I thought of in Philip Sidney's phrase about enamelled flowers and
'Whatever else may make the too much loved earth more lovely.' Words are
literally things. (PM 10)

Botticelli's Primwera figures language as flowers, "coming from the mouth" of the
goddess

(//f 65). [n the essay, Byatt goes on to connect Botticelli's "tumbling

florets"

with the Tudor roses, the "red and white rose quartered" in the face of Elizabeth I, the

Virgin queen. The colour patterning that is worked into the novel - the red of blood
which Marcus is sickened by in'Meat', the white stone of the statues in the school and at

Long Royston; and the green grass of the many gardens - is Byatt's own instance, she

of "thinking with

claims,

metaphors", like Milton's language-flower, or the speech

/

flowers which tumble from Flora's mouth (herself a goddess in human form) which are
both ward and thing: "language is flowers".

There

is a

sense

in which

Linnaeus' taxonomical naming involves

a

similar

of "thinking with metaphors". The Linnaean methodology of naming plants
from mythology and poetry is illustrated (in both senses of the word) in The
process

Biographer's Tale which describes how the Andromeda polifolia, or bog rosemary, is
named for the "affinity" she has with the classical Andromeda of Ovid's Metamorphosis:

the "chained princess, blushing with blood-red shame" (TBT 55-6). "I noticed", writes
Linnaeus, "that she was blood-red before flowering, but that as soon as she blooms she
becomes flesh-coloured." The red of Andromeda's cheeks, which is the subject of poets'

descriptions and artists' portraits alike, Linnaeus writes, is rivalled by the "charms" of the

plant, "to which no cosmetics have lent their ard' (TBT

Il2). Not only does Linnaeus

draw on the language of poetry to describe the flowering of the plant Andromeda

polifolia,but lhe name itself is also an analogt. the plant is named for its resemblance to
the classical Andromeda, just as Linnaea borealis is "from Linnaeus, who resembles it"

(TBT s3\.
Whilst comparisons can be made between Linnaeus'naming and verbal plant, and
the "language-flowers" of Renaissance verse (and art), it is also important to recall the
distinctions between them; for this purpose Byatt turns
Renaissance and Classical epistenres.

to Foucault's account of

In a lecture that distills the description of

the

each
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episleme in Foucault's Les mots, into
themselves from objects", ,Stil/

ll/e's

a "neat and brilliant history of words unfitting

Raphael Faber clarifies the distinction between the

language-flower and verbal plant. The undissociation, or connectiorl between word and

thing, "the word Rose flowering", altered at the end of the Renaissance,

. . . men had become more self-conscious about language, had seen it

as an

artefact, torn loose from the world, a web we wove to cover things we could
only partially evoke or suggest. And metaphor, our perception of likeness,
which seemed like understanding, could be simply a network of our
attempted sense-making. We were a long way from Plato and his hierarchy
from the painted flower to the real flower to the Form of the flower. He
quoted Mallarme who would, in one stanza, name Rose and Lily, in another
evoke them poetically, unnamed, metaphors, pourpre ivre, grand calice clair,
whose words pointed more and more precisely to an area of vagueness,
absence, silence. He seemed to be celebrating and mourning a garden once
full of imagined blooms, colours, lights, solidity, now inhabited by the ghosts
ofthese things. (SL 203)

Whereas Milton's language-flower

is an example of an undissociated sensibillty, or

"thinking with metaphors", Linnaeus'language-plant is an attempt to name and describe
the plant, to bring

it

as close as possible

recalling, however, that for T. S. Eliot

it

to the observed thing. It is perhaps worth

is Milton's verse that begins

to mark the shift

from an "undissociated paradise" to a dissociation between word and thing, language and

thought. The "web" is of course a common trope in Byatt's tens; in her discussion of
seventeenth and eighteenth century naming

in'Still Life I Nature Morte' the web is

described as tightly woven, and language is drawn "close and tight", limiting the space

between

the threads:

"Whereas language demanded similarity

of

impressions,

classification demands the principles of the smallest possible differences between things".

Just as Foucault suggests, the distance between 'things' and language is reduced in the
classical episteme by bringing language "as close as possible to the observing gaze, and
the things observed as close as possible to words" (PM l7-8).

Still Life attempts a similar project. As Byatt suggests, the second novel was
intended

to "forgo metaphor" and eschew cultural

resonances

in an endeavor to be

plain as possible". In contrast to the "infinitely extensible cross-referencing"

of

"as
The

Virgin in the Garden, which imitates or reinstates an undissociated sensibility, Stiil Life
was an attempt to "give the 'thing itself", to bring language "as close as possible to the
observing gaze" (PM

9-ll).

Still Life, to recall Byatt, grows out of a "vague sense

tlat
23',7

my novel must move from an undissociated paradise to our modern dissociated world".

It

abounds, however, with the "ghosts of roses" so that Faber's simultaneous mourning

and celebration is like the text's own: it retains a nostalgia for the sixteenth century
garden as well taking pleasure in the silences and "ghosts" of the modern. In a sense,
Mallarme is to ,9fil/ Life what Milton is to The Virgin in the Garden, or, as Byatt writes,

the preoccupations of the second novel are later versions of those of the first, tying
"Milton's language flower to Mallarm6's" and to "Foucault's ideas of innocent language"
(PM 20; s).

Likewise,

it

is Foucault's discussion of

seventeenth- and eighteenth-century

language, Byatt writes, that contributes to her own inclusion of "taxonomies", or simple

lists of things, in.S/i// Life. such as Marcus' list of grasses.

Ln

the essay, she goes on to

connect Foucault's differentiation between the two epistemes in Les mots et les choses to
Proust's distinction between "metaphoric na.mes - names invested by his imagination with

metaphoric life

-

and les

mots".

These words, these "simply denominated things",

present "a small, bright, everyday image", like that of a representative pictorial image on
a child's alphabet fieze: "things thought of as similar to all others of the same type" (PM

l7-8). In Still Life, Alexander Wedderburn

admires an alphabet frieze made by the Poole

children: "E is for Egg, a gold blob in a white oval stuck on violet paper, O for Olive,

pimento red on green on darker green paper, G for Goldfish, a solid orange shape
suspended on uncompromising

blue". Alexander ponders what he regards

as a "human

need" to make images: "Do we make these images to understand the world, to decorate

it, or to connect ourselves to it?" (SL

172).

Alexander's question is addressed in Raphael's lecture: language is a "web we

wove to cover things we could only partially evoke or suggest", though it was once
connected to the

world.

Raphael's version

of an "archaeology" of language outlines the

periods in which word was once connected to, then bifurcated from, thing. While the

trajectory of the tetralogy can be regarded as loosely following this description of the
changes, over time, to the nature and function of language, there are limitations to this

comparison. The shift between analogy as a means of highlighting resemblances and
analogy as simply a "network of our attempted sense making" is retained throughout the

tetralogy as a continual source of ambivalence in the relations between word and world.

Still Life highlights the difficulty of attaining a clarity of description, or

simple

nomination, just as Possession, Angels and Insects and The Biographer's Tale illustrate

that names are also metaphoric. Before "men" used figurative language self-consciously,

to recall Vico, metaphor itself was a means of simply naming: "[e]ars of grain were called
apples of

gold". The tension between prose representation and the poetic expression (via

metaphor)

that naming

exemplifies, which

Vico

suggests impels culture, also

characterises Byatt's fiction, in particular Still Lde.

In Slill Life, Proust's les mots, or Byatt's "simply denominated things", are "plain
nouns": a Tree, a Rose, the Sun. The clear distinction, however, between these "simple"
names, or les mots, and names that are invested with "metaphoric life", is difficult to
sustain, as Byatt's 'Still

Lfe I Nature Morle'

outlines and the novel attests. ln Still Life

Byatt includes a list of names of grasses which Marcus studies, that are names and also
"small metaphors" (PM
grass"; Phleum

-

20).

The Alopecurus,

or "fox-tail grass"; Phalaris

"canar5/-

"cat's tail grass", are "little figures of speech" (^91 301-2). As Byatt

remarks:

-

differentiations, a taxonomy, Adamic names, muddled
metaphors, shining yellow like fields of light, Gestalts combining fox and
vegetable like Wittgenstein's rabbit-duck - these names stand to me for the
relation of words to things, inventive, imprecise, denotative, practical,
imagined. (PM 20)

These names

Words and things are engaged in a double and contradictory relation: "denotative" and
"imprecise", "practical" and "imagined". Like Mallarmd, "who would, in one stanza,
name Rose and Lily, in another evoke them poetically", StiU Life moves between the

precision or accuracy of "simply naming" and the many turns of metaphor and cultural
reference that "point more and more precisely to an area of vagueness [and] absence".

A small bright image: words and paint
Linnaeus' naming and describing of the structure of the plant renders it as clearly visible

to the reader as possible, so that the description becomes an accurate evocation of the
plant's form, as

it

as been observed by the

naturalist. Natural history, suggests Foucault,

is the "nomination of the visible"; the purpose of description is to evoke through
language, or translate into language, an image of a 'thing' as

eye. On the other hand, description and naming

it

appears to the observing

can themselves contribute to clarity

of

vision. In Still Life, for instance, Marcus Potter finds satisfaction in his study of the
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Linnaean system as

it enables things "to be categorised,

named, seen clearly". Marcus'

capacity to see or apprehend things clearly is contributed to by his ability to name each
plant and to describe each part of the plant in geometric terms. This method appeals to
Marcus as it enables him to marry his highly individualistic mode of perception (in which

'things' appear as mathematical forms) with an accepted method

of classification or

system of knowledge, in a non-threatening way: "geometry seemed to him now part

the stuff of things"

(.tI 300-l) . ln'Still Life

of

I Nature Morte'Byatt talks about geometry

and colour as "ways of relating to things" which are "not metaphoric" and which get
closer to 'the thing'. She discusses Ludwig Wittgenstein on Remqrks on Colour (1977),

who "sees colour perception as something partaking of the private imagery of

sense-

experience and as something exact like mathematics" (PM l8).10

The relationship between visual perception and language,

in particular the

question of whether (clear) vision precedes or succeeds language, is another thread in the
complex web of issues relating to language that Byatt's texts explore. In particular, ,Slll/

Life

addresses the problem

of seeing the 'thing itself clearly and considers the possibility

that a 'thing' seen can be evoked, accurately, through language, th,rough an extended
comparison between writing and painting, focusing on the work of Vincent Van Gogh.

Throughout Still Life,

as

Michael Westlake argues, "there runs a concern for the relation

between visual perception" and its "representation in language"

(33). To examine the

fust of these threads ^ltil/ Life explores the possibility of attaining a clarity of vision
through light: things "bathed" in the bright light of day are clearer, more distinct from
one another. The light that Frederica Potter encounters in the South of France seems to

offer this kind of clarity: she forms an impression of "unshadowed earth in yellow light"

(SL 52). Van Gogh, the novel tells us, went to the South of France in the hope of
finding the light which Gauguin perceived as a "mystic necessity". "Here", Still Life
quotes from the Letters, "under

a stronger sun, I have found what Pissarro said

confirmed, and also what Gauguin wrote to me, the simplicity, . . .the gravity of great
sunlight effects" (SZ

60-l). Like Van Gogh, two of Byatt's

fictional artists also travel to

France in order to experience the effect of its light. The painter Bernard Lycett-Kean, in

'A Lamia in the C6vennes', moves to the C6venol hillside in order to do "battle" with "the
r\ilittgenstein's

Remarlts is also referred to in 'A Riddle Around the Edges of Vision' in which
Byatt admires Patrick Heron's "visual and intellectual delight of the colours and forms which are
other than language, and cannot be reduced to it, or involved in it" ( l3).

effect of the air and the light" on colours and forms (E

8l)

In 'Art Work', in

The

Matisse Stories, Robin and Debbie Dennison go to the South of France "to be in the
strong light", so that Robiq the painter, can experience "the nature of things" aspainted
by Matisse and Van Gogh (M^9 56).

Whilst Frederica displays an awareness that the sunlight in the South of France is
stronger, making things "unshadowed", her perception of the light is different from that

of Van Gogh. Indeed, Still Life tells us, painters

and writers differ in their response to

"new light, new forms, new colours". Frederica comes to France with expectations and,
more significantly, a vocabulary, that come from a particular English literary background

and limit her perception of things: "words, acquired slowly over a lifetime, are part of

a

different set of perceptions of the world, they have grown with us, they restrict what we
see and how

has words

we see it." Frederica's problem of perception is also one of expression: she

for a post-war English society and a "deeply Wordsworthian"

landscape,

words that simply do not work to describe the different light and forms of the South of
France.

There are shepherds in the Andes who have over sixry words for the colour

brown in the coats of sheep. But they are shepherds in the

Andes.
Frederica had words for tea party behaviour and shopping discriminations in
North Yorkshire matrons. She saw these new things, paradoxically, in
old clich6s. The same Wordsworth, much-mocked, thought himself back to
an innocent vision, told us that grass is green and water wet because he had
reached beyond familiarity to some primal wonder that these things were so
and not otherwise, to some mythic sense that he was gMng or finding the
words for things, not merely repeating. . . . So now, more mildly, Frederica
saw for the first time that the light was gold, that olives were black and
warm, the olive trees were powdery-grey, that lavender a purple haze. But
when she saw these things written they seemed, and were, stale, ddjd-wt,
derivative. (.SI 59)

Like William Adamson and the naturalists in the New World who name new creatures
from "inherited myths", Frederica
things

sees "new things"

in derivative prose. The

in "old cliches"

and writes of these

cultural and geographical specificity

of

language

contributes, Slill Life states, to "the paradox of the sameness of so many accounts, in
language, of the strange, the exotic, the new" (,SZ 59).

The possibility of achieving a clear or unmediated vision of things, outside of a
specific cultural context, remains a source of speculation

in Still Life. In the

chapter
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called 'Figures

of

Speech', Alexander considers the possibility

of

seeing the breakfast

table, on which plums, lemons, yoghurt and a coffee pot are arranged as in a still life,

without the cultural associations that come with using language. Van Gogh, thinks
Alexander, had taught him that this was indeed possible; "Working with words on a

painter who was also an articulate writer had taught him that: you could see things
before saying them, indeed without saying them" (SZ 163). Even so, Alexander is still
faced with the issue of attempting to translate that clear vision into an equally clear, non-

derivative description. He attempts

to

describe one

of the plums as accurately

as

possible, tryrng to find the right word to render it clearly visible in language.

How would one find the exact word for the colour of the plum-skins? . . .
There was a problem of accurate notation, which was partly a problem of
sufficiency of adjectives. Do we have enough words, synonyms, near
synonyms for purple? What is the greyish, or maybe white, or whitish, or
silvery, or dusty mist or haze or smokiness over the purple shine? How do
you describe the dark cleft from stalk-pit to oval end, its inky shadow?
Partly with adjectives: it is interesting that adjectives in a prose or verse style
are felt to be signs of looseness and vagueness when in fact they are the
opposite, at their best, an instrument for precision.
A writer aiming for unadorned immediacy might say: a plum, a pear, an
apple, and by naming these things evoke in every reader's mind a different
plum . . . . If he wishes to share a vision of a specific plum he must exclude
and evoke: a matt, oval, purple-black plum, with a pronounced cleft.
. . , . You may talk about the firm texture of the flesh, and these words will
not be metaphors . . . [b]ut you cannot exclude from the busy automaticallyconnecting mind possible metaphors, human flesh for fruit flesh, flowerbloom, skin bloom, bloom of ripe youth for this powdery haze, human clefts,
declivities, cleavages for that plain noun. The nearest colour Alexander
could find, in his search for accurate words for the purple of the plum, was in
fact the dark centre of some new and vigorously burgeoning human bruise.
But the plum was neither bruised nor a bruise nor human. So he eschewed,
or tried to eschew human words for it. (.9l, 164)
Alexander attempts to avoid cultural references and analogy and to achieve an accuracy

of language, so as to "give definiteness to our conception of

it".

He wants to be able to

describe one particular "specific" plunq to have what George Eliot describes as "a sign

that at once calls up in our minds the distinctive qualities which mark out for us that
particular object from all others".

However, greater accuracy

of

description seems

to require more and more

words, to the extent that language moves farther and farther away from the 'thing' itse$
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and become solipsistic. The danger of incurring a slippage from "precision", or the
evocation of a "particular object",

to "vagueness", is part of the problem,

Alexander

thinks, of working with language. He recalls from the later vantage point of the 1980s
the difficulty he had experienced in attempting to write his play on Van Gogh in "plaiq
exact verse with no figurative language, in which a yellow chair was the thing itself, a

yellow chair, as a round gold apple was an apple or a sunflower a sunflower". Despite
his own attempts at accuracy, metaphor found its way into the text; it seemed at times,

he recalls, as if "language itself was against

him.

Metaphor lay coiled in the rutme

sunflower, which not only turned towards but resembled the sun, the source of light" (,92
3).

Alexander extends his meditation of the plum to a comparison with painting, and
the seeming possibilities that paint has, by comparison with words, for accuracy: "he was

troubled by the sense that it was possible for - say - Vincent Van Gogh to get nearer to

the life of the plums than he ever could. Both metaphor and naming in paint were
different from these things in language". Mimetic painting can reproduce 'things' in

a

way that words cannot, suggests Still Life. a "trompe l'oeil painting is admired for its

skill in mimetic deception" (,SI 165). The possibilities that painting provides for
accuracy

of representation are also explored in 'Art Work': Robin

Dennison's art is

described as "neo-realist before neo-realism. He painted what he

hallucinatory skill and accuracy" (MS

saw

with

52). Like the alphabet frieze that the Poole

children make, that combines words, les mots, or "simply denominated things", with a

clear, "small, bright, everyday image", Robin's paintings are

of

"ordinary" or

"unprivileged things" from his collection of "fetishes", brightly coloured and arranged
under a clear light, on a table. The focus of Robin's art is attributed to his experience, as

a child, of painting 'things', a "geranium and then a fish-tank" (which are, incidentally,
also painted by the Poole children), for the first time, and finding he could conjure up "on

matt white, wet and sinuous fish-tails and fins" (MS 55-6). Whilst Robin's paintings are,
in one sense, further attempts at mimetic or accurate renderings of 'things', they each deal

with an abstract problem of colour and light, as do Bernard's paintings in'A Lamia in the
C6vennes'. Debbie regards Robin's work (rightly, according to Robin) as "a serious
attempt at a serious and terrible problem, an attempt to answer the question every artist
must ask him or herself, at some time, why bother, why make representations of anything
at all?" (MS 52)^
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I want to briefly point out that Robin's work could

also be regarded, as it is by

the gallery owner, as being 'Just this side of kitsch", with a "nostalgic
containing verisimilitude" (MS

52).

The sense that Robin's brightly

lit

emptiness

paintings are

empty is further suggested by a comparison with the works of Sheba Brown, hailed as a

feminist sculptor and one time housekeeper to the Dennisons, which are made from
discarded objects, "cast-offs" and "other people's rubbish", including the Dennisons'.
Robin's paintings reflect his attitude to 'things': his "fetishes" are collected objects which
he is very particular about - he resents Sheba Brown's tendency to move them around or

"muck about with" them as she cleans his studio (MS

45). [n 'Mr cropper and Mrs

Brown: good and bad collectors in the work of A. S. Byatt and other recent fiction', in
Experiencing Material Culture

in the

Western World, Helen Wilkinson argues that

Robin gives to his collection a "special status", complete with its own "altar". "Mrs

Brown's objects are transfigured from everyday life", whereas "Robin's objects are
removed from their everyday context, and deliberately stripped of their associations" to

the point of being "sterile" (97, 98, 96). Like Mortimer Cropper in Possession, Robin
prefers his "fetishes" to be contained, removed from their relationships to ottrer things,
except in terms of colour, "out of time" and without life (MS 53)

However, 'Art Work' does not simply give to Robin the status

of a

"bad

collector", as Wilkinson's essay suggests. Whilst Robin's art does tip toward being
empty "nostalgia", Robin's "question" or "terrible problem" is treated as an important
iszue that several of Byatt's artists and writers face.

It

echoes the question Alexander

asks himself when he looks at the alphabet frieze and the brealdast table in 'Figures

of

Speech': "there was the further question of why one might want" to find the exact word

for the colour of the plum skins, and not simply whether or not one could (.SZ 164).
"Why bother", wonders Bernard in 'A Lamia in the C6vennes'. "l[lhat dffirence does
make to anything if

I

solve this blue and just start

again.

it

Why bother to render the

transparency in solid paint or air on a bit of hoardT' (E 87). Although Alexander does

not attempt to answer his question, he adds the mental note that the yellow lemons and
purple plums on the table "made a pattern that he recognised with pleasure" (,SZ 164).

The combination of purple and yellow is simultaneously recognisable, it has been made
before, and surprising, for the effect that the two colours juxtaposed produces. In 'Art

Work' Debbie recalls that when she first looked at Robin's early paintings she thought
they were "miraculous", like "those times when time just seems to stop, and you just look
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at something, and see it, out of time, and you feel surprised that you can see it at all".
Robin's unfailing delight

in the play of light between two

complementary colours

juxtaposed, like the "dance of unreal yellow" where red and green "meet", is what he

attempts

to

reproduce (with limited success)

in his paintings MS 53, 67).

The

juxtaposition of purple and orange, thinks Bernard, "is a terrible and violent fate". In his
attempt to paint the butterfly that manages to be "both at once, orange-gold and purple-

veiled", Bernard answers his question (and Robin and Alexander's) as to why one might
attempt mimetic or accurate representation.

He mixed purple, he mixed orsnge, he made browns. It was done with a
dusting of scales, with refractions of rays. The pigments were discovered
and measured, the scales on the wings were noted and seen, everything was a
mystery, serpents and water and light. He was offagain. Exact study would
not clip this creature's wings, it would daz.z\e his eyes with its brightness. (E
r

l l)

Bernard sees the butterfly clearly, he attempts

to

render what he sees, with all its

strangeness, into paint; at the same time, the very impossibility of this task is what makes

it so alluring an attempt. The "Mystery" of the butterfly's

colouring is not dimmed by

"exact study" but becomes even greater, as it points to the very limits of art, or language,
to I'capture" it, exactly.

Even so, whilst paint can perhaps be more accurate than language

Stiil Life also

indicates, without

its own

process

of

it is not, as

metaphor-making: paint also

introduces "an abstraction, a reflection, of mind, not mirror". Paintings :ue not simply
mimetic, or an accurate rendering, but also make "connecting links, little lines of power,
one man's vision of the world" (SZ 164-5). It was not just language, Alexander decided,

thinking back:

Van Gogh's idea of things had also been against him. The yellow chair,
besides being brushstrokes and pigment, besides being a yellow chair, was
one of twelve bought for a company of artists who were to inhabit the
Yellow House, the white walls of which should blaze with zunflowers as the
windows of Gothic cathedrals blazed with coloured light. Not only
metaphor: cultural motif, immanent religion, a faith and a church. One thing
always linked to anotier thing. (.Sf 2)
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Things themselves, like a yellow chair, are also images which have a place in the

of meanings organised within and for a culture, religion, or an indMduat
subject. Van Gogh's sunflowers that are worked into Stiil Life also higblight this
structure

"doubleness": they are flowers and they are "mental icons", like Mallarmd's language-

flowers, with a range of meanings and associations (PM

l9).

"The Sunflowers were

exact records of particular dying flowerheads in 1888, they were named, in the confines

of their yellow vase, Vincent, they were, as Gauguin had said, Sun upon Sun" (SZ 174).

As Byatt's texts demonstrate, naming is itself part of the process of making cultural
"connections and comparisons" (SL 302). The name 'sunflower' indicates "not only" its

process of growh, "turned towards" the sun, but also that
source of

light". The painted sunflowers

it

"resembled the sun, the

are a mimetic and "accurate" rendering, "exact

records", of "particular dying flowerheads"; thev are also named things, part of a system.
Just as Frederica's capacity

to experience the light

and forms of the South of

France is limited by an attendant "cultural baggage", so too is Van Gogh's. He came, the

novel states, "with precise aesthetic expectations", expecting to "see'Japanese' subjects,

the colours of Montecelli, the forms of C6zanne and Renoir". Not only
expectations, however, primed by Gauguin

aesthetic

to interpret the qualities of the light

as

"mystic", Van Gogh also brought a Dutch or Northern European frame of reference

within which the forms and light of the South are contained, or against which they are
juxtaposed. As well as seeing Provence as different from the North, "[h]e saw also
Dutch things in the French heat, bridges not formally different from those in Delft and
Leyden, colours in the glare that reminded him primarily of the soft blues and yellows

Vermeer" (^S,

60-l).

of

Van Gogh's perception, like Frederica's, is itself affected by, or

filtered through, received meanings that are bound up with artistic expectations, cultural
associations and religious symbolism.

One of the ironies that Still Life highlights is the effect of Van Gogtts own
paintings on the way in which the South of France is now experienced and perceived. the
characters see the light, the plants, the boats as Van Gogh painted them. "Provence is as
he painted it, we use his images as icons by which to recognise certain things", the novel

states. Frederica observes at the beach party that "the sky and the sea and the boats
were uncannily like Van Gogh", to which Vincent Hodgkiss replies "that of course they

would never have seen them in this way before he saw them" (,Sl 60, 75). The mediating
gaze

of other artists limits Robin Dennison's vision of things in 'Art Work': Robin cannot
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"see" objects in the South of France except through a filter of colour and light theory
developed by Matisse and Van Gogh.

Art is not, Still Life informs the reader, "the recovery of the innocent

eye, which

is inaccessible. 'Make it new' cannot mean, see it free of all learned frames and names"

(.t

108). Culture is embedded in the act of

seeing

itself. At the brealdast table, in

'Figures of Speech', Alexander is amused by an inadvertent pun, in his "conjunction

the yoghurt culture, the brealdast table and his own reflections on T. S.

Eliot".

of

This

felicitous conjunction then leads to a consideration of the meanings of "culture":

Language related, and then he reflectively related, bacterial culture, organic
culture, human artefacts in culture, the life of the mind. He did not have, as
Romantic proponents of the organic metaphor might have had, a sense that
the 'culture' pun was a profound insight into the necessary growth and life of
any single being, bacteria, human language, life. But analogy was a way of
thought and without it thought was impossible. (,SZ 165)

Even observation, which can seem like "clarity of vision", is invested with cultural
meaning. Just as Frederica, Hodgkiss and Alexander find

it difficult to see things,

or

even the light, in the South of France as independent of Van Gogh's paintings, so too are

naturalists, like Linnaeus, or Simon Moffit in The Game, observing within a received
mode of perception. In Still Lif"'s'Names of Grasses' the narrator considers how a
scientific observation of the process of growth, the growth of plants toward the light,
bears traces of religious meaning:

In the Renaissance there was a belief that language was a God-given
symbolic system describing, or naming, objects that in their turn were a
language, like the hieroglyphs, written by the Creator on the surface of
things, so that flowers, girasole, heliotrope, represented, for instance, the
spiritual truth of the soul turning to the Source of light and life. (Sl, 302)
Even without a belief in the divine Word that informs matter, the narrative voice
continues, descriptions of the growth of plants are not entirely divested of religious and

cultural meanings, just as descriptions

of

human reproductive organs, discussed in

Chapter One, inevitably reflect "older debates".

In Still Life

the issue of seeing clearly, and of achieving clarity of representation

in language or in paint, itself becomes an analogy for the apprehension and concomitant
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representation

of a 'truth'. The "play of looks" in Still Life is the novel's "chosen

metaphor for the articulation of truth", as Westlake describes it (33). Earlier, I discussed

George Etot's account of how an accuracy of description and knowing the "names

of

things" enables an "escape from all vagueness and inaccuracy into the daylight of distinct,

vivid ideas". In several of Byatt's texts, the capacity to

see a thing clearly, describe,

name, or represent it in language, or another medium, and the apprehension of a truth or
idea, together with the possibility of rendering l/ in language, are complexly interwoven

concerns that the text simultaneously attempts and interrogates. The possibility

of

grasping the "thing itself', the plum, the plant, the true nature of growth, the light itsel{,

cannot be independent of culture: the "most difficult" thing, wrote Van Gogh, is to

"catch the real and essential". For van Gogh, olive trees, like cypresses, corn,
sunflowers "must stand for themselves", and yet, he himself "could not divest any

of

these of the cultural metaphors that come close and intrinsic as their shadows, replacing,
as he almost said, the

old halo" (S1, 109, 302).

Ileliotropes: the language of flowers
Things growing, or the heliotropic movement of plants from the cool and dark of the
earth toward the warmth and light of the sun, the source of light, is a metaphorical thread

that runs throughout Still Life. The growth of Stephanie and Daniel's son Williarn, at the
beginning of the chapter entitled 'Growing Things', is described alongside the plants that

Stephanie grows

in the garden. The most successful of

these are Stephanie's

nasturtiums: from the seed trays rise "blunt heads and double, umbrella-like leaves", that

are planted as seedlings, which then grow into plants with "trumpets of scarlet and
orange" that "lift in the early light . . . into the sky". Early in Will's life, the novel states,
"he would repeat 'igh, 'igh", as Stephanie held him to the light, "to the window or lamp,

saying'There, Will, look at the light. . ."' (.9I 226-8).
The conjunction, in 'Growing Things', of the growth of plants with the acquisition

of language, and the role and function of Iight in relation to each, higilights a perception

of

language that Byatt's fiction consistently returns

to.

When Byatt suggests that

"language is flowers" she highlights (via metaphor) what her fictional texts enact: the

heliotropic tendency of language itself, turning perpetually, like the flower, to the sun.
"What I write is heliotropic", writes Byatt in the Introductionto The Shadow of the Sun,
confirming that her fictional texts frequently explore the relationship of cultural practices,

or, more specifically, language, to the sun (,Sos xiv). In this light, the verbal plants and
language-flowers of Linnaeus and Milton can be regarded as linguistic enactments of the
process of growth. from "Root to Stems, to the Petioles, to the Leaves, to the Peduncles,

to the Flowers", and "from the root" to the "bright consummate flower". The "material

of language", as Foucault puts it, attempts to follow nature in a heliotropic movement,

from earth to sun: language "flowers".

If

flowers are language, or the "dress of

thought", they are "also part of the earth itself', writes Byatt (PM

The image of language "as flowers" also suggests that

IO').

it is 'natural': that, like a

living organism, language has grown, and bears an isomorphic relation to living things, to
the world, to nature itsel{, in its relation to the sun.
Alexander, is

If

language is cultural,

to recall

it an organic, growing, culture? Whilst he does not have what "Romantic

proponents of the organic metaphor might have had, a sense that the 'culture' pun was a

profound insight into the necessary growth and life of any single being, bacteria, human
language, life", nonetheless, the metaphoricity of language tempts him to a similar view.

Alexander's equivocal stance on this issue is played out in Byatt's

work.

"There's an

interesting tension in your novels", Nicholas Tredell tells Byatt, "certainly from The

Virgin in the Garden onwards, as to whether language is natural or artificial". Whilst it
seems

to assert the former, the novel takes such

pleasure in language, he suggests, "that

words do start to escape from things". Tredell makes the response to Byatt's often
repeated remark, that she "gets so distressed by literary theories which say language is a

self-supporting system that bears no relation to things", is to suggest that, paradoxically,

her "own later novels, especially from The Wrgin in the Gorden and Still Life, tend to
encourage that idea"

(Nf 65-6). In particular, Still Life

and Possession represent the

conflict between the notion of language as the only means of possibly connecting with
the world, and/or language as a "self-supporting system that bears no relation to things".

In Possession Roland Michell has a dream in which he attempts to grasp the
thing' and struggles with what appears to be the constricting force of language itself,
figured as a net constructed of flowers. Before going to bed, in the bathroom at Seal
Court, Roland notices the "riotous abundance of English flowers" that cover the basin
and lavatory "with no discernible repeating pattern". Once the basin is filled, "under the

hazy surface of the water", Roland can see a "bank in reverse, Titania's

if not Charles

Darwin's", of flowers. Later that night:
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In his dream he was hopelessly entwined and entangled with an apparently
endless twisted rope of bright cloth and running water, decorated with
wreaths and garlands and tossed sprays of every kind of flower, real and
artificial, embroidered or painted, under which something clutched or
evaded, reached out or slid away. when he touched it, it was not there;
when he tried to lift an arm or a leg it prevented him, gripping, coiling. (P
148-e)

In Roland's dream the rope is made of "real and artificial" flowers: the elaborate flowers

of sixteenth century poetry (Titania's bank) as well as the more accurate nineteenth
century description of plants (Charles Darwin's). The flowery net in which he has
become entangled is language itself, under which slides the elusive "thing" that manages

to evade him. The "language-flower" of Renaissance verse, Raphael's "word Rose",

is

part of the constricting "web" of both "painted flower and real flower" that has entangled
Roland in its meshes.

In reply to Tredell's comment that the later novels "tend to encourage the idea"
that language is its own self-supporting system, Byatt states that she doesn't "have any
naive vision of words and things being one-to-one equivalents, but they're wover\ like a

sort of great net of flowers on the top of the surface of things"

(lff 66). In some

respects this seems like another evocation of the sixteenth century episteme of Foucault's

description that is neither the early Edenic equivalence of word and thing nor the binary
relation which characterises Classical thought, but a more complex "ternary" layering
language, resemblance and the

world.

of

Sometimes figured as the net that keeps the

"thing" at bay, nonetheless, language is for Byatt inlerwoven with things:

Coleridge wonderfully said that he was sure that words were things like
other things in the world. And the truth is that if you're standing on Jugger
Howe or you're at the Boggle Hole, all those things are there together, the
spiders and the stones and the sea and the words Boggle and Hole, and
you're there and they're there and they're not separate systems. (NZ 66)

It is in the articulation of this view of language that Byatt comes closest to Bakhtin's
conception of language as dialogic. As discussed, Bakhtin and Voloshinov offer a view

of

language which takes into greater account

its sociability, 'correcting'

Saussure's

"mistake, according to Voloshinov, of using a methodology developed for the analysis
dead, written languages" and undermining the privilege of langue over

parole.

of

The

word functions as a "kind of bridge" between the structured system of signs and reality.
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As Young argues, Bakhtin's notion of dialogism, in which language "is both part of
reality but also simultaneously 'reflects and refracts another reality outside itself",
develops from this reconception of the

word. Byatt's image of the interaction of things,

words and the individual subject highlights not only a kind of sociability of language, but

the complexity, or doubleness, of the word that is both part of reality and outside it:
"you're there and they're there and they're not separate systems".

It is partly

the

place itself, Byatt suggests, North Yorkshire, that contributes to

the sense that word and thing interact, that language is "part of the earth

itself'.

The

place names Boggle Hole, Jugger Howe and Ugglebarnby suggest, Byatt tells Tredell,

that in North Yorkshire "language and the earth are really intertwined". Each of the
novels in the tetralogy is partially set in Yorkshire.

It is in North Yorkshire, "out from

Goatland", that Maud and Roland find linguistic clues of Ash and LaMotte's journey in

Pos.session

"It has to be here", Roland says of the setting of The Fairy Mdlusine,

"where do people thinkit is? It's full of local words from here, gills and riggs and ling" (P

268). The nineteenth century narrative confirms this, informing the reader that while in
Yorkshire, Christabel keeps a notebook in which she collects words of interest:

She had taken delight in the uncompromising Northern words, which they
had collected like stones, or spiny sea-creatures. Ugglebarnby. Jugger
Howe. Howl Moor. She had made notes in her little notebooks of the
female names of the Meres or standing stones they met on the moors. Fat
Betty, the Nan Stone, Slavering Ciss. 'There is a terrible tale to be told,' she
said, 'and a few bright guineas to be earned, of Slavering Ciss.' That too had
been a good day, with blue and gold weather, a day that had put him in mind
of the youth of the Creation. (P 286)

A "man might think that here", Ash writes in a letter to Ellen, "in this rough north was,

if

not Paradise, the original eartlr", in which it is possible to "see language in the making"
(P 262-3). The place names that Christabel records are metaphorical names themselves,
and provide her with material to later reshape into poems.rr In a letter to Ellen, Ash
describes how the standing stones came to be named after ancient Saxon mythological

figures and events. The imagination, Ash writes, can give life to Yorkshire's stories and
histories, just as life is given to the stone, fossil and jet when

it is reworked into an

"In The Game Cassandra Corbett is disturbed by the undiscriminating way in which she
"collected" events and objects "for the journal"(G 23). Unlike Christabel LaMotte, Cassandra's
are not translated into art.
2sl

ornament. Ash's metaphor shows a clear debt to Robert Browning's The Nng and the
Book: just as the ring is reworked with a combination of gold and alloy, so too is the
dead "matter" of the book's fact reworked into a new, and living, form with fiction. It
also recalls Bakhtin's account of language as sociable, living, and life-giving: connecting

the "dead" language (langue) of the past with the "living" language, or word, in the
present (parole); providing a bridge between reality and the system

of signs. Ash's

contemplation of the jet, "all these new sights and discoveries", give rise to "shoots

poetry

in

every direction.

(I

say shoots

in

of

Vaughan's sense, 'Bright shoots of

everlastingness', where the word means simultaneously brightness

of scintillation

and

flights of arrows, and growth of seeds of light)" (P 255-6). The movement from Ash's
discussion of the fossils and stones,

to poetry, and images of growth, is heliotropic:

moving from the stasis and the cold of stone to an image of growth and life, through

light, of the flower. The 'dead' language of an almost forgotten mythology is likewise
brought to 'life' by its reconfiguration into poetry, or tales, by Ash and LaMotte - just as
the past is given life in the present. "If there is a subject that is my own, my dear Ellen, it
is the persistent shape-shifting life of things long dead but not vanished' (P 256).

The stones, the facts, the place-names that connect the stories and histories of
past cultures to the land itself, are also the source of life for new forms of language, new
and living poems, "bright shoots of everlastingness". The stones, rocks and fossils of the

earth nourish and give rise to the plants that grow above them, just as history can be a
source of 'life' for fiction. While in Yorkshire, Roland suggests to Maud that they "take a

day off from them, get out of their story" and go look at something for themselves.
"There's a place on the map called the Boggle Hole. It's a nice word," states Roland. As
there is "no Boggle Hole in Cropper or the Ash Letters" he thinks it might be possible to

"look at something, with interest, and without layers of meaning. Something new."
Taking "no books", he and Maud pass through "flowering lanes" in an "abundance" of

"growth" and "banks of gleaming scented life", to reach the beach where they have

a

picnic amid the long dead fossils and layers of colourful rocks, crystal and rosy quartz
(heliotrope also names a stone). Quite apart from the irony of their failed escape from

"layers

of

meaning", the imagery

of this passage contributes to the sense that the

histories embedded in the fossils and quartz of Boggle Hole's rocks and stones are alive,

just like the banks of flowers, and that both rock and flower are images for forms of
language itself (P 268,286)
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This analogy is extended when Maud and Roland visit the jet brooch shop. The
shop assistant is intent on selling Roland a brooch made of Yorkshire's jet which she
suggests 'speaks' the "language
heartsease - which is

to

of flowers, young man -

say Mental Beauty and Enduring

clematis and gorse and

Affection". Roland is unable to

afford the "language-flower piece", even though it makes, as the woman points out,

a

"real companiol piece" to Maud's mermaid brooch; nor does he actually like its "ornate"

Victorian quality. Instead, Roland buys a heap of "unrelated beads and chips . . . some
flattened and elliptical, a hexagon, a highly polished satin cushion." Roland's heap

of

fragments of jet, "bright under dust", echo the collected names of stones that Lalvlotte
lists in her notebook, which may be later fashioned into stories or poems: unpolished or
unrelated fragments that can be connected to form a new linguistic structure (P 257,

261). They also foreshadow Roland's tentative lists of likewise "unrelated" words, or
"primitive language", which contrast to the ornately fashioned Victorian verse:

He was writing lists of words. He was writing lists of words that resisted
arrangement into the sentences of literary criticism or theory. He had hopes
- more, intimations of imrninence - of writing poems, but so far had got no
further than lists.
. . . . He wrote: blood, clay, terracotta, carnation.
He wrote: blond, burning buslr, scattering.
He annotated this, 'scattering as in Donne, 'extreme and scattering bright',
nothing to do with scattergraphs.l
He wrote: anemone, coral, coal, hair, hairs, nail, nails, fur, owl, isinglass,
scarab. (P 431)
The list can speak, as Michael Westlake writes, referring to Marcus'list of grasses in Slil/

Life, "what the

sentence cannot"

(36). It is another form of collection (Derrida's

lithography), that connects (without providing the link of a sentence structure) disparate

things. The list can also be a form of poem, or potential poem, in that the words
themselves, names (not verbs, yet, for Roland), are metaphors.

The words that Roland lists are also evocative of the perpetual tension" or
relationship, between the living and the dead, or dead things, stones, and living words:
blood, clay, terracotta, carnation. Again, this is not so much a return to what is dead or
past but a recognition of the presence of living and dead, life and death, in language

itself. ln The Game Simon Moffit
shaping twentieth century Western

resists the system

/

of ordering that he identifies

as

European knowledges which suppresses or limits,
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he suggests to his television audience, "birth and death". Simon's argument arises from

an observation of what appears to be "unchallenged growt[ and the concomitant
destruction" of flora and fauna in the Amazon forest:

'The jungle

floor. Dead leaves, reddish, yellowistr, pinkish, darkish brown.
Decaying, in innumerable layers, back into the soil. Springy to walk on,
often treacherous. Patterns picked up by the camera.'
Long lines of dead leaves sagged together, falling into formlessness. Julia
could almost smell decaying earth mould. (G 12)
The imagery of the Amazon floor in The Game foreshadows the poet Hugh Pink's walk
across the English fields beneath which lie the bones of long dead animals in Babel

Tower, where he thinks about the durability

of

language, and

is also

echoed in

Possessiort, when Roland Michell breaks the taboo and enters the long forbidden garden

of his London

flat.

"There is a place to which all poets come", writes Ash in The Garden

ctf Proserplna, "some direct

/ From fear of death, or lust of life or thought' (P 463). In

the garden the night air "is cold and damp and earthy", the ground covered with "damp
leaves, although some of the trees were still green". In Roland's imagination" when

it

was forbidden still, the garden had loomed "a large space of breathing leaves and real

earth"; smaller now more real, the garden is still "mysterious, because of the earth, in
which things were growing". As he stands in the garden Roland begins "to think about

words", having 'learnt' from Ash that "the lists were the important thing, the words that
named things, the language
inadequate, that

of poetry". Once taught that "language was

it could never speak what

was there, that

essentially

it only spoke itself', Roland

surmises that he has become more interested in "the ways in which

it could be said". His

list words begin to take the shape of patterns of poems: "an hour ago there had been no
poems, and now they came like rain and were real"

(P 473-5). Just

as the ground

beneath Hugh Pink's feet is both living and decaying, and the dead leaves of the Amtvon

contain new life, the "thing" which struggles "to get out" from under Roland's web

of

flowery language is simultaneously "dank" yet also "rich and warm" and smells of "the
promise of summer". The gardens in Possession are less those of a static "Golden Age"

which necessitate a retunt to the past, than a mixture of the living and the dead (things,
flowers, languages) from which new growth comes.

2s4

Nature morte: things growing, things dying
The movement from images of decay, like leaves, or the stasis of cold stone, to images

of

growth and new life through light, is also heliotropic. Whilst Byatt suggests that each of
her novels can be described as heliotropic, Still Life, in particular, is concerned with the
movement

of both life and

language from the earth toward the

sun.

Still Life is

interwoven, as Byatt tells us, with "things growing at one extreme and things cut and

dyiog,

at the other". As well as considering the possibilities for

representation, the significance

accuracy of

of Still Lift's project also lies in its attempt to render, in

language, the interdependence that is perceived in nature of life and death: the relation

that The Ganre's Simon Moffit suggests is lacking in Western cultural practices. The two

aims are related: representing life and death, accurately, is itself a realist project: "[
wanted", Byatt writes in'Still

L,f, I Nature Morte', "to write

about birth and death,

plainly and exactly". Once again, art functions as a comparison with fiction, or language,

for the possibilities it provides in representing life and death: in particular the still life, or
ncrture morle,

geffe of painting, although there are other forms of art or "display" that

Byatt's texts also offer as analogous to the texts themselves.

The paradoxical combination of 'still' and 'life', or 'nature' and 'morte', is carried
over from the first novel: there are images of still life in The Virgin in the Garden in, for

example, Alexander's Danaide, the statue

of Hermione from The Winter's

Tale,

Botticelli's Primovera, or Keats' "still unravished" urn: "human passion frozen into works

of art". In Still Life, the breakfast table that is Alexander's still life comprises both life
and death: the yoghurt "culture" is "alive" in a way that differs from the way that "not yet

dead plums, with their breathing skins, were alive, though there was the germ waiting
inside the stone" (Sl, 163). Alexander's table setting exemplifies the paradox of still life:

the objects are not only both living and dying, they are also "still" and yet vital, full

"life".

of

Inside the dying plum is an imperceptible stirring of life, the "germ" inside the

"stone", much as the living Hermione is somehow encased in the frozen stone in
Shakespeare's play.

The conjunction of life with stone is also figured, in Still Life,inthe statues of the
Maries (St. Mary Jacobus and St. Mary Salome) and of their servant, Sarah, patron saint

to the gypsies and associated with Sara le Kali, or Kali the destroyer (who also makes
brief appearance in 'Art Work' (I/S

89))

a

Frederica and Alexander enter the church at

Les Saintes Maries in the South of France, "dark, after the bright sun" that "smell[s] of

stone", to view the statues. Associated with "rebirth", the Maries and Sarah are revered:

around each of the statues are floral garlands; at the foot of Sarah are "dying gladioli,
eternal silk blown roses, immortelles", behind which lies the relicry with its remnants

of

bones. Confronted with the "image and bones" of death, "the thing itself', in the crypt of
the churclq Frederica wants to "get out into the sun". Afterwards, Alexander tells her
Ford Madox Ford's story of the stone image of the Virgin, "Our Lady of the Castle from

Etienne des Gres", which he compares

to other, "primitive" conical stones that

represented fertility goddesses, Venus and Cybele. The statues are symbolic, rather than

naturalistic, and combine life-giving and destructive powers in one figure, like the Fairy
M6lusine in Christabel LaMotte's poem that I discussed in Chapter One (SZ 80-3).

Another thread of connection between the first two novels in the tetralogy is
made through the flower imagery of each: the cyclamen, writes Byatt

in'Still Life I

Nature Morte', is a flower, name and image from Still Life wlttch "would not stay at the

level of exact description" but suggested, in its name and its colours, cycles, spring,
rebirth and death, "resurrection and renaissance", linking it to The Virgtn in the Garden

(PM lO). Other flowers in each of the first two novels are also used to evoke the
interdependence

of life and death.

Stephanie's first tray

of nasturtium seedlings

in

'Growing Things' wither and die, while the second tray flourishes. In the Prologue to

Still Life, at the art gallery, Alexander Wedderburn studies Van Gogh's painting of the
'Poets' Garden' at Arles, seeing an image of a "bifurcated path, simmering with gold heat"
beyond which lies the "green green grass and geraniums like splashes of

blood". Van

Gogh's painting of the 'Poets' Garden' at Arles is not only a mimetic rendering

of

an

actual place, it is also, like his other paintings, "more than it seemed" (SZ l-3).t'?

The image of the geraniums, which also appear in 'Art Work', 'Crocodile Tears'
and 'A Lamia in the Cevennes', figured here as "splashes of blood", picks up and extends

the "all flesh is grass" motif of The Wrgin in lhe Garden. The chapter entitled 'Meat'
begins with Winifred's meditation on Marcus' conception and birth which coincided with

the beginnings of World War

II:

"the child and the war swelled inevitably together",

Winifred recalls, also recalling her own thoughts and fears that combined "the birth of the

baby [with] bombs, gas, occupation" by German troops. 'Meat' goes on to describe
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Marcus' reaction to the butcher's shop in the nearby town, whose proprieter is described
as

"florid" and in which the decor echoes the colour patterning of the novel itself with its

"green and white tiles, and sawdust and blood on the

floor". Marcus'method of coping

with the butcher's shop is to focus on the geometric patterning of the meat display and
the structure of each animal itself - much like, the novel tells us, his method of dealing

with an asthma attack in which "attention could, with effort, be deflected from pain to
geometry".

If all flesh

is grass, all flesh at some other extreme is indeed geometry. The
consuming human, with his ambivalent teeth, a unique mouthful, herbivore
and carnivore, is an artist in the destruction and reconstruction of flesh, with
instruments for piercing, prying, tidying, analysis and palatable
rearrangement. Man the artist can reconcile under golden skies the jocund
pig and the plump and tubular sausage, or he can create, from sweated suet,
mangled breast of call chopped parsely, bread and beaten eggs an incurving
sculptural spiral of delicate pink and white and green and gold. (VG 87-8,

e2-3)

The butcher shop's artistic display of meat reconciles "under golden skies" the
"destruction and reconstruction of flesh". the creation from dead animals of a "livelv" and

"rich" display.t3
Another, similar, display is described in Still

Life. After Frederica attends a

bullfight in Nimes with Monsieur Grimaud she sees that "bleeding bull steaks hung from
hooks

in

butchers' windows,

or lay overlapping on white plates". Whilst it is

butcher's window in 'Meat', that is regarded as an artistic display,

the

in Still Life it is the

bullfight itself that is considered as a form of display, or art, that reconciles "the
destruction and reconstruction of flesh" by "man the artist".ra Taught by M. Grimaud,
whose knowledge seems to arise from a "sense of what was shared and perpetual in this

world", in contrast to Bill Potter's more localised conception of things, Frederica expects

to "understand the aesthetic excitement of this pursuit, to

see and recognise the 'moment

'tlncluded in the Prologue is a quotation that further strengthens the links betwecn the two texts,
from Van Gogh's letter to Theo from Arles, 1888, in which he writes of the garden of Arles which
"has a fantasfic character rvhich makes you quite able to imagine the poets of the Renaissance
stro[ing among these bushes and over the flowery grass" (.t1, l).
t'There
is also the lobster in 'The Chinese Lobster', which is on display, alive, in its tank in the
restaurant, before it is boiled for the main course. Jean Louis Chevalier discusses this display
with Byatt in terms of the short story's representation of death and suicide (JLC 22\.
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of truth"'. lnstead, limited by an "English animal-loving" lrackground, Frederica is simply

revolted by the bullfight (.SZ 45, 56). Patricia Nimmo, in 'Crocodile Tears', is similarly
horrified by the idea of the bullfight, finding

it "simply unpleasant"

as the "English do".

Although similarly repelled, Patricia's acquantaince, Nils Isaksen from Norway, tries to
understand why "an austere Protestant city" like Nimes goes "mad every year, for blood
and death and ritual". Nils, who likes to sit in the empty Ardnes, "in the sun, and think",

thinks he may be better able to understand the "aesthetic excitement", or the "mystery"

of

the spectacle, and attends one, only to find it "simply disgusting". In the Ardnes, Patricia
imagines that

for centuries "people had come there to sit together, festive, to watch

death"; she herself "found

it

hard to see, in the light", and hard to imagine death as a

festive occasion and spectacle

the interpretation that

(E3t,66-8). Both'Crocodile

Tears'and Still Life offer

it is cultural differences that prevent the Northern Patricia,

Frederica and Nils from experiencing the bullfight as the French do, though the latter two

attend a fight, in the hope of experiencing the "mystery" of deat[ as it is represented in
literary texts and in art.

Literary representations

of

death are also alluded

to in both .Sril/ Life

and

'Crocodile Tears'. The other event that Frederica attends while in Nimes is a French
production of Macbeth. The central part is played by Jean Vilar, who is "more damned
troubadour than Scots butcher", whilst Lady Macbeth is described as "whitely elegant
and frenzied, washing blood from her hands". As Frederica translates the French into

English for the Grimaud family, she recalls the "blown-rose full-blooded verse" of
Alexander's Astraea from The Virgrn

in the Garden, and is

overheard by Edmund

Wilkie, who calls out mockingly another reminder of the previous summer's

(and

previous novel's) events: "I will not bleed". Lines from theFrenchMacDe/ft highlight the
novel's own concerns with the possibility of evoking death not only in language but in a

narrative, or novel, form: "Elle aurait dfi mourir ci-aprds. Un temps serait venu pour ce

mot". "There would have been a time for

such a word." The perception that life (or a

life) itself takes the form of a narrative, or follows a path or trajectory from birth to
death, or from light to dark (and dust) is evoked in the second quote: "Tous nos hiers

tolt

could be conceived, however, as a depictrng a struggle between life and death, or "man" and
the bull.
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n'ont qu'allumds, pour les sots, une voie vers la Mort poussi6reuse" (,SZ 6l-4).15
Stephanie's death is foreshadowed by the French phrases @lle aurait dfi mourir ci-apres)

as is her own consideration of the narrative form of life in relation to Wordsworth's

Immortality Ode: the "shape of a life", that "seemed so clear and bright", and then
became a "vision of darkness" (SZ 153, 155).

In 'Crocodile Tears' Patricia Nimmo stays in a "bull-fighting hotel" in which there
is a preponderance of pictures of Picasso and Hemingway: the bar itself, "a glass box . .

full of warrn,

deep yellow light", is called the Bar Hemingway

(E

29\

.

In Hemingway's

Death in the Afternoon (1932) he describes his expectation "to be horrified and perhaps
sickened" by the bullfights, which he was not, and his reason for attending them, which
was bound up with an attempt to write of "the real thing":

The only place where you could see life and death, i.e^ violent death now that
the wars were over, was in the bull ring. . . . I was tryrng to learn to write,
commencing with the simplest things, and one of the simplest things of all
and the most fundamental is violent death. It has none of the complications
of death by disease, or so-called natural death, or the death of a friend or
someone you have loved or have hated, but it is death nevertheless, one of
the subjects that a man may write of.
Hemingway also discusses the accidental death (by train), not seen, and the reporting
death in the newspaper, which makes

of

it timeless (6-7). [n'Crocodile Tears'Patricia reads

of an accidental, hit-and-run death in the Nimes newspaper, and thinks of her husband's
sudden death

-

which she ran away from.r6 Hemingway goes on

to

describe how

attending bull-fights enabled him to "study" death - as he had not been able to do when
faced

with death during his participation in the war, but that it took him five years before

he could write of

it

(wishing he could have taken ten) (6-7). Like the "mystery" of

colour, death is no less surprising when subject to close analysis; like Bernard's butterfly,
"exact study" does not render death fully accessible to language, or make it less able to
"dazzle" the "eyes with brightness."

lt"All our yesterdays have liglrted the fools / The
way to dusty Death." In 'Crocodile Tears'
Patricia Nimmo talks of "One thing, then another thing. Crocodile fountains. Dust. Sun" (E 39).
'tJewspaper articles which give an account of a sudden, accidental or violent death recur in
Byatt's fiction and highlight some of the issues that arise from an attempt to write about death, in
particular the problem of plot. In his chapter on "'Real Accident": Plotting and Pattern' Richard
Todd gives an excellent account ofthese issues in relation to questions ofchance, fate and
narrative form (1997, 48-54).
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The association of violence with the heat of the surq that Death in the Afternoon
exemplifies, is also found in Van Gogh's painting of "a little reaper, a yellow wheat field
and a yellow

sun". This painting is described by Byatt, in the essay'Van GoglU Death

and Summer', as "van Gogh's natural image of death" (PM 299). The "reaper of St.
R6my", as Byatt terms it, appears to her as if an image of the "beginning and the end of
life, in the real and symbolic wheatfields, under the real sun. "

the Reaper comes as near as any human being has done to looking
steadily at Death and the Sun. When it was finished Van Gogh told Theo it
was 'an image of death as the great book of nature speaks of it - but what I
have sought is the "almost smiling". . . . For I see in this reaper - a vague
figure fighting like a devil in the midst of the heat to get to the end of his task
- I see in him the image of death, in the sense that humanity might be the
wheat he is reaping. . . . But there's nothing sad in this death, it goes its way
in broad daylight with a sun flooding everything with a light of pure gold.'
(PM 330-2)
The conjunction of death with the sun comes partly from La Rochefoucauld: 'Le soleil ni

la mort ne se peuvent regarder fixement"': "Neither the sun nor death can be looked at
steadily" (PM 303). The sun and death are alike in that neither can be looked at, seen

clearly, and are difficult to represent in art or in language
travels

to Nimes rather than deal with her husband's

-

as Patricia Nimmo, who

death, finds'in the Ardnes in

'Crocodile Tears'. Attempts to accurately represent death - in realist art or fiction

-

can

be combined with other means, such as religious symbolism, or, alternatively, with
abstraction, much as the butcher's window in 'Meat' "combined the natural, the manmade, the anthropomorphic and the abstract in a pleasing and eclectic way" (VG 92).

Similarly, the paintings undertaken by Van Gogh while in Arles are both "real and
symbolic", writes Byatt in 'Van Gogh, Death and Summer' (PM 294-6). The Reaper

of

St. R6my, with its combination of naturalism and symbolism, "comes as near as any
human being has done to looking steadily at Death and the Sun".

Just as Van Gogh's paintings attempt to represent both life and deatb so too do
Alexander's plays that he attempts to write at Mas Cabestainh, Les Saintes-Maries, in the

South of France. One play he works on, commissioned by Matthew Crowe, deals with

Guilliame de Cabestainh (or Cabestan) and the Lady

of Roussillon: a tale which is

described as "a felicitous conjunction at Crowe's predilections for violence and civility".

The Lady Soremonde (or Sermonde, or Marguerite) is served the heart of her murdered

lover, the troubadour Guilliame de Cabestainh, by her jealous husband, as is retold, "in
laminated fragments, in the early Canto.s" of Ezra Pound: 'It is Cabestan's heart in the
dish'

(.lI 66).

Pound's image also echoes, parodying, the presentation of the bull's ear by

the victorious matador to the "Lady or female spectator who ha[d] drawn his attention",

that may have, Still Life recounts from J. Olivier, contributed to Van Gogh's mutilation
and presentation of his own ear to the prostitute, after altercations with Paul Gauguin

(,sr 57).
What Alexander terms the "struggle", or "'electric' argument" about art, between

Van Gogh and Gauguin at Arles is what he attempts to dramatise in The Yellov, Chair.
Whilst it is an attempt to portray this relationship, described in Van Gogh's letters and
other accounts partially included in Still Life, Alexander's play is also about the relations
between other, more conceptual, contradictory elements: two complementary colours,
passion and jealousy, Sower and Reaper, light and dark, life and death. Sometimes the

relation takes the form of a "struggle", sometimes, conversely, it is "harmonious". The
staging

of The Yellow Chair, in London, attempts to

convey both:

it is "irritating

and

harmonious by turn", as the stage designer, Chades Koninclg suggests. As a play

without "much action" the drama arises from the dialogue itself and, on stage, from the
play of colour and light: "we'll fight

it out in light", Koninck tells Alexander when he

to visit. "The terrible reds and greens of human passions we can do with the
primary colours of light". The theatre itself is a "concentrated box of modern art-light"
goes

that comes "pouring in" (SZ

3ll-2),

In Elementals"Crocodile Tears'Patricia has a

dream in which two men, dressed in canvas, fight in the middle of the Ardnes in Mmes:

"The sky was black night, and starry, in the dream, but the sand of the arena was shining

with sunlight. In its closed bright circle, two men fought. " Patricia watches as the
"canvas" becomes criss-crossed with blood, "not permitted to turn her eyes away, or
leave her stony seat, or speak, or wake" until finally she turns, in the drearq to see her
dead husband sitting next to her "and smiling"

face death, look at her loss, squarely.

It

(E7l-Z).

Patricia's dream enables her to

also draws on the imagery of Van Gogh's

painting, juxtaposing dark and light in a non-naturalistic way and evoking the "struggle"

between

the two artists, or between other concepfual

"elementals", binary or

complementary, in Alexander's play.
Connected to both The Yellow Chair and the story of Cabestainh is Alexander's

third embryonic play which is an attempt to "write about the falsely sunny period before
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the Great War". Alexander wants to parody the "poetry of grazing cows and vicarage
lawns" that is rendered absurd by the events of the first World War, and by contrast to

the "trench poetry" of Wilfred Owen, Siegfried Sassoon and Rupert Brooke. All three
plays become interwoven in Alexander's mind:

A writer is a man haunted by voices. Alexander walking to and fro from the
water-tank in crowe's kitchen garden . . was amused sometimes by the
counterpoint that wailed in his mind. Cabestan's heart, Vncent's ear, gassed
soldiers' throats, Brooke's poppies, the troubadour's lady like rose and
gillyflower, Vincent's irises, jealousy rage and fear. . . . (^SZ 69-70)
The imagery that combines fragments of flesh with flowers connects Alexander's three
embryonic plays and recalls The Virgin in the Garden's own meditation on flesh, grass,

flowers and war. It also foreshadows Babel Tower, in which the poet Hugh Pink walks
in the woods near Bran House atop a decomposing "blanket of soft decay" that forms the

earth matter under his

feet. Hugh composes a poem "about Death"

Persephone, who is the daughter of Ceres (Harvest) and married

and about

to Dis (Death) - a "rich

red, honeycomb of a poem about a pomegranate". The fruit, like Alexander's plums, is
described

in fleshly terms: the "blooded pink jelly of

pomegranates", the "forbidden

bloody seeds", the "fruit flesh" (BT2-3).
Just as Van Gogh's geraniums seem "like splashes of blood" in the'Poet's Garden'

of Ades, the image of a sunny lawn in pre-war poetry is also "more than it seemed" in the
post-war context. Whilst the first novel in the tetralogy offers the aphorism "all flesh is
grass", the second and third seem to offer the more bleak possibility that 'all grass is
flesh'; that death and decay are ever present beneath the grassy
leaves Hugh walks on in Babel Tower recall the Amazon floor

ground of Roland Michell's garden in Possession, though
either of these.

Marat
Waiting

I

It

lawn. The decaying

in The Game and the

it is also more

fleshly than

also echoes Peter Weiss' imagery of the quaking bog of death in the

Sade, discussed in the previous chapter, and Samuel Beckett's imagery in

for

Godot of the red earth, "billions" of dead, the white crosses, feathers, ash

and leaves (62-3).

However, the imagery

of the earth as a repository of death in Weiss' and

Beckett's plays contains little suggestion of the regenerative powers that Byatt's texts,
such as Possession and The Game, emphasise. That the growth of flowers depends, in
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part, on the concominant process of decay and destruction is also conveyed in "trench

poetry". John McCrae's oft-quoted '[n Flanders Fields' juxtaposes the newly fallen
"Dead" with the poppies that grow in Flanders' fields; the "limbs" that will not be roused
by the "kind old sun" in Wilfred Owen's 'Futility' are contrasted to the "seeds" which will

"wake" when the sun's heat will "break earth's sleep" (1,

69) A conception of this

relation, the interdependance of living and dead things, helps Marcusin Still Life:

There had been a time when he had barely saved himself from the terror of
the churned mud of Far Field, which he had connected with the deadly fields
of Passchendaele, by a geometry made of map-drawn white lines and
goalposts. Now he noted that poppies flourished excessively in Flanders'
fields because the shell-torn soil exposed the seeds to more intense light. (^SZ
301)

Whilst the red poppies are an image for death they can also signify rebirth and life: like
the geraniums of Van Gogh's 'Poets' Garden', or Byatt's cyclamen in Still

Life.

Just as

using geometry and the Linnaean taxonomy enables Marcus to name and describe the

plant, and "master" the thing, as Westlake puts

it, so too

does a conception of the

processes of decay and generation enable him to cope with the knowledge of the scale

of

death in Europe during the two wars. Hugh Pink displays a comparabte belief in the
interdependence

of life and death as he walks across the "blanket of soft decay";

experiences what he terms "a human feeling about

death

he

. a brief knowledge of his

own temporary body, all the soft slippery dark organs", and celebrates the comparative
longevity of the world around him that the landscape evokes, that "will be there long
after" he is not. Hugh's sense of the world as alive is interdependent with an awareness
of his own death: "You cannot have this particular pleasure in living Hugh tells himself,
before you have begun to know you are dying" (BT 16-7).

It

is poetry and language, thinks Hugh, that contribute to this "feeling" for the

landscape, which he terms an "English feeling", the "repeated reading of words which

like turf and stones are part of the matter of the mind: the Immortality Ode, say, the
Nightingale, Shakespeare's sonnets"

(BI

16-7). The "durable words" not only connect

Hugh to the landscape, they are also alive and dead, or'resurrected', each time they are
read, remembered, spoken or written. For Alexander, who is "haunted" by the voices

of

Pound, Brooke and Van Gogh that form a counterpoint in his mind; or Roland, for

whom the "voices" of the past, in particular the voice of Randolph Ash, have become

"part of himself'; or for Tennyson, who has "little flying fragments of language" from
Keats and Shakespeare, that hang about his head; and for Hugh, fragments of language

or poetry from a received culture are the remains, the "blanket of soft decay", that can
give life to new forms of language.
Hugh's sense that his "feeling" about the landscape and the language of poetry

alike is an "English feeling" also highlights a point that the tetralogy makes, selfconsciously, about its own attempt to convey life and death in language. After the first
performance

of The Yellow Chair, Still Life informs the reader, the play is criticised by

Raphael Faber for being an "English piece" and by reviews for being a "static" play (a

form of still life, bathed in light) despite the dramatic struggle that it attempts to convey.
The play is compared by reviews, unfavourably, to Waitingfor Godot'. "in which nothing
happened", despite its attempt to represent "madness, destruction, and death" (SL 3I2).
Faber's criticism implies that The Yellow Chair's failure to represent these things lies in its

very attempt at representation; where Beckett's play succeeds is in highlighting that
naturalism or realism fails when confronted with the scale of death and destruction in the

two world wars. In his attack on Alexander's play, Raphael suggests that, among other
things, the verse itself fails the matter

it

deals with:

"I should have

said

it was

almost

impossible at this time to write well in a verse based on the iambic pentameter", in which

it is diffrcult to avoid, he states, "pseudo-Romantic rhapsodies"

(^Sl,

316). Raphael's own

poem, 'Liibeck Bells', is written, like Pound's "laminated fragments", in "disconnected
fragments" including figures of the estimated number of dead in Belsen, names of dead
rabbis and scholars, "brief lines and echoes" of other literary texts and German folklore,
as

well as quotes from Hitler's

speeches, because, the novel quotes from Raphael, "such

in

disconnected fragments". His verse, thinks Frederica,

things were apprehended
enabled you

to "construct in your mind civilities and

monstrosities, daily life and daily

death" that were "painfully notin the poem". An "art form of fragments", laminated, is

what Frederica attempts to write in Babel Tower; it is also what Babel Tower attempts,
self-consciously and to a limited extent, to imitate, as is perhaps foreshadowed in the
image,

in 'Ltibeck Bells', of "a blasted bell-tower"

(,SZ 223-4).

Still Life, hke The Yellow Chair, is criticised by its reviewers for retaining

a

certain "Englishness", according to Michael Westlake. Whilst he points out that the
novel is "drawn to" Continental culture, he, like Raphael (as he acknowledges) suggests

that

it "backs off from a full engagement with the large movements of thought and

culture

of itu time",

despite its references

to them.

Stephanie Potte/s

deat[

by

electrocution from an "unearthed" fridge, was intended to be as unexpected for the
reader as an accidental death is "in reality". This project, as Westlake discusses, "owes

much to considerations of realism", aspiring, he continues, to a "condition of innocence

that Byatt elsewhere casts doubt upon" (35-6). There are two, related, issues here: on
the one hand, Westlake's article highlights the novel's aspiration to'innocent language'at
the same time as it calls this "condition of innocence" into question. Still Life, for all its
awareness of the limitations of language; its acknowledgment of the "absence" or gaps in

language that stand

for death; its consideration of the impossibility of conveying in

language the Jewish Holocaust, the scale

attempts

to

"speak

of warfare, the atomic bomb, nonetheless

of' death in language. In addition, Still Life also attempts

to

represent death or "things dying", as well as life or "things growing", in a narrative form,
as work of realist

frction. Byatt's return to the garden or "sunny lawns" of innocent'

language and realist fiction is a self-conscious return, one that also retains an awareness

of the limitations of both language and fiction, at the

same time as

it

considers the

possibilities for each.tt

In the shadow ofthe sun: the subject in / oflanguage
Sun or direct sunlight is considered,

in Still Life, for the possibilities it

provides for

attaining a clarity of vision, or access to a greater reality. In Byatt's most recent novel,
The Biographer's Tale, the sun is a real "thing" that the smudged glass window shuts

out.

The glass window of Phineas Nanson's classroom is itself both a "thing", a "real,

very dirty window, shutting out the sun", and it is an image for the mediating presence

of

language that limits Phineas' access to direct light or to reality. In a number of Byatt's

texts, language forms a "glass" which separates

- both protects and confines - the

individual zubject from the full force of the sun. In'Identity and the Writer', Byatt states,

rattrer categorically, that "Lacan is wrong: the sense of identity begins long before
language" (IW

24). On the other hand, as she later expounds, language becomes one of

the many threads that contributes to the construction of the "knot" that is the indMdual

subjectivity. In this light, language can be seen to have a double role:

it is both a

ItThis reflects
a cultural shift, as discussed in Chapter Two, and is perhaps related to a personal
experience: the death of Byattrs son, Charles Byatt, who is killed in a car accident in 1972 (see

Todd 1997, 49-54\.
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mediating system which limits the individual subject (that precedes it, according to Byatt)
and, as

I

discussed in Chapter One,

it is one of the important "threads" that make up the

complex web of an individual subjectivity.

Part of Byatt's discussion in 'Identity and the Writer' is to consider the effect that

"cut[ting] one or two threads" of the knot could have on an indMdual subjectMty and
the "unwieldy knot" that might proceed from an overabundance of one or more of the
threads (fW 26). The /oss of self that could arise from an attempt to

and its watery clasp", as Robert Graves puts
several

"tlrow offlanguage

it in 'The Cool Web', is a possibility for

of Byatt's characters. In Byatt's first novel, The Shadow of the Sun, Herry

Severall, "who was after all a genius", has "attacks of vision" which send him striding
across fields and through rivers, as he moves beyond the mediating force of language and
experiences the sun, or light, in its

full and disruptive blaze

(,So,S

25, 5s). Henry is, Byatt

writes, "[s]omeone who saw everything too bright, too fierce, too much, like Van Gogh's

cornfields" The play of light on the fields of corn, barley

and poppies that Henry walks

through induces a 'vision'that is also, almost, annihilating:

Light began to move, lines of poppies were nooses of fire, rushing upwards
out of the ground. . . . He had the feeling that both he himself and the bushes
were struggling hopelessly to hold their shape in the crushing brilliance of the
live air. . . . He saw the whole turning bowl of light which was the valley
held into shape, dangerously, tenuously, by cords of light drawn from the
corn, the angry, magnificently dark trees, the hedges, flecked with little
bursts of intense white, and himself straining to breaking point against the
glittering ropes, in a balance that could hardly endure any longer.
And still the light poured, heavy, and white, and hot, into the valley. . . so
that his cone was now an hourglass funnel, opening both ways, and the wide
light all pressed and weighed into the point of intersection which was himsel{
and the gold figures, hieratic, with gold faces and swords of flame, walked in
the sea of corn in ordered patterns, like reapers; he recognised them from
before, and he knew that he had come to the end. (,SoS 79-80)
Henry's end is not death, the end of 'himself, however, but the end of thevision, which
has been organised

into an "ordered pattern", recognisably cultural. Up until this point

the light is figured as a force which has the capacity to break Henry's conception of
himself and the world from its bounded shape, held together by "cords" and "ropes", or
threads.
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The "bowl of light" that is the valley in Henry's "vision" refurns in 'Crocodile
Tears' when Nils Isaksen describes the way in which the zun "pours" into the Arines,

"like a bowl". Throughout the story, Nils Isaksen wears a straw hat, "like the hat in
which Van Gogh painted himself in the days of his madness in the fields of light around

Arles" (E 31,

24).

Henry's valley, the Bar Hemingway and the Ardnes in Nimes in

'Crocodile Tears', and the stage area in which The Yellow Chair is performed, are each a
confined space or "box", in which concentrated light comes "pouring in": like the "fullspectrum light-box" Byatt describes in 'A Riddle Around the Edges of Vision', which she

bought as an "antidote to SAD (seasonal affective disorder)" (17). lnThe Shadow ofthe

Sun,'Crocodile Tears' and Still Life, the "unshadowed light" is bound by the confines of

the bowl or "glass box" that contains, both limiting and intensifying, the "struggle"
between "man" and bull; between Van Gogh and Gauguin; between the warring "human
passions", jealousy and love; between the "elements", light and dark, life and death.

Accounts of the effect of concentrated light, heat and the sun on Van Gogh (from

literary and historical sources) provide a pattern or model for several of Byatt's
characters, such as Henry Severell, Nils Isaksen and Paul Ottokar (as Zag) in Babel

Tower. In 'Van Gogh, Death and Summer' Byatt discusses Georges Bataille's essay'Van
Gogh Prom6th6e' which presents Van Gogh as a sun worshipping mystic, "as the
sorcerer whose dancing slowly excites the crowd and then sweeps them along with him".
The essay continues:

It is at this moment that all of his painting futly became radiqnce, explosion,
flame, and he himself became lost in ecstatic wonder before a radiant,
exploding, flaming light-source. When this solar dance began, nature itself
was suddenly shaken into movement, the plants blazed up and the earth
rippled like a fast-running sea or exploded: nothing remained of the stability
which is the foundation of all things. Death appeared as a form of
transparency, just as the sun shines through the blood in a living hand,
between the bones which sketch shadows. The blazing and faded flowers
and the face whose haggard radiance depresses, the 'sunflower' Van Gogh anxiety? domination? - put an end to the power of immutable laws, of
foundations, of everything that gives to many faces their repugnant look of
walled closure. (PM 303-4)

Bataille's image of Van Gogh is, Byatt writes, "very different from anything Van Gogh
himself claimed he was doing", and yet "recognisably to do with

him". It

apprehends

what Byatt considers to be Van Gogh's "sense of the real". In his essay on Van Gogh,

also discussed in Byatt's essay, Antonin Artaud indicates that "reality" itself is, for Van
Gogh, "frighteningly superior" to any fiction, mytb or art. He compares Van Gogh with

Gauguin, arguing that Gauguin's approach was

to

"enlarge the things

of life to

the

magnitude of myth whereas Van Gogh thought that one must know how to deduce myth

from the most ordinary things in life" (PM 307). For Byatt, Van Gogh's "sense of the
real" is to apprehend myth incarnate in "ordinary things". Van Gogh's involvement in
what Byatt regards as the complex process of "demyhologising, yet clinging to, religion"

is similar to George Eliot's attempt to invest "religious value that has been

displaced

from the incarnate Man to the succession of human beings" in her fiction, in a kind of
post-Christian humani sm (PM 297 ; 95).

The attendant possibility of a loss of 'self that Bataille imagines Van Gogh to
experience in the face of the unmediated light from the sun, "when he himself became

lost", describes how Marcus Potter experiences light, and reality,

n The Virgin in the

Garden. While Marcus is attempting to cross the playing fields at school, "equidistant
from the lines of force exerted by the fading white lines of the pitches", the light changes,
becoming "almost tangibly dense and confoundingly bright". Marcus sees the light as a
"presence with purpose" which 'laps' around him and through him, making a "passage

through his own consciousness";

He was both saved (from bright blinding, from annihiliation) and prevented
(from losing himself in it) by a geometric figure which held as an image or
more in that glare and play of light. He saw intersecting cones, stretching to
infinity, containing the pouring and rushing. He saw that he was at the, or a,
point of intersection, and that if it could not pass through it would shatter the
fragile frame to make a way. He must hold together, but let it go through,
like the burning glass with the gathered light of the sun. (VG 120)

Marcus

is gripped by two

antithetical fears: that he

will be changed

completely

(destroyed) by this force, and/or that it is simply the product of his own mind, a "fantasy,
perversely imposed by his errant consciousness on the real world" (VG

ll9).rE Marcus'

first fear is also shared by Henry: they each try to "hold together" their own fragile form
that is "straining to breaking point" against the light. This loss of self which Marcus and
Henry each imagine they could experience in the face of the sun is a form of annihilation,
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a shattering, as of glass or crystal that is also echoed in Byatt's description of the'self as

"burning glass", since replaced by the "knot", in 'Identity and the Writer'.

I had what I now see was a kind of post-Romantic metaphor

for the self to do with light, rather than desire - which was the human being
as a burning glass. That is, as a kind of thing (I've always been very
conscious of the processes of perception), which took in things, and
composed them. And I always thought of the work of art as the fire that
would break out if you concentrated the light, so that it then went through;
whereas, if it simply all came in, and had no way out, you would be
shattered. (fW26)
and this was

The characterisation of Marcus and Henry owes much to this metaphor for the self:

as

the above quotations illustrate, each attempts to channel the light so as to avoid the
annihilation with which they are threatened; in Henry's case this is indeed through a

"work of art", or writing.
Marcus' second fear, that he imposes a product of his "errant consciousness" on

the "real world", is also shared by Henry, whose vision comes to an end when the light
starts to take on a recognisable pattern that is both culturally and individualty specific.

Both characters see the light as having a geometric, conical, form. Whether this is
indicative that the vision itself is ordered or "imposed" by an "errant consciousnessrr on
the world, or whether it is an experience of a "privileged insight" remains ambivalent. In

Still Life the possibility that insight is simply an illusion is compared to "the apparently
concentric scratches on George Eliot's metaphorical mirror, which seem to gather round
the candle and self-regarding gaze of the egoist as Van Gogh's brushstrokes gather round

his self-watching eyes", but which "feels, however, like the opposite of egoism, a
privileged insight into the order of things, in which all things are to be experienced as
parts of a whole" (,SI 175). This image from Middlemarch, of the concentric circles on
the mirror, recurs in Still Life when Frederica hears her friend Alan Melville introduce his
poem in'Poetry-reading'. His poem, Alan tells the audience, "uses two images. One

them

I got from

George Eliot's Middlemarch. The other

of

I got from a book of Chinese

poems: apparently there is a Chinese belief that there is a world behind mirrors which

rsMarcus'

vision of light also echoes anothsr of Bataille's essays, 'soleil pourri', in which, as
Byatt writes, "he distinguishes between the sun, not looked at, as the source of mathematical
serenity and (at the midday zenith) of elevation" (PM 304).
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might one day break through" (SL 222).1' Again, these two images in Alan's poem are
indicative of the same dichotomy that Byatt explores elsewhere: are moments of 'truth'
privileged insight into the world "behind" the glass or miror (language or ideology), or
simply a reflection of an individual subjectivity's "errant consciousness" imposing on the
world?

That Marcus does have a form of "privileged insight" is a belief held by Lucas
Simmonds, in The Virgin in the Gorden. When Marcus tells Lucas Simmonds of his

vision of a "kind of garden" where mathematical forms moved about in the landscape,
amidst which he himself could move in search of answers to mathematical problems,
Simmonds regards him as a visionary, a "medium", one of those with "special gifts

of

consciousness", who has access to another, greater, 'truth'. "You do have direct access",
Simmonds tells him, "to the thought forms, the patterns, that inform and control us".
Simmonds makes a comparison between Marcus' direct mode o1' allaining 'truths' and

the glasses or mechanisms built for attaining a clearer vision of the structure of things,

that have, paradoxically, contributed to the erosion of "primitive" clarity: "the
microscope, telescope, radio-telescope, cyclotron, bevotron" (VG 6l-4). The kind of
vision unmediated by language, or any other 'glass', that Simmonds believes Marcus to
have, is regarded with a great deal of ambivalence by Marcus and in the tetralogy itself:
personal vision, or insight, is represented as naive and even dangerous, and yet, to some
extent, it is also celebrated.

The "privileged insight", that Marcus fears he may or may not have, can be
compared to what Byatt terms the "romantic vision of man as God", engendered by the

removal of Christianity, in which "the artist's self-expression spoke the universe' (IW 24-

5).

Romanticism is, of course, another of Byatt's areas of interest, her book Unruly

Times is a study of Wordsworth and Coleridge in the context of "their time". Coleridge

is famous for terming poetic creation, in a phrase that has become synonymous with a
conception of the Romantic imagination, as the articulation of the "Infinite

I AM": a

form of self-expression that 'spoke the universe' (Coleridge 265). In her essay
'Coleridge: an Archangel a Little Damaged', Byatt attributes a "crucial paradox" to
tntn'Medusa's

Ankles' there is reference to the Japanese account of "demons of another world
approach
us through mirrors as fish rise through water": Susannah's demon comes to her in
[that]
the mirror in the form of her mother / Medusa in an "embarrassing irreality" (MS 23). tn 'A
Lamia in the Cdvennes'. tIE lanria who swims beneath the mirrored surface of Bernard's pool
helps him to solve his problem witll "that blue" and is a "mystery", clearly seen.
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Coleridge's poetry and writing that complicates this issue: on the one hand he is seen to

be preoccupied with "the search for unity underlying diversity" in the world, that his
"rapid associative" process of thinking seemed to support; on the other, he represented
himself as "always afraid that this mind is simply self-inclosed and self-referring".

In looking at objects of Nature while I am thinking, as at yonder moon dimglimmering through the dewy window-pane, I seem rather to be seeking, as it
werc asking, a symbolical language for something within me that already and
forever exists, than observing anlthing new.
In Coleridge's account, the glass or window can be looked through to the world beyond,
or it can reflect hackthe ordering principles of the individual subject'inside'. Coleridge's
notebooks go on

to draw an analogy

between the "spiritual Light which abides in the

brain marrow" and "the visible Light" in "sundry rotten mackerel and other smashy
matters", suggesting that the former, the matter of the "brain-fibres", is what perceives
the "dffirence of things, yet is eternally pursuing the likenesses, or rather that which is

common". In Coleridge's verse, writes Byatt, "the observed worlds have a unique
glittering clarity of extreme states of being", caves of ice, burning sun, that can be
regarded as a "transient vision of the nature of things" (PM 254-6). The tensions that

Byatt identifies in Coleridge's works are explored in her own writing, as is best indicated
by the short story collection Elementals: Stories of Fire and lce, in which opposites coexist - neither as binaries, in that they work together, nor as collapsing into 'one' totality.

In addition, Byatt's characters, such as Phineas Nanson, are like Coleridge in that they
often pursue "likeness" yet experience the perpetual perception of "difference"; they also
possess the fear that what lies beyond the "dewy window-pane" is nonetheless only able

to be perceived in terms of the "symbolic

language

for something within" the individual

subjectivity, and cannot be observed as "anything new".
Coleridge's analogy between the "Light" of the "brain-fibres" (or Imagination)

and the "Light" or heat that has transformative powers over "smashy matters", in

a

process of decay and regeneration, highlights the relation between the perceived powers

of the individual subject and the powers of God, or of the "Sun", or of "Light" itsel{, that
are repeated in Western philosophy, religion and cultural practices. In Raphael's diatribe

against The Yellow Chair

in Still Life

he quotes Rilke's comment that Van Gogh is a

"post-Christian Romantic in a world he hasn't come to terms

with". Van Gogh's art
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reflects, Raphael quotes, "that something of the eternal which the halo used to
symbolise", like Wallace Stevens' "old chaos

of the sun" (SZ 315; PM 316).

The

"universe" that Van Gogh's art reflects, according to Rilke and Raphael Faber, arises out

of not only a conception of the world from an inherited Christian framework (with God
and the sun at the centre) but also an intensely personal vision of things: "he obtrudes

himself all the time", remarks Raphael with "scorn", "he has one of the most personal
styles in major art" (SZ 315). 'Identity and the Writer' echoes Raphael's words, but in a

more complimentary tone: "nobody but Van Gogh could have done Van Gogh's
brushstrokes", they are "little marks which only one man could have put together in the
shape in which he did": like rays, radiating from a central source, or lines on a mirror

(/l/

24).

Van Gogh's theories on colour exemplify this issue and evoke the question: are
associations with particular colours

- such as red with passion - indicative of a "private

imagery" or a universal symbolism, or are they culturally determined? Still Life explores
the possibility that there is a "language of colour", or even a "natural history of colour,

like the natural history of plants". On the beach at Les Saintes-Maries Frederica listens
to Vincent Hodgkiss and Edmund Wilkie, among others, discuss Wittgenstein's work

on the relation between the private, sensuous experience of colour and the
universal language of colour words with which we appear to be able to
communicate it. He spoke of a mathematics of colour, Wittgenstein, a
Farbmathematik'. one htew saturated red or yellow, once experienced, as
one knew the nature of a circle or the square on the hypotenuse. Crowe put
in that the symbolists of Van Gogh's time had supposed there was a universal
language of colour, a primary language, a divine alphabet of colours and
forms. (SL 79)
Daniel Orton raises a similar issue when he thinks about his response, "biologically and

spiritually", to black, in the Prologue ro Still Life (SL

9). To Raphael

Faber, Rilke was

right when he claimed that Van Gogh was "possessed by a theory. He discovered the
relations

of

complementary colours

metaphysical scheme, out

but he had to create a dogmatic scheme,

of this" (SI 315). The novel suggests that Van

a

Gogh's

experiments with colour exemplify his apprehension of occupying a position in between

the personal and the metaphysical or between "the sensuous experience" and the
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"universal language" used to communicate it, which seems to speak a "divine" language
intimating an underlying order of things
Van Gogh's "little marks" arereminders, however, of his "subjective vision": art,
according to Still Life, "is not the recovery of the innocent eye, which is inaccessible".
Even the "innocent eye", the text continues, "does not simply receive light:

it

orders. And we always put something of ourselves - however

we are as

passive

acts and

observers, however we believe in the impersonality of the poet, into our descriptions

of

the world, or mapping of our vision". It is after this passage on "the innocent eye", that

Byatt suggests that to "make it new", in art or writing, does not imply that one can "see

it free of all learned frames and names". Rather, to "make it new"

is

to acknowledge the

ordering principles received in culture and rework them into a diffFerent configuration,

if

not an entirely original one. Van Gogh, Still Life suggests, "radiated brushstrokes in

a

self-portrait from is own eyes like twin zuns. It is new and the opposite of innocent: it is
seen, and thought, and made" (,SI 108-9).

There are many "frames" through which "things" are perceived, states Gerard
Wijnnobel, different forms of knowledge - philosophical, religious, literary, scientific - all
"shape" our perception. "Even with all our windows we shall only catch glimpses of the

real world.

..

.

But our plurality of windows should surely protect us against, rather

than inducing, solipsist despair" (SL 276). The kind

of

"complete" education that

Wijnnobel recommends is partly an attempt to guard against the egotistical or subjective
vision that Coleridge feared, when he wondered if the view from his window was in fact

only a view into his own mind. Whilst they do not allow an unmediated vision of the
"real world", which can be seen only in "glimpses" (and may not even be recognised), the

"plurality of windows" which shape perception can at least be examined in themselves,
even

if they cannot be removed (or even cleaned).
For Marcus, in ,Sfil/ Life, seeing 'things' through the "frames" of language and

biology enables him to retain a grasp on a "simpler reality". The Virgin in the Garden
relates how Marcus once played a game

of

"spreading himself', beginning

with

a

"deliberate extension of his field of vision", which sometimes reached beyond his control

to the extent that "for immeazurable instants he lost any sense of where he really was, of
where the spread mind had its origin". Mathematics, specifically geometry, provided him

with a means for bringing this under a degree of control: "[b]roken chalk lines, the
demarcation of winter games crossing summer ones, circles, parallel tramlines, fixed
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points, mapping out the surging, swimming mud, held it under, were lines to creep along,
a network of salvation" (VG

27-8). Geometric plotting provided the young Marcus with

a means of ordering experience into a more manageable form, just as biological naming
does for a lateq adult Marcus in ,Slll/ Life; or as the "rigid ordering" of a "network"

of

religious and literary signs and symbols does for Cassandra in The Game. From feeling
alienated and outside of human, or social, interaction, Marcus is able to take up his place

in a system. That summer, the novel states,

Marcus had a vision of the world as a globe marked out not only by flowing
stripes of water and huge nets of roots, sliding sands and towering rocks, but
by a kind of human love, not grabbing, not consuming, not even humanising
but simply naming the multitudinous things to be seen, for the sake of seeing
them more clearly. In bed at night he saw this globe specked and glittering
with infinite points of naming and he also saw himself advancing into a
midsummer hayfield, seeing it neither as a sea of fearful undifferentiated light
. . .but as itself with all the hollow stems of the named grasses glittering with
their individual difference. . . . (.Sf 300-l)
Marcus' impression that language is a series of threads, or "stripes", that form a

net, giving shape to and containing the world, is like that of William Adamson in
'Morpho Eugenia', who covers the newly observed and "amorphous" world of the
Amazon with a "net" of "human observation" and language, and Alfred Tennyson in 'The

Conjugial Angel', who transforms the "terrible lump"

of Darwin's "world" into

a

"formally delightful image" all "held together with threads of living language like strong
cables of silk, or

light". Not only can the world that

language shapes be more clearly

observed, so too can the "threads of living language" itself: language, as glass or as a nef
can be simultaneously looked through and looked at.

This conception of language ties in with Byatt's idea of perception (and art)

as

laminated. When Tredell offers the suggestion that Byatt attempts to, or hopes to,
"retain the sense of a personal vision,

of

not exactly an unmediated seeing, but a kind

of

seeing that does escape, in a way, the nets of linguistic or perceptual construction", Byatt

agrees. She then elaborates on this double-consciousness, of the thing and the word both
at once, by comparing it with Frederica's laminations, giving an example to illustrate her

point: by 'laminating', Frederica can have both a Romantic, or specifically
Wordsworthian, vision of the moors at Goatland, and the awareness that a
Wordsworthian vision is no longer accessible. Tredell describes this as

a "kind of
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modern consciousness which can still, in a sense, have primal experiences, but only in a
divided, self-conscious way't, like that which Vico and Raphael Faber describe, with no
possibility of a "return to innocence" (NI68-9).

A version of this is experienced by Roland, in Possession,

when he and Maud

Bailey are in North Yorkshire in order to find clues relating to Randolph Henry Ash and
Christabel LaMotte. Out from Goatland, where Frederica comes up with the idea

of

laminations, at the Thomason Foss, Roland observes the play of light on the water of the
pool:

As he looked, the sun came out, and hit the pool, showing both the mirrorglitter from the zurface, and various live and dead leaves and plants moving
under it, caught as it were in a net of fat links of dappled light. He observed
a curious natural phenomenon. Inside the cavern, and on the sides of the
boulders in its mouth, what appeared to be flames of white light appeared to
be striving and moving upwards. Wherever the refracted light off the water
struck the uneven stone, wherever a fissure ran, upright or transverse, this
same brightness poured and quivered along it, paleness instead of shadow,
building a kind of visionary stmcture of non-existent fires and non-solid
networks of thread inside it. He sat and watched for a time, squatting on a
stone, until he lost his sense of time and space and his own precise location
and saw the phantom flames as though they were the conscious centre. (P
26s)
Roland observes a natural phenomenon; the terms he has to describe it are cultural, the
only language he has orders his experience, giving it shape. At the same time, he can see

thatander the surface of the pool, "as if it were a net", are other forms (alive and dead)
which shift and move. Even

as he observes this phenomenon, Roland loses a sense

of his

location in time and space, the order of things which places the subjectivity of the
individual at the centre shifts, and the play of light is figured as consciousness instead;
this "loss of self is a more controlled version of what Henry Severell has in The Shadow

of the Sun, or what Marcus experiences in The Virgtn in the Garden. Roland's vision of
things is laminated: he can look at the glassy surface and beyond it, he can maintain an
awareness of how his own consciousness is shaping his perception of phenomena and yet

perceive that there are "things" that lie beyond.to
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From darkness to light: the sun, Logos and the Word
The imagery of light that is woven through Byatt's fictionaltexts, like Marcus' "gathered

light of the sun" and Roland's "flames" of light that

seem

to be a kind of "conscious

centre", picks up a complex thread in Western discourse that figures thought, knowledge

or truth as light. Byatt's own use of this metaphor is more problematic than either

a

straightforward refutation or approbation of this analogy. lndeed, the significance of
light to Byatt's fiction, and its relationship to

a concept

of language (as well as truth), lies

in her simultaneous "use and abuse" of a concept of light that has been highly signfficant

to Western philosophical discourse. In 'Van Gogh, Death and Summer', for

instance,

Byatt discusses Jacques Derida's critique in 'White Mythology' (1972) of this persistent
figuration (of light as truth) in philosophy.

Derrida's white mythology touches, at one point, on the fact that
philosophical discourse, like Freud's life of the instincts, is inexorably part, in
its dead, or extinct, metaphors, of the relations between the earth and the
sun. ('E:rtinct' in French is '6teinte', which is to say extinguished, the light put
out.) He discusses the 'archaic' tropes which seem to give 'fundamental'
concepts. The values of words such as 'concept', 'foundation', 'theory', he
says, are metaphoric, and at the same time resist all attempts to form a
metaphoric description. 'What is fundamental corresponds to the desire for a
solid and ultimate ground, a construction site, the earth as the support of an
artificial structure.'
He illustrates this with a description of Kant's use of 'Grund', 'fondement',
'foundation', in his thinking about intuitions, and later with a discussion of
Locke's 'light of reason' or Descartes's 'clear and distinct ideas' with their
metaphoric dependence on the sun. 'The appeal to the criteria of lightness
and darkness suffices to confirm what I stated above: this entire
philosophical delimination of metaphor already lends itself to being
constructed and worked by "metaphors".' (Denida 1982,267,301; qtd. in
PM 324)
The equation of "lightness" with thought and reason, or life itself, and "darkness"

with the opposite, irrationality or ignorance, or death, is a thread so familiar as to
virtually imperceptible in discourse.

[t

appears and

be

is reworked in Wordsworth's

Immortality Ode that is read by Stephanie Potter in Still Life and is threaded through the
imagery of the text itself: the coming
2\ilordsworth's

to light is both a coming to

human life and

The Prelude includes a description of looking at the reflection on the surface of
the lake, which at times gives way to the world beneath, and which also is "crossed by gleam / Of

his own image" (IV 260-70)

knowledge and a /oss of another form of understanding that is attributed to the immortal
soul pre-birth. Will's birth is succeeded by a consideration of his perception of light after

the dark of the womb: "He had watched lightless amniotic fluid and now he saw the

light". The

passage then enters into what Michael Westlake calls the

"risky . . . terrain of

preJinguistic experience" (34). Will's perception, the text claims, is unmediated: he had

no "vision of any world and no idea of sun, moon or stars", nor "any preparatory dream

of light, in that darkness, before it flooded in" (JI 108). When Stephanie reads
Wordsworth's Ode, taking some time out from her domestic life, she thinks about the
figure of the child as the "Eye among the blind / That deaf and silent read'st the eternal
deep", and the description of the "soul in terms of depth and confinement". Her reading

is intem:pted with thoughts of "various lights, Plato's sun, Daniel's body, that first
moment of Will's separate life, herself in the sunlight". Frustrated, at fust,

to be so

distracted, she then realises that these thoughts about "various lights" and "the desired
shape" of a life, are what the poem was about: "the splendour in the grass, the need for

thought, the shape of a life, the light" (.92 153-5).
The double braid of light / dark in relation to birth and death and the "associated
metaphor of light for thought" runs not only through literature and philosophy, but also

the sciences.

ln

Still

Lfe

there is a consideration of the ways in which the "criteria

lightness and darkness" inform the natural sciences,
Renaissance thinkers,

in particular biology. To

of

the

Still Life informs its reader, plants "in their turn were a language,

like the hieroglyphs, written by the Creator on the surface of things, so that flowers,
girasole, heliotrope, represented, for instance, the spiritual truth of the soul turning to the

Source of light and
seem indicative

life".

The coming to life of plants, growing toward the light, may

of a natural order of things that the structure of language reflects,

a

process of life and death, decay and rebirth, governed by light and dominated by the sun;

it is also, however, bound

up with concept-metaphors that reach their apotheosis

h

neoplatonic thought. Scientists "in search of the laws of growth", Still Life continues,

could read "chance correspondences" in terms of a known and coherent order: "light,
motion, gravity - all these were part of a divine language which was the Word informing
inchoate matter" (,SZ 302, 68).

The creative act of writing, or the regenerative capacity in language, is, in Byatt's

fiction, tied up with a conception of the neoplatonic "Word" that is invested with

a

creative capacity by the spiritual "Light". Coleridge's conception of himself as a writer,

discussed

in'Identity

and the

Writer', is related to his conception of God, or of the "Sun",

so the "Imagination" of the poet has a generative, or creative, power analogous to
(though not equated with) divine "Light". In the Introductionto The Shadow of the Sun,

Byatt writes that Coleridge "saw the human intellect as a light like the moon, reflecting
the light of the primary consciousness, the Sun" (^loS

discussion

of

incarnation and language

xiii).

Earlier,

I

considered Byatt's

in Victorian poetry, and the shift from

a

conception of the Word as containing spiritual truth, the "undifferentiated Divine Word-

Truth" of biblical accounts, to the "kind of truth" that Robert Browning attributed to
poetic language. Even so, there is a sense in which several of Byatt's characters who are

(often actual, historical) writers retain a conception of truth and language that is
interwoven with neoplatonic theories of creation.

The influence on Byatt's work of her own unfinished PhD thesis "about the
neoplatonic creation myths, where the Sun is the male Logos, or Nous, or Mind, that
penetrated inert Hyle, or matter or female Earth, and brought

it to life

and form" is

outlined in the lntroduction to The Shadow of the Sun. Here, Byatt states that she did

not consider, when she chose the title, 'Just how powerful a metaphor, or myth, personal
and universal" she was evoking

(,So,S

xii, xiv). Echoes of neoplatonic creation myths can

be found in Lucas Simmonds' The Plan and the Pattern in The Wrgtn in the Gqrden, in

which G's Plan is the Idea, the "perfect and total [dea", the "affirming and potent" Male
principle,

to

which the Female principle, "denying and actual", is the Pattern, the

"actualisation in Time and Space of parts of the Plan". The sun, accordingto Lucas, is

"the Father impregnating the unformed planetary material with the Plan, the shining

Light, of his own genetic constitution", characterising the generative principle here as
male (VG 147). Other echoes can be found in 'The Conjugial Angel', in which Hallam
and Tennyson discuss Nous and Hyle and neoplatonic conceptions of creation whereby
"the Word, is male, and the soul he animates is female" (A1227). The neoplatonic "Male

principle" of creativity and generation is also found, Byatt writes, in other works of

fiction. D. H. Lawrence's

Sern, has

a "Lawrentian version" of neoplatonism in which

male sun pours its transformative power into

a

passive bathing woman,

a

who is

"convinced that he 'hrcw her in the cosmic carnal sense of the word"' (.SoS xiv)

The sun, the "proper name", writes Derrida in 'White Mythology', is "the nonmetaphorical prime mover of metaphor, the father of all figures". It is the "metaphor par

excellence"

in

European philosophy: "[e]verything turns around

it, everything

turns
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toward

it".

Byatt outlines Derrida's discussion which moves from the "'extinct' metaphor

of light for thought to the discussion, in Aristotle and Plato, of the idea of the sun as
father, source of all good, sower of seed" (Derrida 289-90; qtd. in PM 324-5). The
creative powers of the "sun as father" also appear in Bataille's writing; Byatt goes on to

suggest that Bataille reconstructs "the old neoplatonic myths

of the Logos as the

fecundator of Hyle". Light is a male, penetrative force, equated with the male generative

principle

Nous. In

'L'Anus Solaire', Byatt writes, Bataille considers one

of

the

"fundamental forces of the universe" to be the "piston movement of sexual penetration

and ejaculation" (PM 304). "Thus even though terrestrial life moves to the rhythm

of

this rotation, the image of this movement is not the turning earth, but the male shaft
penetrating the female". 'The Solar Anus' continues, describing the growth and
movement of plants toward the suq and the movement of the tides, as indicative of this

principle (Bataille 1985, 7-8).2t
The analogy that invests the sun with creative powers, as "father", or the "sower

of seed", in a Western philosophical tradition,

needs

to be investigated for its function as

a trope, as Derrida suggests, and Byatt agrees. "If the sun can sow (semer)", writes
Byatt, it is only "because his name is inscribed in a set of relationships which constitute

him".

Byatt's essay traces what

it

regards as

a "persistant anthropomorphism" that

constitutes the sun as the source of life, the "sower of seed", in a Western / European

tradition of philosophy, art and literature (PM 323-5). In the text of philosophy, Derrida
argues, the sun is constantly invoked as more than itself. it is the source of life and light,
equated with truth, the "foundation" on which philosophy is predicated. The language

of

philosophy, or what Derrida terms the "flowers of rhetoric" (1982, 245), is heliotropic,
ever pointing to the sun that has a place, the central place, in a Western

/

European

cultural web of meanings: "there is only one sun in this system" (Derrida 290; qtd. in PM
32s).

Whilst implicit in Byatt's discussion is a critique of a conception of the Sun /
Logos,

it

does not fully engage with what Derrida posits as the "phallocentrism"

of

language itself that feminist literary and cultural theorists explore. It is "always the same

metaphor", writes H6lene Cixous, "wherever discourse is organised.

If we read or

2rln

addition, Byatt discusses Bataille's account of the birth of Aphrodite from "Satum's seed on
the waves of the sea". This image, of birttr from "violation and violence", or the creation of life
out of death, also relates to the descriptions of Venus Anadyomene in The Virgin in the Garden
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speak, the same thread

or double braid is leading us through literature,

philosophy,

criticism, centuries of representation and reflection." Cixous' examples of the "double
braid" that persists in language are the binary pairs of neoplatonism:

Activity / passivity
Sun / Moon
Culture / Nature
Day /Night

and

"Logos

/

pathos". Thought itself, she continues, works "through opposition",

privileging one term above another in a binary system of hierarchical opposition that is
"Logocentrism"

(63).

Language,

in Cixous' terms, is always logocentric:

structured

around Logos, the central figure ofthe Sun.

The same double thread is utilized in the excerpts, in 'Van Gogh, Death and
Summer', from Wallace Stevens' T.iotes towards

a

Supreme Fiction' (1955) which

reconsiders the "old myths" that underpin a conception of the relations between earth

and sun: "Two things of opposite nature seem to depend
Depends on a woman, day on night, the imagined

/ On one another,

/ On the real."

as a man

/

Stevens' final pair

extends the double thread to the issue that is perhaps of primary concern in Byatt's

fiction and criticism: the relationship between the "imagined" and the "real". Byatt's
commentary on this poem is not extensive, and does not address the issue of the
traditional hierarchy that Cixous identifies, in which the first term is privileged over the

second. Initially, Stevens' poem attributes a mutualistic relation of 'dependence' to each

of the two terms, but then goes on to offer the second term (woman, night, real)

as the

term on which the former (man, day, imagined) "depends". Whilst the poem might offer
the possibility that the thread of two is a familiar construction, in that the former terms
"seem" to depend on the latter, neither Stevens' poem nor Byatt's essay attempts to fully
analyse or reconfigure the "double

braid". Indeed, what the poem

and essay do is leave

the reader with a lingering sense of ambiguity by offering the possibility that one can
"discover an order" by experiencing this duality, for instance, "to discover summer" and
"discover winter" and "know" them to be indicative of an intrinsic relation between earth
and sun that is not just an "imposed" or "old" mythology (PM 321-2).

and Possession that I discussed in Chapter One
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It

is not

in'Van Gogh, Death and Summer'but the Introductionto

The Shadow

of

the Sun that Byatt directly addresses the issue that the Sun, and creativity, are gendered
as masculine, together

with the concomitant feminising of both the earth (as inert matter)

and the moon (as a lesser source of heat and light) in literature and philosophy. The
proposition in neoplatonism that the Sun/Nous (mind) brings the Earth/F{yle (matter) to

life is both "exciting", claims Byatt, in that it is in a way "physically true - life
depend absolutely on light" and "depressing because false in its analogies

nothing intrinsically male about the sun, or female about the earth"
discussion covers a range of issues relating to the persistent image

(Sa^S

-

does

there is

xiv).

Her

of "Light" and the

"Sun" figured as masculine thought, imagination, creative power and knowledge in
Western cultural practices. The examples Byatt offers, from her own fiction and the
culture

it draws on, reiterate that the "same metaphor" is persistent, or even dominant:

the moon, a lesser, "purely reflected light [is] usually female in Western mythologies",

Byatt writes, whilst the creative, more powerful light of the sun is more often male, as in
Lawrence's ,San

(,So,S

xiv).

There are, Byatt also suggests, exceptions which complicate the
metaphor". In Renaissance iconography, Queen Elizabeth

"same

I is, paradoxically, both "a

complex virgin moon goddess" and associated with "goddesses of earth and harvest", the
surrlmer sign of Virgo, the ruler of "the Golden, not the Silveq

Age". Other exceptions

are taken from Byatt's own novel, Possession, in which "there are two poets, both

of

whom can and do write" and for whom the sun is "quietly female", as it is in the German

and Norse mythology, Asgard and the Gods, which Byatt also incorporates into
Possession's poetry (,SoJ

xiv-xv). Christabel LaMotte

and Randolph Henry Ash question

neoplatonism's assertion that the creative principle, the "Word", equated with the sun and

light, is intrinsically male; or, as Byatt puts it, "My poets both quietly accepted the
personification [of the sun as female], destroying the old Nous-Hyle creation myths
without even shouting about

it".

The light in Ash's poem that "gives life to tlre first man

and woman, Ask and Embla, is a.female sun" (.lo,S

xv). In Possession,

language is

attributed with a regenerative power that bears some relation to the creative power
the neoplatonic "Word" and is, by analogy, like the heat and light of the sun.

of

It is not,

however, the sun that is gendered as masculine in the "old mythology".

A categorical questioning of neoplatonic doctrine, that almost

rises

to a "shout",

does occur in Byatt's most recent book of critical essays, 'True Stories and the Facts in
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Fiction', in On Histories ond Stories, and in her novella 'The Conjugial Angel'. Emily
Tennyson asks Arthur Hallam and Alfred Tennyson: "Why is inert Matter female and the
animating Nous male, please?" and is dissatisfied with Arthur's response.

'Because women are beautiful, my little one, and men are mere lovers of the
beautifuf because women are naturally good and feel goodness in the
chambers of their sweet hearts as their pure blood goes in and out, and we
poor male things only apprehend truth because we are able to feel yovr

virtues, to hold our soaring fantasies down to earth.' (AI22S)

Women are able

to "feel" the truth that the "male things only apprehend" with

their

minds, and can "hold", in a material form and closer to the "earth", the more ethereal
masculine "soaring fantasies". Arthur Hallam's response, Byatt writes in'True Stories', is

derived from one of the actual Hallam's letters to Emily Tennyson, in which he talks
about the Theodicaea Novissima, and in which, Byatt tells us, "he makes the completely

usual conventional distinction between men and women as creafures of thought and
feeling respectively" that Alfred Tennyson also uses tn In Memoriam's account of the
Lazarus story (Oll,S 110). The fictional Emily very astutely responds that Arthur has not

given her an answer, indicating that he has simply reiterated the same rhetoric of binary
oppositions that neoplatonic philosophy is based on, by which one term is replaced by
another: woman
as

:

feeling /sensation: body or male

:

thinking

- mind, with no "4nswer"

to why such an opposition is made (AI 225). These "false analogies", Byatt writes in

On Histories and Stories, the "impregnation of females by male semen, impregnation

of

inert Matter by the divine Nous" is something that "all feminists ought to deconstruct",

yet which also, she claims, "tends to turn up in my writings when I am not looking"

(ofls l l l).
'The Conjugial Angel' goes on to combine this issue of gender and creativity in
neoplatonism with a consideration of the distinction between a creative and a critical

mind. Emily Jesse (n6e Tennyson) later

remembers that she also belonged

to a "secret

poetry society" of women called the Husks, who read the "sensuous poetry" of Keats

and Shelley (that Alfred and Arthur prescribed) and "'shucked the seed-corn of the
poetry in passionate debates". Emily Jesse wonders (as Emily Tennyson had not) why
they had chosen "such a dry, lifeless name for themselves, the papery container that held
the ripe grain" (AI 228,233). The lifelessness of the name 'Husks' is compared, in 'True
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Stories', to the "deadly" function of feminine matter in Swedenborgian theology in which

Christ's crucifixion is "a necessary shedding of the comrpt humanity He had from the
mother, in order to experience glorification and union with the Father" (OHS I I l-2).

The related issues of gender, creativity and criticism are also considered in the
lntroduction

to

The Shadow of the 5.a2, which discusses Coleridge's idea that critical

mind (or secondary consciousness) is itself a lesser light than the creative one (or primary

thought). The relationship between a "lifeless" or even "deadly" 'critical mind' and
'creative mind' that Emily ponders is figured,
characterisation and interaction

in

The Shadow

of the

^San,

a

through the

of Oliver Canning and Henry Severell. Henry is

the

inspired genius, the "primary imagination", described as a Blake-like creator "who saw
everything too bright"; whereas Oliver is "the Other", the "secondary imagination feeding

off' the primary: a moon to a sun. The fictional

relationship arises partly out

of

an

imaginary meeting between the critic F. R. Leavis and novelist D. H. Lawrence who

"would have hated each other" if they had ever met, suggests Byatt.22 Anna Severell is
described by Byatt as like her "own mind, caught between the two", though Anna
becomes neither writer nor critic and is given the "fate" that Byatt "feared"

of only

having "partial visions": "Anna was not even a reflected light, she was a shadow of

a

light only" (SoS xi). Anna Severell is, in some respects, an earlier version of the fictional
Emily Tennyson, who is a reader of poems not a poet, and fears that she is the "papery
container" that holds the "ripe grain" of creativity, a material vessel for the spiritual
"Word".
Whist the characters of Anna Severell and Emily Jesse/Tennyson can be seen to
arise out of Byatt's interest in the issue of identity as gendered - and its implications for

writing - in the context of a culture dominated by an order of things that has, at its
centre,

the Sun, Byatt's engagement with

neoplatonic creation myths remains

problematic. She throws off some of the shackles of neoplatonism (such as the equation
of the Light / Sun with masculinity) and yet retains a sense that light can produce insight,
truth or'vision' into what appears as an "intrinsic" relation between the earth and the sun.

ttAs

discussed, the tluead of two, or a binary opposition, figured as a struggle between two
people occurs several times in Byatt's rvntings: Cassandra and Julia Corbett are like Henry and
Oliver, although this is complicated by the fact that Cassandra, in some ways the creative
visionary, like her namesake, cannot write. and is an academic; whilst Julia, who is less inspired.
is the successful novelist.
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Still life: les choses under a glass sun
The ambiguity that arises from Byatt's discussion of Wallace Stevens' T.,lotes' highlights
the crucial tension that is maintained throughout the novels and criticism alike: is the
order of things, with a central source of light in the sun, imposed on the world by human
structuring devices, such as language, or does the order and structure of language reflect

intrinsic relations in the world? The possibility of attaining an accuracy of vision is
connected, in Byatt's fiction, to the possibility of achieving insight into the true nature

of

things. Just as "Light" is associated with the creative "Word" in neoplatonism, clear and
unshadowed light is associated with 'truth' and accuracy. For Marcus Potter, things in
nature are both arranged in a discernible pattern and determined by their relation to light.
Speculation on the source of light (that reveals patterns in nature and enables life) leads

Marcus to ponder the likelihood of a "Designer" or God, the "work of intelligence, not

of pure chance" which "is so much harder to imagine" (.tZ 303).
Earlier,

I

considered the possibility

of attaining a clarity of vision through the

arrangement of "things" lined up "beside each other in some sort of order, penetrated by

the same light". Proust's use of the visual metaphor in this quotation is indicative of how

his fiction, like Byatt's, draws an analogy between painting and writing: the "things"
arranged might be visual things, as in a still life painting, or les mots, things named in

clear non-figurative language.

In still life

paintings, light has the dual function

of

revealing an order that is perceived to be present in nature and structuring the objects in
accordance with the formal requirements of the genre

itself. The desire to achieve clarity

in Byatt's (self-conscious) realist fiction, in particular in Stiil Life, has the same dual
function, and

it is the tension between these two aims that gives these texts their

characteristic ambiguity.

Before turning to this issue, however,

I

would like to highlight two, related,

points that are important to the visual arts / literature relation. On the one hand, Byatt's

fiction draws an analogy between writing and painting, highlighting that

issues

considered in relation to one medium can usefully elucidate the other. For example, the

artists in Byatt's fiction - Bernard Lycett-Kean in 'A Lamia in the Cdvennes' and Robin
Dennison

in 'Art Work' - highlight an absorbing "serious and terrible problem" with

representational art that is connected to a similar "problem" with realist fiction, referred

to in Chapter Two.

Desmond Bull's abstract works, in Babel Tov,er, intimate the

"impossibility of figurative painting" and the question of "what it feels like to De a human

body in an abstract world" that preoccupies Frederic4 who tries to write. Both of these
iszues are also related to what Byatt regards as a cultural movement, "when painters

shifted their attention from imitating apples to describing the nature of vision, paint,
canvas", and to a similar

'shif in literature to focus on the "glass" that is language itself

(,sz 166).
On the other hand, the importance of art to Byatt's fiction, like Proust's, arises

from the texts' involvement in exploring a complex relationship between word and image,

partly through metaphor, which they themselves enact. The "colour patterning of
imaginary paintings" in Proust's A Iq recherche du temps perdu, Byatt writes, "spills over

into and patterns the shape and texture of the recherche itself', much as Matisse's and
Van Gogh's art does in Byatt's fiction. The essay that suggests this reading of Proust's
novel, Michel Butor's Oeuvres d'art imaginaires chez Proust, is a "classic description

of

coherent thinking with metaphors, at a very complex level", Byatt writes, that connects

to her discussion of Donne's

sensuous thought and her own process

metaphors" in writing The Virgin in the Garden and Still Life (PM

of "thinking with

l0).

Her description

of this process highlights the complex relation between word and image that both novels
reveal; she writes:

I don't know how much is known about the difference

between those who

think wrth mental imagery and those who don't. I very much do - I see any
projected piece of writing or work as a geometric structure: various colours
and patterns. I see other people's metaphors - if there is an iconic content to
a metaphor I will 'see' a visual image on some inner mental screen, which can
then be contemplated more precisely, described discursively (the sap rising
inside Milton's 'light' green stalk, like light). (PM l3-4)

ln particular, Still Lift is shaped and patterned by visual imagery that is ingrained in the
fabric of the texts, or woven into their "texfure", through metaphoric language. "How
can an image be written?" asks Mieke

Bal. The "relations between text and image" and

the "paradoxical implications of the literary image" are significant to A Ia recherche du
temps

perdu and Byatt's fiction alike. Like Proust's fiction, which Mieke BaI suggests

can be read as a "study of visuality in literature", Byatt's texts also encourage the activity

of "reading visually" (1997,

1, 4).

The interplay of light and dark is one means by which Still Life provides

a

"visual" reading. Light has a complex, and sometimes contradictory, role in Still Life, as
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it does in Byatt's short stories. ln the staging of Alexandet's

play, The yellow Chair,

light is the means by which the director can dramatise both "stillness" and the "struggle,'
between Van Gogh and Gauguin, amongst other things. The paradoxical conjunction of
stillness and struggle, or stasis and movement, that the novel also aims for, is apparent in
the

title. As suggested, light

also functions in

Sfl/ Life as it

does in still life paintings: to

reveal things as they are perceived in 'life' and to structure them into a formal
arrangement that is the text, a "bare book, [a] still life, (pM lZ).

In the still life genre of painting, to which Proust and Byatt allude, objects

are

arranged and organised on a surface and lit from a particular light source, by the "same

light". Whilst it is a genre of painting that aims at naturalis4 the Dutch artists of the
seventeenth century who painted still lifes, writes E. H. Gombrich, also used them as a

"field of experiment" in which to work out particular problems of light and colour: the
artist "could freely pick up any object they liked to paint and arrange them on the table to

suit their fancy" (339). In Byatt's 'Art Work', the neo-realist painter Robin Dennison
emulates the Dutch artists in his experiments with light and the juxtaposition of coloured

objects: he has a "white-painted wooden table, very simple", on which he arranges his

"things" under "whatever light he likes, from whatever angle" (MS 62,

45). Just as

Robin's objects are "ordinary things", the objects in seventeenth century still lifes are

"trivial objects", writes Gombrich, contributing to a shift in the perception of what
constituted an appropriate zubject for art (339). The "ordinary" subject matter of still
lifes are comparable to the subjects of nineteenth century realist fiction. Proust's narrator

highlights this relation (between the realist text and still life) in his description of an
attempt "to find beauty . . . where I had never imagined before that it could exist, in the
most ordinary things, in the profundities of 'still life"' (II 224; qtd. in Bal ibid., 48).

ln

Still Life

nd Babel Tower the complexly

interwoven relationship between the

"ordinary" and the "profound" in relation to light is highlighted through discussions of

the still life paintings of the seventeenth century Dutch painter Vermeer van Delft.
Vermeer's paintings are ordinary, interior, domestic scenes, or what Gombrich terms

"still lifes with human beings" (340). Babel Tower describes one of these works, 'The
Milkmaid' (c.1658-60), as depicting a "woman pouring eternal creamy-white milk from a

jug, in a plane of light", capturing a "moment of concentration" that

to "stretch out into eternity, or at least, into

seems,

an unhuman stretch of

to Frederica,

time". These "still

Iifes with human beings", or Vermeer's "ladies" as Gerard Wijnnobel terms them in,Sti//

Lrfe, are also evocative of Stephanie Potter in the tetralogy: "solid, remote
untouchable, and held in a warrn light which is a kind of love", to which

I would

and
add,

domestic, rounded and held in a form of stasis, or stillness, that renders her "timeless",

but not alive (.lZ 179). The lecture on Vermeer, given by Alan Melville at the Samuel
Palmer School of Art, highlights what can be regarded as characteristics of Vermeer's
paintings: they are

of domestic or ordinary

subjects, concerned

with "precision"

and

attention to detail, have an "air of timelessness" and attempt to solve the "problems"

of

light in painting (Gombrich, 340; 87226).

To take the last of these threads: the function of light in Vermeer's paintings

is

informed by seventeenth-century optics, including the development of the microscope
and telescope, and the camera obscura, as
Life's Wijnnobel and Babel Towey's l,Jran
^Sll//

Melville each inform their audiences. The microscope and telescope allow for an object

to be

seen

with greater detail - bringing in close what is distant to the naked eye. The

camera obscura translates an image of an external object into the darkened box of the
camera itself: the image is, of course, a still, produced by the interplay of light and dark.

AIan Melville's own mid+wentieth century technology, "his own light beam, his own
lenses can" allow him

to show "what Vermeer could never have seen" a painted blush,

a

poised mouth, hairs, the light on a wet eyeball so close that they are resolved into

flickering movements of a lost brush in paint now fixed" (BT 226>. Cultural practices
and the ways in which they are 'read', Bqbel Tower suggests, are produced out of and

filtered through a specific "lens" or context that is technological as well as cultural and
ideological.

In

Still Life, Wijnnobel's ideas about Vermeer's paintings combine his own

interest in the physicist Johannes Kepler's theories of "elementary particles of vision and

light", developed in the seventeenth century, with "the complexities of metaphysics and
ideas of reality" (,SZ 175-6). Later, in a lecture on education at the opening of the new

University of North Yorkshire, he goes on to link Kepler's science to Vermeer's paintings
to Proust's ideas about truth, reality and time:

What Kepler discovered about optics Vermeer applied and exemplified in the
light and colour of the'View of Delft.' And from that painting Marcel Proust
picked out the patch of yellow wall and associated for all time - or all
imaginable time - with an exact irreducible vision of truth, order and likeness.
(sL 276)
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The kind of truth that Wijnnobel sees Proust as in search of is "exact", precise, and itself

"timeless". Questions of accuracy and truth in association with clarity of vision are, for
Proust, interwoven with the issue of time, eternity and "permanence". As
Chapter Two,

A Ia recherche du temps perdu can be regarded

I

discussed in

as Proust's attempt to

recuperate the past through memory and in language that is also bound up with what

Mieke Bal describes as a "longed-for perrnanence" (1997,70). Similarly, Stiil Life
combines Byatt's interest

in "an accuracy of

description" with a perceived tension

between "order" and "random" memory in representations of the past (PM

ll).

The still life, bathed in light, has an "air of timelessness", or permanence, like the

still image of a photograph (which is also produced by the interplay of light and dark).
Jude Mason's description of denial of the pasl by the young painters and writers of the
sixties in Babel Tower, is compared, ironically, to the timelessness of Vermeer's still life
and evokes the permanence "longed

for" by Proust:

to stop time. They are making timeless
moments, they are reversing its direction.'
The woman pours the milk from her jug. The jug will never empty, her
careful wrist will never lift. (BT?27)
'They are working up magics

Even though the still life is, in a sense, "timeless", it can also be regarded as an attempt to

"stop time", to stop the process of living and dying, change and decay. "The painter
thwarts our incessant demands for a story-line by freezing the action, by bringing time to
a stop for an instant", writes Anthony Bailey in

A

Wew of

Delft (2001). Like Wijnnobel,

Bailey suggests that the "passivity or stillness" Vermeer creates in'The Milkmaid'is "in a
way more dramatic, more active, than any action" (133).
Despite its attempt to stop time, the still life is paradoxically a constant reminder

of organic processes, change

and decay, through the depicted matter

itself fruit and

wine, flowers and insects, human beings. The subject matter is also a reminder of the
bodily needs and functions of the human subject; Bal writes that the "thematic of the still

life is one that calls attention to the relation between the subject and the objects of
everday life, between the spectator and his or her bodily needs". Neither the detailed
observation of these objects nor the "permanence" that the painting gives them will allow

the spectator / zubject ts overcome what Bal terms "the anguish of corporeal being", the
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fear, or promise, of death. She goes on to make the point, that Byatt also makes, that

the French term nature morte makes this paradox more apparent and "conveys more
explicitly the idea of death than 'still life' does" (ibid., 40,257 nl).,'

In

Proust's complex consideration

of the "ordinary" and the "profound"

he

employs what Bal describes as the "structuring metaphor" of the optical instrument, the
microscope or telescope. The optical instrument "provides the articulations necessary in

the often problematic joints between the great truths that the author hopes to engrave in
his temple and the minute things that he also intends to reveal" [my emphasis] (ibid., 70).

Like the speaker of Randolph Ash's dramatic monologue 'swammerdam', in Possession,
Proust's narrator ponders the possibility of seeing things with the clearest apprehension

of detail and in their truest form, which in turn seems to allow for the apprehension of
(permanent)

a

truth about the nature of things, life and death. However, like

Swammerdam, what Proust's narrator finds is that the microscopic detail under the lens

neither provides the viewer with greater clarity nor confi.rms accepted truths. Bal
discusses a passage (which 'Swammerdam' echoes)

in which the narrator describes how

the close-up view of Albertine's cheek, as he leans to kiss it, reveals the "imperfection

of

the body" that had seemed, from further away, perfect: "my eyes, in changing position,
saw a different pair ofcheeks; the neck, observed at closer range and as though through
a magnifying glass, showed in its coarser grain a robustness which modified the character

of the face" (II 660, qtd. in Bal ibid., 95). Just as Alan Melville's "lens" breaks down the
clear image of Vermeer's painted face into its brushstrokes, the close-up or microscopic

detail in the written account of Albertine's cheek disturbs the vision that the narrator and
reader have of the clarity and perfection of her skin. The desire to 'see' clearly and in
close-up, which paradoxically becomes inhibitive to clarity, also relates to Alexander's
desire for a precise and detailed language to describe the colour of the plums, which
serves to render them all the more distant, as language slips away from the 'thing'.

In general terms, the microscope is "an indispensible metaphor of a poetic order"
(Bal ibid., 70), or any system of knowledge that both limits and enables perception. To
recall my earlier discussion, the microscopic lens contributed to the development of the

principles
t'Bal's

of

observation and classification

in the seventeenth century

episteme.

discussion includes a consideration of Rembrandt's 'The Slaughtered Ox' that Proust refers
to in his essay 'Rembrandt and Chardin': it is an image of the hanging body of an ox, on view, like
the meat of a butcher's shop window (ibid., 28-9).

According to Foucault, the order of things in the seventeenth century episteme was
established by the table: the "tabula, that enables thought to operate on the entities

of

our world, to put them in order, to divide them into classes, to group them according to
names that designate their similarities and their diflerences

- the table upon which, since

the beginning of time, language has intersected space". Foucault then goes on to discuss

the other table, "the nickel-plated, rubbery table swathed in white, glittering beneath

a

glass sun devouring all shadow". The presence of the second table calls the first into

question: the microscopic precision with which the tabula organises all 'things' into a

clear order is as arbitrary, Foucault's example suggests, as the table where, "for an
instant, perhaps forever, the umbrella encounters the sewing machine" (1994, xvii).
What I want to consider here is Foucault's other table, the one that displays "les choses"
arranged

in a new and disruptive way, equally clear, bathed in light and devoid of

"shadow" under an explicitly unreal "glass sun" and which offers the possibility of an
'other' order of things.

The latter table, the site on which "the umbrella encounters the sewing-machine",

is another form of still life. The

phrase paraphrases the Comte de Lautr6amont's

description of the artistic experiments of the surrealist and dada artists, such as the

French artist Ren6

Magritte.

Lautrdamont considered early surrealist "cold

compositions", which were a reworking

of the still life, to constitute a "visual

non

sequitur" like the "forhritous encounter upon an operating table of a sewing-machine and
an

umbrella". Another of Magritte's "visual non sequiturs" is referred to in Still Life,

as

part of its consideration of the relationship between language and paint. Magritte's
image of "bread of stones and stones of bread" is an analogy that'operates a miracle', the

novel tells us, literalising the metamorphosis of Christ's 'miraculous' transformation

(Sl

165). Magritte's versions of the still life are visual analogies that also indicate, according

to

James Harkness

in the Introduction to Foucault's This is Not a Pipe, that he

is

engaged in a "visual critique of language", which he perceives as an arbitrary structure,

to the ways in which objects can be ordered and
juxtaposed. Magritte's critique of language arose partly from his own reading of
Foucault's Les mots et les choses, a title which he also gave to one of his own
by offering visual

alternatives

exhibitions, and the "relationship between words and things was precisely the theme"
many of his "disorienting" paintings (1982,

2-3).

of

These paintings disrupt assumptions

about the world, in particular the relationships between the painted and real object,
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setting up unforeseen analogies by juxtaposing "completely unrelated tlings": like an
umbrella and a sewing-machine (Ades 133)

The kind of visual pun that an image like Magritte's "bread of stones and stones
of bread" makes is characteristic of surrealist art, which draws heavily on Freud's account

of the unconscious and the imagery of dreams. The "right approach" to the art of
Duchamp and Magritte, writes Lyotard, is "to compare their work with the anamnesis

which takes place in psychoanalytic theory" (1989,

l0).

The passage on the "surrealist

image" in the Surrealist Manifesto claims that while "metaphor is natural to the human
imagination" its potential can only be realised when the unconscious is given "full play".
Language, the Mani/eslo continues, was "given to man to use in a surrealist way", and

yet the surrealist image can only arise from a "chance juxtaposition of two different
realities", such as occurs in automatic writing or in dreams. The paintings that are
records of dreams, or the "trompe l'cteil frnng of dream images", disrupt reaLity through
means such as the placing "of contrary elements side by side, the condensation of

two or

more objects or images, the use of objects which have a symbolic value" (Ades 126-

l3l).

This occurs in Stephanie's dream, in'On the lnterpretation of Dreams'in

The

Wrgrn in the Garden, that condenses the "rusty iron pipe hole" with a "frothy parody

of

the male organ" and, as Stephanie acknowledges with distaste, Bill Potter's mouth (ZG

zsr).
Unlike Stephanie, and in departure from Freudian psychoanalysis, the surrealists

were less interested in the analysis of dreams than simply recording dream-images.
Surrealist art, therefore, is not so much concerned with the psychoanalytic 'bringing to

light' of unconscious associations (or instincts) that Stephanie does, so as to reintegrate
the individual subject into "normality", rather it celebrates the disruptive, "anarchic" and
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"primitive" state of the unconscious "unruly desires" (Ades 126-134).24 Tbe aim of
surrealism as it is outlined tntheManifesto, was to maintain, and not resolve, the conflict

that arises from the juxtaposition of opposites:

'Everything suggests that there exists a certain point of the mind at which tife
and death, the real and the imaginary, the past and the future, the
communicable and the incommunicable, the heights and the depths, cease to
be perceived contradictorily. .' [t aimed not at the opposition of the
apparently contradictory states, for instance of dream and waking life, but at
their resolution into a state of sur-reality (beyond reality). . . . (Ades 134)

The surrealists attempted to attain (or evoke) a kind of "non-place", or the sur-real, in

which contradictory elements could be juxtaposed, such as in dreams. The painted
canvas thus becomes a table on which an other, disruptive, order

of things can be

arranged. What is particularly significant about the surrealists, for this discussio4 is their
recognition that metaphor, or a conception of what Young terms the fundamental basis

of language in

metaphor, does itself enable the co-existence of two things that are

unlike.

The connections that dream images make between two things that are unlike are
also discussed by Byatt in her review of Charles Rycroft's The Innocence of Dreams.

Rycroft discusses "waking puns" which "reveal the existence of phonetic connections
between ideas and images which cut across their logical connections" (PM

similar point is made in the Preface to Strange and Charmed

in

290). A

connection with De

Quincey, who "called his great and interlinked dream metaphors'involutes"'. Byatt goes

on to suggest that "the immediate, and subtle, and complex involutes of art can reveal
new connections in both language and the material world" (,SC l0).

'"Antonin Artaud was both surrealist artist and poet/writer and hrs work connects literary and
artistic movements, language and the visual arts. Trvo of Artaud's drawings that tie in with these
issues are 'Death and the Man' and 'The Theatre of Cruelty'. Surrealist art is also discussed in
Byatt's essay'Fathers',inOn Histories and Stories, which discusses "narratives of war". She
describes Robert lrwin's Exquisite Corpse (1995) as a novel that does manage, along with Peter
Everett's Matisse's llrar (1997) to write about "art and war, art and death". Byatt quotes a
passage from lrwin's novel in which tle narrator, a member of tie "imaginary English surrealist
brotherhood" from 1936, "when it was possible to invent fantastic deaths", walks through bombtom London which "provided its own Surrealist effects", describing the juxtaposition of life and
death, quoting Lautreamont. However, "If the Blitz outdoes surrealism", writes Byatt", "Belsen
annihilates it". When the narrator travels to Belsen he realises the limitations of art, finding that
he has been wrong to think that "art and literature covered everything in the universe" (OHS 24'1.

The possibility that art can ofler a critique or re-examination of language, which
Foucault's essay on Magritte highlights, is explored in Still
interest in the art, and art theory, of Van Gogh.

Life through Alexander's

If the surrealists aim is to disrupt

an

accepted order of things through the marriage of opposites in their "cold compositions",

Van Gogh's art is, for Byatt, more harmonious than disruptive in its "union of opposites",

which are "complementary", like yellow and violet (SL 242). Colour, writes Byatt in
'Still Life I Nature Morte', was "one of the most powerful movements from the purely
descriptive, to Van Gogh's idea of the world as a battleground betweeq or achieved
resting-place

o{

the complementary colours, which he said he painted as the marriage

between lovers". The "union

of opposites"

extends beyond colours

to two dffirent

orders of things. ln Van Gogh's art, Byatt writes, the sun, the source of light, is both
"real and symbolic"; his paintings are "lit by a physical sun, which nevertheless appears in

physically impossible places, standing, as it were, symbolically for itself' (PM 19;296).

When Derrida describes the sun as the "unique, irreplacable, natural referent, around

which everything must turn" and as "itself solely metaphorical" he highlights
doubleness

a

in discursive conceptions of the sun that Van Gogh's art maintains (1982,

2s0-l).
The conjunction of "realism" and "romanticism" was how Van Gogh described
his art in a letter to Theo, who had accused him of "4 dangerous inclination towards
romanticism" at the expense of, or in "infidelity to 'realism"'. Rather than see the two as

in opposition, Van Gogh claimed that "naturalism and realism . . . nevertheless stand in
connection to romantici sm" (PM 329). In the Introduction I referred to the way in which

Byatt's fiction has been regarded for its dual allegiance to romanticism and realism, as
Possession's epigraph, taken from Nathaniel Hawthorne, indicates. [n Byatt's fiction and

Van Gogh's art alike the tension that arises from this problematic dual engagement is not
so much resolved as, in certain modes at least, held in lively

conjunction. Byatt writes:

It seems to me that

at the height of his passion of work Van Gogh was able
to hold all these things in a kind of creative or poetic balance, painting in the
tiny decorous lovers in a corner of his Poets' Garden, that was also the
everyday public garden of Arles, to welcome Gauguin to the community of
artists in the Yellow House, under its cobalt sky. lmy emphasis] (PM 330)
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What reading Byatt's fiction "visually" shows is that the
metaphorical basis of language
allows for a conjunction of opposites, like that which
van Gogh achieves. unlike
surrealist art, it does not attempt to entirely disrupt
an accepted order of things, or to
show that language is completely arbitrary, even
as it questions both. Rather, Byatt,s

fiction achieves a juxtaposition (and mainrenance) of different ,things,,
painting
fiction' life and art, movement and stillness, that is nonetheless
,,luxe',
harmonious,

and

and

"calme"' The "dance of unreal yellow" that Robin Dennison sees between two
complementary colours in 'Art Work' is analogous
to what Tony Bennett terms the
"positive field of play" that arises from the juxtaposition of
two different ,orders,. In
particular, itis light that shapes still Life'smetaphoric',patterning,,or,,texture,,and

it

is

light - a constructed light, a "glass sun" - that enables
"two things of opposite nature,,to
be held in conjunction in the text.

From light to darkness: beyond the pleasure principle
The previous sections have considered the recurring
thread in Byatt,s texts that connects
light with langrage' As a literary, or linguistic, form of still
life, stillzly' maintains the
paradoxical position (in a variety of ways) of
attempting to represent life and death in art,
in particular the novel, or in language itself 'Still Life /
Noture Morte, outlines Byatt,s
attempt to "write about birth, about death, plainly and
exactly", in language that eschews
culfural references and denotes the "thing itself'. Just
as Alexander asks Wijnnobel (and
himself): "How could one dramatise stillness?", the novel
could be seen to ask: How
could onewrile life and death? Wijnnobel's answer is
to give an account of the function

of light in van

Gogh's still life, 'The Breakfast Table'. As shown

in Chapter one,

wijnnobel moves from describing the coffee-pot as a hermaphrodite
(both kinds in one),
to vermeer, to van Gogh's eggs, to Freud,s account of light in ,Beyond
the pleasure
Principle':

Even the touch of light has been read erotically, Vermeer,s
ladies are solid,
remote and untouchable, and held in a warm iight
which is a kind of love,
isn't it? Sigmund Freud, of whom we were rp"ukiog, inBeyond
the preasvre
Principle equates light and eros. Light is what miies our stony,
inorganic
world stir with life, light calls up and holds together complex rorms.
. .-. In
Freud's myth the peace of the inanimate came before
the striving of life, and
the peace of the Aristophanic hermaphrodite before the
constructions and
cell-divisions of Eros. In Freud's vision things secretly resent
the calling to
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Iife of light: they wish to return to the state in which
they were - instincts are
conservative, 'every organism wishes to die only
after its own fashion'.
Maybe we could see our fascination for still life or nature morte - in these
terms? Maybe the kind of lifeless life of rhings
bathed in tight is another
version of the golden age - an impossible stasis", a
world without desire and

division?

have made your coffee-pot into the unfanen circurar
(sL r79)

hermaphrodite of prato's symposium. Is that dramatic?

The different strands of wijnnobel's discussion connect
the first novel in the tetralogy,
The Virgin in the Garden, to the second, Srill Life,
through the evocation of a,,golden
age": the reign of Elizabeth I. There is a further
complicated thread connecting

the
idealisation of a past (as golden), in stasis (still),
with the formation of frst, postwar
Britain, and second, the individual subject, as whole
and complete: both are depicted as
arising from a "need to restore an earlier state of
things,,, which is, to Freud ',the
expression of inertia inherent in organic life,, (612_3).

Still Life's attempted representation of "birth and death,,
is inextricably bound
with a conception of subjectivity, but also, perhaps more importantly,
an image of the
past' The prologu e to Still Life illustrates this, prefiguring Wijnnobel,s
discussion,

linking the "desirable, unattainable androgynous perfection,
complete

sensuality
combined with unattainable self-sufiiciency" of Madeleine
Bernard, painter of the ,StillLife, Ftte Gloanec 1888', to van Gogh's image of the "timeless
fields of wheat and
olives" that evoke "the eternal youth of Provence",
to the past of the 1950s, which both
Alexander and Daniel unwillingly remember (,sz 3-6).
As the previous chapters have
dealt at length with the issues of a "whole" subjectivity
and ,,complete,, image of the past,
what I want to focus on here is the interplay of light
and dark in the imagery thar patterns
Slill Life that evokes both tife and, stillness in language.

The Prologue to Stitl Life offers the reader a frame through
which the
representation of the past can be read, enabling
us to see the narrative which follows and
its representation of "life and death" in the 1950s as a ,,return,,
to an ,,earlier state of

things"' Frederica
Academy

arranges the meeting, in the Post-lmpressionist exhibition
at the Royal

of Arts'

1980,

in order to set up

"another form

of repetition,

deliberate,
contrived and aesthetic", thinks Alexander. The concept
,,repetition,,
of
is then woven
through the rest of the Prologue: Daniel notices van
Gogh's paintings only in terms of
those he has seen "repeated in endless hospital corridors";
Alexander notices the fashions
of the 1980s are a "parody" of those that Frederica wore in the
1950s - a return

ro an
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earlier state which she acknowledges and enjoys: ,,oh,
I,m in my erement. I understand
the Fifties" ('91' l-5). whilst there is an element
of self-conscious playfulness in the text,s
acknowledgement of its own parody and repetition,
the darker element to the concept of
return is also present throughout the Prologue via
Van Gogh's ,,black Dutch

paintings,,
and his images of cypresses, that "must always . . . mean
death,', and the geraniums ,,like
splashes of blood" in his painting of the Poets'Garden
at Arles (.yZ 9-10,
For the
reader who is herself engaged in an act of return
- to the text - Stephanie's absentpresence from the Prologue, in addition to Daniel's
unwilling acts of memory and
meditation on the fateful "wild blows of chance", are
reminders of (or clues to) the death
that awaits them.

l).

"Death is the mother of beauty, hence from her, / Alone, shall
come fulfillment to
our dreams / And our desires", writes Wallace Stevens in
'sunday Morning,, quoted in
'van Gogh' Death and Summer' (PM316) According to Byatt, Stevens,poem
echoes
Freud's 'Beyond the Pleasure Principle' which argues
,,relation
that it is through

our
to
the sun" that we move from an original state of stasis,
and it is to this state, this still life,
that we constantly strive to return. Freud's essay attempts
to account for the different
'classes' of instinct and the possibility that all instincts are ,,conservative,,
,,tend
and

towards the restoration of an earlier state of things",
as discussed in Chapter One. The
first instinct, according to this principle, is the "instinct
to return to the inanimate state,,,
to become inorganic once again, leading Freud to the famous
proposition that ,,the aim of
all life is death" (Freud 6t2-3; pM 313_4).

Earlier,

I

discussed Byatt's interest

in

Derrida's 'white Mythology,

for its
highlighting of "the fact that philosophical discourse,
like Freud,s life of the instincts, is
inexorably part, in its dead, or extinct, metaphors,
of the relations between the earth and
the sun"' Freud's "life of the instincts" is modelled on a conception
of the cyclical
structure of days, argues Byatt in 'Fathers', in On Histories
and Srories. This essay is
concerned with recent British fiction that is
"about" war and includes a discussion of
Freud's essay (in relation to Pat Barker's Regeneration
tilogy which deals with the
treatment of soldiers suffering psychological trauma during
the First world war). Freud
wrote 'Beyond the Pleasure Principle', Byatt claims,
"because he could not understand
why shell-shocked soldiers dreamed repeatedly the horrors
they

30)
a

had lived throu gh,' (OHS

Freud's account of the sexual instincts, in 'Beyond the pleasure principle,,
is termed
"resolutely atheist version of the same myth of sun, eartt\
death and lovers,, that

appears in Van Gogh's paintings. Freud
"discovers", Byatt suggests, a ,,natural desire

for

death' which he places in a denuded mythic universe
of solid earth and warming sun,,.
He goes on, she writes.

' ' to offer his version of an old myth, Aristophanes' account in plato,s

Symposium' of the origin of love in hermaphrodite
creatures who were torn
apart and ceaselessly seek completeness. Freud likes
this story, ,because it
traces the origin of an instin ct to need ro restore
an earlier stit"e of things,
From this myth Freud builds his own scientific myth, or
hypothesis, of a
primary living substance that 'at the time of coming
life *", io- up* in o
small particles which have ever since ende"uourld
to reunite tnrouln tne
sexual instincts,. (Freud 332; qtd. n pM 3 l3_4)

i

Crucial to Freud's hypothesis, his "version of an old myth",
is a conception of the earth in
"its relation to the sun", or the perception that it is light and heat that
brings inanimate
matter to life. Still Life borrows heavily from this
,,bodily

myth.

Stephanie's

placidness,,

or "inertia" initially attracts and irritates Daniel, who ,,meant to
stir her up,,. Feeling, one
night, that there is "no life in things", Daniel takes himself
out into the dark, amid
"lightless windows, and a cold smell of extinguished
coal fires, across his own dark
churchyard' smelling of cold earth, box and yew", then
"along the dark canal,,. When he
returns home, at last, to bed, he and Stephanie make
love, and feel the return of desire, a
'quickening' (St 233-5).

Daniel's walk through the darkness
association with

Dis. "My

is

also indicative

of his metaphorical

characters are real and also metaphors,,, writes

Byatt.

,,Daniel

represents Dis, the god of the underworld. He
is warrn, dark, physically strong. He
carries off Stephanie' who is seen in terms of whiteness,
passivity, feminine sensuality
and spring flowers. she and Daniel form a unity".
As suggested, the ,,unity,, of Dis and
Persephone, or Daniel and Stephanie, achieves
a kind of ,oneness' that is plato,s

of love or "completeness", to which the individual, according to Freud,
to refurn, or to "reunite" through the sexual instincts. Like Freud, Byatt

mythology
attempts

constructs her own "version of the same myth of sun, earth,
death and lovers,, which
determines the metaphorical "pattern" of light and darlg
flowers and earth, in Daniel and
Stephanie's relationship, even as they are represented
as a'real' couple, Iiving in 1950s
England' It also influences the structure of the relationship in the
narrative which
moves
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from Stephanie's initial stillness and "inertia", and Daniel's
desire to ,,stir her up,,, through
their "real" and domestic life together, to Stephanie's
'return'to stillness in death.
In the preceding chapter, I considered the ways in which
the novel,s narrative
structure is inflected by a concept of time and the individual
life as linear in its biological
progression from birth or light, to death and
darkness. Srill Life,s enactment of, and
meditation on, death in the novel interweaves a reconsideration
of narrative, linearity and
time (as well as chance and order) in relation to light
and darkness, truth and illusion.
Following Stephanie's death, Daniel cannot cope with
the continuing regularity of the
repetitive days which seem to have no end. In particular,
it is the mornings in which he
wakes to "in a bedroom flooded with light", that
are hard, as each day begins

with

"indifferent sunlight", bright and raw, and unrelenting. The ,,flooding
in of clear light,, is
not a means to insight, or truth, or even the relief that
tragedy provides, so much as pain
and grief that is close to darkness. "But light hurts
the waking eyes of grief Tennyson
knew that' on the bald street breaks the blank day."
Likewise, the clarity

of Daniel,s

memories which "had been bright, significant or simply
happy,,, become ,,tomenting,
lurid" and "like spectral sunshine, painful on hurt eyes,,. Nonetheless,
Daniel forces
himself to remember, to make the death and loss a known
truth and to refigure his past
as a linear narrative, to "see it all, in this new cruel
light, as leading to this,,, so that he
does not suffer under an "illusion" that she is alive.
"Such a desire would, he felt, loosen
his hold on the knot of will and biological continuity
that was his self

an illusion, the novel states, "it was in such dark that
morning" (SL 335, 344-5).

it

', If he dreams

never came

such

to light in

the

"Human eyes can bear to see neither the sun nor copulation nor
corpses nor
darkness", Byatt quotes from Bataille's'L'Anus solaire'(ga-5;
qtd. in pM3z7). If the
sun is paradoxical, in that it is both real and "solely metaphorical,,
it is also,
paradoxically, a force which both contributes to life
and is associated with death, that
likewise "sannot be known". patricia Nimmo, in 'crocodile
Tears,, can look neither on
death" her dead husband, or the full glare of the
sun in the South of France. It is only in
her dream that Patricia can face either. It is only in
dreaming, Byatt summarises charles
Rycroft on Freud, that appear symbolic representations of
"our bodily fate and identity -
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ancestry, birth, sex, posterity, death" (PM 28s-g)." The
conjunction of opposite lhings,
in dreams, like Patricia's bright / dark dream or Stephanie's
dream of Filey Brigg, can be
read for what they reveal about an individual
subjectivity's conception of both life, a

lived, "bodily" identity, and of their "bodily fate" in death.
lf a still life evokes the
"anguish of corporeal being", so too do dreams. Like a still
life, the imagery of dreams
in a psychoanalysis is read vimally.
The relevance of Freudian psychoanalysis to Byatt's fictional
texts, I suggest,
comes partly from Byatt's reading of 'Beyond the Pleasure
Principle' and partly from this
understanding of Freud's interpretation of dream images.
Like the images in drearns,
or,

for that matter, in surrealist art, literary images or metaphors juxtapose
contradictory
elements' reading visually thus requires us to read paradoxically.
Increasingly, Byatt,s
fiction requires this of its reader, who finds that not only is
an image always more than

the 'thing itself,

it is often two things of

"opposite nature", like the sun. In ,Fathers,,

Byatt gives an example of such an image in another novel,
Julian Barnes, Snlng at the
(1986), which she describes as "a meditation on life,
'Szn
death, and the impossibility of
immortality". Its "central image" is of a Spitfire pilot who ',sees
the zun rise twice,,. The
pilot, Prosser, sees "the same sun coming up from the
same place across the same sea. . .
' It was an ordinary miracle he would never forget." The idea of this miracle, writes
Byatt, is that of La Rochefoucauld (also quoted in'van
,,Le
Gogh, Death and Summer,):

soleil ni la mort ne se peuvent regarder fixement' (oHS
z7). Neither the sun nor death
can be looked at, steadily.

The double sunrise (and later, sunset) is a
"recurrence, a repetition, a doubled
experience of the beginning and ending that the
sun makes of the days of
t11e

earth', and

which 'Juggles the mind into cyclical time, and out of the linear
time of biology and
entropy" (oHS 29). The "days of the earth" recur, each
like the last, with aprogression
from the dark before darm, to the light of day, to darkness
again. The narrative of
Barnes' novel, along with a number of others that Byatt
discusses, is informed by this
conception that time is circular and repetitive, rather
than linear. The concept of ,,linear
time", or "moving always from beginning to end, and in one
direction,, in fiction is
?5The

conjunction of death with sex in Freud's account, as in Bataille,s ,L,Anus
Solaire,, is ,,one
the oldest metaphors", according to stiil Life:,,ohr
am dying',, thinrs Frederica, when making
love to Nigel' A rather dark irony is made of this rvhen
the rreader realises that ii is Stephanie,
and not Frederica, *h:
fuct;'dving" at this point, as Frederica later informs us: ,,I
should
i:]"
have fe It, tave l<nown" (SL 324, 33 9).

of

contributed

to by

"biological time", or the structure

Against this, she goes on

to

suggest, is the concept

of the
of

,,single

biological life,,.
circular time, ,,the idea of

recurrence, of repetitions like the cycle of the seasons,
for instance, or the regular rising
of the sun" (OllS 28,34). A tension between a linear
conception of time and one that is
determined by the circular, or endlessly repetitive,
structure of the day is maintained in
Still Life. ln the Prologue there is a dual emphasis on linearity,
through the structure of
the exhibition, as discussed in the previous chapter,
and on repetition, with its reference
to the "return" of the 1950s. In addition, the novel enacts
its own ,return,to the past and
to the living (and dying) Stephanie Potter (a single biological
life), which it accentuates
through the oscillation of imagery from light to dark and
dark to light.

After looking at the French paintings of Provence, Alexander, Frederica
and
Daniel move (or descend) into the "dark shadows of the
room housing the Low
Countries" with images dominated by "tones of black,
donkey-brown, varied greys,
touches of white in dark". One of these "touches"
comes from a painting in which ,,Nuns
ascended and descended a cool grey stair in winged
white caps,, and

in ',perpetual cool

silence". Immediately following this is the first chapter
of the novel proper,'Ante-Natal:
December 1953', which begins with Stephanie's entry into
the department of gynaecology
and obstetrics, which seems from the outside to be
"dark in there,,. At the reception,
which is walled "in dried-blood-red tiles", sits a
"royal-blue Sister with a crimped white
turet on her head" (s, 9- I l). The pattern of light and dark imagery,
together with the
repetition of the "cool" and silent white-capped Nuns
/ sister, links the prologue, which
is chronologically the 'end', to the first chapter
and the start of the novel,s narrative.

Along with beginnings and endings, the imagery also juxtaposes
birth with death:
stephanie's entry into the antechambers of the
antenatal clinic figuratively recalls
Persephone's descent into the darkness of the underworld
and land of the dead. The
"dried-blood-red tiles" of the gynaecology department add another
figurative layer,
evoking the image of the omphalos or "womb-tomb-urn"
of Stephanie,s dream in The

Virgrn

in the Garden.

When Stephanie performs her own interpretation, or
psychoanalysis, of her dream she concludes that
its meaning Iies with the decision she
faces either to marry Daniel and forgo "books", or return
to Cambridge, both of which
seem to threaten a "loss" of "self': "if it was death
to hide them, it was, it surely was,
death to immure oneself with them" (vG 252). stephanie's
choice, and the ensuing loss
(although there is also gain), remain as a figurative
double thread of light and dark, life

and death, "biology" and "books", that accompanies
Stephanie tbroughout Still Life.
Inside the clinic, she reads Wordsworth to pass
the time: "She seemed a thing that could
not feel / The touch of earthly years". The
"sluggish" rhythm of her pulse, together with
the words of the poem' lead her to contemplate the phrase
',I am sunk in biology,, and
apply to herself Wordsworth's line: "No motion has shenow,
no force', (SL lz-3). The
heavy "inertia" that Stephanie felt in the dream,
and that Daniel recognised in heq is
again present in 'Ante-Natal', highlighting what is in
Freudian terms, Stephanie,s return to
a state in which she is immured or ',sunk,, in biotogy.

The rhetoric of biology: an old mythology

In Freud's essay the movement from wholeness to dissolution,
and back to wholeness
again, draws on biological images of the reproduction
and dissolution of cells. Byatt,s
point that "Freud builds his own scientific myth"
of a "living substance that ,at the time of
coming to life was torn apart into small particles which
have ever since endeavoured to
reunite through the sexual instincts"' highlights significant
and problematic aspects of
Freudian psychoanalysis: the function of rhetoric, in particular
biological imagery which
in turn relates to the problematic affilition of Freud's theories
to biology itself In the
Seminars Jacques Lacan highlights some of the difficulties
that arise for psychoanalysis
from Freud's use of metaphor, in particular his 'turn'
to biology.r6 That there are ,,various
difficulties" that arise from Freud's metaphors and his inheritance
of a scientific language
is suggested in Byatt's review of Charles Rycroft's The Innocence
of Dreams, which
relates Freud on dreams to Coleridge on the imagination
and considers the ,,relationship
between dreams, the human body, curture and poetry".
As Rycroft zummarises, Byatt
paraphrases, Freud "made an anatomical 'model'
of the psyche - Id, Ego and superego _
itself a metaphor and verbal symbol', (pM Zgg, ZgO).

while there is not sufficient scope for a lengthy discussion of these
points, which
Byatt raises in both collections of essays, they are relevant
to Byatt,s fiction

for the

difficulties they highlight in distinguishing 'literal' from
'figurative, language and the
'uln his discussion ofthe problematic conjunction of meanings in what Freud calls the ,,navel,,of
his dream, "the point of contact with the unknown", in
'The irterpretation of Dreams', Lacan
suggests that this image is too often dismissed
as "poetry". It is not poetry, claims Lacan, but the
'Joint", or point of conjunction, between the symbolic and
the imagrnary (197g,

l6s-70).

Stephanie's dream image of the omphalos, which is
both rvomb and tomb, is such a ,,spot,,,
although Stephanie does attempt to "plumb" its depths tluough
an analysis ofthe dream-
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related possibility

of attaining truth in language. For

example, there is an analogous

relation between Freud's reliance on biological metaphors,
that renders his account of
ego formation problematic, and Byatt's description of the
discourses of science that
attempt to describe, accurately and based on observation,
the growth of plants toward
the sun, using the rhetoric of neoplatonic creation myths.
Any discipline which lays
claim to 'truth', yet employs rhetorical strategies in the
expression of that ,truth,,
illustrating conceptual propositions through metaphors,
is subject to the kind of criticism
which Derrida makes of philosophical texts in 'White Mythology,.
In principle, as
Geoffrey Bennington summarises, one should "be able
to say what is to be said,, without
using metaphor (119). Given that philosophy is a
"tradition ordered around the value of
presence", it might well be wary of metaphor,
"which speaks obliquely" and ,,insinuates
things without really saying them" as Nancy stepan
argues in ,Race and Gender: The
Role of Analogy in Science' (l2l). Nonetheless, philosophical
texts draw heavily on
rhetorical strategies.

As I have considered, one of Byatt's concerns is with the possibility
that
metaphor and analogy, in "art,', philosophy or even
',mythology,,, can nonetheless
"speak" a "kind of truth". "Take, for instance, a myth
of Freud's which seems to tell an
undisplaced truth about our place on the earth", writes
Byatt in ,Van Gogh Death and
Summer'' The "scientific myth" in Freud's
'Beyond the pleasure principle' draws on the
"old myth" of Plato's symposium and the "mythic universe of solid earth
and warrning

sun" (PM

313-4). "We live in the truth of what Freud discovered,,, Maud Bailey
suggests to Roland Micheil in possession. "whether
we like it or not,' (p 2s4).
Characters' conversations in the fictional texts highlight
the relation between myth and
truth, and figurative and literal language, that Byatt explores
in her discussions of Freud.
Maud and Roland's discussion also indicates a conception
of truth that is not so much
singular, timeless or universal as bound to a particular
cultural and temporal context:
there are "truths" in "every age" that ,,people can't fight,,,
says Maud (p 254). In ,,our

time we had to be Freudian, we had no option", states Edmund
Wilkie, in the chapter
preceding 'On the Interpretation of Dreams', in The
Virgtn in the Garden (VG 247).
Byatt's essays on late-twentieth century fiction, such as
"'The Omnipotence of Thought,,:
Freud, Frazet and Post-Modernist Fiction'

in

Passions

of the Mind, and

,Father

s, in On
Histories and Stories, explore the ways in which literary texts
are ,,Freudian,,: informed
by or productively engaging with psychoanalytic discourse.

The possibility that literature, "art" or cultural practices not
only disseminate
meanings and concepts of "truth", but also engage
in producing or contributing to them,

is a focus of contemporary cultural theorists Linda Hutcheon
and Catherine Belsey.
More specifically, the distinction between lartguage used by
disciplines, such

as

philosophy, that make a claim to 'truth' and
distinguish themselves from rhetoric, and
metaphorical language commonly associated with literature
and the arts, is reconsidered
in Derrida's 'White Mythotogy'. In his discussion of Derrida's
critique of philosophy and
philosophical language, Bennington summarises
the stance of philosophy in relation to
the arts:

This secondary position of metaphor with respect to a conceptual
propriety
is linked just as obviously to the value of seriousness (cf LI passim),
responsibility and truth established against seductive and
hence irresponsible
games, the fictioning of artists. So long as
artistic writing remains in its
place, in literature, philosophy admires it and
draws exampleifrom it . . . but
as soon as it appears to demand an essential pnvilege,
as such, in thought,
then the danger of irrationalism is denounced and the frontiers
are tightened
(120)

Essays like Byatt's 'The omnipotence

philosophy and the arts,

of Thought' show that the relations between

in particular literature, are more closely entwined than a

traditional view allows. The fiction of tris Murdoch, to
take one of Byatt,s examples, is
not simply informed by Murdoch's philosophical studies (like her
work on French
philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre) but is itself engaged
in a reconsideration of the concepts

of

'truth' and 'morality'.

Like philosophy, science is traditionally seen as one of the more
serious
disciplines; where literature and the arts are traditionally
associated with the imagination,

"poetic fancy" or "even untruthfulness", the sciences, by contrast,
deal with ,,truthfirl,
unadorned, objective knowledge" (Stepan 12l). Again, like philosophy,
the sciences are
considered to deal with empirical and universal knowledge
to the extent that the
metaphorical nature of much science (in particular modern
science) has tended to go
unrecognised' as recent theorists of science argue, highlighting
the ubiquitousness of
rhetorical devices in non-literary texts. Scientific models,
argues colin Turbayne, are
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easily mistaken "for the thing modelled", which is a problem
that arises with Freud,s
model of the Ego (qtd. in Stepan t}t).?,

There are two, related points at issue here. The first
is that metaphor and
"untruthfulness" are a feature of empirical discourses which claim
to present a'truth,. As
George steiner, in 'The Language Animal', suggests,
a comparison can be

made between
Freud's theory, "no less verbal, no less rooted in language,,,
and the ,,art,, of proust. Like
fiction, psychoanalysis is "a matter of words,, (1967, g4). The
second point, that
Steiner's analogy also highlights, is that literature
and the arts arguably contribute as
much to our perception of 'truths' as philosophy and the
sciences, as recent theorists of
science illustrate. Evelyn Fox Keller gives a good example
of scientific rhetoric which
highlights both of these points: the metaphor of nature
as uncaring and hostile in
nineteenth-century evolutionary theory. "For the record,
though, it was poet,

a

not

a

scientist, who gave us our most familiar metaphor conflating
an absence of benevolence
in nature with 'overwhelming hostility'[:]. . a Nature "red in
tooth and claw,, (1992a,
ll7)' Keller's work shows that there is a symbiotic relation between different fields of
study or academic disciplines, such as science and literature,
which contribute to the

wider culture' The relationship between science and psychoanalysis,
as Byatt,s
discussions of Freud illustrate, is likewise symbiotic.
Freud's "germ-cell,,, to give another
example, can be equated, as it is by Byatt, with the
"potentially

immortal,, gene of more

recent discourses ofscience (pM 313_4).

The ways in which metaphors travel between different disciplines,
and what
happens to meanings, which are both lost and gained
along the way, is one feature

of this
symbiotic relation' That there is a mutual relationship
between literature and cultural
theory is apparent in Byatt's fiction, I want to emphasise
here that the discourses of
science exist in a similarly dependent (or dialogic) relation
to literature and to theory.
Developments

in the

sciences make

a significant contribution to the ways in which

notions of self and subjectivity, particularly in relation to gender
and sexuality; history
and the past; and language itself are conceptualised. Cultural
perceptions of these
concepts are articulated and developed in literature and
the arts, which contribute to the
approach and outcome of scientific researches, as studies of
metaphor in the discourse of
science by Keller and N. Katherine Hayles, for instance,
have shown. In the nineteenth

ttcolin M'
Turbayne- The Myth of Metaphor. columbia: university of
South Carolina

press.
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century there is a significant degree of rhetorical trafficking
between the natural sciences
and literature' illustrating that each develops out of a
"cultural field,,, to borrow Hayles,
term, which it shares with the other (1990, 23). Possession's
representation of the
interconnectedness

of Victorian culture centres on its two poets, both of whom are

interested in natural history (among other things).
Randolph Henry Ash's experiments in
marine biology are a possible source of his poetic images
- such as the Actinia, or sea
anemone, which Maud and Roland discuss (P 252).
In the mid-twentieth century, as
Babel Tower illustrates, the movement of metaphors between
disciplines, in particular the
connections and bifurcations between literature /literary
theory and the discourses of the
biological sciences that I considered in the previous chapter,
accentuate important issues
regarding language.

Circufating information: Babel Tower,s double helix
Chapter Two looked at how Babel Torver represents developments
in biology, physics
and information technology during the post-war period as having
a significant

and

widespread impact on Western / European beliefs, assumptions
and cultural practices. ,,I
think it does diminish your sense of your own importance", as Luk
Lysgaard peacock
tells Frederica Potter, "when you begin to understand that
we are all constructed by the
coded sequences of the DNA - hermaphrodite slugs, sexed
slugs, Helix hortensis, and
ourselves" (BT 463-4). The crossings between literature
and science that Babel Tower
represents are also manifest in the text's own 'raid' on molecular
biolory for models, such
as the concept of DNA and the image of the double
helix, as literary metaphors. The
implications of the similarities between scientific models
and literary metaphors were
highlighted in the 1960s by the work of Max Black, whose
Models and Metaphors
(1962) contributed to the perception that scientific
texts need to be regarded as ,,open
rather than closed", much like the literary text as theorised
by Mikhail Bakhtin.

Like critical theorists of English, scholars concerned with the history,
philosophy
and sociology of science, like Btack and, more recently,
Keller, situate the practices of
scientific disciplines in their economic, cultural, and political
contexts, and in the wider
discursive field within which meanings are generated. Just
as the literary text needs to be
regarded as part of a much larger network, a perpetually
changing historical, discursive

1970:24.
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and ideological context, rather than as a single
entity, stable and contained, so too do the

texts and projects of the sciences. The focus of
critical theorists has been to challenge
the traditional status of science as the repository of empirical,
politically neutral and
universal knowledges. A significant part of this challenge
focuses on language:
scientists, writes Keller, have expected and generally
assumed that their language is (or
ought to be) both precise and clear. And yet scientific language,
even carefully
defineated "technicalterms", carry "indissoluble ties to
the social world,, (lgg2,l-Z).

In Babel Tower the "rising spiral" of the Double Helix
Tower of Language and
Evolution at the fictive University of North Yorkshire, represents
the imbrication of
science and language. The image of the double helix
is also borrowed from biology in
order to represent the symbiotic relation between different
strands of discourse which the
text itself enacts- This is accentuated by the form of Ba bel
Towerwhich consists of two
narrative strands twisting around each other and connected
by conjunct threads,
separated by a different font and the image

of hetical snail shells. This,thread of two,is

undermined, however, as the double narrative is broken
up by the inclusion of other bits
and pieces, or Burroughs-like "cut-ups", of texts which
comprise Frederica potter,s

Laminations. In this light, the novel represents the practice of
writing as a process of
assemblage' As Chapter Two has shown, some of these
fragments are produced

by the
fictional characters' others are quotations from actual texts
written before or during the
period of the sixties which vary from literary texts, to
articles from newspapers, to works
of cultural theory, psychology and science.

The fictional fragments in the text include quotations from geneticist
Luk
Lysgaard-Peacock on the DNA of two species of snail:
the Helix hortensisand the Helix
nemoralis' Alternating with the quotations from this text are
excerpts from Timothy
Leary's The Moleailar Revolution and The Soul Session. The
language of each of
the

two articles is very different; Frederica "thinks that the DNA which is
the fetish of the
turned-on has probably very little, though not norhing, to
do with the DNA of helix
hortensi.s, in the food processor, on the slides, under the
microscope, of Luk Lysgaard-

Peacock'" Despite wanting

to

"know what Lysgaard-peacock knows,,, a more
biologically precise conception of DNAI Frederica "is closer, even
when trying to
understand the snails,

to the language of

Leary,' and

a more popular, or

literary,
interpretation (BT 466)- Despite their variations, however,
the two share the perception
that there is a readable "genetic code". Lysgaard-Peacock's
article is included because

Frederica "likes the idea of the snails wearing their genetic
code for all to read on the
spiral of their shells"' Similarly, Leary recounts in the passage
from The Molecular
Revolution: "I have often had the experience in lecturing
to psychedelic audiences of
having my eyes wander around the room and suddenly
be fixed by two orbs, two
deep,

darlq pools' and realise that

I

am looking into someone's genetic code,,

(BT

464-5).

Coming from different disciplines and with different interests
and concerns, Leary
(psychologist, writer, mystic, and software designer),
Lysgaard-peacock (geneticist),

and
Frederica herself, share the perception that one can read genetic
a
code: that the double
helix is a sequence of infurmation.

The information metaphor has been ubiquitous in cultural
and scientific discourse
since the postwar

era.

Ushered in by Erwin Schrodinger in the 1940s, the metaphor

gained prevalence in the biological sciences once

it

was used by James Watson and

Francis Crick (after their famous formulation of the double
helix model). The metaphor
of genes as carriers of coded information has had far reaching effects
and implications:

on how genetics is perceived, but also on information technology,
both in the wider
cultural field and in the sciences themselves, as Keller discusses
in Refiguring Life (lg).
Richard Doyle describes the effect of this metaphor as a'rhetorical
transformation,of the
life sciences' rn Babel Tower the implications of such a transformation
for research
are

discussed
Christmas

by biochemist Professor Calder-Fluss at the North yorkshire University
party in 1964. The concept of 'molecules of memory, is
a favoured topic of

conversation amongst Calder-Fluss and his colleagues,
"the idea . . . that it is possible
that learned information, as well as genetic coded information,
might be retained in and
transmitted by very large molecules, such as the DNA and
RNA.,, one literalisation

of

this idea occurs with the research of one James McConnell,
editor of the Worm-Runner,s
Digest, who has trained simple organisms (planaria and flatworms)
to avoid bright light:

'And then he chops up the trained beasties and feeds them to a group
of naive
beasties, who absorb their molecules and, he claims, their learning
with them
- because the cannibals also avoid light, and the control naive worms rush
gaily towards it. I find it hard to ..edit, myself What fear
of the butcher,
what desire for grass pastures, should I not have absorbed from my
steak and
kidney?' (BT ZS0)
The butcher in 'Meat' in The Virgin in the Garden - and in Sritt
Life - is evoked through
this imagery - together with the "all flesh is grass" motif that Byatt
weaves through all
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three

texts' The absorption that Calder-Fluss

describes is a darker (and more absurd)

reading of the kind of regeneration, of dead matter feeding
life, that Hugh pink considers
in his walk across the fields. Marcus Potter's thoughts in
'Meat' offer an explanation for

his later interest in geometry and the sciences and add to a the
sense that ,life, is
increasingly conceptualised in terms of atoms and molecules
in the mid-twentieth
century:

The geometrical defence was hard and close to the grain,
here. The smaller
the cut, the greater the geometrical precision, and- with the precision,
the
possibility of contemplating the thing. If a man might ,rr,
o. imagine, or
think in terms of units like molecuies, units like chops might in
Iurn be
tolerable, parts of varying and interesting other organisations.
Units like
half-pig's-heads were not possible. But the earth and air were
full of matter
that may once have been part of a half-pig's-head. He couldn,t
care about
everything, nor about nothing. Through his own eyes, half-a-pig,s-head
was
a meaningful and bearable unit. (VG 94)

As the conversation at the Christmas party in Babel Tower continues,
Marcus
considers that "[h]e has begun to know enough about science
to know that scientific
thought moves along in such metaphors and analogies, which
it must both use and
suspect"' The rhetoric on which knowledges come to be based
is often produced out of
contradictions of meanings and rhetorical ellisions, as Doyle
maintains. What he terms
"Shrddinger's catachresis", in that he "mistakes the materiality
of the signifier with the
materiality of what
contributes

to the

it

signifies", the organism figured as pattern for the organism ,itself,

of the "vital" body in the biological sciences which is
"recast as an effect of a molecule" (8, 2s). In his account, Doyle
argues that the life
eradication

sciences are no longer about 'life' (whatever that is /
was) but about ,,the fact that there is

nothing but story, nothing but information" (22).18

ttlt is Schrcidinger's
Wat

is Lifr?,claims Doyle, that provides a rhetorical model
of the gene
which was to influence Crick and Watson in their 'discovery'
of the double helix. Doyle,s book
traces several of ttrese rhetorical 'slips' in order to suggest tirat
the discourse of biology does not
follow a linear, progressive course of "one branch that leads
to another, a branch thaf-uftimately
ends up connecting to a tree of scientific causality through
which we can trace the evolution of
molecular biology". Rather than being the next step on a path
to knowledge and ,truth,,
Schrodinger's rhetorical shift is, Doyle claims, "an Lrror,
a displacement or polyp that erupts into
a new form of knowledge with new technologies and power
Doylel argument draws on
Derrida's reading of metaphoricity in 'white Mythology'and"fi""tr".
Foucault,.
of power and
historical practices to examine the ways in rvhich Oe tife sciences
"*u-irrutiol
are embedded
in matrices of
power (4).
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Vincent Hodgkiss, another character in Babel Tower, declares
that it is the term
'information' that is the point of both connection and divergence
between different
institutions and disciplines: "The question is, whether the
word information means the
same in all cases, that of immunology, that of the DNd
that of the mind of the scientist

building a computer, or whether you are all thinking by analogy,
which i5 dangerous,'
(BT 251). Here, Hodgkiss highlights the bifurcation of meanings
which can arise from a
single word or term through variant uses, in various disciplines.
While ,information,

is
significant to developments in both biology and physics
during the 1960s, its meaning
and application are different (albeit related) for each discipline,
as is also apparent in
scientific discourses of the time. In 1960 Andrd Lwoffstated
in a public lecture that ,,the
term 'information' has for the biologist a different sense than for
the physicist,,. For the
latter, 'information' follows Claude Shannon's definition
as ,,the negative of the quantlty

formally identical
independent

of

to

thermodynic

entropy". So defined,

,,information

becomes

or function", writes Keller, which cannot be the case with
genetic information as Crick and Watson describe it (1995,
93-9). Keller goes on to
meaning

suggest that

even while researchers in molecular biology and cyberscience
displayed little
interest in each other's epistemological
information-lrogram,
u,
metaphor or as material (or technologicalj inscription - could"ith",
not be
contained. In the real world, there *is no ,topiirrg the circulation
of
meaning, no cutting what Lacan calls the circuit ofllanguage.
In the 1960s,
metaphor, not material exchange, provided the primary vehicle
for this
circulation. ln other words, it was thi metaphorical use of inyor*otion
- as it
criss-crossed among these two sets of disciplines, their piactitioners,
and

among their

lubjects

- that provided the principal vector fo;

dissemination of meaning. (1995, 103-4)

In addition to

employing biological interpretations

of

the

information,, in the sense

of

genetic code, Babel Tovver also draws on Shannon's formulation
of information

a

as

"independent of meaning or function".

As the title indicates, Babel Tower represents the perception that with
the
increase in information technology during the postwar period ,information,
exceeds
'meaning'. Along with the "Double Helix Tower of Language and Evolution,,
one of the
many towers to which the novel's title refers is the
"Post Office Tower with blinking red
lights like Tolkien's Minas Morgul, sending language over the
air,,. At the time when
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Shannon termed information

a mathematical quantity, he was working at the Bell

telephone company's laboratories (Hayles 1gg7, 187).
According to Lacan, the
development of information theory was largely due to the
"Bell Telephone Company
need[ing] to economise", and had more to do with the perceived
necessity of obtaining

the most economical conditions for the transmission of
"words" (the message) and
"nothing to do with knowing whether what people tell each other
makes sense', (the
meaning) (1978,82-3). The third of Babel Tower's beginnings
represents Daniel orton
listening to a distressed caller, his ear "hot with electric
words that filter through the
black shell he holds to his head". The words he hears convey
the caller,s frustration at
being unable to communicate their meaning: "I say I say I
say are you there are you
listening do you give a damn is there anyone at all on the
end of this line I say I say,,,

Next to Daniel' on the wall by the telephone, is a quotation from
Corinthians which
reads:

So likewise ye, except ye tttter by lhe tongue words easy t6 be
understood,
how shall it be known what is spoken? Foi ye shall speak into
the qir.
There are, it may be, so many kinds of voices in the worrd,
and none of them
is wi thout si gnifi cation.
Therefore if I know not the meaning of the voice, I sholl be
unto hin that
speaketh a barbarian, qnd he that speaketh shall be a barbarian
unto me. I
Corinthians t49-tt (Bf 4-S)
Included amongst the proliferation of discourses which contribute
to Babel Tower are
biblical interpretations of linguistic chaos. The novel's representation
of this other, lateq
Babel' has much to do with Lacan's idea that during this period
',confirsion as such - this
tendency there is in communication to cease being a communication,
that is to say, of no
longer communicating anything at all - appears as a fundamental
concept,, (197g, gZ-3).

In the 1960s it is metaphor,
use of infornatior?" as

it

suggests Keller,

or, specifically, the "metaphorical

"criss-crossed among these

contributes to the dissemination of meanings. Metaphor

two sets of disciplines',, that

is

productive,

opentng the

word

out to various meanings, some of which are contradictory, "both the
same and different
at once". Part of Keller's project is to consider the "conceptual productivity" of
ambiguity, or "semantic polysemy", in scientific texts - just as it has
been argued for in
literary texts. The "semantic shadows,, which follow a word, she
suggests, blur the
borders of theories, historical periods and disciplines (1992, l-3). Once
again, there are
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of Bakhtin. In Bakhtin's discussion of the novel, he suggests that one
of its
functions is to renovate and revitalise other genres: inserting
,,indetermin
an
acy,
echoes here

acertain
semantic openendedness, a living contact with unfinished,
still-evolving conremporary
reality (the open-ended present)". Not only the novel, however,
but language or even

'the word' has this indeterminacy

or

In early writings,
Bakhtin's collaborator, Valentin Voloshinov, conceptualised
the ,,word [a]s a two-sided
act", the product of a "reciprocal relationship" between addresser
and addressee. This
concept of language as a kind of "double-dealing" contributed
to Bakhtinian dialogism,
which emphasises the sociability of language and the
"inner dialogic quality,, of the sign.
"semantic openendedness,,.

According to Bakhtin, the word (or sign) is always
"two-faced"; this quality is, however,
normally restrained in society, subsumed by the dominant ideology,

and becomes

apparent only during times

of social crisis - or in the privileged moment of

carnival

(Young 41,45\.

The 1960s' one could argue, represent such a moment of crisis for
Western /
European knowledges; at least this is the image of the l g60s
with which Babel Tower
presents its reader' And, as Keller suggests, it is metaphor
thatenables this productivity

to emerge. The novel both describes and
disciplines

or orders, as metaphor,

enacts the movement

higtrlighting

of a word

between

its "dialectic quality" which Bakhtin

identifies' The individual 'word'thus exceeds a singular, or privileged,
meaning. whether
it be in the context of a literary text, or scientific text. Additionall y, Babel
Tower

represents and enacts,

in its use of biological models and metaphors, the

dialogic

relation, or what Keller terms the "dynamic interaction",
between literature and the
biological sciences. "The problem of boundaries between text
and context,, which
Bakhtin identifies, in Speech Genres, as "[e]ach word (each sign)
of the text exceeds its
boundaries" is highlighted by the novel's own use of biological
models and terms (16l;
qtd. in Young 36).
There are two further instances that I want to consider of Byatt's
use of the ,gene

as information' metaphor which highlight the perpetual circulation
of meanings. In
biology, the ubiquitousness of this metaphor is most apparent, reaching
what N.
Katherine Hayles terms its "rhetorical apotheosis", in Richard
Dawkins, The Selfish Gene
(1976) where bodies are figured as "lumbering robots" constructed
by the ,,informational
agent", the gene (1997, 185). In Dawkins'terms, genes have
a form of immortality:
DNA molecules themselves live only as rong as the human body,
but they ,,live on . . .

3ll

forever" in the form of copies, passed down through successive generations
(19g9, 35).
After Stephanie's death, toward the end of Srill Life, Bill potter recites
from Thomas
Hardy, who had a "tendency to use second-hand language,,, poem
a
that celebrates
familial resemblance and foreshadows later, scientific, accounts

of the gene as

"immortal":

I am the family face
Flesh perishes, I live on
Projecting trait and trace
Through time to times anon
And leaping from place to place
Over oblivion. (.lZ 354-5)

When Frederica and Daniel see Stephanie'in'Mury, they recognise
a form of the ,,family
face" which Frederica also possesses, much to Daniel's consternation,
Maud Bailey and
Roland Michell trace Maud's inheritance of a "family face" in possession
when they
compare her face with an image of Maia Bailey. The
"family face" is an ',eternal thing in
man / That heeds no call to die", quotes Bill (sl, 355). In Babel
Tower Canon Holly also
foreshadows the rhetoric of Dawkins when he claims that
"the germ cell is immortal but
the sexually divided individual is doomed" (BT 23). What Hayles
argues is that Dawkins,
rhetoric provides an example of how 'information' has replaced ,spirit,
as the privileged
term against which 'matter' is relegated in the system of binaries which
dominate Western

discourse. The mapping

of

information' onto 'spirit' perhaps allows Canon Holly to
incorporate developments in biological studies into the framework
of his Christian belief.
Conversely, for the atheist Bill Potter, who has no such belief Hardy's
account of the
"eternal thing in man" does replace 'spirit' and therefore provides
"something,, close to
"comfort" for Bill, in a form of afterlife that he can behevein, as he grieves
for Stephanie
(.92 3s5).

In Byatt's latest collection of

essays, On Histories

and

Stories, there

is

an

instance in which this metaphor is used in reverse, highlighting that
rhetorical trafficking
moves in both directions. Byatt writes that "[s]tories are like genes,
they keep part of us
alive after the end of each story"
QHS 166) Her discussion considers the frame story of
the Thottsand and One Night,s, in which Scheherazade must tell

a story in order to

postpone death, which is both promised and avoided with every
day's beginning. ,,Dawn

was always Scheherazade's saviour, as well as the threatened moment
of her doom',.
3t2

writes Byatt' Dawn is "double", simultaneously offering
Scheher azade a beginning and
an end: it is a "forking path of possibility", Byatt paraphrases
Borges (o/1,s 135).
Likewise, the Thousand and one Nighrs offers both proliferation
a
of endings

and the
possibility for perpetual new beginnings. The
endless reworking of the Thousand and
One Nights in literature (and Byatt cites numerous examples,
including Borges) is itself
an example of the'immortality'of story forms.
"scheherazade's tales have lived on, like
germ-cells", Byatt suggests, likening storytelling to
the replication of genes, as the story,

reworked, recontextualised, continues in some form
throughout literature. Even as she
attributes a gene-like (spiritJike) value to the tales in
the Thousond and One Nights,
Byatt insists on the dialogic relation between the story and
the many texts which rework
it, which, she claims, "talk to each other and borrow from each
other,, (oHS
166_167).

what is perhaps most significant about this, however, is its catachresical
movemenr, or
metaphoricd double turn, by which stories are like genes, which
are like stories, carrying
information. The rhetorical trafficking from literature to science,
and from science to
literature' contributes to the endless and perpetual
"circulation of meaning,,. The word
shuttles back and forth between disciplines as metaphor,
carrying, accruing and shedding
meanings.

The babble at Babel: order and chaos
Daniel's unsuccessful attempts

to

communicate sympathy and reassurance down the

telephone lines to his isolated, sometimes psychotic or
schizophrenic and often suicidal,
callers, is one instance in the novel of messages with meanings
gone awry, speech

without signification; of voices that speak into the air, and remain
unconnected. Biblical
accounts of the separation of speech from understanding which
follows the fall of the
Tower of Babel are offered by the novel as analogous to a linguistic
chaos that is seen to
characterise the 1960s. Gerard wijnnobels musings on ,,order
and disorder, . form
and chaos" also connect biblical conceptions of chaos

to mathematical, or

scientific,

conceptions. Wijnnobel's family provides him with a divergent yet
oddly coincidental
religious background. his father "who agonised daily over
the exact relations between
virtue, pre-destination and the words of the one Book"; and his Jewish (maternal)
grandfatheq who likewise "had become obsessed with
the language of the Book,,.
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He had set out on a doomed attempt, part-mystical, part-historical, partexegetical, to find the traces of the Ur-language, the originat
speech of God,
spoken by Adam in Eden, and indeed uy bod, the woid Himse[
when he

called the universe into being out of chaos, simply by naming
it, In the days
before Babel, before God punished the human iu"i ro. itJpresumption
in
rising its winding structure towards Heaven by dividing iis tong,res,
oy
setting confirsion amongst its speech - in the days before Babel,
the occult
tradition went, words had been things and things had been words,
they had
been one, as a man and his shadow perhaps ur* on., or man,s
a
mind and his
brain. Afterwards, after the fall of the Tower, language and the world had
not coincided, and the ranguages of men had tecome opaque, secret,
enfolded in an incomprehensible and unpierceable skin of idiosyncracies.
After the Fall of the aspiring tower almosi all mythologies held, the
original,
divine, single speech had been shattered like a smashed crystal, into
seventytwo pieces . . . . (Bf 190-l)

Wijnnobel's grandfather, Joachim Steen, attempts to reconstitute the
Ur-language
from the fragments which remain, the pieces of the crystalline structure
broken at Babel.
Only one language, to recall Foucault, has retained traces of the ,,original,,
tongue:
"Hebrew therefore contains, as if in the form of fragments, the
marks of that original
name-giving" (1994,

36)- The

"Ur-language" Wijnnobel's grandfather searches for is

found in bits and pieces of Hebrew letters and words; his life
taken over by the hope of
piecing together these 'fragments', thereby restoring an
"original,, state of equivalence
befween word and world (BT lg0-l).r,
One source of contention between Joachim Steen and Wijnnobel's
father, Kees
Wijnnobel, is whether some of the babbling apostles at Pentecost
had in fact been able to
speak fragments of this "original Tongue". The
"tongues of fire descending at
Whitsuntide", or Pentecost, was one of the biblical events (others
were the rzusing

of

Lazarus and the appearance of the risen Christ) once depicted in
the ',gaudy nineteenthcentury stained glass" window of St Simeon's, where Daniel works,
before it was broken

into fragments during the bombing of London in the Second World War.
Unlike
Joachim Steen, who hopes to piece together the remaining fragments
of the original
speech, the glazier who rebuilds the window makes no
attempt

to reconstitute the
original structure of the images, preferring to refigure the glass into
an ,,abstract yet
zoJoachim

Steen's search is not unique. Foucault describes, n The order
of Things,the search
for 'tlre' language and "the sovereignty of an original Text" (37-41). In
stiil liqe F.aphael Faber
echoes Foucault (and adds some Plato) with his discussion
of the ,ideal Book,, which remains
unwritten (SL 202). In the 1990s. Umberto Eco released a book, The Searchfor
the perfect
Language, which charts various attempts to reconstruct the original
tongue (iqqs).
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suggestive" design (BT 6-7). As discussed in Chapter Two,
the (re)construction of the
window is analogous to post-war reconsiderations of meta- or grand
nilTativeg and a
calling into question of the concepts of both linearity and representation.
In addition, the
"abstract yet suggestive" reconstruction of the window, which reconfigures
bits and
pieces of the original images, so that the "peaks of
Mt Ararat balance on a heap of smoky
rubble", is another form of tertual re-assemblage, like that which
William Burroughs
describes, enacted through Babel Towels own shape and Frederi
ca,s

Laminations. In

her cut-ups and rearrangements of Howard s End and Women in
Love,Frederica finds a
kind of sense in the "effective contrast" that the combination
of "abstract and solid words
begins to work."

How can I say,'I', he said, whispering with truth to be, and you have
ceased
to the real truth. It was transcended into a new oneness of having surpassed
one because there is nothing to answer, old existence. How
could iravels
between the separate new and unknown, not hirn, there is perfect
silence of
self at all. This I, this old letter. (BT 3BZ_3)
While Wijnnobel considers that language cannot be built (or rebuilt)
into a single
structure which is a reflection of God's original truth, his own conception
of language as
a crystalline structure, which is related to his attempt to build a university
in which a1
disciplines ultimately connecl, is not entirely divergent from
his grandfather,s and is

contradictory to many of the prevailing conceptions of language
of the time, as Babel
Tower suggests. However much Wijnnobel's description of Babel
may echo Foucault,
his ideas seem closer to Noam Chomsky's very different theories
of language.

To

a

certain extent, Wijnnobel enacts the text's simultaneous and productive
engagement with
accounts of language from very different theorists;just as the
arguments of Foucault and
Steiner form a kind of textual dialogue in Byatt's novels so too
do those of Foucault
and

Chomsky' The radically different "fundamental assumptions about the
nature of human
beings" between Foucault and Chomsky is higtrlighted in Paul
Rabinow's Introduction to
The Foucault Reader' in which he discusses an actual
debate between the two theorists
in order to introduce Foucault,s theorv.

Starting from his own research, Chomsky asked. How is it that
on the basis
of a partial and fragmentary set of experiences, individuals in every culture
are able not only to learn their own language, but to use it in
a creat-ive way?
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For chomsky, there was only one possible answer: there must be a biophysical structure underlying the mind which enables
us, both as individuals
and as a species, to deduce from the multiplicity of individual
experiences a
unified kmguage. [my emphasis] (3)
Wijnnobel's conception of a language structure which resides in the
brain echoes
Chomsky's notion of a "bio-physical structure underlying the
mind". Abraham CalderFluss also echoes Chomsky when he suggests, at Babel Tower's
Christmas party, that
memory is contained in molecules and thereby passed on to successive
generations. He,

like Wijnnobel, is interested in Chomsky's "claim to have demonstrated
that there was a
deep universal structure of language, a universal grammar, innate
in all human brains, not
learned, any more than the beat of a heart, or the focus of the
eye are learned, not
modified by society or experience, but part of human biological identity,,
(BT lgz). In
Chomsky's terms it is diversi4i itseE the variance with which individuals
experience the
world, which indicates a singre and universal linguistic structure.
Whether diversity is evidence for a universal grammar or suggests its
opposite, is
also considered in Byatt's short story, 'Loss of Face'. This story has
its own towers: the
two high rise buildings in which Celia Quest attends a conference on English
literature,
and which briefly bring

to her mind Breughel's painting of the "vertiginous, cracking
Tower of Babel" (^t ll3). on the plane to Korea, Celia learns the Korean
alphabet,
which she describes as "an extraordinarily logical and lucid construction",
a language
"that would have delighted an artificial intelligence, or a less jealous
divine artificer in

the

days of the Babel tower" (.9 I

Celia

to

l4).

consider the possibility

The "endless human diversity" she encounters leads

of translating meaning across cultures -

specifically,
whether the Korean professors who read George Eliot see the same ,,brown
fields,, that
she does. This point is then connected back to Eliot's own
humanism: Celia,s conference
paper argues that Eliot "had believed in her time that human
nature was governed by
universal and discernable laws, in exactly the same way as the law
of gravity governed

the movement of the heavenly bodies". Her texts, Celia states, attempt
to demonstrate
the "workings of these hypothetical laws in the minute particulars of individual
lives,,.

'Loss of Face' draws a connection between Eliot's humanism and that of the later
Chomsky when a visiting "critical theorist" discusses with Professor
Sun ,,Chomsky,s
transformational grammar and the hypothesis of a universal deep structure" (.S
116-7).
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The text' however, questions such universality. Despite Celia,s
wish to
understand another culture, she fails to 'read' key signs
of difference and realises, as Jane
Campbell puts it, that "she can never escape the language
and images of her origins,,.3o

Like William Adamson in 'Morpho Eugenia', who has a kind of double
vision of the
Amazon alongside England, Celia is "torn between two visions",
Campbell suggests, of
juxtaposed
Korea
with England (1997, 113). The story closes with an image of Babel
which intimates a profound ambiguity toward the possibility of
a shared language:

Celia fancied that the world was perhaps after all ruled by Milton's
God, who
walked among his subjects and observ"d them building, with bricks
and'black
bituminous gurge, an ambitious tower of universal- human speech,
which
might obstruct heaven towers. So, in derision, he set a various spirit
upon
them, who razed their native language from their tongues,
and replaced it
with a jangling noise of words unknown.
Celia had always before been sorry for the amicable men of Babel,
who had
surely desired a good thing? This jealous god was only a local
deity, Israelite
and seventeenth-century Puritan. But the dialect of the tribe
was ih, hu.*
speech of particular men. The universals haunted by the mocking
various
spirit were the plate-glass tower, the machine gun, the deconstructive
hubris
of grammatologists and the binary reasoning of machines. The rational
silver
man-made wings hung fragil" ou., the empiy dark. (^l 127)

A

similar note of ambiguity characterises Babel Tower's attitude toward
the founding
principles of the new University of North Yorkshire: on the
one hand the text intimates
that "the education of the complete man" is "a good thing"; on the other,
it retains an
ambivalence toward the idea of a "universal" knowledge that
zuch a principle implies.

The "honeycomb" structure of the University, in which the diverse
and variant schools,
each represented by a tower, together form an interconnected
and single structure,
connects Wijnnobel's conception of knowledge, as I discussed
in Chapter Two,

to his

principles of education and his understanding of the structure
of language.
'Loss of Face' also illustrates that towers are translated across culfures,
appearing
in every large city in the world, like Dawkins' memes, or units of cultural transmission,

which come to seem universal in their ubiquity. Related to this is the relationship
3oProfessor

Sun is not recognised by Celia who 'reads' his face incorrecgy and
therefore
metaphoncally loses her own. 'Loss of Face' has more to say about Western
metaphors, and
Byatt's own recurring metaphors of sun and moon, together wrth the language
of gesture. There
is also a consideration ofthe term 'Third World' as a term in between
two others, an economic
invention, making homogenous an Other - "the Third World was not
one, it was many,, (S 125).

3t7

between the development of information technology, globalisation
and mass production

which 'Loss of Face' highlights. Celia has a discussion with professor
sun about the
"economic imperialism" of the West and the cheap imitations,
or ,,mimetic products,' that
are "indistinguishable from their platonic forms and a tenth of the price,,in
the markets,
where the call is to "come buy, come buy" (,t 125). The connection
between forms of

literature and commodities made in Byatt's story is also drawn
by Hayles n Chaos
Bound' Hayles highlights that the endless process of imitation that is mass production
(leading to what Jean Baudrillard terms the simulacrum,
for which there is no original
referent, and the condition of the hyper-real) is connected to the
"triumph of information
over story and novel". Summarising Walter Benjamin's distinction
between story, novel
and information that I discussed in Chapter Two, Hayles states
that ,'whereas story
presupposes a shared context and communal values, information
can be transported into
any context' (262, 237-8). Like the "plate-glass tower" of
'Loss of Facq information
(unlike the story or novel) requires no specific context into
which it becomes woven and
can therefore be readily translated across cultures.

The eradication of difference, in favour of the "universal" or,'global",
is a feature

of the

information

age. Later, 'Loss of

Face' tells us, Celia reads ',a book by a

francophone West African", perhaps Franz Fanon, who sees the
"shiny glass and steel
skyscrapers erected on African soil by Western bourgeois capitalism,,
as evidence of an
imposition of "the miscalled universal values of Western literature,,
,,deviant

and a

Western cosmography on the lively animism of his people".

In 'Loss of Face,

the

humanism of Eliot and Chomsky, and the possibilities for universal
communication, are
shown to be grounded in the values of Western culture. Celia, however,
cannot abandon

those values, "Milton and George Eliot are
[her] roots,,, even as she becomes
increasingly aware of their "irrelevance" to other cultures

Celia's reference

to an "artificial

(s 126-7).

intelligence" which would find delight in the

Korean alphabet also highlights the role information technology plays
in the process of
globalisation' or economic expansion of the West. ln Babel
Tower Elvet Gander,s dust
jacket includes a quotation from Marshalt Mcluhan which
suggests the possibility

of

universal communication through computers.

'A state of collective awareness may have been the preverbal condition of
men. Language as the technology of human extension, whose powers of
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division and separation we know so well, may have been the'Tower
of Babel,
by which men sought to scale the highest heavens. Today computers
hold
out the promise of a means of instant translation of any codi
or language into
any other code or language. The computer, in short, promises
by Gchiology
a Pentecostal condition of universal understanding
and unity.'
Gander's book, titled Langzrage our Straitjacket, accepts Mcluhan,s
"premise that
language divides, but questions his hope that Pentecostal
understanding will be found in
technology". According to Rupert Parrott, the publisher who releases Gander,s
book,
Language our Straitjacket is part of "a whole new intellectual
movement which
questions the constricting forms of our civilisation, and
asks if they may even be a
function of our language, of the printed word more especially" (BT
l4g-g).

If

Gander's views of language are evocative of Foucault's The
Order oJ Things,

his views on psychiatric institutions, "that

if we label people as schizophrenic and

psychotic we reifu these descriptions", are likewise suggestive
of Foucault,s Madness
and Civilisation (BT 148-9). The echoes of Foucault here add solidity
to the fictional
Gander, locating his tefi in the intellectual movements of the 1960s
of which Foucault,s

work forms a part. Parrott characterises this movement as contributing
to ',[t]he
breaking up of our moral structure as we know it
it,s all cracking up, the
conventional visions we were happy to live by even if we didn't
believe them.,, He goes
on to suggest, in the kind of language perhaps only produced by hindsight,
that "[w]e,re
moving into a period of moral ferment, moral realignment, fruitful
chaos,, (BT
147).31

Hayles' Charts Bound argues that there are connections between
chaos theory, which

refigures chaos and nonlinearity as "fruitful", and critical theory, in
particular
poststructuralism's disruption of such binary oppositions
as order / disorder, and
literature. She discusses Doris Lessing's The Golden Notebook in terms of its
interest in
the "fracturing" of both the literary form and the individual subject. ,'Convinced
that

society is on the verge of cracking up, Lessing's narrator desperately
tries to find clues to
a new synthesis in her own disintegrating psyche" (27). In the previous chapters,
I

trThe

imagery of "cracking up" is also used by Salman Rushdie to denote radical
social and
intellectual change in the 1960s n T'he Grottnd Beneath her Feet: theearth quakes
and splits, just
as time, and subjectivity, has split in trvo.
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considered the parallels between Lessing's novel and Babel
Tower,s exploration of the
fragmentation of subjectivity, language and textual form.
An iszue that is vital to Babel
Tower is the paradox that Hayles identifies "at the centre"
of The Golden Notebook: that

"if

one wants

to

grasp the whole, as

in traditional novel, one must write

about
fragmentation and chaos, which is to say, one must write
information and not a novel,,

Q4r).
As part of its consideration of changes to conceptions of subjectivity,
and in
order to represent one aspect of the process of "realignment",
Babel Tower reconsiders
the opposition between madness and sanity in relation to several
characters - in particular
Paul ottokar and Jude Mason. That these two are also
engaged in various cultural
practices, in particular writing and music, is indicative
of the text,s reconsideration of
1960s forms of art in relation to subjectivity. Paul Ottokar's
music, rnore so than Jude,s
Babbletower, gtapples with the notion that form imposes and
limits meaning. This is
also Gander's proposition in Language our Straitjacket. Gander,
who is a practising
psychoanalyst, is treating Paul Ottokar for his
"manic-depressive episodes,,, While he
questions the notion that there is such as thing as the'normal',
Gander is concerned about
Paul, or Zag's, retreat from reality altogether (87436). While
this aspect of the novel

may not seem so pertinent to this discussion, there is a connection
between forms of
language and the concept of madness which Babel Tower
highlights. paul / Zag, ashis
double name or split identity might suggest, inhabits

a

zone which,

in psychoanalytic

terms, teeters on the border of the symbolic order of language
in which zubjectivities are
constructed. Paul's performances question the possibility that existing
forms of music or
theatre can reflect the experience of an individual, unfixed and
evolving, subjectivity.
Even though Frederica is engaged in a similar reconsideration
of existing

forms of

literature, she finds that she cannot'read' or interpret Paul's performance
music, she does
not 'get' its meaning, and thinks: "there is not enough poinl to all this,
or else I am
missing something" (BT 442).

What Frederica perceives as an absence of meaning in paul's performance
highlights Babel Tower's concern with what appears to be the
bifurcation of meaning
from message. To recall Lacan, the transmission of
"words" increasingly comes to have
"nothing to do with knowing whether what people tell each other
makes sense,,. The
"confusion" this leads to, the "tendency there is in communication to
cease being

a

commulxcatlon,

of no longer

communicating anything

at all", is offered

as

characteristic of the time, contributed to by the increase in information
technology. In
"information theoretical terms", states Hayles, no message is ever sent, ,'[w]hat
is sent is
a signal" (ibid., I s7). Until interpreted, the signal remains without
meaning, sheer noise.

A

message only comes into being when information assumes
a material form, when

it is

written, or typed. Dependence on a material base is what renders the
inform ation /
matter pairing untenable as a dichotomy, leading Hayles to her propostion
that the two
are engaged in a dialectic relation.3z For Daniel, speech is not clearly
distinguishable
from noise. The voices transmitted through the telephone that Daniel
hears are at times
just a babble of words whose full meaning he cannot interpret,
like another language.

The computer languages ["Algol. Fortran. Cobol."] which John Ottokar
can interpret,
are largely meaningless to other readers, who cannot interpret their
signs, or translate
their message into meaning (Bf ZgO).

It is not solely in information

technology that language disrupts

nonsense dichotomy, as the cultural practices

a

sense

/

of the 1960s, such as paul Ottokar's

performances, indicate. Theories of language and communication
also affect the ways in

which cultural practices are interpreted. John ottokar's seminar on Franz
Kafl<a,s The
Castle raises a number of points which echo debates regarding the role
and function of
language which come into focus at this time. In the village below
the castle, "[e]veryone
talks all the time. They gab and gabble, they explain and excuse themselves,
they are
shifty and evasive."

'The words of this book are all dilapidated like the Castle itself. When
K
tries to phone the Castle at the beginning, before he knows better, he hears
a
funoy buzz' in the telephone. "lt was like the hum of countless children's
voices - but yet not a hum, the echo rather of voices singing at an infinite
distance - blended by sheer impossibility into one high but resonant
sound
which vibrated on the ear as if it were trying to penetrate beyond mere
hearing."
'Children singing is like heaven, but the idea of them humming and buzzing
is like the playground, where you can get hurt, where there,s no
order. . . .
'Language gets you nowhere, society seems to be just a mad structure that
has only one function - to keep itselfgoing in an unt-hinking sort of way not
for any reason. .
The messages aren't messages. But Kafl<a can write in
this non language, like an Angel, about there not being any angels, and
nothing to survey.' (BT Zg7-B,l
32As

Hayles argues, materiality always interpenetrates urformation, hence
the two terms cannot be
separated ou! but remain in a relation of supplementarity, like pattern
/ randomness, order

chaos and presence / absence.

/
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For John, Kafka's novel disrupts the opposition between meaning
and meaninglessness:
its language speaks a kind of 'non-sense' about everything that it is
to be ,,human,, (BZ
288).

Language, John also argues, offers no way out of the "mad
structure,, that is
society perpetuating itself. That society has no order beyond its
owrq held in part by
language, is a proposition which echoes Foucault's The order
of rhings:

Order is, at one and the same time, that which is given in things as
their inner
law, the hidden network that determines the way they confront
one another,
and also that which has no existence except in ihe grid created by glance,
a
an examination, a language; and it is only in the blank spaces of ttris gJa
mut
order manifests itself in depth as though already there, waiting in silince
for
the moment of its expression. (xx).

Both John's interpretation of society in The Casrle and Foucault,s conception
of order
reflect changes to the ways in which 'order' has been interpreted.
Since the end of World
War II, writes Hayles in Chaos Bound, an ambiguity develops within order:
on the one
hand, "order connoted stability, regularity, predictability"; on the
other, "it signified a
directive or a symbolic one is not free to disobey, as in a military order
or Foucault's
'order of things"'- Hayles' discussion of order develops out of her consideration
of its
opposite in the binary system of things, chaos. As the concept of chaos,
Hayles writes,
came to be seen in some areas of science (such as chaos theory)
as a "liberating force,

order became correspondingly inimical, associated with the mindless replication
of
military logic or with the oppressive control of a totalitarian state (or
state of
mind)"

(22)'

The role of language in preserving or maintaining the structure of society,
whether

or not it be a totalitarian state, is a focal point in linguistic and literary theory from
the
1960s on, as Babel Tower highlights.
Since 1960 the reevaluation

of both order and chaos in scientific discourse,

specifically chaos theory, has had significance for literary theorists, writes
Hayles. She
suggests that literary theorists "value chaos because they are preoccupied
with exposing

the ideological underpinnings of traditional ideas of order" - such as in the work
of
Foucault. The significance of chaos theory for literature, and literary and cultural
theory,

is primarily in its destabilising of the order

/

disorder opposition, as Hayles points out,

"[w]hen a dichotomy as central to Western thought as order / disorder is destabilised- it
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is no exaggeration to say that a major fault line has developed in
the episteme,, (1990,
22'3, 16). The destabilising of this particular opposition is expressed in John,s paper

on

The Castle' when he suggests that the harmony of the children singing,
described in
ratherBlakean terms, can approximate to its opposite: a chaotic buz.zandnoise
of the
playground, "where there's no order".3j John's own ,'bright" jumper
offers another image

for this opposition, again echoing the above quotation from The Order of
Things. The
"principle" of the jumper's "construction", John tells Frederica, is ,'the perfect
combination of order and chaos".

Every other triangle - reaching round and round or up and down - is
in the
strict order of the spectrum, from violet to dark red. And between the
building blocks of order, everything is random, yellow and orange and pink
and green ir aoy order, as they come. (BT 331)
The relationship between order and chaos in the school and playground
is another

of Babel Towels concerns connected to its examination of language: the
debates during
the 1960s concerning children's education. Central to discussions by the Steerforth
Committee, commissioned to present a report on primary and secondary education,
is the
question of whether or not children should be taught formal grammar:
"the teaching
reading - sight or sound?, the usefulness or harm of teaching grarnmar,
freedom
expression against correctness and conformity

to

rules,'

of

(BT 167). As Hayles has

suggested, literary theorists during this period were concerned

"ideological underpinnings"

of

with revealing the

of conventional notions of order. This same

concern is
apparent in the debates between Babel Tower's committee members
on the conformity to
learning, or teaching, rules of grammar. Discussions of grammar lead to
a consideration

of the concept of authority, the analogy befween schools and totalitarian societies, the
architecture of schools and the necessity for "private" places, and therelationship
of the
individual (child, or teacher) to the group
discusses

(Bf 185-9).

Much of what Babel Tawer

in relation to these issues is raised by Foucault and in the work of Friedrich

"Echoes of Blake's tloly Thursday' from The Songs ctf Innocence further emphasise the
problematic opposition between two terms such as order and chaos - or,
as in the case of Blake's
poetry' innocence and experience. Blake's poetry, such as poems from
the Songs of Innocence
and oJ'Experience, are textually present throughout Babel Tower - especially i1
dir"orrions of
learning and education in early childhood. Agatha Mond has reproductions
of the illustrations on
her walls and "likes their doubleness', (BZ 29g).
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Nietzsche, whose dictum "I fear we are not getting rid of God
because we still believe in
grammar", is included as an epigraph to the novel.

The authority of language: rules, groups and grammar
The debate between Steerforth committee members begins with a discussion
of the
architecture of schools, the fact that "most schools do not contain private places,,.

It is

Alexander who claims the necessity

for

occasional moments

of privacy and quiet in

schools and is unnerved by the noise and by the open plan layout
ofone ofthe schools
they visit: "Where are the corners where a child such as he was might
hide, might crouch
and read?" (BT 173' 184). Alexander's comments connect the descriptions
of the schools
to the panopticon, based on Jeremy Bentham's nineteenth century design for a prison

which functions to maintain order by maintaining the perpetual visibility
of its inmates.
Acoording to Foucault, in Dlsc ipline qnd Punish, society operates
along the same
principles, the behaviour of its citizens maintained simply by the
threat of continual
observation. In Babel Tower there is an exploration of the complex connections
between
the maintenance of authority through observation, the exercise of control
over language
and a perceived desire for both privacy and quiet, or silence.

In Chapter One I

suggested that, like Alexander, Professor

Ziz

sees the need

for

individuals, including children, to have an "inner private, silent place,'.
Such a space is
denied to the inmates of La Tour Bruyarde, paradoxically, because
of the principles of
"total freedom" on which the community operates. When Lady Roseace tries

to

escape

from the community she hopes that she will be able to "become a
euietist, a Retired
Person in a rosy cottage" far from the "babble of many excited voices"
that pursue her.
When she is caught by Culvert she argues for her right to quiet and solitude,
for her
"desire to abstain from desiring" and for "the freedom to leave the group,, (BT
41g-ll).

In Byatt's story 'The Changeling', Josephine Piper's story, The Boiler Room,
tells of the
necessity for one character, Simon Vowle, of having a hiding place
where he could
retreat from classmates and playgrounds

to a "cell,,in which to hide (,s l5l). The
constant presence of others and the level of noise at the Star School,
which the
Steerforth Committee visits, gives Alexander a headache, making him aware
of his own
need for times of quiet, or silence, away from the group.

By comparison, John Ottokar describes a state of silence which is achieved
when
part of a group. As discussed, John's experience of The Spirits' Tigers
is likened to the
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"Quaker Silence" he experienced as a boy, which "made other people
bearable,' and
"more than that", lessened "all the mess of - theTtrss of your life,'. It wasn,t,
he tells
Frederica "that everyone became one, or anything - I couldn't bear
that any more than
you could. It was just that they were lrue - truer - than before
. . . I just liked the quiet,
the truth" (BT 453'4)'34 Noise and silence or quiet, together with group
activity

and

privacy, are represented in Babel Totver as factors which contribute
to or undermine the
maintenance of a stable subjectivity - just as love and desire do inpossesslon.

The connections between identity formation, speech and language and the
restrictions (or freedoms) of a society (or group) are a recurring
concern of each of the
novels in the tetralogy. A succession of events in the middle of The Virgin
in the Garden
emphasises these connections: the group that watches the Coronation
are urged by

Wilkie to ponder the "unconscious drives behind democracy", after which
Stephanie's dream and fear of a loss

comes

of "self' (and books), which is immediately followed

by 'Wedding' and Stephanie's meditation on the place of ceremony and ritual in
society,
including the ritualised repetition of marital speeches which enact a form
of conjunction between two people and within a societal group: "They too shall be one
flesh',. The
capacity of the word itself to enact material change is reiterated in
'Annunciation,, when
Stephanie learns she is pregnant with William (VG 246, 260, 296-7). In
Babel Tower
Culvert's hope for the community of La Tour Bruyarde, which is drawn
both from the
eighteenth-century French idea of the "commune" and from its imitators in
the 1960s, is
that they will be able to 'reforge' and 're-invent' language so that it no longer
carries the
associations of the old, comrpt and repressive authoritarian French society
to which they

belonged' Included amongst the "unnatural institutions" of this sociefy are ,,marriage,
the family, the patriarchy, [and] the pedagogic authoritarian relation between
teacher and
pupil" (BT 62-4).

An articulation of the relationship between the teaching of grammar, the layout
of
schools and the maintenance of control in different forms of society arises
during the
Steerforth Committee debates. One member of the group, the headmaster,
Guy Croonq
suggests that "the need for rules is a deep human need." "'That's what
the Fascists said,',
retorts the poet, Mickey Impey. Wijnnobel's reaction to this is to suggest that the
',rules
devised for political, or social control of group behaviour" are not'helpfully'compared
to
*The

concept of the "Retreat", also employed by the Community of
euakers, and the effect

of
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"the forms of the structure of language which can be observed and described in
all
societies". This is not, Wijnnobel states, a defence of "the ornate Latinate
grarnmatical
exercises now taught, which should be scrapped." This form
of grammatical instruction

does, suggests another committee member, Roger Magog, so easily ,,turn
into petty rules
of social oppression and alienation". In particular, as Arthur Beaver suggests, it
allows

individual teachers

to

exercise the

"will to power" over individual children. Beaver

points out that "in past times" the teacher had "an accepted authority
derived from his
culture"; the "sickness of this system", he goes on to claim, ',which intensified
as the
cultural authority crumbled and was called in question, was a'will to power,which
could
become domineering and cruel as it became more uncertainly individual', (BT
lg6-7).
Such power is exercised by Miss Crichton-Walker, the headmistress of girls'
a
boarding school in Byatt's short story, 'Racine and the Tablecloth'. The
',petty rules of
social oppression and alienation" of the seemingly "benign" Miss Crichton-Walker,s
school are keenly felt by Emily Bray. Finding herself (literally) the odd
one out, unable
to attach herself to a pair of girls during walks outside the school, as the school ,,ruIes,,
dictate

(i

la 'Holy Thursday'), and possessed by a ,'hunger for solitude,' away from the

"crushing others", Emily finds "breathing spaces" on the high mediaeval walls of the
city
where she tlinks about "French grammar and Euclid" (S 2,7). Two of
the key elements
of the story are identified by Jane Campbell, who suggests that
'Racine' is about both
a

"power struggle in a girls' school" and "the destructive power of language." Language
and authority, such as that which the headmistress wields, can lead
to a
',breakdown

of

order" when too much control is exercised (1997, 108). The story recounts ,Jape,,
a
in
which the girls swap sides in the church, "en bloc" not 'mingling', with the boys
from a
neighbouring school. The joke aims at "disorder and misrule": an inversion
of the
accepted order

of things and once

again echoing Blake's 'Holy Thursday, (^t lg).

According to Campbell, Byatt demonstrates "the imagination's need for
openness and
freedom" from other people, like the headmistress, and from the constrictions

of

linguistic forms. Racine's Phidre is given as an example of the latter, a ,,rigid
form,,
which is constrictive to the imagination, unlike, Campbell suggests, Byatt's own text
which "allows for indeterminacy" (l997, l0g).

silence as 'treatment' are discussed by Foucault in 'The Birth of the Asylum' (1991,
14l -152).
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However, whilst the school, run by Miss Crichton-Walker, is represented
as
oppressive in its adherence to absurd rules, to some extent these
are distinguished from
the grammatical rules of language and literature, which Emily is rather passionate
about
and seems, paradoxically,tobefreedby. Inparticular, sheenjoysRacine's phidre,t1;th

its 'rstrict, soldierly columns of rhymed couplets" and its formal structural

adherence to

"the unities of classical drama',.

ln Racine's world, all the inmates were gripped wholly by incompatible

passions which swelled uncontrollably

to fill their whole u.,i rlrr", brimming
over and drowning its horizons. They were all creatures of excess, their
secret blood burned and boiled and an unimaginably hot bright sun glared
down in judgement. . . . This art described a world of monsirous disorder
and excess and at the same time ordered it with an iron control and
constrictions, the closed world of the classical stage and the prescribed
dialogue, the. flexible, shining, inescapable steel mesh of that regular,
regulated singrng verse. (.t l6-7)
Like the singing of the children that John Ottokar describes, which is both harmonious,
or "heavenly", and disorderly, the order of Racine's verse conveys (or contains) its
opposite, "monstrous disorder and chaos". The formal artistic structure and rigid
verse

in the Ph^dre nonetheless
achieving the kind

of

conveys the excesses

of love,

revenge, death and light,
"creative and poetic balance" between two things of ,,opposite

nature" that Byatt admires in other forms of art, such as Van Gogh's painting,
and that is
found in the "perfect combination of order and chaos" in John Ottokar's jumper.

The "balance" of opposites that the form of the Phddre achieves is further
considered in the tetralogy. Frederica also studies Racine's Phddre for
A-level s, in Ihe
Virgrn in the Garden, and ponders the effect of an "Alexandrine" couplet (with six
iambic feet): "You had to think differently, the actual form of your thought
was different,
if you thought in closed couplets, further divided by rocking caesura, and if you thought
in French, in a limited vocabulary." The verse (and language) limits or directs thought,
thinks Frederica, and yet it also provides a kind of internat debate of its own: bound
in a
rigid form the images "argued" with each other. The verse form is "balanced,,, holding

"inner" and "outer", and separating "clutcher" from "clutched" at the same time as
"linking them inexorably". The formal structure of the Alexandrine allows for the
juxtaposition

of opposite "things",

productive even as

creating a kind

of dialectic between them that

it is contained. After this, and connected to it,

though

is

it is also

separate, is Frederica's idea of laminations, a "model of conduct
and an aesthetic,,, in

which "things lie alongside each other" and do not mix and combine, ,,liks growing
cells", or like what the verse itself achieves (VG 202,209-10). InBabel
TowerFrederica
remembers her idea of laminations, and her consideration of
the formal qualities of
Racine's verse for their productive possibilities, which she posits
against

the

less

appealing "mystical Oneness" of Forster and Lawrence and the idea
of "organic growh',

(ar3s8-e).
The poet in Babel Tower, Mickey hnpey, has a very different conception
of
poetic form and the uses of grammar which he sees as oppressive
and limiting. Impey
celebrates a form of language that is spontaneous (and "natural") and
takes little or no
account of accepted grammatical rules. After listening to a debate on the
teaching of
grammar by students at a secondary school, Mickey Impey tells
the students that instead

of "all this stuff about Einstein and relativity and so on" they should simply read Blake:
"'You should be thinking about //ri, about how to use your own energy, about how to
Infinity, not all the stuffthey teach you',, (BT 179). lmpey,s poetry, which he recites
at a school (and later at a 'happening') is the text's own version of poetry written
at this
time which questions figures of authority, and calls into question the rules of grarnmar
see

and composition.

They annihilote the Auntie.s
They top-and-tail the Teacher.s
. . . And toss them to tigers
Who howlwith delight

And dance all the night
In the burning bright light
Of the fire they have mqde
of school-uniforms and books

ln Impey's

aner

pens and inks. .

.

(BT 175-5)

speech to the high school students he indicates that he is influenced by Blake's

later poems, the "Prophetic Books" rather than the Songs, which enact a reworking
of
the form and grammar of verse and which, to Impey, encourage greater freedom
- for the

individual zubject and for the use of language. Richmond Bly, the principal of ttre
Samuel Palmer School of Art and Craft, sings the praises of the Books, claiming
that
their language "does have a beauty all of its own, a peculiar beauty . . . free, as he said,
of the monotonous Cadence - the bonclage - the fetters of rhyme and blank verse,,.
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Frederica, by contrast, sees the language of the Books as "ugly"
and "infant-babble, not
true language-forming" (BT 16l-2). Similar terms are used by Alexander
,,new,,

of the

language

of

theatre, which he sees as "childish". As Alexander reminds himsel{

however, the values this term carries with

it

are themselves questionable - as they were

to Blake and Wordsworth - for those to whom the "child is wiser than the man,, (gZ
168).

Alexander's reservations are

to

some extent the text's

own. The

Steerforth

Committee debates suggest two opposing 'camps' (although this is something
oversimplification of the complexities of the debate), which Alexander seerns

of an

to

sit

uncomfortably benveen, representing two different views to which the novel attempts
to
give consideration. In addition, the text enacts its own experiments with
language and

with the novel form, partly through Frederica's Laminations and cut-ups and partly
tkough other bits and pieces which are included in the text, like Impey's deliberately
unruly verse' Babel Trtwer, as Campbell suggests of 'Racine', shows the dangers
of
excessive forms of control, whether they be linguistic or social, and asserts
a need for
indeterminacy. At the same time however, Bqbel Tower does not dispense with
order
and form altogether.

Where the cut-ups go wrong [thinks Frederica] is in an over-valuation of
the
purely randorn, a too-great reliance on the human capacity to insist on
finding msaning in the trivial, the flotsam and jetsam of the brain's tick and
tock, messages on scraps of paper with one word to go on. Anything is a
message if you are looking for a message. But the glare of *
to6Hng
for a message anywhere and everywhere can be a mad glare,"y"
a pointless
glare. (BT 384\

There is also the possibility, as in 'Racine'. that there is freedom

- or fruitful chaos

-

within order itself. Just as there is "Mystery" to be found in working with the rules of
colour compositioq as the two painters, Bernard in'A Lamia in the Cevennes'and Robin

in'Art Work', find, engaging with, or rervorking, formal linguistic structures can be more
"fruitful" than the totally random (which may not even be possible). Babel Tower,s
representation of experiments with form suggests, like Roland Michell's reconsideration

of poetry in

Posse.ssion, that what existing structures

of language and literature cqn do

might be more interesting than what they cannot.
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Returning to the end: past, present and future
Mickey Impey's image of the "dance all night" and burning of books is enacted
inBabel
Tower by Paul Ottokar when he burns "skoob turrets", or towers
of Frederica,s books

(Bf 455)- Paul's /

Zag's act is performed while high, he claims, and has a kind

ritualistic quality that recalls Bataille's description

of

of the "ecstatic shamanic or

destabilising dance" of Van Gogh, discussed in 'Van Gogh, Death and
Summer,. The
image also echoes what Byatt terms the "shamanic fire dancing"
of Wallace Stevens,

"ring of men" in 'Sunday Morning' and recalls Matisse's "unreal and strangely moving
creations of La Danse and La Musique" (PM 316). There are three connected
issues
explored

in the tetralogy that this image in Babel Tower highlights: the desire of

an

individual or cultural movement to return to a more primitive (or fauve)
state that predates linguistic structure and the constraints that accompany it; the intimation

of

totalitarian control that book-burning exemplifies, whether it be from liberals such
as Bill
Potter in The Wrgin in the Gorden, or extremists such as Paul Ottokar in
Babel Tower;
(what
and
Babel Tower represents as) a refusal or denial of the past, and the permanence
of hallowed works of art, that books represent to Paul Ottokar and the ,,young,, painters
and artists of the 1960s.

Language, according to Babbletorver's Culvert, "is a bodily product, product
a
of
our earliest intimacies and desires, from the babble of the infant at the breast to the
impassioned discourse of the visionary who tries to speak what is yet
unformulated and

unshaped". Culvert celebrates what he regards as a'natural', bodily, form of language,
asserting that the "babble" of children speaks a greater 'truth' than articulate
discourse.
The possibility of returning to a more "natural" language and the conception
of the child
as "wiser than the man" are two features of what Babel Tower identifies
as experiments

in cultural practices in the 1960s that are in some respects reviving Romantic, or late
eighteenth century

I

early nineteenth century ideas about language and expression. On

the one hand, this is achieved through Culvert's resemblance to the Marquis de Sade,
on
the other, his ideas concerning children and visionaries are echoes of William Blake (and

to some extent, William Wordsworth). Babbleknuer's setting in the time of the French
Revolutions does highlight the connections between the two cultural contexts,
as I
considered in the previous chapter. In La Tour Bruyarde, Culvert addresses what
he
terms the need to attempt

to "reforge" and "remake"

language so that

it is both zaw,

casting offthe shackles of "old prohibitions", and that it returns to the boo?,the
',product
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of our earliest intimacies and desires' (BT 64). Culvert outlines his plans for
the new
society in the Theatre of Tongues, partly named for the "crumbling" ceiling
fresco of ,,an

ancient fieze depicting tongues
descending also like

of flame, boiling upwards like pyres or faggots or

crowns". The fresco is either an image of the ,,hell-fire,, or

a

depiction of "the Pentecostal descent of the Spirit" on the Apostles. Like
the description
of St' Simeon's broken stained-glass window, the frieze on the crumbling ceiling
connects the upheaval of extreme social change, war and death on a large
scale, the
French Revolution and world war II, with linguistic confusio n (BT 6z-a).

Grammar is one aspect of language that is questioned, or comes under
what
George Steiner, writing in the 1960s, terms an "attack" on conceptions of language
and

the "human person". Steiner's essay 'The Language Animal', suggests that languages
evolve, developing "certain rules of relationship" out of an "initially random
or chaotic
potentialr'. Steiner offers the converse scenario, "where definitions break down,
where
syntax dissolves" and suggests that in such a situation "the old chaos" would
return,
whether it be in "the pathology of an individual or in the collapse of a society,' (1967,

8l)'

The return to a pre-linguistic state, that Paul Ottokar in Babel Tower and the
community of La Tour Bruyarde in Bahblelower attempt, are influenced by
Steiner's

argument; the former results in the "pathology" Steiner describes, the latter in
a society's

"collapse". Madness (pathology or psychosis rather than Freudian neurosis) and death,
Steiner flrggests, are "substantive limitations" of humanity, "conditions which language
refuses to signify" (ibid.,

87). The "failure of the word" to convey death that European

modernist writers, such as Mallarme, highlight, prefigures a later, even greater
sense of
the limitations of language following the unprecented scale of death in the Second
World
War.3s

Whilst death 'itself cannot be articulated, Steiner's argument goes, its existence is
something which the very structure of langr.rage reinforces, so that the

"dominant
syntactical features of language" could be regarded as "the embodiment of a particular

view of man'5 identity and death". He argues that the "trinary set, past-present-future,
the zubject-object function, the metaphysics and psychology of the first-person pronouq

the conventions of linguistic repeatability" are the features on which "techniques of
35Franz

Kafl<a, writes Steiner, has an "eerily exact pre-vision ofthe holocaust,, which springs
from "a.rl acute diagnosis of the breakdown of liberal humanism" and a sense of societr,.as what
John Ottokar describes as a "mad structure', (1967 - 72-3\.
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remembrance and, hence, our culture" are founded (ibid.,

99). ln

passions

of the Mind

Byatt's essay on "'The Omnipotence of Thought": Freud, Frazer and post-Modernist
Fiction', considers "the fact of death" and the "knowledge" of death that is ,,inherent,,
in
patterns which shape fiction. The final analysis in this essay is
of a passage in Iris
Murdoch's The Good Apprentice which connotes, Byatt writes,
"the fact of life, which is
in some way the same thing as the fact of death, seen simply, and as a kind of revelation
of truth, or reality', (pM l4g, 154-s,164).

I want to point out here that on several

occasions, Byatt uses the term "the thing

itself', often used to denote'the world' or reality that exists beyond'the word', to refer to
death. a specific dead thing or even an image of death that r.s somehow related
to ,the

thing'. In Babel

Tower

it is the Lady Roseace who

"saw clearly

. . . the thing itsel{

human creatures whose faces were black, whose eyes were plucked by beaks,
whose
bellies were swollen and stank" in the woods near the tower. "Et ego in Arcadia',,
says

Colonel Grim to Roseace, when he encounters the same sight (BT

l3l). In ,Ancestors,

Byatt describes Matthew Pearce, in Swift's Ever After, as encountering "the thing itself,
when he sees "the ancient skull" fossilised (OHS 74);

in

Still Life,Frederica potter thinks

that the carved Sarah and the relicry at the church of the Saintes-Maries remind her
of
"that female body preserved whole in sand in the British Museum', which is ,,many
English children's first encounter with death. . .

. The thing itself, (.gz g2).

Earlier, I considered the concept of the still life in relation to what Wijnnobel sees
as a form of truth that is preserved or "timeless", and what Mieke Bal identifies
as a
"longed-for pennanence", in Proust's work of "remembran ce", A Ia recherche du temps

perdu- In Babel Tower, the timelessness of Vermeer's still life is considered in relation to
the deniol of the past by the young painters and writers of the sixties, who
Jude Mason
suggests are "working up magics

to stop time" and "making timeless moments" so as to

reverse time's direction, halt the process of change and decay and deny death

(Bf

227).

The 'happenings' that Frederica attends in Babel Tower are indicative of what the text
regards as a particular conception of both art and time taken largely from Steiner's
account. A'happening', Steiner writes, "an aleatory piece of music, an artifact made only
to be destroyed, are strategic denials of the future tense, even as the derision of
precedent, the unsaying of history, or a contempuous indifference toward it,
are a refusal

of a past" (ibid., 99). The 'happenings' that Frederica attends are resolutely random and
impermanent. At the "end-of-the-year exhibition" at the Samuel palmer School (where
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Frederica teaches), Paul Ottokar and "Silo" engage in a performance in
a straw cage; at
the end of the musical / sound part of the performance, the cage is set on fire
so that the
event cannot be recreated nor the cage made permanent as art.

The connection between a psychoanalytic concept of 'return', in contrast to a
concept of linearity, that I considered in relation to Still Life, is also germane
to the third
novel in the tetralogy. In Babel Tower Jude Mason's Babbletower strucfures narrative
a
that owes more to a conception of recurrence than to one of "linear time',. On the one
hand, Jude's characters attempt to found a society that is divorced from its historical
context ofeighteenth century France, and outside the linear narrative ofprogression
and

development that is history that

I considered in the previous chapter. In addition, Jude,s

text could also be examined for its inclusion of sado-masochistic practices, such as Freud
attempts to account for in his discussion of the death instinct in 'Beyond the pleazure

Principle'' In 'Fathers', Byatt

discusses the ways

in which fictions can be ,,like

a

psychoanalysis". In this light, Bahbletower could be seen to function as
Jude's ,,return,,

to the "old state of things" that he experienced as a child attending the Swineburn School
for boys. The trial itself is something of "a psychoanalysis" as Jude is forced by the
lawyer prosecuting him (for writing obscenity in Babbletower) to go ,'backwards through
memory" to childhood events (OHS 35).

In addition, Babbletower goes "backwards" to an end, that is the fall of the tower
and death of its inhabitants, which is also a point of linguistic origin. Babbletower
ends,
also ending Babel Tower, with an image of a stony world, almost devoid of life except
for the three friends with evocative names, Turdus Cantor, Samson Origen and Colonel

Grim; a "heap of bones, white bones, fresh bones, skulls and ribs and shins',; and
the
animals like the "beast that began to howl somewhere far away in the forest,
and a great

bird [that] turned and turned above them in a hot blue sky,' (Bf 6n). The world
emptied of humanity at the close of Wallace Stevens' 'The Course of the particular, is
echoed

in Babel

Tower's final image and

in Wijnnobel's description of the

,,stony,

inorganic world" to which "we strive to return" in his account of 'Beyond the pleasure
Principle'.36 In the final verse of Stevens' poem 'sunday Morning' he uses what Byatt

't-here is another verse of 'sunday Monung', Byatt lvrires, that offers a version of a golden,
static and unchanging Paradise, the Garden of gardens, "lvith heavy fruit always perflct":
a still
life and golden age in one, which is also the site of original language, that contrasis to the
"stony,,
image tlre poem ends with (PM 316).
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considers

to be "the most striking and memorable of what I think of

as the 'naked, or

'bare'images of our place among things":

We live in an old chaos of the sun
Or old dependency of day and night.
Our island solitude, unsponsored, free,
Of that wide water, inescapable.
Deer walk upon our mountains, and the quail
Whistle about us their spontaneous cries;
Sweet berries ripen in the wilderness:
And, in the isolation of the sky,
At evening, casual flocks of pigeons make
Ambiguous undulations as they sink,
Downwards to darkness, on extended wings. (qtd. in

pM 316-7)

Byatt sees this verse as disposing "of the old Adamic vision of the world as made for
Man, or the Christian vision of the source of light and life, the Word incarnate in
our
blood" and attempts, like Van Gogh and George Eliot, at a "demythologised religion".
The cries of the quail which are "spontaneous" and "whistle about us", are also,
Byatt
states, "nothing to do with us". They also echo the leaves' cry that is independent
of
human language and in "absence of fantasia, without meaning more / Than they
are in the

final finding of the air, in the thing / Itself', in Stevens' 'The Course of a particular'.
Both
poems are indicative of what Byatt regards as "the 'naked"' images
of "our place among
things": a "stony" point of origin, that is also an end, for which "we" strive (pM316-7).

Babel Tower's end is also a relurn, the repetition

of an"old state of things"

that

conjoins the beginning of the novel with the end. The first of Babel Towelsbeginnings
starts with the thrush who "appears

to be listening to the earth" and who "sings', in

"liquid syllables, short cries, serial trills" that he "repeats" over and over. Whilst the end
of the novel returns the reader to this "stony and inorganic world" that pre-exists human
language, it is not a world in which there is no language per se: like the beast
that howls

at the end of the novel, in the beginning, the thrush sings and amid the stones are helical
snail shells that carry their own genetic alphabet

(Bf l).

The final image af Babbletower

/ Babel Tower also carries the "germ" of a new beginning and new life, like the ',germ
inside the stone" of Alexander's "dying" plums in Stitl Life, or the flowers that grow
above the fossils at Boggle Hole in Possessiorr. The ruined tower looks, from a distance.
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"like a chance heap of rocks, sprouting green here and there, with what might be shells
or pebbles clustered palely at its foot" (BT 617).

lf

Babel Tower disposes, like Stevens' poetry, of what Byatt terms "the old
Adamic vision of the world as made for Man, or the Christian vision of the
source of
light and life, the Word incarnate in our blood", it does retain a conception
that language,
like light, has a restorative, life-renewing, power. The "sun communicates
with the stone
as it warms it. Once we knew the words of this language, and we shall
do so agairq

since

history always repeats itself. .

.".

Byatt quotes this passage from penelope Fitzgerald's

Kreisamtmann' who paraphrases the Dutch philosopher Hemsterhuis's idea
of a universal
language of plants, stones and "man", in The BIue Flower (qtd. in oFlJ

63).

Byatt

regards Fitzgerald's novel as offering "images of time's cycle, of restoration
and spirit",

unlike other contemporary British fiction that Byatt discusses in 'Fathers, and in
'Forefathers', which tends to contain "riddling" images of the "immortal,,. Like
Fitzgerald, Byatt's own fictional texts offer both an "image of time's cycle" and
attempt
to return to the past, "a brief resurrection and imaginative vision of the dead, and their
dead world" (OHS 62-3). In particular, the tetralogy's return to the past,
like
Possession's, arises from a conception that fiction has the capacity

to resurrect the

dead

and that fictional language has. like light, a regenerative capacity.
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Conclusion
The Threads of A. S. Byatt's Involute
The aim of this study has been to situate A. S. Byatt's fictional texts in the
conte>rt of
their production whilst at the same time exploring the threads of concern within
and

between

them. Throughout this

thesis

I

have returned

to the image of the text as a

"knot", which comes from Byatt's paper on 'ldentity and the Writer', and the related
image of the text as woven, which is how Byatt describes each of the novels
in her
tetralogy in Memory and the Making of Fiction'. Each of Byatt's texts is a ,,knot,, or
weave comprised of different strands, many of which they share with each other,
all

of

which are affected by their position within the wider context of literary, cultural and
philosophical discourse. Each is also a complex weave of fi.ction and criticism,
often
entering into debates that go on

in the disciplines of the

sciences, philosophy or

linguistics at the same time as offering a satisfying, albeit self-conscious, realist narrative.
Like the work of Thomas De Quincey, which she discusses on several occasions, A.

S.

Byatt's fiction and criticism together forms what she terms an "inextricable involute"
that
reveals "new connections in both language and the material world" and is difficult to
disentangle: into each

of the different parts that comprise

discourses that contribute to

it

and

from the various

it (pM 2gZ: SC l0).

Throughout this discussion of Byatt's fiction

I

have returned

to the idea that

literature, particularly the novel, is "relentlessly entangled", as Robert young puts it,
with that which lies outside of its bounds. I have shown that one debate in recent literary
and cultural theory in which Byatt's fiction is entangled concerns the very nature of
textuality or language itself - what Linda Hutcheon terms the ',word / world" debate.
Most recent theory, argues Young, "has oscillated according to this dichotomy of selfreflexivity and critical distance: either theory has been caught between the prison-house

of language, apparently celebrating the timits of its self-reflexive status', or ,'it has urged
the necessity of a breaking through the mirror of self-reflexivity to the outside, to the
real, the material, to history". Like theory, recent fiction has also oscillated between
"celebrating the limits of its self-reflexive status" and attempting to break through the

mirror (or glass) "to the real, the material, to history" (13). It is in the context of this
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paradox, which Linda Hutcheon defines as characteristic of postmodern
fiction" that
have placed

A.

I

S, Byatt's fiction.

It is precisely the claim that there

is no "outside" to the text, or that language is

"a self-referring system of signs, which doesn't touch the world", that is of great interest
and concern to A. S. Byatt, as she outlines in Passions of the Mind. As I have
argued in
Chapter Three, a crucial issue that remains unresolved in Byatt's fiction is the question

of

whether or not the "hard world outside" the window can ever be accessed or represented
in language (PM 323). In Still Life Marcus Potter thinks he is able to name and classify,
and therefore retain some kind of grasp on, a simpler reality. However, while naming

to master the'thing', so that it does not exceed language, Byatt's fiction also offers
the possibility that language can exceed the 'thing itself, as Michael Westlake writes,
seems

becoming "released from its hold, a continual slippage along chains

down the forking paths

of

linguistic potentiality"

(36).

of signification,

Alexander Wedderburn,s

difficulty, in Still Life, of accurately describing his "still life" with plums highlights this
problem.

I

have argued that Byatt's solution

to this

dilemma

is both to accept the

impossibility of gaining final access to the "hard world" and to resist the ideathat
selfreferring signs are all we can know. It is neither unmediated experience, nor ,'this world

of simulacra", that these texts represent and promote, but something that is in-between
the two, in which experience is "laminated". Thus, in Byatt's fiction, subject formation
takes place inside and outside language:

it is contributed to by a number of different

factors, including the "language or languages we speak". Likewise, in Byatt,s account

of

the past, she asserts that whilst it exists and is other than the present, it is only accessible

through texts which remain and are reconfigured into something that makes sense in the
present - for a particular purpose and in a particular context. Similarly, words
and things
are regarded as intricately embedded in each other, at least in our experience and
understanding of them: as Byatt tells Nicholas Tredell, Boggle Hole is both a place that

can be seen and experienced, and an evocative name with a myriad of associations,
connected

to other names in a system While it may be impossible to get altogether

outside of the system, we are not completely trapped inside it either.

As Byatt's fiction demonstrates, one thing that prevents us from

becoming

trapped inside a particular system is the fact that systems of knowledge and ways

of
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seeing are manifold, changing and contradictory. "Our plurality

of windows

should

surely protect us against, rather than inducing, solipsist despair", Gerard Wijnnobel
tells
his audience at the opening of the new University of North yorkshire in
Still Life:

Trees in the quad grow, observed or unobserved, that is my faith, flowers
bloom and apples fall. I trust we shall grow apples. e girr crosses the
courtyard in a yellow dress and can be seen, optically, amorously, medically,
sociologically' She is a system of mass and energy, she is putiulating with
cells growing and dying, she is a motif in a Dutch painting or a moJernist
analysis of colour and vision, she is a native speakel of Dutch, or English,
she is a student of engineering, she is a member of social class
d shels an
irreplaceable individual, she is an immortal soul. What Kepler discovered
about optics Vermeer applied and exemplified in the light ani colour of the
'Vew of Delft'. And from that painting Marcel Proust picked out the patch
of yellow wall and associated it for all time - or all imaginable time - *ittr *
exact irreducible vision of truth, order and likeness. Great intuition - in all
fields - perceives order and likeness in the differences and multitudinous
movements of the universe. Intuitions of order fail, and are succeeded bv
others, but we persist in seeking. (SL 276-j)
The girl in yellow is simultaneously cells growing and dying, an "immortal soul" and an
individual subject. The "intuition" that perceives a particular order of things is not
cognisant of a "truth" that will remain fixed or universally applicable, but it is nonetheless

significant, or offers a "kind of truth", possessive of a changing relevance. As Still Life
asserts, "'Make

it new'cannot

dffirent ways of

mean set

it free of

seeing things enable us

alt learned frames and names." Rather,

to re-evaluate our relationship to the

,'hard

world" and to re-examine our "learned frames".
One of the reasons why

I

have argued for the relevance of Mikhail Bakhtin,s

work to Byatt's fiction is its exploration of the ongoing and highly productive dialogae,
or two way interaction, between word and world, promoting what Young describes as a
movement "out of the looking-glass back to the real world" (37).

It is not simply that

the "world of words creates the world of things" but that language has a double role: it is
both part of reality and reflects and refracts a reality outside of itself. Anotherreason for
the relevance of Bakhtin to Byatt is his account of the interaction of various discourses in

the novel. Wijnnobel's advocation of interdisciplinarity in education highlights Byatt's
conception of the interdisciplinary or "knotted" way in which subjects experience the
world and the interdisciplinarity of Byatt's own fiction, which draws on a wide range of
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interanimating discourses. Throughout this thesis

I

have shown that each of Byatt's

novels, in particular Possession, The Virgin in the Garden, Still Life, Babet
Tower and
The Biographer's Tale, are lexts, in the sense that Roland Barthes gives
this tenrl which
echo a number of other texts.
The dialogue that is enacted between Byatt's fiction and other works of literature,

together with the relations between text and world that

it

enacts and represents, are

illustrated by a passage in Babel T'over, in which Frederica Potter describes the
complex
and changing relationship between "The Modern Novel", its readers and the
world,

to

a

group of fine arts students in the 1960s. She talks about D. H. Lawrence's
Women In
Love, which is a novel about which she retains "a fierce ambivalence,' and in
which
she

feels "involved": "its existence is part of the way she sees the

paradoical stance

in

relationship

to

Wtmen

in Love

world".

Frederica,s

reflects something

of this

postmodern text's own ambivalent relationship to Lawrence's fiction and, more generally,

the modernist fiction which

it draws on and replies to (BT ZIZ). As she speaks,

Frederica is aware of the diverse ways in which her students view the world,
the novels,
themselves, their art: "potters notice different things lrom textile designers, painters use
language more flamboyantly and more loosely than graphic designers". She tries
to find

of discussing the written text, this novel, that will help each of her students make
sense of its construction and convey the idea that "books are complicated formal
a way

structures".

A novel, women in Love for instance, srre says, is made of a long thread of
Ianguage, like knitting, thicker and thinner in patches. It is made in the head

and has to be remade in the head by w.hoever reads it, who will always
remake it diflerently. . . . The people are made of language, but this is not all
they are. A novel is also made of ideas that connect all the people like
another layer of interwoven knitting - V(omen in Lotte is a novel about
decadence, about love of death, about thanatos as opposed to eros. The
ideas are made out of language but that is not all they are. This novel is
made of visual images - the lanterns, the moon, the white flowers - which
you might think were like painted images, but they are not for they have to
be unseen visible images to be powerful. They are made out of language but
that is not all they are.
The group i:; listening. she has them: the
knitting is a fishnet. (BT Zt3)
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Like Frederica's lecture, Byatt's own novel picks up and recombines the threads of
Lawrence's novel into a new form, partly through metaphor. In addition, Frederica,s
lecture is itself a form of tale, evoking Walter Benjamin's account of storytelling in
which

the teller weaves a story as the listeners (and some of Frederica's listeners are
textrle
designers) weave their own fabrics. Byatt shares with Benjamin a conception
that the
novel holds together different threads of concern, connecting them to its readers,
who
are thereby connected themselves: as a group and within a culture.

Like

Women in Love,

to which Byatt also retains a "fierce ambivalence,,, Byatt's

fiction is a kind of "knitting" that undertakes a process af connection: between different
and disparate things and to the 'world' with which it is entangled. ,,All my life',,
writes
Byatt in the Preface to Strange and Charmed, "I have urgently been asking myself why
human beings make works of art at all - there is no obvious moral or Darwinian reason

why they should. The answer, often enough, seems to be: for the same reason that they
make metaphors." Both, she argues, are to do with making connections, with "creating
and recreating in memory and imagination representations of things meeting and parting,

arranging themselves and dissolving" (SC

9).

As

I have shown, the connections and

metaphorical associations which Byatt's fiction makes between 'things' are evidence
"endless relationships rather than containment", as Jane Campbell suggests

of

(lgg7, 120-

1).

Likewise, whilst Byatt draws attention to the "connection" between disciplines, in
particular the arts and sciences, this two way flow is indicative of an open-ende&tess rn
which the production of meanings is in continual process.

Byatt's emphasis on the "endless relationships" between things has meant that
while each of my chapters has focused on one particular issue or thread of concern in
Byatt's fiction, at times it has been difficult to entirely separate out each strand from the

others. In the fust chapter, for instance, I explored the reconception of subjectivity in
Byatt's fiction, although this discussion also converged at points with a consideration
language, particularly as

it relates to the formation

and articulation

of

of

subjectivity.

Conversely, my discussion of Byatt's engagement with theories of language in the third
chapter doubled back, picking up my earlier investigation of the individual subject within

language. Several threads have recurred in different guises throughout the thesis,
weaving through each of the three chapters and connecting each of the three specific
topics under discussion. My thesis has illustrated, for example, that for Byatt the

formation of an identity, both individual and cultural, is related to a particular
attitude
toward the past, just as the restrictions and freedoms of an individual, group or society
are related to the function of speech and language. Similarly, heliotropic rhetoric
and the

function of light in language, particularly as it relates to Sigmund Freud's account of the
instincts and the reconstruction of an image of the past as "golden', in Byatt's
tetralogy, is
another, persistent, thread of concern which all three chapters explored.

Tying these threads together is a conception that Byatt's fiction is fundamentally
ambivalent. Until very recently, existing scholarship on Byatt has done little to account

for the ambivalence that arises from the texts' position inside / outside literature, or to
show how Byatt's fiction is a particularly productive form that highlights key issues
of
concern to Western or European cultural practice and Ihe discourse about

it from the

mid to late-twentieth century. Whilst approaching the tetralogy, for example, in terms

of

its depiction of family relationships, or choices available to women in the mid-twentieth
century is in many respects fruitful, it pays insufticient attention to the ambiguities that
arise from the novels' engagement with postmodernism. Even though the novels in the

tetralogy do construct a narrative 'about'Frederica Potter et al and are a representation

of postwar Britain, they are also examinations of theories of subjectivity, memory

and

language. There are of course a number of exceptions to this approach that come from
critics like Michael Westlake and, more recently, Christien Franken, although each
focuses on particular texts and not on the wider body of Byatt's work, as this thesis does.

My original working title, 'A. S. Byatt: a "Postmodern Victorian"', after Michael
Levenson's description of Byatt, illustrates one of the paradoxes that characterise Byatt,s

fiction' As work progressed,

others became apparent. As

I argued in the preceding

chapter, Byatt's fiction develops at the point of conjunction between opposite things - in

that "positive field of play" that Tony Bennett describes as occurring between tuto
conflicting theoretical positions - like Alexander Wedderburn's play The Yellow Chair,
which arises from the actual and imagined "counterpoint" or battle between Vincent Van
Gogh and Paul Gauguin. Like the "lively conjunction" in Van Gogh's art between the

real and symbolic, according to Byatt, or the realist and romantic, as Van Gogh
described it to his brother Theo, Byatt's fiction engages with dilference in a way that is
highly productive. At times achieving a "creative and poetic balance" Iike the verse of
Racine, or struggling to maintain a balance between order and chaos, as in John
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Ottokar's brilliantly coloured jumper tn Babel Toter, the strength of Byatt's fiction lies
in

its very endeavour to combine what Wallace Stevens terms "two things of opposite
nature".

It is metaphor that encapsulates

and exemplifies the capacity to be two things at

once' as my third chapter has shown. Reading A. S. Byatt's fiction visually, or in terms
of its relation to the visual arts, highlights its ability to be read as double. My thesis has
traced the examination and reconsideration in Byatt's fiction of a number of the binary
or

oppositional pairs that run not only through Western literature, but also philosophy, the
sciences and language, and which form what Cixous sees as a persistent
"double braid" in

Western discourse- In particular, Byatt's fiction examines the complex interaction of the

two terms self and other, male and female, matter and spirit, fact and fictioq past and
present, light and dark, text and world, and life and death. Tied up with questions
concerning life, both the "single biological life" and "Life" itself, and death are notions

a beginning and end, particularly as they operate in narrative - both fictional

of

and

historical. Although it explores the idea of recurrence, or circularity, it is the concept of
regeneration which Byatt's fiction posits against the notion of an end, so that even deatl
holds the promise of a new life and new beginning.

The conception that language and literature have a regenerative capacity which
overcomes or undoes the "End" is an idea that Byatt's fiction (and criticism) persistently
returns

to.

Roland Michell's poems grow like flowers from the humus of Randolph Ash's

versg just as Hugh Pink's Persephone poem grows out of the literature that forms the
"matter" in his mind. Frederica Potter's Lqnrinations also arises from the ,'matter,, of
existing texts, the "flotsam and jetsam" of an inherited culture that she has reworked and

reformulated into something that is new and has meaning - for herself and in a particular
time and place - but also has a kind of life, unlike her sister Stephanie Potter's dream-text

which has "no blood to make it utter". Like the hypomnentata that Michel Foucault
discusses, Frederica's rewritings and William Burroughs-like cut-ups are not
"placed in a

sort of memory cabinet but deeply lodged in the soul, 'planted in it"' - part of her 'self
ond of the text she assembles. According to Byatt, it is precisely in the reworking, and

not by remaining preserved in a frozen or static "white modern light", that literature
continues to 'live' and have meaning over time.
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Of course, it is Byatt's fiction itself that best exemplifies this point. Highly
intertextual, Byatt's novels and short stories engage in an explicit and self-conscious
dialogue with existing literatures - particularly nineteenth century literature - that is
characteristic of postmodern

fiction. However. as Phineas Nanson points

out

tn

The

Biographer's Tale "quotation of quotation" is not so much a feature of postmodern texts
as simply part of writing, or of the novel, as Mikhail Bakhtin argues. phineas reworks

the metaphor of language as glass, with which this novel begins, to describe the
production of texts as a combination of old words in new contexts:

I myself think that

these lifted sentences, in their new contexts, are almost the
purest and most beautiful parts of the transmission of scholarship. I began a
collection of them, intending, when my time came, to redeploy them *itn u
difference, catching different light at a different angle. That metaphor is from
mosaic-making. One of the things I learned in these weeks of risearch was
that the great makers constantly raided previous works . . for tesserae
which they rewrought into new image s. g:nf ZO1

In 'The Greatest Story Ever Told' in On Histories and

Storie.s, Byatt insists on the

dialogic relation between a story, such as those in the Thousand qnd One Nights and the
many texts which rework it, including her own 'The Djinn in the Nightingale's Eye',

which "talk to each other and borrow tiom each other".
There is a sense in which the quotation of elements from the past in ,'new,' or
postmodern cultural practices is a comparable procedure, writes Jean-Frangois Lyotard,

with "the use of remains coming from past life in the dream-work described by Freud, in
the Interpretation of Dream.s" (1989, 8). One instance of intertextuality that Byatt

in 'The Greatest Story Ever Told', that is also "lifted" into the account of
Stephanie's dream in Still Life, brings together a number of different threads that this
describes

thesis has addressed. In the fifth book of William Wordsworth's The Prelude, she writes,

"he tells of a dream encounter with a strange figure on a dromedary, who seemed to be
both Don Quixote and 'an Arab of the clesert too', rvho carries a stone and a shell, which

are also 'both books"' that need to be saved tiom the "fleet waters" that are rising.
Wordsworth, she writes, "has compressed two great collections of tales in a dream-pun,
an Arabian Knight, saving geometry and poetry from destruction. AgairL the Tales stand

against death" (OHS 166-8). Like dreams, and like language that has its fundamental
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basis in metaphor, Byatt's fiction holds two different things in a dialogic relation:
stone

and floweq light and dark, life and death.
paradoxical oonrbination

In addition, the repetition, quotation and

of "things" in Byatt's fiction

shares the function

with

dreams

(and with other cultural practices) of disallowing a break with or repression
of the past.

A. S' Byatt's fiction, I have argued, oreates a perpetual and productive dialogue between
terds, disciplines, the individual subject and the culture within which

it

existq and the

present and the past, through a reworking and recontextualisation of language and
literature.
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